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Executive summary  
 

This report includes the main findings of the work package on Combating Social Exclusion 

(WP7), which analyzes the role of policies to promote social inclusion of social vulnerable 

groups’ e.g. ethnic minorities such as Roma, Migrants, refugees, unemployed, homeless, 

and disabled people. It contains a theoretical framework and a transversal analysis of 155 

policies that are being successful to combat social exclusion of vulnerable social groups in 

a total of 11 countries: Spain, Hungary, Portugal, Denmark, Cyprus, United Kingdom, 

Slovakia, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Finalnd, Norway and The Netherlands. The policy 

drivers and barriers were identified and analyzed per vulnerable social group; as well as 

whether the vulnerable groups' voices were included in the design and implementation of 

the policies, and if so in what way and at what stage of the policy cycle. This analysis was 

complemented with two panels of experts (social activists and policy makers) who were 

interviewed to further understand how acts of solidarity can foster the social inclusiveness 

dimension. Furthermore, an analysis of existing regional, national and European policies 

and actions addressing the social inclusion of people with no territory was conducted, with 

a particular focus on Roma people and refugees. Lastly, this report concludes with a list of 

policy recommendations for the successful design, implementation and evaluation of 

future action aiming to combat social exclusion. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Work package 7 (WP7) focuses on combating social exclusion in order to foster solidarity 

in the European context. Social exclusion is the process in which certain individuals or 

social groups due to their social position, are systematically exclude from (or denied full 

access to) various rights, opportunities and resources which are fundamental to social 

integration or solidarity (e.g. housing, education, employment, health and civil 

engagement etc.), that others of a different social groups have access to. 

 

One of the societal objectives of SOLIDUS is to contribute to fight against social exclusion 

giving voice to the not listened, empowering citizenship and identifying the transformative 

elements in expressions of social justice and solidarity. As such, we have conducted a 

transversal analysis to identify barriers and the strategies founded in solidarity to 

overcome inequalities of most vulnerable groups at risk of social exclusion and 

discrimination. WP7 concerns inclusion policies of vulnerable groups in several social areas 

and analyses the cross-cutting issues of identity, vulnerable groups at risk of exclusion (i.e. 

ethnic minorities, migrants, unemployed, and people with disabilities) with the research 

evidence established from previous work packages.  

 

Specifically, this report is divided in five sections. First, we provide the methods and the 

activities of research developed, which have consisted in literature review, policy analysis 

and qualitative fieldwork. Second, we present the conceptual framework for notes that 

have substantiated the study. Third, a comparative analysis of national policies against 

social exclusion of vulnerable groups is carried out. Fourth, we provide the result of the 

analysis of policies addressing social inclusion of people with no territory, focusing 

especially in the case of Roma people and refugees in Europe. Finally, the report includes 

a summary of the main drivers and challenges for these types of solidary actions for diverse 

vulnerable social groups and concludes with a list of policy recommendations. 
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2. Methods 
 

The findings presented in this report are based on a set of activities of research which have 

consisted basically in literature review, policy analysis and qualitative fieldwork. In this 

section, the scope and methods for these activities are explained.   

 

Firstly, we undertook a literature review on theoretical contributions related to democracy 

and social inclusion, and more specifically social exclusion and social inclusion in public 

policies. We reviewed articles in journals included in indexed databases (e.g. Web of 

Science, Scopus) and relevant books. The analysis was focused on 1) drivers and barriers 

of initiatives and acts of solidarity to overcome social exclusion and 2) solidarity practices 

have achieved social and/or political impact. With this literature review we developed a 

concept paper on general framework and literature review which served as the overall 

framework (including criteria) for use in the subsequent activities.  

 

Secondly, the consortium conducted a review of social inclusion policies at national level, 

that are being successful to combat social exclusion of vulnerable groups, A total of 155 

policies were identified and analyzed across Spain, Hungary, Portugal, Denmark, Cyprus, 

United Kingdom, Slovakia, Germany, Greece, Norway, and The Netherlands. For each one 

of these countries, a Background National Papers (BNPs) was elaborated. Both the criteria 

for the information to be collected and its analysis were based on the literature review 

already explained. An analysis chart was used for each policy, with a special emphasis 

placed on identifying the drivers and barriers for the success of these policies. As well as 

whether the vulnerable groups' voices were included in the design and implementation of 

the policies, and if so in what way and at what stage of the policy cycle. 

 
Thirdly, an analysis of existing regional, National and European policies and actions 

addressing the social inclusion of people with no territory was conducted, with a particular 

focus on Roma people and refugees. The analysis of policies addressed at promoting the 

social inclusion of people with no territory initially focused on policies promoting the social 

inclusion of Roma people and Refugees. Successful initiatives were highlighted, policy 
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designed to combat the inequalities documented was then explored at a European, 

national and regional level, as well as an exploration of civil society contributions.  

 

In addition, to support further in-depth analysis on how acts of solidarity can foster the 

social inclusiveness dimension, two Panels of experts and key stakeholders were created 

in two countries - Spain and Denmark - selected due to their different welfare policies. 

Each panel consisted of eight experts, social activists and policy makers per country, who 

were selected according to these basic criteria: Expertise of the specialised members in 

overcoming and/or combating inequalities for more vulnerable groups; Representation of 

experts, social activist and policy makers amongst the eight selected ones; Inclusion of 

members from vulnerable groups to guarantee all voices; expertise and/or involvement in 

different policy areas, such as employment, health, education, housing and civic 

engagement represented amongst the eight selected ones, and expertise of the 

specialised members in social inclusion of people with no territory (Roma, migrants, 

refugees, etc.). The participants of the panels were interviewed to further understand how 

acts of solidarity (identified in previous work packages) can foster the social inclusiveness 

dimension.  

 

Based on these activities, a summary of main drivers and challenges to combat social 

exclusion of vulnerable social groups was created. Finally the report concludes with a list 

of policy recommendations. 
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3.  Theoretical framework 
 

In considering the inclusiveness of social policies targeted at vulnerable groups, four 

theoretical contributions were identified that tackle the incorporation of socially 

vulnerable groups in the design, planning, implementation and evaluation of solidarity-

related policies (Munté & Melgar, 2016): democracy an empowered participatory 

governance (Fung &Wright, 2003); democracy deliberative (Elster 1998); reconnection of 

people with politics (Weir and Ganz, 1997); and multicultural citizenship and policies 

(Kymlicka, 2010). 

 

Democracy and Empowered participatory governance 

The representative democracy and bureaucratic administration are not enough to afford 

challenges in the twenty first century because they alone cannot ensure to make possible 

the application of ideals of democratic policies, for instance the involvement of citizens, 

working for the consensus through dialogue, implementation of public policies related to 

welfare state, among others (Fung & Wright, 2003).  In this sense, Fung and Wright reflect 

about the design of the institutions that could guarantee the development of democratic 

strategies to ensure social justice, individual freedom and overall solidarity.  For this 

reason, both authors sought experiments on empowered participatory governance around 

the world to further study in-depth democracy and its analysis.  In this line, they selected 

the following experiments: Neighbourhood governance councils in Chicago, Habitat 

conversation planning under the U.S. Endangered Species Act, The participatory budget of 

Porto Alegre, and Panchayat reforms in West Bengal and Kerala. Although these 

experiments are diverse amongst them, they have common strategies to include the 

participation of ordinary citizens in the decision making process, likewise dialogic 

consensus to reach decisions. Besides, the exploration of these experiments is an 

appropriate method to learn how democracy could be improved through the participation 

of citizens through the awareness of deliberation mechanisms developed to best achieve 

social improvements for all. Empowered participation is a way to strengthen the voices of 

both citizens and democracy. Contrary to some perspectives, this approach does not reject 

the role of the technical experts, however it implies a change in the relation established 
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with the citizens, for instance the fact of renouncing to have absolute power on decisions 

and to share this power in egalitarian way with the citizens (Fung & Wright, 2003). 

Considering contributions on these experiments authors collect the following common 

points (Table 1): 

 

Table 1. Common points of Experiments (EPG) Fung and Wright (2003) 

Three political principles Three design 
characteristics 

One primary background 
condition 

Each experiment 
addresses a specific area 
of public concern 

Devolve decision and 
implementation power to 
local action units 
 

 
 
 
 
There is an approximately 
equality of power for the 
purpose of deliberative 
decision-making, between 
participants 

Decision-making implies 
empowered involvement 
of ordinary citizens and 
officials in the field 

Local units are not 
autonomous but allocate 
resources, solve common 
problems and disseminate 
innovations and learning 

Each experiment attempts 
to solve problems through 
reasoned deliberation 

Colonise and transform 
existing state institutions. 
Example: Administrative 
bureaucracies are 
restructured into 
deliberative groups 

Source: Own elaboration based on data of Fung and Wright (2003) 

 

Within the European context, there are experiences of direct and participatory democracy 

across Europe showing different results (Best, Augustyn, & Lambermont, 2011). One of the 

recommendations extracted trough this research was the need to promote that “political 

parties adopt European positions and engage with citizens at the grassroots” (Best et al., 

2011, p. 102). This strategy works for deepening in democracy and consolidate European 

identity, and a best response to the citizens’ needs.  

 

Deliberative democracy  

At this point it is necessary to retake one of the contributions of Jon Elster (1998) related 

to deliberative democracy. An essential condition to establish deliberative democracy 

mechanisms that guarantees a fruitful dialogue is to ensure that nobody exercises the 
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power position for forcing an agreement, in Elster’s words “In deliberative contexts, force-

based threats are unacceptable [….] and the only force that is admissible is “the force of 

the better argument” (Habermas)”(1998, p. 103).  In this sense, Elster quoted Habermas in 

order to rescue one of the contributions most relevant of his Theory of Communicative 

Action (Habermas, 1984, 1987). Habermas said that our interactions could be based on the 

relationship power established between speakers or based on the validity claims; this last 

one promotes communicative action and creates the ideal conditions to establish 

democratic actions.  To achieve this, dialogues could be based on validity claims. These 

validity claims should include moral principles, sincerity, goodness and aesthetic values in 

order to reach consensus between speakers involved on the conversations (Habermas, 

1984).  

Therefore, for having practices of deliberative democracy a basic condition is that of 

ensuring a healthy environment that implies a successful development of communicative 

acts based on validity claims between the speakers involved. Speaking of policies, this 

means that policy makers, technicians of bureaucratic administrative and end-users could 

dialogue based on these validity claims and not on established power relationships for 

social context.  Therefore, people could reach major consensus because they agree that 

consensus is their common goal. This type of dialogue encourages sense of policy for the 

citizens, thus their voices are listened. 

 

Reconnecting people and politics 

Besides, the need of recovering sense on policies depends on how politicians are 

connecting with the citizens. Weir and Ganz (1997) worked together the contribution 

Reconnecting people and politics. The inclusion of leadership shared between politics and 

citizens, for instance those who belong to civic organizations, unions or other NGOs are a 

basic point, also with ordinary citizens. This democratic leadership is enabling new forms 

of daily governance because this is an essential point to advance on policies in which all of 

us are involved, like Weir and Ganz stated: “The reconnection of people and politics has to 

be made day by day, in how we actually do politics, not only in how we talk about it”(1997, 

p. 171). Dialogue mechanisms should apply to previous contributions in order to ensure 

the engagement of the citizens. Weir and Ganz (1997) said that the development of critical 
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intermediate level of leadership linking local leaders with regional and national ones allows 

the development of common interests also allows coordinated actions that imply a better 

development of those policies addressed to the citizens.   

 

 

 

Multiculturalism citizenship and policies development 

Moreover, other challenge in politics is facing multiculturalism citizenship in the policies 

development. Kymlicka (2010) reflected the role of politicians towards minority groups 

and assumed that in some countries these relationships have overcome previous 

prejudices and minority groups are no longer in the “security box” but in the “democratic 

politics box”. For Kymlicka this step is a “first condition for multicultural citizenship to 

emerge and take root” (Kymlicka, 2010, p. 107).  A second precondition is the self-

governing minority institutions, but this condition has more resistance because states fear 

that minority groups could apply tyranny inside a democratic state (Kymlicka, 2010), this 

is also a prejudice difficult to overcome. However, in some countries this second 

precondition is applied with policies practices that involve government and minority 

groups. For instance, the case of Consejo Estatal del Pueblo Gitano [National Council of 

Roma] that it is a collegiate inter-ministerial, consultative and advisory body attached to 

the Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality. This body enables the cooperation 

between politicians and Roma movement for developing policies that ensure social 

welfare of the Roma population. Kymlicka (2010) highlights the relevance of paying 

attention to the conditions that enable successful practices of multiculturalism instead of 

selecting best practices on multiculturalism only.  
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4. Comparative analysis of national policies against social 

exclusion of vulnerable groups  
 

4.1 General overview 
 

155 social inclusion policies designed for different vulnerable groups were identified from 

across 11 countries - Spain, Hungary, Portugal, Denmark, Cyprus, United Kingdom, 

Slovakia, Germany, Greece, Finland, Norway, Ireland and The Netherlands. These policies 

were designed for different vulnerable groups such as people with disabilities, ethnic 

minorities and migrants, the unemployed, the homeless and people at risk of poverty 

amongst others. This is not an exhaustive list of all existing policies, but a selection made 

by the Solidus research teams according to the criteria identified in the concept note. 

Furthermore, the related drivers and barriers to these solidarity actions were identified 

and summarized.  

 

The majority of which were National strategies, although in Spain both National and 

regional strategies have been identified. In the case of the UK, certain countries that make 

up the UK have additional, specific national strategies (e.g. England, Scotland and Wales). 

Several policies identified were in fact designed for equal participation for all citizens, not 

exclusively for a specific social group. As such, they have also been included (and repeated) 

in each Table (2-5) corresponding to each vulnerable social group. 

 

At the time of collecting this information, the majority of these policies had relatively 

recently been implemented (during the last five to 10 years), and had limited results 

available to be able to assess their social impact.  

 

The inclusion of the voice of the vulnerable groups into the design and/or implementation 

of the policy or strategy also varied per vulnerable group, although there was no distinct 

pattern in terms of the type of policy or national context. Within the policies that did 

include their voices, the way in which this was conducted varied e.g. via public 

consultancies, strong collaborations with umbrella organizations, involvement of 
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vulnerable group members themselves, and/or indirectly being informed  by research (e.g. 

surveys, analysis of avaiable data sources and interviews). In addition, their voices were 

included at different stages of the policy cycle. For example, a number of good examples 

of social inclusion policies were identified that included the vulnerable groups’ voices 

either in the design, or in the implementation and evaluation stage, with some of them in 

fact including them in both stages of the policy cycle. 

 

Furthermore, a range of drivers and barriers for the development and implementation of 

these policies were also identified, which have been summarized below per vulnerable 

group. In each case, more barriers than drivers have been identified; however, the order 

of prioritization and importance of these individual factors is unless. Future research 

should consider more in-depth evaluation of the development and implementation of 

individual policies to try to establish this. This type of information will be useful for 

establishing and/or redesigning future policies aiming to support the social inclusion of 

different vulnerable groups in different European contexts. 

 

4.2 Policies targeting people with disabilities 
 

People with physical and cognitive disabilities are with no doubt a vulnerable group that 

suffer from social exclusion.  In fact, one of six of Europeans has a disability, and the 

European Commission found that their rate of poverty is 70% higher than the average 

European (European Commission, 2010).  There has been a strong claim for the inclusion 

of peopled with disabilities in the policy-making processes. Among the many examples that 

exist, one study carried out by Coates and Vickerman (2010) demonstrated how children 

with disabilities felt empowered when they felt that their voices were heard by politicians 

through the inclusion of their reality into policy agendas since 1997 by the UK government.   

At the international level, the disability movement was essential for the UN Convention of 

2005 (UN, 2005). In Europe, European networks such as the European Disability Forum and 

the European Network on Independent Living (ENIL) were actively fighting for the 2000 

Disability equality directive (ENIL, 2018) and are currently struggling for encompassing EU 

accessibility legislation, against resisting MS governments and other parts of the 
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Commission. In fact, one of the priorities of the European Disability Strategy 2010-2020 

(European Commission,2010) is to achieve full participation of people with disabilities in 

Europe, and one of the basic action points is to improve policy and regulatory frameworks 

because they “do not reflect the needs of people with disabilities adequately” (European 

Commission, 2010, p. 4).  It is necessary therefore to include them in the design of policies 

aim to addressed to their needs.   

 

Table 2 includes a list of the national policies designed for the social inclusion of people 

with disabilities that were identified per country. Further information on each of these 

solidarity actions identified in the BNPs can be found in the Annex. 

 

Table 2: Policies designed to actively social inclusion of people with disabilities 

identified per country 

Country Policy name 

Spain 

  

Independent Life Programme (IMD), Barcelona  

Learning communities 

    

Germany 

  

  

  

  

Article 3 of the Constitution of the FRG  (Equal participation for all) 

General Equal Treatment Act (For all citizens) 

Federal Anti-discrimination Agency 

Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act (For all) 

Rent Law Amendment Law (For all citizens) 

Basic Subsistence Income for the Elderly and for Persons with Reduced 

Earnings Capacity 

    

Denmark 

  

  

New Strategy: Strengthen Citizenship for People with Disabilities 

Law against Discrimination on the Labour Market (including disability) 

Health for Life 
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UK 

  

  

  

  

  

Equality Act 2010 (An accumulation of previously standing acts from 

1970s-80s, for all citizens) 

Hate Crime action plan ( in England and Wales) 

Delivering Differently for Young People programme 

Disability confident employer scheme and guidance 

Care Act 2014  

    

The 
Netherlands 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Act Equal Treatment based on Handicap or Chronic Illness Social Support 

Act 2015 

General Act on Equal Treatment 

Social Support Act 2015 

Participant Act 

National Program Against Discrimination 

Diversity Charter 

Act Municipal Anti-discrimination Facilities 

Act for Suitable Education 

    

Portugal 

  

National Disability Strategy (ENDEF) 2011 – 2013 

Social Benefits for Inclusion and Supported Independent Living Model 

2017- 2020 

    

Slovakia National Programme of the Development of the Living Conditions of 

Disabled (2014-2020)  

    

Hungary 

  

  

Health Hungary Strategy 2014/2020 (For all citizens) 

Government decisions on improving the employment of people living 

with mental, social and health disabilities 

Deinstitutionalization strategy for disabled people 

    

Cyprus National Disability Assessment System  
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Ratification of United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with 

Disabilities  

Programme for Children with Specific learning difficulties 

Special education provision in a mainstream classroom 

Special education units 

Special education schools 

Home school education 

Documentation of the Cypriot Greek sign language 

Shelters for the elderly and disabled people 

National Action Plan for people with disabilities 

Hiring quota in the public sector for people with disabilities 

    

Greece  - 
 

  

Norway Legislation and policy for enabling persons with disabilities to 

participate in society on an equal basis with others 

Closer dialogue between the government and organisations of 

economically and social disadvantaged 

  

 Ireland - 

 

 

The policies identified that aim to address the social includion of people living with 

disability ranged from broad equality acts, anti-discrimination programmes and access to 

healthcare/ health coverage for all citizens (e.g. Germany and the UK), to National 

Disability Strategies (e.g. in Portugal, Slovakia, Cyprus). In addition to more specific 

programmes related to housing and living conditions, education opportunities, and 

employment conditions (e.g. in Cyprus, UK and Denmark).  
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Furthermore, the majority of the policies identified, were established during the last ten 

years. However, several policies regarding equal participation for all citizens were 

developed several decades earlier. For example, Germany's Article 3 of the constitution of 

the FRG, dating back to 1949. In addition, the UK the Race Relations Act was established 

in 1976 to prevent discrimination on the grounds of race (the more recent Equality Act 

2010 includes anti-discrimination by race/ethnicity). Also, in the Netherlands the general 

action on equal treatment dates back to 1994. In addition, in Barcelona, Spain the 

Independent life programme has been available for people living with disability since 1987; 

in The Netherlands the general action on equal treatment dates back to 1994, and since 

1991, Cyprus has provided Shelters for the elderly and disabled people. In general, results 

were available for most policies, in most countries.  

 

The more established policies were the ones most likely to have available results on their 

social impact, except in Cyprus where only five of the 10 policies have results available. 

 

The majority of the policies identified included the voices of endusers, reflecting the long 

claims for the inclusion of people with disabilities in policy-making and the role that 

disability movements and platforms have had for the policies advancements and for the 

establishment of strategies. This inclusion varies from the participation of the group 

themselves in the decision making process or via civil society representation. For example, 

in Cyprus the documentation of the Cypriot Greek Sign language was developed in close 

colaboration with civil society e.g. the Cyprus Federation of the Deaf and the Cyprus School 

for the Deaf. In addition, the ratification of the United Nations Convention on the Rights 

of People with Disabilities and the National Action Plan for people with disabilities were 

developed with the Pancyprian Council of People with Disabilities as the Advisory Body.  

In Denmark, the National Association for Disabled People is a strong voice in the 

monitoring and evaluation of the Law against Discrimination on the Labour Market.  

In Hungary, the representative civil society actors in the field are involved in government 

decisions on improving the employment of people living with mental, social and health 

disabilities, and with respect to the Deinstitutionalization Strategy for Disabled People, 

people living with disabilties were included.  
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In Slovakia, for the National Programme of the Development of the Living Conditions of 

Disabled (2014-2020), the working group responsible for creation of the policy consisted 

of almost equally from representatives of government institutions and of non-profit 

sector.  

 

The following drivers and barriers for the development and implementation of these 

specific policies were also identified, across the different countries: 

 

 

 

Summary of drivers   

• In many cases, the national strategy were developed as part of the Europe 2020 

strategy or EU directives, therefore international guidance, can assist to initiate 

national action (e.g. The National Programme of the Developing of the living Conditions 

of Disabled 2014-2020 in Slovakia). 

• Additional actions to strengthen national political will and national political awareness. 

(For example, in Portugal a Handbook for Parliamentarians was officially presented in 

Parliament, as a tool to improve the quality of public initiatives and to sensitize 

Parliamentarians to the principles of the Convention, helping them to understand the 

mechanisms and structures necessary for effectively implementing it).   

 

Summary of barriers 

• No binding character of the guidelines or low degree of fulfillment of the declaratory 

content of the strategy (e.g. Social Income of Solidarity in Greece, and the Diversity 

Charter in The Netherlands). 

• The challenge with implementing universal acts such as ´equal treatment for all´ is that 

there are not specific sub-group measures, as such the scope is often too broad to be 

able to assess the social impact for different vulnerable groups (e.g. General Equal 

Treatment Act in Germany). 

• Although some programmes may help to raise awareness of discrimination, there can 

still be a lack of assistance for individual of vulnerable groups to overcome their 
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hesitation/ or to increase their willingness to report a discriminatory acts; nor do they 

necessary help in better registration and prosecution of discriminatory acts (e.g. Act 

Municipal Anti-discrimination Facilities in The Netherlands). 

• Lack of awareness of the initiatives (e.g. The National Programme of the Developing of 

the living Conditions of Disabled 2014-2020 in Slovakia). 

• Lack of funds/financial resources in general (e.g. National Disability Strategy (ENDEF) 

2011-2013 in Portugal). 

• Institutionalisation of people with disabilities (e.g. Social Benefits for Inclusion and 

Supported Independent Living Model 2017- 2020 in Portugal, as well as the special 

education units and the Shelters for the elderly and disabled people in Cyprus). Despite 

the fact that in many countries there has been an important process of 

deinstitutionalisation and a shift in the provision of care to the community.  

• Resistance from other social groups (e.g. Deinstitutionalization strategy for disabled 

people in Hungary). 

• The inability for the vulnerable groups to access certain services, creating geographical 

disparities due to the regional provision and distribution of (national) interventions 

(e.g. Social Support in The Netherlands). 

 

 

4.3 Policies targeting ethnic minorities and migrants 
 

Table 3 below includes a list of the different national policies designed for the social 

inclusion of ethnic minorities and migrants that were identified per country. Further 

information on each of these solidarity actions identified in the BNPs can be found in the 

Annex. 

 

Table 3: Policies designed for the social inclusion of ethnic minorities and migrants 

identified per country 

Country Policy name 

Spain Integrated plan for the Roma in Catalonia  (For Roma) 
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Shelter Catalan programme (For Refugees) 

Street venders cooperative (For undocumented migrant people) 

CAMPUSROM. Romani university network of Catalonia (For Roma) 

Model programmes: Mentorship programmes for former tutelary young 

ones (For minority youth & youth). 

Learning communities 

PREPARA programme  (For unemployed, minority groups) 

Integrated national strategy for people without home 2015-2020  (For 

youth, unemployed, minority groups) 

    

Germany 

  

  

  

  

  

Article 3 of the constitution of the FRG  

 (For equal participation for all citizens) 

 National Integration Plan  (Succeeded by National Action plan 

Integration) 

General Equal Treatment Act (For all citizens) 

Federal Anti-discrimination Agency (For all citizens) 

Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act  

(For all citizens) 

Rent Law Amendment Law (For all citizens) 

    

Denmark 

  

  

  

50 Restrictions in immigration policy  

 Law against Discrimination on the Labour Market (including ethnicity) 

We Need All Youngsters (Initially for minority now for all youth) 

Health for Life (For all citizens) 

    

UK 

  

  

  

Race Equality Framework for Scotland 2016-2030  

Vulnerable Persons Resettlement programme (For Syrian refugees) 

Equality Act 2010  

(An accumulation of previously standing acts from 1970s-80s) 

Hate Crime action plan (In England and Wales) 
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The 
Netherlands 
  

  

  

  

  

General Act on Equal Treatment (For all citizens) 

National Program Against Discrimination 

Diversity Charter 

Act Municipal Anti-discrimination Facilities 

Integration Act & Participation declaration 

Taskforce Work and Integration of Refugees 

    

Portugal 

  

  

Law on Nationality (For immigrant communities) 

National Plan for the integration of immigrants 

Choices - programa Escolhas 

    

Slovakia 

  

  

Integration of Roma population (Especially for minority) 

National Strategy of Employment until 2020 (Especially for Roma) 

National Strategy of Inclusion and Fight against Poverty 

 (Especially for Roma) 

    

Hungary 

  

  

  

Hungarian National Social Inclusion Strategy (For Roma) 

Hungarian employment strategy (For Roma) 

Hungarian migrant Strategy 

Health Hungary Strategy 2014/2020 (For all citizens) 

    

Cyprus 

  

  

  

  

  

Service for the displaced persons (Housing for refugees) 

Programme for Greek Language Teaching applicable to migrants and 

other foreign language speaking residents of Cyprus 

Cyprus National Roma Platform 

Code of Conduct against Racism and Guide for Managing and Recording 

Racist Incidents 

Anti- racism awareness in schools about racism and intolerance and 

promoting equality and respect 
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integration of migrant children in secondary education public schools 

    

Greece 

  

  

  

  

National strategy for Social Integration (2014-2020) 

Social Clinics (for poor Greek and immigrant patients) 

Providing Greek citizenship to immigrants legally resident in Greece for 

long periods of time and children of immigrants 

Councils for the integration of immigrants 

National Strategy for the Integration of Roma (2012-2020) 

  

Norway  Sami Act - Lov om Sametinget og andre samiske rettsforhold 

(sameloven) 

Compensation and redress for years of harsh treatment of members 

of the National minorities in Norway over the 20th century 

A policy that combines a humane immigration policy with an integration 

of persons from other cultures other than the dominant one in 

Norway. 

Closer dialogue between the government and organisations of 

economically and social disadvantaged. 

  

Ireland xxx 

 

 

A range of policies designed to actively include ethnic minorities and migrants were 

identified per country. This ranged from broader Equality Acts, Anti-Discrimination 

programmes and access to healthcare/ health coverage for all citizens (e.g. ´Health for all´ 

in Denmark and the free-at-the-point-of-access National Health Service in the UK and 

Spain, or Statutory Health Insurance in Germany), that include – though not exclusively - 

ethnic minorities and migrants. There are also specific education, housing, and societal 

integration policies and strategies, which have been established particularly for ethnic 

minorities and migrants, and in some cases specifically for the Roma population or 
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refugees (e.g. The Integrated Plan for the Roma in Catalonia, Spain, and the Housing 

services for the displaced persons/refugees in Cyprus). 

 

The majority of these policies are National strategies, although in Spain both National and 

regional strategies have been identified. In the case of the UK, certain countries with the 

UK (e.g. in England, Scotland and Wales) have additional, specific national strategies. 

 

A handful of policies – mainly relating to equal participation for all citizens - were 

developed several decades. For example, Germany has the Article 3 of the constitution of 

the FRG, for equal participation for all citizens including vulnerable groups, dating back to 

1949, the UK´s Equality Act and The Netherlands General Act on Equal Treatment. In 

addition, since 1974 Cyprus has provided housing services for the displaced persons, and 

since the 1970s Spain has providing learning communities designed particularly for 

minority group. Whereas in other countries, specific policies for ethnic minorities and 

migrants have mainly developed and implemented during the last five to 10 years.  

It is worth noting that Denmark in particular, has implemented the “50 Restrictions in 

Immigration Policy”. The 50 restrictions cover the areas of benefits, citizenship, asylum, 

deportation of rejected asylum seekers, reunion of families, permanent provision of 

residence, deportation, religious preachers, people on tolerated stay and deported 

criminals. Especially restrictions implemented within the sub-areas of benefits, citizenship 

and permanent residence are related to issues of addressing social exclusion of refugees 

and immigrants as vulnerable groups. New policies under the public discourse of “50 

restrictions” and within these three areas include: Introduction of specific Integration 

Benefit; tightened test of language skills; new and tightened citizenship test; demands for 

self-support, and tightened demands for employment. The policies cover a vast area 

related to immigrants, refugees and asylum seekers. Some of these may include hearing 

the voices of the potentially socially excluded group. However, the above-mentioned 

policies have been embedded into a policy framework established to restrict influx of 

refugees, apparently to improve the effectiveness of integration policies. 
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Just over half of the total number of the policies identified for the inclusion of ethnic 

minority groups and migrants, included their voices in the design and implementation of 

the policy(s). For example, in Denmark, the 'We Need All Youngersters' programme - 

initally for minority - was evaluated in 2014 and 2016 by a researcher and independent 

consultants. The follow-up programme, which broadens activities to include all youth, will 

be by a consortium of Epinion, Deloitte, Pluss Leadership and Aalborg and Laboratory for 

research-based school development and educational practice.  

In Cyprus, within the National Roma Platform, Roma representatives participated in 

national consultations that were conducted in the framework of the platform. During 

national consultations issues on health, housing, employment, and social services were 

discussed. In Germany, this process of inclusion varies by on the individual policies. For 

example, the National Integration Plan is the result of a year-long dialogue between 

governmental and non-governmental actors, including employers and unions, churches 

and religious groups, welfare associations and foundations, the media, cultural 

professionals, sports clubs, and migrants. In the case of the General Equal Treatment Act, 

the evaluation which was published in 2016, included interviews and focus group 

discussions with those affected as well as written surveys.  

In Greece for example, social clinics were designed and implemented with the consent of 

the involved actors. For the provision of Greek citizenship to immigrants legally resident in 

Greece for long periods of time and children of immigrants, associations of immigrants and 

human rights organizations were invited to express their views during the consultation 

process for the design of the measure. In addition, with regards to the Councils for the 

Integration of Immigrants, Associations of immigrants participate in the Councils at the 

local level. 

In Norway, closer dialogue between the government and organisations of economically 

and social disadvantaged has been established since 2008. Regarding 'Sami Act - Lov om 

Sametinget og andre samiske rettsforhold (sameloven)' there was public discussion 

around this. In addition, the compensation and redress for the harsh treatment of 

members of the national minorities in Norway over the 20th Century, included members 

of all the relevant social groups have been active in many ways, like political campaigns, 
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media presentations, pressure group involvement, etc. and the voice and visibility of the 

groups have become much present in the public sphere. 

In the Netherlands, the Taskforce Work and Integration of Refugees indirectly includes the 

voices of the vulnerable groups via existing organizations that focus on refugees and 

asylum seekers (e.g. Dutch Council of Refugees) as well as on organizations concerned with 

employment. Taskforce tries to connect refugees to municipalities in which there is a 

relative high demand for employees and volunteers. 

In Portugal, the Law on Nationality (immigrant communities) include the formal 

representation immigrant communities. In addition, the first National Plan for the 

Integration of Immigrants resulted from the collaboration and involvement of all relevant 

ministries and civil society, as immigrants associations, and others national structures that 

represent migrants as Advisory Council for Immigration Issues, Commission for Equality 

and Against Racial Discrimination and researchers working with the Immigration 

Observatory. Both proposals had been submitted to public consultation, making it 

available on the websites of the government and of Advisory Council for Immigration 

Issues. The Consultative Committee for Immigration Affairs has been heard. Furthermore, 

the Choices programme (programa Escolhas), envisions the target groups as their biggest 

resource perceiving the individuals involved as key actors. Several engagement strategies 

and participation mechanisms can be identified at the local and central level, with focus 

on the potential of youth to be active participants. The 4th Generation of the programme 

proposed a new role, the Community facilitator whos function is to be taken by youngsters 

(aged 19-35) identified as a potential positive leaders to strengthen the local projects, as 

representatives or facilitators. In addition to Local Youth Councils for each project to be 

based on participative democratic methods, defining roles for the youth and allowing them 

an active role in the project guidance and implementation. The National Youth Council, a 

national body that supports the decisions of the National Coordinator of the Program 

which mobilises 25 local representatives, selected locally and elected by peers on a 

national scale. In addition, the Small Grants initiative allows 50% funding for youth initiated 

and guided projects, encouraging them to strengthen support and mobilize the extra 50% 

and from the local community. 
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In Slovakia, the responsibility of the Integration of Roma Population Policy is within the 

Government Plenipotentiary for the Roma community, therefore guaranteeing the voice 

of Roma community is respected when designing and implementing policies. 

In Spain, the Integrated Plan for the Roma in Catalonia includes the participation of the 

Roma Community in the various planning levels. A successful key factor is the involvement 

of the Roma Community along the entire process, as well as inspiring the policies design 

in the re-enactment of the scientific results that are nowadays contributing to the 

improvement of the Roma situation.  Further details are provided in a separate section of 

this Research Report.Furthermore, the design of the Shelter Catalan programme for 

Refugees policy was carried out in close contact with important associations, entities and 

foundations that take  care of refugees and applicants for political asylum. In addition, 

Refugee camps, public administration and volunteer were interviewed. With regards to 

the Street Venders Cooperative (for undocumented migrant people), this initiative appears 

as a result of an agreement between the City Hall, social entities and the street vendors; 

the latter organised themselves in a Union. Henceforth, in every necessity’s detection 

process, searching for alternative options and design of the intervention proposal, 

members of the affected group participated too. Nowadays, there are also people in the 

same migrant group cooperating in the management and in the Project coordination. In 

the case of the CAMPUSROM Romani University Network of Catalonia, the final goal and 

its design was initaited by the Roma Community. This university network was created by 

and for Young Roma students with the aim of increasing the presence of this group in the 

Catalan universities since, as per their own available data. Moreover, Learning 

Communities were established based on dialogic learning and the communicative 

methodology and founded upon the egalitarian dialogue amongst the various social 

participating agents. They particularly foster the participation of those groups that 

traditionally do not take part in the educational decision making process, assessment or in 

the learning spaces. 

In the UK, the Race Equality Framework for Scotland 2016-2030 involves working closely 

with the Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights, an in depth approach to engagement and 

involvement has been taken from the earliest stages of the development process. The aim 

is to create a Framework based on the priorities, needs and experiences of Scotland's 
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minority ethnic communities, with expertise contributed by the public and voluntary 

sectors and academia to ensure that the Framework is practical and deliverable; views 

from wider society were also incorporated through an open survey. 

 

In addition, only approximately half of these policies had some form of available results on 

their social impact (although not corresponding to same ones that included the voices of 

the vulnerable social groups). 

 

The following drivers and barriers for the development and implementation of these 

specific policies were also identified across the different countries: 

 

Summary of drivers  

• National strategies were often developed in response to European strategies or 

directives, therefore international guidance can assist to initiate national action (e.g. 

Integration of Roma population strategy in Slovakia, and the Councils for the 

Integration of Immigrants´ in Greece). 

• Some initiatives have been established and/or actively supported by local citizens, 

which implies a pre-existing presence of, or a willingness for, solidarity within these 

communities. Furthermore, long-term commitment of local volunteers also appears to 

be a driver (e.g. Denmark, and the Social Clinics in Greece). 

• The inclusion of vulnerable groups or representatives of vulnerable groups, working 

with local stakeholders can support these policies, as well as adapting these initiatives 

to local needs. 

• Pressure and lobbying from special interest organizations/civil society (e.g. the Law 

against Discrimination on the Labour Market in Denmark). 

• Increased awareness of discrimination within the countries (e.g. the Law against 

Discrimination on the Labour Market in Denmark). 

• The urgent moral obligation to address the needs of ethnic minority and migrant 

groups (e.g. Integration of Roma population (Especially for minority) in Slovakia). 

• Clear evaluations embedded into the design and implementation of each stage of the 

programme (e.g. Choices - programa Escolhas in Portugal). 
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Summary of barriers 

• The challenge with implementing universal acts such as ´equal treatment for all´ is that 

there are not specific sub-group measures, as such the scope is often too broad to be 

able to assess the social impact for different vulnerable groups (e.g. General Equal 

Treatment Act in Germany). 

• For the initiatives started by active citizens, barriers can be a lack of funding and an 

over-reliance on voluntary measures; this therefore affects the potential sustainability 

of these policies (e.g. Social Clinics in Greece, Integration Act & Participation 

declaration in The Netherlands).  

• Lack of resources in general (e.g. the Integration of Roma populations Strategy in 

Slovakia, and the Rent Subsidy Programme in Greece). 

• In some cases, despite legal frameworks in place and general awareness raised, in 

practice there is a lack of assist to overcome hesitation of individuals to report 

discriminatory acts (e.g. Act Municipal Antidiscrimination Facilities in The 

Netherlands). 

• Limited internal capacity or will to change the situation on the ground (e.g. (e.g. 

Integration of Roma population in Slovakia). 

• In some cases, there is resistance by individuals within the vulnerable groups to take 

up the programmes (e.g. Choices programme - programa Escolhas in Portugal, and the 

Hungarian National Social Inclusion Strategy).  

• In some cases, there is resistance from individuals from other majority groups to these 

programs (e.g. the Hungarian Employment Strategy, particularly for Roma). The lack of 

European, International and/or domestic agreement and cooperation for certain 

strategies to support local action (e.g. the Hungarian Migrant Strategy). 

Lack of knowledge and prejudices among some politicans and employers (e.g. 

Immigration Policy combined with an Integration Plan in Norway). 

• Integration policies lack measureable and reviewable goals (e.g. National Integration 

Plan in Germany). 
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4.4  Policies targeting unemployed, the homeless and people at risk of 

poverty 
 

People who are unemployed are a priority collective for the European Union, and fighting 

youth unemployment one of its main goals. However, some of the critics on the design of 

policies on employment is that they are being elaborated without taking into account the 

voice of the people affected. Egdell and Graham (2016) analyse how the Capability 

Approach could be an alternative in UK for measuring successful employment activation. 

This is based on the inclusion of the young jobseekers on the design and implementation 

of employment activation policies. For the authors the Capability Approach “….offers a 

useful framework to critically analyse unemployed young people’s voice and agency in the 

development and implementation of employment activation policies” (Egdell & Graham, 

2016, p. 14). One of the main results of this research is that the youth perceive structural 

constraints as the main barriers; however, employment policies are focused more on the 

individual without taking account these structural barriers identified by the youth (Egdell 

& Graham, 2016).  

The European Commission has created the “Network SALTO-YOUTH Resource Centres to 

enhance the implementation of the EU Erasmus + Youth in Action Programme”1 aimed to 

promote competences related to labour market on young groups considering that labour 

conditions could be precarious at an initial stage.  This programme established the 

inclusion of young people under highest social risk, listening to their views and needs and 

subsquently including them in the design, implementation and evaluation of the strategies 

aimed to address them.  

At the same time, the homeless are one of the most vulnerable social groups in Europe.  

This group suffers from extreme poverty; there are 410,000 homeless people according to 

European Union data. Diverse NGOs within Europe, for instance FEANTSA2 (Federation of 

National Organisation working with the Homeless) or European networks as 

EURODIACONA3 have claimed that homelessness should be a priority on European policy 

                                                           
1 https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/seeyia/objectivesandpriorities/  
2 http://www.feantsa.org/en  
3 https://www.eurodiaconia.org/  

https://www.salto-youth.net/rc/see/seeyia/objectivesandpriorities/
http://www.feantsa.org/en
https://www.eurodiaconia.org/
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Agenda as well as on the political agenda of Member States.  In this sense, the European 

Commission analysed the situation of homelessness in Europe, and identified 

opportunities and difficulties with the elaboration of public policies aimed to obtain better 

social inclusion of this social group (European Commission, 2014).  

Besides, there are different funds addressed to overcome homelessness in Europe, for 

instance the European Social Fund (ESF) and the Fund for European Aid to the Most 

Deprived (FEAD). There is also a program in the United States called “Housing First” 

addressed to homeless people suffering the most serious situations, created by Sam 

Tsemberis during the nineties. This program has been applied in European context, and 

one of its characteristics is to include the voices of the homeless and those people working 

with them, by listening to their proposals and respecting their decisions. There is 

preliminary evidence of successful results from this program although more research is 

needed (Aubry, Nelson, & Tsemberis, 2015; Stefancic & Tsemberis, 2007; Tsemberis, 

Gulcur, & Nakae, 2004). In Europe, the first results were that ‘evidence of this program are 

included on the House First – Europe Guide has concluded that this program could work in 

countries with diverse welfare and housing systems as shown on initial evaluations reports 

in countries such as Denmark, England, France, The Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland and 

Spain´ (Pleace, 2016).  

 

Table 4 below includes a list of the different national policies designed for the active social 

inclusion of unemployed people, the homeless and people at risk of poverty that were 

identified per country. Further information on each of these solidarity actions identified in 

the BNPs can be found in the Annex.   

 

Table 4: Policies designed for the social inclusion of unemployed people, the homeless 

and people at risk of poverty identified per country 

Country Policy name 

Spain 

  

  

Emergency social rent fund. Mortgage debt mediation office for home 

rent  

(For the unemployed) 
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Bizkaia Habitat programme (For the homeless) 

Entrepreneurship strategy and employment for the youth 

Early school dropout reduction plan 2014- 2020  (For the youth) 

Spanish start-up for employment 2014- 2016  (For youth & unemployed) 

PREPARA programme (For the unemployed, minority groups) 

Integrated national strategy for people without home 2015-2020 

 (For the youth, unemployed, minority groups) 

    

Germany 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Article 3 of the constitution of the FRG 

(Equal participation for all citizens) 

Poverty and Wealth Report by the Federal Government  

Basic Subsistence Income for the Elderly and for Persons with Reduced 

Earnings Capacity 

Child Benefit Supplement 

General Equal Treatment Act (For all citizens) 

Federal Anti-discrimination Agency 

Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act (For all) 

 Housing Benefit Law  

Minimum Wage Act 

Rent Law Amendment Law (For all citizens) 

    

Denmark 

  

  

  

Debt Counselling for Citizens 

Unemployed Take the Lead 

We Need All Youngsters  

(Initially designed for minority, now for all  citizens) 

Health for Life 

    

UK 

  

  

Child Poverty Act 

Work and Health Programme 

Universal Credit 
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Future in mind  

Equality Act 2010  

(An accumulation of previously standing acts from 1970s-80s) 

Fuller working lives 

Fairer Scotland Action Plan 

    

The 
Netherlands 
  

  

  

General Act on Equal Treatment 

National Program Against Discrimination 

Taskforce Work and Integration of Refugees 

Activating Policy Measures for Deprived Neighborhoods 

Act Municipal Antidiscrimination Facilities 

    

Portugal The National Strategy for the Integration of Homeless People - 

prevention, intervention and follow-up 

    

Slovakia 

  

National Strategy of Employment until 2020 

National Strategy of Inclusion and Fight against Poverty 

    

Hungary 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Sure start childrens centres 

Offering free meals to disadvantaged children 

Public Employment Programmes 

Health Hungary Strategy 2014-2020 (For all citizens) 

Settlement Housing Strategy 2014-2020 

Discount for Housing Building for Families 

National Strategy for the Countryside 2012-2020  

    

Cyprus 

  

  

Guaranteed Mínimum Income 

Scheme for unemployed to provide supportive care 

Incentive plan for recruitment of guarantee income beneficaries  
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Scheme for recruitment of guarantee income beneficaries in the public 

sector 

Scheme for job placement of young unemployed persons 

Scheme for job placement of young unemployed university graduates 

Scheme for job placement of long term unemployed persons 

Training of University Graduates (accelerated initial training 

programmes) 

Improvement of the employability of unemployed and economically 

inactive 

Qualifications system (EWS) 

Zones of Educational Priority Progam 

Provision of breakfast at school to every child in need 

    

Greece 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Social Income of Solidarity 

Raft (Road Magazine) 

Operational programme for food and basic income support 

Food subsidy programme 

Social invoice for electricity 

Social cooperative enterprises 

Community services (For the unemployed) 

School meals (For the poor) 

Social tutorials (For the poor) 

Social clinics (For poor Greek and immigrant patients) 

Rent subsidy Programme 

Programme - Housing and reintegration 

  

Norway  Closer dialogue between the government and organisations of 

economically and social disadvantaged 
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Ireland  xxxxx 

 

 

A range of policies designed to actively include the unemployed, the homeless and those 

at risk of poverty were identified per country. These related to improving (youth) 

employment and education opportunities (e.g. different types of scheme for job 

placement in Cyprus), minimum income standards (e.g. in Germany and Cyprus), as well 

as social subsidies for housing and school meals (e.g. Greece, Hungary, Germany, and 

Portugal). 

 

All of these policies appear to be National strategies. Furthermore, all have been 

established within the last five to ten years, excluding those regarding equal participation 

for all citizens (e.g. Germany's Article 3 of the constitution of the FRG, dating back to 1949, 

UK´s Equality Act and The Netherlands General Act on Equal Treatment), as mentioned 

previously. 

 

Just under half of the total number of the policies identified to be designed for the 

unemployed, homeless and people at risk of poverty actually included their voices in the 

policy design and implementation. For example, in Cyprus, for the Guaranteed Minimum 

Income (GMI) policy, there were only limited interventions from the social partners and 

civil society. Representatives from around 30 trade union organisations attended an 

interdisciplinary workshop organised by the Institute of Labour of Cyprus to discuss the 

contribution of the GMI to matters of social protection and GMI policies implemented in 

other EU countries.  

In Denmark, Debt Counselling for Citizen is organized as a dialogue between the citizen 

and a debt counsellor (often a volunteer with a professional background). In addition, with 

regards to the 'Unemployed Take the Lead' policy, the social innovation incubator Social+ 

has been the driving force in designing the experiment stress. The aim is to realize many 

more possibilities than traditionally, and to secure are the initiators and owners of the way 
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opportunities are realized. In the case of the National Law on Registered Social Enterprise, 

the policy (the law) only partly includes the voice of the related vulnerable groups.  

In Greece, social tutorials are initiatives designed and implemented with the consent of 

the involved actors.  

In Germany, the Poverty and Wealth Report by the Federal Governmen, while mainly 

based on quantitative data, is based in part on interviews with those affected. 

In Hungary, the Settlement Housing Strategy 2014-2020 include the Roma population of 

selected settlements. 

In the Netherlands, the Taskforce Work and Integration of Refugees indirectly includes the 

voices of the vulnerable groups via existing organizations that focus on refugees and 

asylum seekers (e.g. Dutch Council of Refugees) as well as on organizations concerned with 

employment. 

In Slovakia, the National Stategy of Employment until 2020 (with a focus on Roma people) 

was formally consulted with non-profit sector, although it is mainly top down document. 

In addition, the National Strategy of Inclusion and Fight against Poverty (with a focus on 

Roma people) formally stresses the need for involvement of stakeholders and proposes 

the creation of the ´Forum for social inclusion; although the reality is said to be unclear.´ 

In Portugal, the National Strategy for the Integration of Homless People - prevention, 

intervention and follow-up 2009–2015 was guided and characterised as a comprehensive 

and participative approach along all phases of strategic development – design, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation -  with a clear concern throughout the Strategy 

to address the issue of the participation of different stakeholders, initiated at the drafting 

stage. An Inter-Institutional Group was formed with representatives from public and non- 

profit entities, coordinated by the Institute of Social Security, with the focus on the 

designing phase. 

In Spain, the Bizkaia Habitat programme (for the homeless) focus the individual and 

specific needs of each person, as well as easing the integration of the homeless into society 

under a harmonised way by making possible for them access to housing autonomously 

managed. The Programme provides homeless people currently living in the streets, with 

their own home, and a team of professionals also offers support to every person. In the 

case of the Entrepreneurship Strategy and Employment for the Youth Initiative, the 
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initiatve resulted from a dialogical process among very diverse social interlocutors that 

aimed to give response to the unemployment situation of a remarkable part of the Spanish 

youth. In this regard several entities of the third sector, companies, and administration 

participated in the negotiation process and in the policy design. 

 

Results were available from some of these policies, in most countries. Although, Greece 

was the exception with only one out of 12 relevant policies have available results.  

However, given the fact that the majority of these policies were recently established 

(within the last five to ten years), this may partly explain why only some of them have 

evaluation results regarding their social impact. 

 

The following drivers and barriers for the development and implementation of these 

specific policies were also identified, across the different countries: 

 

Summary of drivers   

• Some policies have received more support as they were created either under the 

framework of the National programme (e.g. Minimum wage Act in Germany), or in 

particular response to the humanitarian crisis (e.g. School meals and Food Subsidy 

Programme in Greece; the Vulnerable Persons Resettlement (VPR) programme in the 

UK), or in co-support by European social funds (e.g. the Scheme for job placement of 

young unemployed persons in Cyprus), which have therefore provided a legal base for 

the programmes. 

• An integrated approach towards health based on local initiatives to meet local needs 

seem to be more suitable (e.g. Activating Policy Measures for Deprived Neighborhoods 

in The Netherlands). 

• Inclusion of vulnerable groups, or representatives of vulnerable groups, as well as 

working with local stakeholders, adapting initiatives to local needs and opportunities 

(e.g. The Law against Discrimination on the Labour Market in Denmark) and strong 

support from civil society and local networks (e.g. The National Strategy for the 

Integration of Homeless People - prevention, intervention and follow-up in Portugal). 
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• Sufficient funding/resources and access to quality training services (e.g. PREPARA 

Programme in Spain). 

• Motivation of program participants to benefit from the aims of the programs. (For 

example, to enter the labor market or to be free of debt in Denmark). 

 

 

 

Summary of barriers 

• Based on the criteria set for the allocation of services, many of the people are actually 

excluded from/ are considered ineligible from some of the programs that have been 

designed to support those at risk (e.g. Social Income of Solidarity in Greece), or the 

minimum wages established and salaries finally offered are set too low so that in 

practice, they do not actually sufficiently assist those at risk of poverty as much as they 

appear to (e.g. The Scheme for job placement of young unemployed persons and the 

Scheme for job placement of young unemployed university graduates in Cyprus). 

• When there is no binding character of the guidelines or low degree of fulfillment of the 

declaratory content of the strategy, this can create a number of policy barriers (e.g. 

Social Income of Solidarity in Greece, and the Diversity Charter in The Netherlands). 

• The regionalization/decentralization of national strategies to small regions, can in 

some cases create geographical disparities due to an inequitable distribution of 

(national) interventions for vulnerable groups depending on regional strategies. This 

can therefore, result in some groups not having sufficient access to certain services 

which they are meant to be entitled to (e.g. Operational programme for food and basic 

income support in Greece). 

• Limited number of places available for participants or beneficiaries (e.g. Social invoice 

for Electricity in Greece, and Training of University Graduates in Cyprus). 

• For the homeless, there is an insufficient number of dwelling available for families in 

need, and therefore not all of those in need are able to receive support (e.g. Shelter 

Catalan Programme in Spain). 

• Whilst improvements in their employability have increased through dedicated 

programs (for the unemployed), there is the concern that the youth are still at risk of 
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precarious employment, as often only part-time contracts offered (e.g. Spain), and/or 

salaries are too low (e.g. The Scheme for job placement of young unemployed persons 

and the Scheme for job placement of young unemployed university graduates in 

Cyprus). 

• Bureaucratic obstacles and the short period of interventions for community services 

can be bring challenges (e.g. Community Services and Social Cooperative Enterprises 

in Greece). 

• The diverse aims and values of the different health organizations and professionals 

involved, as well as the lack of communication and effective collaboration between 

them, appear to hinder the effective implementation of such initiatives, and can create 

barriers in establishing an integrated approach necessary to meet the broad health and 

well-being needs of vulnerable groups (e.g. Activating Policy Measures for Deprived 

Neighborhoods in the Netherlands).  

Furthermore, National Strategies can encounter a number of structural constraints, 

such as fragmentation, lacking of common guidelines, and absenting of cooperative 

initiatives; different organisational philosophies, practices and structures of NGOs 

involved, the nature of their relationships with the funding entities, the continuity of 

funding mechanisms that restrain interagency work, and the persistence of a very 

restricted and often individualised conceptualisation of a ´vulnerable group´ (e.g. the 

homeless); the absence of umbrella organisations of service providers, the strong 

dependence of NGOs from State funds for their operation and the existing competition 

between services were additional obstacles to achieving strategic changes in the 

sector´s working practices. Concerning the strategic document, the absence of any 

reference to the budgeting of the activities, without a clear and transparent allocation 

of resources to the implementation of the initiatve is referred to as one of the key 

weaknesses that impacted directly on the achievement of the objectives.  

Moreover, together with the inexistence of any legal obligation to comply with the 

Strategy’s guidelines, this can create a gap between objectives and achievements 

attained (e.g. The National Strategy for the Integration of Homeless People - 

prevention, intervention and follow-up in Portugal).  
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• There are challenges in developing appropriate indicators necessary for the effective 

evaluation of policies (e.g. Early School Dropout Reduction Plan 2014-2020 in Spain).  

• The challenge with implementing universal acts such as ´equal treatment for all´ is that 

there are not specific sub-group measures; as such the scope is often too broad to be 

able to assess the social impact for different vulnerable groups (e.g. General Equal 

Treatment Act in Germany). 

• There is a growing “hidden” poverty amongst the elderly, and a large number of them 

do not apply for basic subsistence income; possible reasons may be due to a lack of 

information about their entitlements and/or feeling sense of shame due to the stigma 

of ´poverty´ (e.g. Basic Subsistence Income for the Elderly and for Persons with 

Reduced Earnings Capacity in Germany). 

• The is a lack of comprehensive data to be able to build national wide prevention and 

awareness framework linked to different spatial responsibilities of provisions, reduced 

public spending and privatization of some municipal and regional tasks (e.g. Health for 

Life in Denmark, and Future in Mind in UK). 

• Some policies have been designed to intervene too late, which may reduce their overall 

social impact (e.g. Future in Mind in UK). 

• Limited raising of awareness of discrimination in some countries and hinder 

implementation and effectiveness/impact of the intervention (e.g. Equality Act in UK). 

• Although programmes help in recognizing discrimination, they do not necessarily help 

in the willingness to actually report a complaint; neither does it help in better 

registration and prosecution of discriminatory acts (e.g. National Program against 

Discrimination in The Netherlands). 

• Limited resources in general (e.g. National Strategy of Inclusion and Fight against 

Poverty and the National Strategy of Employment until 2020 in Slovakia, Discount for 

Housing Building for Families in Hungary, and Future in Mind in UK, as well as the Care 

Act 2014 in UK. 
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4.5 Other policies for other vulnerable social groups 
 

Table 5 includes a list of the different National policies aimed for the social inclusion of 

other vulnerable groups that were identified per country. Further information on each of 

these solidarity actions identified in the BNPs can be found in the Annex. 

 

 

Table 5: Policies designed for the social inclusion of people from other vulnerable social 

groups identified per country 

Country Policy name 

Spain “Looking for courageous people" Campaign. Strategic plan of school 

cohabitation 

    

Germany 

  

  

  

  

  

Civil Partnership Act 

Child Care Expansion Act 

Childcare Funding Act 

Article 3 of the constitution of the FRG 

Federal Equality Act (Regarding Gender) 

Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act  

(For all citizens) 

Rent Law Amendment Law (For all citizens) 

Federal Equality Act - ‘Women’s Quota’ 

Child Benefit Supplement 

    

Denmark 

  

  

  

Policy change: deletion of transgender from list of mental health 

illnesses  

Cheaper ferry tickets to Danish Islands 

 Law on Registered Social Enterprise 

The Street Lawyers – Hardcore Harm-Reducers 
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Health for Life (For all citizens) 

    

UK 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fixing Our Broken Housing Market White paper 

No health without mental health ( In England) 

Hate Crime action plan (In England and Wales) 

New mental health strategy (In Scotland) 

Marriage (Same sex couples) act 2013 

Fuller working lives  

Troubled Families programme (In England) 

Care Act 2014 

Baby box (In Scotland) 

Equality Act 2010 

Parnterships for Change 50/50 by 2020 (In Scotland) 

    

The 
Netherlands 
  

Early Childhood Education 

Measuring Educational Deprivation 

National Program Against Discrimination 

Act Municipal Antidiscrimination Facilities 

    

Portugal 

  

  

  

National Plan Against Domestic Violence (2014-2017) 

Legalise same-sex civil marriage 

Labour Code - Gender, Citizenship and non-discrimination –  

Amendment to the share of maternity leave and reconciliation of family 

and working life.  

The Parity law 

    

Slovakia  - 

    

Hungary 

  

Action Plan against leaving without a certificate (For early school 

leaving) 
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Lifelong learning strategy for 2014/2020 

Concept for the transformation of the Hungarian Vocational School 

System 

Road to high school 

Development of nurseries and kindergartens 

Digital education strategy of Hungary 

National anti-drug strategy (2013/-20) 

Health Hungary Strategy 2014-2020 (For all citizens) 

    

Cyprus 

  

  

  

  

  

Post-lyceum vocational institutes 

Evening vocational training schools 

State Institutes for Further Education 

Free classes of greek offered to Turkish Cypriots and Turkish to Greek 

Cypriots 

State Institutes for Child and Adolescent Protection 

No shell on the shelf 

    

Greece Extension of the cohabitation part/agreement to same sex couples 

  Law targeted at reducing the overcrowding of prisons 
  

Norway  Closer dialogue between the government and organisations of 

economically and social disadvantaged 
  

 Ireland xx 

 

 

A number of other policies aiming to actively include other types of vulnerable social 

groups have been identified in the countries. For example, the legalization of cohabitation 

or marriage of same-sex couples (e.g. Portugal, Germany, Greece, and the UK); early 

childhood investment (e.g. Hungary, Cyprus, the Netherlands, UK and Germany); 

additional child support for working parents (e.g. Hungary, Portugal, and UK); women's 
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quotas in the labor market (e.g. Germany); support for people living with mental health 

(e.g. the Scotland, UK); support for drug users (e.g. Hungary and Denmark); support for 

prisoners living conditions (e.g. Greece), and action against domestic violence (e.g. 

Portugal). 

 

Some of these policies have been established for several decades. For example, since 

1960s, Cyprus has offered further education opportunities and evening vocational training 

schools, as well as free classes of Greek offered to Turkish Cypriots and Turkish to Greek 

since 2003, to support better social integration. In the Netherlands, strategies related to 

measuring educations deprivation has existing since the 1907s, (and have been renewed), 

and in Portugal the National Plan against Domestic Violence has been in place since 1999, 

(and have been renewed). Most of the other types of policies were mainly established in 

the last decade.  

All policies were part of National strategies. In the case of the UK, certain countries have 

additional national strategies within the UK (e.g. England, Scotland and Wales). However, 

in Greece there is no policy specifically designed to support people living with disability.  

 

The majority of these policies identified, have not included voices of the respective 

vulnerable groups in the design and/or implementation (or it is not known whether they 

have been included). However, a few good examples were identified. For example, in the 

UK the No Health without Mental Health (England) policy was informed by an evidence 

base (report) which includes data collection and mentions vulnerable group respondents 

comments from a consultation.  

In Spain, the Looking for courageous people Campaign was a strategic plan of school 

cohabitation programme has been designed with the various educational agents involved, 

like students and the faculty (victim and bystander) who provide their life experience, as 

well as the international scientific community that provides their own evidence. In 

addition, a focus group was carried out with the pupils where they reflect about 

harassment as of the pupils’ own experience.  

In Portugal, a national survey on violence against women between stakeholders was a 

critical driver of the first National Plan against Domestic Violence (2014-2017); the Plan 
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underwent a process of public consultation. Regarding the Parity Law, vulnerable groups 

were represented by the Advisory Council of the Commission for Citizenship and Gender 

Equality, which was highly consensual with the agenda on parity democracy. 

In Hungary, during implementation of the Action Plan against leaving without a certificate 

(aimed at early school leaving), some schools actively include parents of at-risk youth to 

prevent early school leaving. In the case of the National Lifelong Learning Strategy for 

2014-2020, under-educated and elderly people in particular have been targeted for 

inclusion during implementation, and in the National Anti-drug Strategy (2013-20) civil 

society actors representing drug-users and/or acting to reduce drug-addiction have been 

included. However it is not clear at what stages of the policy cycle. 

In Cyprus, for the evening vocational training schools, each evening school has a student 

council that represents students. In addition, with the No Shell on the Shelf programmes, 

the living library and Theatre of the Oppressed that form part of the programme, are tools 

that involve members of vulnerable groups aiming to strengthen their voices. 

 

Furthermore, in general, there were limited results available on their social impact of most 

of these policies, in the different countries. 

 

The following drivers and barriers for the development and implementation of these 

specific policies were identified across the different countries: 

 

Summary of drivers   

• In terms of addressing women’s underrepresentation of women in the upper levels of 

employment, civil society have been very activity in created and sharing the public 

debase around the need to address this (e.g. Federal Equality Act, ‘Women’s Quota’ in 

Germany). 

• Strong support from civil society (e.g. Health for Life in Denmark). 

• The alignment of policies aimed to include specific vulnerable groups, to more ´general 

national anti-discrimination and/or equality acts can support to drive implementation 

of these policies (e.g. Law on Nationality in Portugal). 
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• The revision of discrimination acts and criminal codes to include actions to protect 

specific vulnerable groups, and drive implementation of these policies (e.g. The 

National Plan against Domestic Violence (2014-2017) in Portugal). 

 

Summary of barriers 

• The challenge with implementing universal acts such as ´equal treatment for all´ is that 

there are not specific sub-group measures; as such the scope is often too broad to be 

able to assess the social impact for different vulnerable groups (e.g. Article 3 of the 

constitution of the FRG in Germany; Equality Act 2010 in UK). 

• A lack of comprehensive data to be able to build national wide prevention and 

awareness frameworks, linked to different spatial responsibilities in provisions, 

reduced public spending and privatization of some municipal and regional tasks (e.g. 

Health for Life in Denmark). 

•  In the case of childcare, the demand has grown disproportionately means that the 

childcare expansions need to continue to expand (e.g. Child Care Expansion Act in 

Germany). Furthermore, in some situations people are not able to access these 

services. (E.g. in Germany, to be eligible for child benefit supplements individuals must 

be eligible for unemployment benefits and this excludes those people in 

apprenticeships and individuals without Citizenship). 

• In terms of addressing women’s underrepresentation in the upper levels of 

employment, there is a lack of female candidates, specifically candidates with certain 

industry-specific skills and experience (e.g. Parnterships for Change 50/50 by 2020 in 

Scotland, UK). Furthermore, there is controversial debate around the policy of ´female 

quotas´, which can hinder support for them within the local society and political system 

(e.g. The Parity Law in Portugal). 

• Although programmes can assist to recognize discrimination, they do not necessarily 

help in the willingness to report a complaint; neither does it help in better registration 

and prosecution of discriminatory acts (e.g. National Program against Discrimination in 

The Netherlands). 
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• Lack of funds or resources in general (e.g. Development of nurseries and kindergartens 

in Hungary). 

• Negative reactions from church and extreme right (e.g. Extension of the cohabitation 

pact/agreement to same-sex couples in Greece). 
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5. Analysis of policies addressing social inclusion of people 

with no territory 
 

5.1. The case of Roma people  
 

5.1.1. The social situation of Roma in Europe 
 

Out of the estimated 10-12 million Roma living in Europe, a huge number are marginalized, 

living in poor socio-economic conditions and subject to daily experiences of prejudice, 

intolerance, discrimination and social exclusion (European Commission, 2011).  The 2009  

‘European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey’ illustrates the sheer extent of this, 

showing that, on average, every second Roma respondent reported being discriminated 

against at least once in the previous 12 months. Moreover, high levels of frequency were 

reported, with respondents reporting on average 11 separate incidents of discrimination 

over a 12 month period (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2009). This 

discrimination and racism has a substantial impact on access to fundamental rights and 

levels of social inclusion for Roma in a variety of areas (European Commission, 2010). 

Of course, the European Union recognizes that in the 21st century, this is completely 

unacceptable (European Commission, 2011).  There is no space in the EU’s Europe 2020 

strategy of a new growth plan for the persistent economic and social marginalization of 

Europe’s largest minority group (European Commission, 2011).  

The European Union has called for determined action in this matter, calling for active 

dialogue with the Roma people at both national and EU levels (European Commission, 

2011). While the public authorities may be primarily responsible for this action, it has been 

established that in order to achieve change, this must be viewed as a two-way process. In 

order to succeed, the mind-set of the majority of people and, in addition, members of the 

Roma communities must also be addressed. 

 

Social situation of Roma people in Europe 

The EU Roma Integration strategy stresses four crucial areas: access to education, 

employment, healthcare and housing (European Commission, 2011). In order to assess 
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impact of policy on Roma communities throughout the EU Member States, it is first 

important to address the social situation Roma face in each of these areas.  

It must be borne in mind that although problems are situated in the above fields for all 

Roma, there are different elements in terms of intensity or gravity of social exclusion. 

Ultimately these relate to Roma access to socio-economic rights and services, the contexts 

in which exclusion takes place, and the processes and forms of exclusion (European 

Commission, 2012b).  

However, despite this diversity, what can be said is that real progress in improving the 

living conditions and opportunities of Roma communities remains limited (European 

Commission, 2012). In general terms, Roma continue to be one of the most marginalised 

social groups, experiencing high levels of social problems in the fields of employment, 

housing, healthcare, education and civic engagement. These interrelated issues essentially 

create a vicious cycle of social exclusion and must be addressed in order to improve 

circumstances and bridge the gap between Roma communities and the general population 

(European Commission, 2012). 

 

Employment 

The Europe 2020 strategy sets a headline target of 75% of the population aged 20-64 to 

be employed. While on average, the actual rate in the EU amounts to approximately 

68.8%, the reality for Roma is starkly different (European Commission, 2011), with 

empirical evidence showing the existence of a high employment rate gap.  

The World Bank found that Roma employment rates are significantly lower than the rest 

of the population, a gap that becomes even greater when looking at women specifically 

(European Commission, 2011). Factors for this are often correlated to experiences of 

indirect and direct discrimination. Results from a survey carried out by the European 

Agency for Fundamental Rights show that Roma consider themselves to be highly 

discriminated against in the field of employment (European Commission, 2011).  

However, an interlinkage of different areas is at play here. For example, in some cases, the 

employment situation of Roma has actually been found to have deteriorated further in 

recent years despite the introduction of anti-discrimination policies. Although this has 

been found to be partly related to a general increase in unemployment rate in several EU 
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Member States, the over-proportionate level of detrimental effects on Roma has been 

found to be a result of a lack of marketable skills and qualifications (European Commission, 

2015).  

Of course, to understand the reasons for this it is important to highlight the educational 

experience of Romani children. With research showing the vast majority of Romani 

children experience a disadvantage in the educational setting, it comes as no surprise that 

many experience diminished prospects in the employment market (European Commission, 

2014). 

 

Housing 

An EU report covering the years 2000-2009 found that many Roma in the EU live in 

substandard housing, experiencing conditions which fall far, far below the minimum 

standard for adequate housing (European Union & Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), 

2009). Whereas between 72% and 100% of households across the EU are connected to a 

public water supply, the situation for Roma is often very different. Housing conditions that 

the majority of Roma face are often poor, failing to include adequate access to public 

utilities such as water, electricity or gas. For non-sedentary Roma, the opportunity to find 

sites with access to water is often very difficult (European Commission, 2011). With many 

Roma living in overcrowded conditions in dwellings that are in a state of considerable 

disrepair (European Union & Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), 2009), the detrimental 

effects on health and wellbeing are magnified (European Commission, 2011). 

 

Further problems manifest as a result of the geographical location of many Roma housing 

areas. With many Roma families living in squalid shanty-towns and temporary camps in 

segregated and environmentally hazardous areas, problems arise not just in relation to 

health but also in regards to social integration. Very often these locations provide poor 

access to public services, employment and schools, impacting negatively on vital areas of 

daily life (European Union & Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), 2009). Although the 

European Union promotes non-discriminatory access to housing, unfortunately direct and 

indirect discrimination against Roma is still present, for example, in a number of Member 

States, forced evictions of Roma still occur. 
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Health 

Due to the fact that few EU Member States have provided information about the health of 

Roma communities, drawing exact comparisons between the Roma and  general 

population is often difficult (European Commission, 2015).  

However, insights into this issue can be gained by looking at demographic structures. 

When comparing the demographics of the Roma community and that of the general 

population, a disparity is clearly present. Whereas the average life expectancy at birth 

across the EU is 76 for men and 82 for women, for Roma, it is estimated to be 10 years less 

(European Commission, 2011). Further disparities appear when looking at the infant 

mortality rate, with evidence suggesting that the child mortality rate among Roma 

communities is much higher than the EU average of 4.3 per thousand live births (European 

Commission, 2011). For example, a United Nations Development Program report focusing 

on Bulgaria, Romania, Slovakia, Hungary and the Czech Republic found that in fact, the 

rates are between 2 and 6 times higher dependent on the country (Directorate-General 

for Employment, 2009). The trend of a higher infant mortality rate amongst the Roma 

community has also been found in other EU countries (European Commission, 2011).   

 

This difference in demographics can, in effect, be seen as indicating an overall gap in health 

between Roma and non-Roma (European Commission, 2011). One of the key reasons for 

this one of the factors affecting the lack of available data on Roma health status- the lack 

of access to healthcare services. Despite access to healthcare being universal in all EU 

Member States, the Roma community often faces increased difficulties in accessing these 

services in comparison to the rest of the population (European Commission, 2012). 

Reasons for this stem from a variety of factors. Examples of these barriers include distance 

(e.g. settlements in remote areas or Roma without settlement), lack of access due to 

financial difficulties (e.g. affordability of medicine), lack of registration with local 

authorities, discrimination and lack of awareness especially about preventative issues, 

(European Commission, 2015). Statistics show that the latter barrier, awareness of 

prevention, has a substantial impact on Roma communities. For example, according to 

some studies, over 25% of Roma children are not fully vaccinated (European Commission, 
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2011). Not only does this create a possible increase in health problems, but it is also 

important to note the impact it has on education, with many schools and kindergartens 

turning down unvaccinated children (European Commission, 2012).  

 

 

 

Education 

The UNDP and World Bank have recently declared the discrimination faced by Roma 

children in schools as an acute economic, political and social issue (European Commission, 

2014). Whilst differences exist between EU Member States, educational attainment 

amongst the Roma population is, overall, much lower than that of the general population 

(European Commission, 2011).   

A key issue in this area relates to the over proportionate representation of Roma children 

in special education, despite not having any apparent learning challenges or disabilities 

(European Commission, 2011). Surveys show that, even if for a short time, one out of ten 

Roma children have attended a special school or class that was predominantly for Roma 

(FRA (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rigths), 2014). Segregation in schools is 

also evident. In the Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia and Greece, segregation was 

prevalent with 33%-55% of Roma children attending a class where all or many of the 

children were Roma (FRA (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rigths), 2014).  

 

Another important factor contributing to this disparity relates to school attendance. 

Despite primary school attendance being compulsory in all EU Member States, surveys 

suggest that in some of these states only a limited number of Roma children actually 

complete primary school (European Commission, 2011). Data from the FRA shows that 

with the exception of Hungary and Slovakia, all EU Member states are subject to 

statistically significant differences in compulsory school attendance between Roma and 

non-Roma children (FRA (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rigths), 2014). 

Whereas the 2009 Labour Force Survey suggests an average of 97.5% children completes 

primary school across the EU (Labour Survey, 2009), the actual figure for Roma children is 

thought to be much lower. This failure in completing primary school can be seen as a 
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contributing factor towards the low literacy rates of Roma children. In all but 3 EU Member 

states, 16% - 24% of Roma respondents who had attended primary school but not finished 

it remained illiterate (FRA (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rigths), 2014).   

When looking at post-compulsory schooling, attendance differences between Roma and 

non-Roma children become even larger (European Commission, 2015).  In a study of 11 EU 

Member States, it was found that on average, only 12% of Roma aged 18 to 24 surveyed 

had completed upper-secondary general or vocational education (FRA (European Union 

Agency for Fundamental Rigths), 2014). Of course, a direct relation can be drawn between 

the lack of professional skills and qualifications this results in, and the inequalities Roma 

face in the labour market and effective participation in democratic communities. 

 

Civic engagement 

Many Romani NGOs have demonstrated an ability to have a significant impact in 

influencing policies for the social inclusion of the Roma community. In many countries 

across the EU, this sector has been identified as the driving force of transferability of Roma 

inclusion projects (European Commission, 2010). The work of some small-scale projects by 

Romani organisations paired with strong advocacy programs have proven to be effective 

policy drivers. In fact, research has revealed that some of these organisations have been 

able to successfully work directly with local authorities in the implementation of projects 

promoting Roma inclusion (European Commission, 2010). 

These programs also provide access to a vital income source and thus open upward social 

mobility opportunities. Despite this, however, due to years of experience with paternalistic 

‘Roma Inclusion’ projects and ‘Roma organisations’, many citizens of the Roma community 

have learnt to distrust them (European Roma Rights Centre, 2015). Therefore, to focus on 

´Roma participation’, the idea of a particular market of ‘Roma activist’ must be taken into 

account.  

 

The various NGOs, minority self-governments, European-level programs and local projects 

that constitute these organisations ultimately require legitimacy through the actors 

involved. In this sense, Roma activists, politicians and professionals are required (European 

Roma Rights Centre, 2015). In order to increase supposed legitimacy, the people selected 
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for these roles are typically connected with their over-emphasized Roma identity, 

authenticity and their availability to assume a subordinate position in their relationship 

with authorities (Julius, 2013). In this instance, authenticity is frequently linked to 

appearance and looking ‘visibly Roma’, having a Romani family name or speaking Romani 

(European Roma Rights Centre, 2015).   

This brings into question the idea that even seemingly democratically elected Roma-led 

organizations may play a solely tokenistic part. The Hungarian National Roma Minority 

Self-Government may be questioned in this sense due to their support of every Roma 

inclusion policy without offering substantive critiques (Centre, 2015).   

 

5.1.2. Political framework addressed to Roma inclusion 

 

For a long time, the EU has stressed the importance of, and need for, better Roma 

integration. The EU acknowledges the special responsibility it has towards the Roma 

people living in Europe, citing the Charter of Fundamental Rights on which the EU’s values 

are based and recognizing the importance of turning these values into practices that could 

better the Roma people’s situation (European Commission, 2010c). Addressing this issue 

is viewed as integral to the EU 2020 strategy, key to its Inclusive Growth priority and the 

Flagship Initiative of a European Platform against Poverty. The EU recognizes the 

importance of full integration of Roma in order to achieve economic benefits for all 

Member States, in particular for those with a declining population in need of a greater 

inclusion of citizens in their potential labour force (European Commission, 2010).  

 

Despite this recognition, it is widely acknowledged that more needs to be done, with all 

European institutions and every EU country viewed as holding a joint responsibility in 

achieving this change (European Commission, n.d.). Member States have therefore been 

expected to demonstrate commitment and provide evidence to show that they are 

developing, implementing and monitoring strategies in line with a comprehensive 

evidence based approach. The European Commission partially orchestrated this by issuing 

a Communication in 2011 pushing for the development of national strategies for Roma 

integration. This addressed the concrete policies and measures that were to be taken, 
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promoting the need to “turn good intentions into more concrete actions” (European 

Commission, 2011). As a result, each Member State created and presented a Roma 

strategy or a set of integrated policy measures (European Commission, n.d.), later assessed 

in a 2012 European Commission Communication entitled “National Roma Integration 

Strategies: A first step in the implementation of the EU Framework” (European 

Commission, 2012). Recognition of the need for action at a national level was furthered 

here, with Member States called upon to introduce stronger efforts in order to live up to 

their responsibilities. Suggestions included creating more concrete measures, explicit 

targets for measurable deliverables, clearly earmarked funding at national level and a 

sound national monitoring and evaluation system (European Commission, 2012). 

Member States were, and are still, expected to communicate annually with the European 

Commission, detailing the measures they have taken in line with the recommendations 

suggested. In addition, the reporting of progress achieved in relation to the 

implementation strategies is encouraged. Member states have been provided with 

reporting templates in order to aid them with this. It should be noted that although the 

majority of Member States continue to provide information on their measures, others (e.g. 

Denmark, Luxembourg and the Netherlands) did not. 

 

While this can be interpreted as focusing on the national level, it is important to highlight 

that there is also an acknowledgement of including the knowledge and experience of 

various actors at local, national and transnational levels. Thus, information gathered from 

each country, international organizations, NGOs and the EU Fundamental Rights Agency 

(FRA) is gathered together to create annual Communication Reports. These reports focus 

on overall conclusions regarding implementation of the EU Framework have been issued 

annually and are set to continue until 2020. This shared knowledge is utilised to provide 

insight on a variety of themes. 2015’s report is of particular interest, focusing on the 

structural preconditions required in each Member State in order to adopt effective Roma 

Integration Strategies (European Commission, 2015). Recognition of improvement in the 

alignment of National Roma Integration Strategies with EU funding instruments was 

present here. However, also noted was the fact that discrimination continued to be an 

issue that needed tackling. As a result, it was suggested that existing coordination 
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structures be modified, increasing their inclusive nature and developing effective 

cooperation mechanisms that involved civil society and local, regional and national 

authorities.  

 

While local implementation is clearly an important strategy of the EU’s push to fuel Roma 

integration, the EU demonstrates a commitment to enabling this implementation. It is 

clear that there are legal, policy and funding instruments in place at the European level. 

With the push and help of the EU, coordination structures have been set up in Member 

States, alongside targeted and mainstream measures that respond to the Council’s 

recommendations. Member States themselves have allocated funding and demonstrated 

a commitment to tackling the problems faced by many Roma people. As a result of this 

effort, some positive outcomes and trends have appeared. For example, a growing interest 

in early childhood education has appeared. However, it would be wrong to assume that 

this effort has been enough. Rather, as the EU Commission’s 2016 communication 

highlights, further deterioration of the living conditions of Roma and widespread hostility 

has not been prevented (European Commission, 2016). This is evident in the fact that many 

forced evictions continue to take place. It has been acknowledged that in order to address 

this, improvement is needed in accounting for the impact of integration efforts on the 

ground. Furthering this, a call for Member States to have an increased understanding of 

the need for sustainable local commitment and implementation is present (European 

Commission, 2016). 

 

The EU continues to model its strategy on the importance of Member State 

implementation. However, as a result of the lack of previous positive impact, the current 

EU framework rests upon the idea of Member States being urged to show evidence of a 

political recommitment to Roma integration. This refers to an expectation of providing 

legal, policy and financial instruments in place which are fully utilised to bring tangible 

results on the ground (European Commission, 2016). The priorities described by the 

European Commission relate to tackling issues at both a national and local level. Member 

States are being urged to introduce policy and legislation that enforces anti-discrimination 

levels, prevents evictions on the grounds of ethnic origin and eliminate segregation in 
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education and housing. Additionally, there is a push for greater extension and creation of 

smaller scale initiatives that have been proved to be successful. Such actors are also 

encouraged to take part in knowledge sharing activities. The Commission highlights the 

need for Member States to make full use of National Roma Platforms, ensuring inclusive 

involvement of all stakeholders in implementation, monitoring, reporting and policy 

review. Essentially, there is a push to promote the exchange, evaluation and transfer of 

good practices, aiding the ability Member States have to build partnerships and to further 

mobilize Roma communities, local authorities, civil society and the private sector 

(European Commission, 2016). This is largely facilitated at the European Level by the 

promotion of spaces of dialogue. For example, the European Commission states that they 

are dedicated to supporting Member States’ Roma integration efforts by enabling 

exchange, cooperation and focused thematic discussion under the network of National 

Roma Contact Points. They also state their commitment to ensuring high-level dialogue 

and policy guidance by pursuing bilateral monitoring missions, involving national and local 

authorities as well as civil society. Additionally, participation and dialogue at the European 

level of all stakeholders under the reformed European platform for Roma inclusion is 

promoted (European Commission, 2016). 

 

5.1.3 Successful policies: towards Roma inclusion 
 

The policies implemented that aim to address Roma inclusion have had varying success. It 

is evident that despite success in ensuring Roma inclusion dominates more political 

conversations than ever before, much more work needs to be done. With this in mind, it 

is important to explore the positive initiatives that have been undertaken. Through an 

analysis of good practices and commendable programmes, a gist of what future successful 

policies should entail is provided. In this section, various policies that have succeeded in 

achieving support for Roma inclusion are highlighted. It is important in this respect to 

explore both actual policies as well as the methodology required for recognizing and 

designing successful strategies.  

 

Recognition of Roma (2005) 
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Several research projects that have successfully contributed to overcoming social 

inequalities and achieved social transformation of people’s lives have utilized the 

Communicative Methodology. By including the voices of the group researched throughout 

the entirety of the research process via egalitarian dialogue between research groups and 

researchers, knowledge can be successfully constructed together (Gomez, 2014). This idea 

of researching “with” rather than “on” has been proven to benefit various disadvantaged 

groups, such as that of the Roma. Evidence of this is present when looking at the “Workalo” 

project- a project that succeeded in putting the inequalities suffered by the Roma 

community on the political agenda of the European Union.  

As an RTD project of the European Commission, Workalo was created with the aim of 

defining innovative strategies in the field of socio-economic development and to aid the 

creation of social cohesion. While the project was concerned with the creation of new 

occupational patterns for a variety of cultural minorities, a key focus was given to the case 

of the Roma in five participating countries (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2014.).   

The project was successful in creating practical recommendations aimed at improving the 

situation of the Roma people. In addition to this, an unprecedented political, social and 

scientific impact on the group investigated was achieved (Aiello, Mondejar, & Pulido, 

2013). The project was ground-breaking in the fact that for the first time it entailed 

researchers working with members of the Roma community to draw conclusions and 

propose actions for change. This became key in achieving change due to the fact that the 

members of the Roma community who had participated were of course aware of their 

needs, having an understanding of what actions should be implemented in order to 

improve their situation. 

 

The implications and findings of the project were able to have a direct impact on policy 

and influence political consequences. By presenting the project’s results to the European 

Parliament during the final Workalo conference in Brussels, access to key policy influencers 

was achieved. Here, researchers of the Workalo team, grass-roots Roma people, 

representatives of Roma associations, a member of the Spanish Parliament and 

representatives of the EP came together. The policy recommendation presented related 

to eradicating the social exclusion of the Roma and improving social cohesion in Europe: 
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“A first step towards this transnational approach should be the official recognition of the 

Roma people in the different territories” (Commission, 2004).  

 

As a result, on 28th April 2005, a motion was filed by a political representative of the 

European Parliament drawing on Workalo´s findings. The Commission, the Council, the 

Member States and the candidate countries were called upon to recognize the Roma as a 

distinct ethnic minority (European Parliament, 2005). The motion was passed 

unanimously. Essentially, this action can be viewed as the start of the European 

Parliament’s explicit commitment to improving the situation of Europe’s largest ethnic 

minority (Aiello et al., 2013).  Influence was also felt on a national level.  

 

In response to the Workalo final conference of September 2004, the Spanish Parliament 

approved a motion recognizing the rights of the Roma. A commitment was put in place, 

ensuring the dedication to the European Union to defend the full recognition of identity, 

culture and language of the Roma people as Europe’s own (Aiello et al., 2013).  As a result, 

a collegiate of the Spanish Parliament was born, formalizing the participation and 

collaboration of organizations focused on ensuring the social welfare of the Roma 

population- “The Roma State Council”.  

This institutional recognition can be viewed as a turning point in the process of obtaining 

legal, political and social developments for the Romani people. Recommendations 

endorsed by Roma associations and the Romani people coupled with scientific knowledge 

and evidence from studies have clearly played a leading role. It can be suggested that the 

consequences of the results of the Workalo project led to the EU Strategy on Roma 

Inclusion that is present today (European Parliament, 2011).  

 

Decade of Roma inclusion (2005-2015) 

Between 2005 and 2015 the Decade of Roma Inclusion initiative was active. During these 

10 years an unprecedented political commitment was adopted by the European 

governments with the aim of improving the social inclusion and socio-economic status of 

Roma. Throughout the decade intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations, 

governments and Romani civil society came together in order to develop improvements 
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to the welfare of Roma and review the progress in a transparent and quantifiable way. Key 

areas such as education, employment, health and housing were given priority during the 

Decade, with governments committing to take into account further issues of poverty, 

discrimination and gender mainstreaming. 

 

A high-level, regional conference held in Budapest, Hungary in 2003, entitled “Roma in 

Expanding Europe: Challenges for the Future” became key in the creation of the Decade. 

Two years after it took place, Prime Ministers from the first eight participating 

governments came together to formally begin the Decade. On 2nd February 2005 in Sofia, 

Bulgaria, the Declaration of the Decade of Roma Inclusion was signed. Nine months later, 

on November 18th 2005, the Terms of Reference for the Decade were adopted at the 7th 

ISC meeting in Bucharest, Romania.  

 

The vision and value statement for the initiative, “Nothing About Us Without Us” had a 

similar focus to that of the Workalo project, stressing the need for Roma participation: 

“Nothing about us without us: Roma participation will make or break the Decade. Roma 

representatives and civil society organizations are involved in every stage of the Decade. 

Roma shaped and defined the vision from the very outset. Roma civil society groups and 

experts identified policy priorities and played a key role in defining Decade goals and 

targets. Roma participation will be central to regular oversight and monitoring of the 

process over the next ten years.”  (World Bank, 2008). 

 

A central pillar of the initiative was that of the Roma Education Fund (REF). Established in 

2005, this program had the aim of expanding educational opportunities for Roma 

communities in Central and South-eastern Europe. The overall goal of REF was to help to 

overcome the gap in educational attainment between Roma and non-Roma via policies 

and programs that related to the desegregation of educational systems. As a result of this, 

the largest university scholarship program for Roma was created, supporting research, 

studies and evaluations that contribute to developing effective policies for inclusion in the 

field of education. 
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Twelve countries took part in the initiative, all of which have significant Roma minorities 

who have been subject to disadvantage in both economic and social senses. These 

countries included Albania, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia and Spain. In addition, the 

United States and Slovenia held observer status. Each member developed a national 

Decade Action plan, specifying the goals and indicators in key areas. The Decade also 

included the involvement of partner organizations. The World Bank, the Open Society 

Foundations, the United Nations Development Program, the Council of Europe, Council of 

Europe Development Bank, the Contact Point for Roma and Sinti Issues of the Office for 

Democratic Institutions and Human Rights of the Organization for Security and 

Cooperation in Europe, the European Roma Rights Centre, UN-HABITAT, UNHCR, the 

United Nations Children´s Fund and the World Health Organization were all involved.  

 

This initiative did not involve the creation of a new institution or fund. Rather, it involved 

participating governments reallocating resources in order to achieve results. It was, 

therefore, necessary for governments to align their plans with funding instruments of 

multinational, international, and bilateral donors.  

 

However, a Decade Trust Fund (DTF) was initiated, administered by the World Bank. This 

was created with the aim of acting as a flexible tool for financing joint activities of the 

Decade’s International Steering Committee. The Decade Trust Fund was not a general 

grant fund, available to support the Roma-related activities of individuals and 

organizations. Rather, it financed activities that benefited all countries involved in the 

Decade. The two types of activities supported in principal were: (i) cross-country technical 

support, training and workshops in the context of refining and implementing the national 

Decade action plans and the cross-cutting issues of poverty, discrimination and gender, 

and (ii) monitoring and evaluation of Decade implementation across the twelve Decade 

countries.  

Despite this substantial effort, at the end of the Decade, in 2015, the success of the project 

is subject to great debate. As demonstrated by Rorke and Usein (2015) the potential and 

actual successes and failures of the Decade were scrutinised by many prior and during the 
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Decade, with its ending not bringing an end to such debates. Many critics argue that not 

only did the Decade fail in closing its ambitious aim of closing the gap between Roma and 

the rest of Society (Brüggemann & Friedman, 2017), but its concrete success was, in fact, 

incredibly limited. Critics have argued that as a result of a lack of actual implementations 

of drafted plans, enforcement mechanisms and decision making power, in some areas, the 

Roma situation actually declined. It is true that throughout and after the ten years, there 

was a lack of sustainable results in the field of employment, health and housing for Roma 

(Skenderi 2016). Discrimination remained rife, with displacements common, life 

expectancy substantially lower than that of the general populations and employment 

opportunities weak. 

 

Education is viewed as the area in which most improvements were made in regards to the 

situation at the beginning of the Decade and in relation to that of non-Roma (Friedman, 

2015). The Roma Education Fund was successfully utilised to support thousands of children 

and young people in education, ranging from pre-school to post-graduate students (Rorke 

and Usein, 2015). Essentially, it can be argued that the Decade has successfully shown that 

school desegregation is possible and feasible. However, it would be wrong to over 

exaggerate this progress and it must be kept in mind that progress, even in education, was 

modest.  

 

Ultimately however, despite the failures of the decade, success is evident in the fact 

awareness was generated about the plight of Roma. The need for Roma inclusion in 

decision making and policy design became the prevalent discourse, providing a template 

for future social inclusion. As Skenderi (2015) argues “the Decade succeeded in serving as 

a platform for sharing good practices, experiences and impact for patterns of inclusion as 

well as a springboard for robust influence on national and international level”. Thus, while 

policy impact gained is questionable, the Decade can be seen as a catalyst for the process 

of positive change for Roma.  

 

An EU common framework for Roma Inclusion  
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Policies implemented during and following the Decade of Roma Inclusion have focused on 

similar areas. In line with the priorities presented within the Decade project, employment, 

education, health and housing have all been key issues. In addition to this, general 

discrimination has also been fought against and cultural awareness demonstrated. Despite 

different tactics in combating these fields, various common themes can be seen from 

Member States. What follows is an exploration of the common themes amongst the 

initiatives that were successful in improving the lives of Roma in the various areas.  

 

Employment 

When comparing results in the field of improving employment for Roma, it is important to 

keep in mind the fact that this area is very much related to the general economic situation 

of each country. On the whole, Roma participation in the labour market continues to be 

weak. In 2016, the FRA found that across the EU only 25% of Roma aged 16 years or older 

declared themselves to be employed. This differs starkly from the general population 

average of 64% employed.  (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2016).  

However, what is evident is that some countries have achieved better results than others 

due to initiatives put in place. 

 

One of the common themes of successful initiatives in terms of employment was the 

introduction of training, focusing on the need for Roma to be reintegrated into the labour 

market. An example of this can be found in Hungary, under the mainstream programme 

of the Public Employment Service. This programme provided personalised combinations 

of subsidies and services, including labour market counselling, mentoring, vocational 

training and wage subsidies. Although this programme was aimed at all minority 

subgroups, Roma were treated as a prioritised target group. The ‘Improvement of the 

employability of disadvantaged’ project started on 1st May 2011, initially beginning in 

Hungary’s poorest regions. Out of the 110,000 individuals being helped by the service, 

16,500 were Roma jobseekers.  

A similar situation can be found in a variety of other Member States. Austria, for example, 

has focused on providing access to the labour market for young Roma via the Thara project 

which provided access to community work, coaching and training. The employment of 
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young Roma has also been a key focus in Bulgaria, with the set-up of Community 

Development Centres. Here, more than 28,000 marginalised Roma were provided with 

training courses in order to increase their employability. Although on a smaller scale, in 

France, 78 Roma have benefited from the Andatu project and the offering of short 

professional training courses and individualised support. In Slovakia, under a project run 

by Banska Bystirica, Regional Development Agency, personal development has been 

supported. This particular project was active between April 2012 and November 2013, 

providing coaching to 40 participants reliant on social benefits. Poland has also taken this 

direction, focusing on providing help for Roma to find training courses. 

 

In some Member States, success was achieved by focusing on personal and social 

entrepreneurship. In Sweden for example, the city of Gothenburg launched a programme 

offering 12-week courses in entrepreneurship. Within the course the practical skills 

needed to develop business ideas were taught, with modules such as marketing, taxation 

and finance on offer. The aim of this project was essentially to help Roma find new ways 

into work, such as self-employment. A similar focus has existed in Slovenia with the 

introduction of a Romani restaurant (Romani Kafenava). Opening in 2013, it initially 

employed 15 Roma people who were new to employment.  

 

A focus on communication with different actors, such as businesses and NGOs has proven 

to be an important indicator of success. In Spain for example, the EFS Operation 

Programme on Fight ´Against Discrimination´ has been integral to the integration of Roma 

people in the labour force. Using the non-governmental organization, Fundacion 

Secretariado Gitano, many long-term partnerships with private companies have been 

established. Over 1,400 agreements with entities and organisations have been created. It 

is worth highlighting that 71% of these were with businesses with a demand for 

employees, 20% in the public administration sector and 9% in the third sector. This coupled 

with training programmes for Roma was successful in generating 200,000 job contracts 

between 2000 and late 2011.  
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Another common theme in successful initiatives has been the focus on more directly 

making the employment of Roma more attractive to businesses. In Slovenia for example, 

positive discrimination for Roma with adequate qualifications was introduced in public 

sector employment. In addition, some advantages in public tenders were made available 

for companies employing the Roma. In Czechoslovakia, the Brno-based NGO IQ Roma 

Service has been awarding employees who embrace equal treatment of different 

ethnicities the title “Ethnic Friendly Employer”. Success here was achieved not only due to 

the effect it had on businesses’ desires. In addition, its aim was to signal to the Roma 

community that regardless of previous rejections due to origin, employers do exist who 

will provide equal opportunities.  

 

Education 

As noted previously, employment rates are very much linked to education. Equality in 

education between Roma and non-Roma is essentially a value in itself and a means to offer 

equal chances is other areas of life. It thus comes as no surprise that this policy area has 

so far received the most political attention (Brüggemann & Friedman, 2017).  When 

looking at the small body of statistical data that is available, it becomes clear that the 

biggest improvements seen have been in the field of education. Again, differences in 

improvements and dedication is present across the EU Member States. Thus, certain 

Policies and initiatives undertaken by some Member States should be analysed, acting as 

key examples of what the rest of the EU can do in order to improve the educational 

situation of Roma.   

One of the most successful areas focused on is that of pre-school education. Hungary, for 

example, has introduced obligatory pre-school education for children from the age of 3 in 

2014. Ultimately this is expected to ease the transition to primary school for Roma 

children, increasing attendance rates and attainment levels. A similar scheme has been 

introduced in Bulgaria. Here, two-year pre-school attendance is now mandatory for all 

children. In the municipality of Kavarna, this has been coupled with an increased level of 

funding for infrastructure development aimed at improving access to quality early-

childhood education for Roma children.  
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Further focus on improving the quality of teaching for Roma children is evident in Croatia. 

A key example is the initiative undertaken by Mursko Sredisce, a small town whose 

population is mainly comprised of ethnic Croats, 15% of whom identify as Roma. Here, 

Roma children now experience a 98% enrolment rate. One of the contributing factors to 

this success can be linked to the improvement in the quality of education available. With 

guidance from the Roma Education Fund, teachers received training in innovative teaching 

methods. Specific focus was given to marginalised communities with the introduction of 

after-school mentoring. 

 

Extra support for Roma children has been introduced in a variety of ways. Many Member 

States have chosen to implement this idea via the introduction of extra educational 

support, attempting to narrow attainment differences and make attendance more 

appealing. For example, in Cyprus, children have been offered Greek courses during and 

after school. In Slovakia, teachers were trained in offering improved tuition. This enabled 

Roma children to gain the knowledge and skills necessary to ease their integration into 

primary school. Denmark has focused on offering extra vocational education and training 

support, with the project “Hold On Tight Caravan” supporting in the fields of both 

education and employment. Success is evident here, with dropout rates falling from 20% 

to 15% since 2009. In Luxembourg, specific support measures are now available for 

children at all levels of schooling. These have included welcome classes, information and 

guidance, special lessons, in-class support and also second-chance classes.  Teachers were 

trained to provide these with specific attention to Roma needs. A training course for 

educational staff took place in 2011-2012, focusing on the reception and integration of 

Roma children in school. Support available has also related to encouraging language 

learning.  

 

This idea of focusing on understanding Roma needs and culture is also present within other 

successful initiatives. Essentially, it has been demonstrated that including Roma voices is 

key. For example, in Slovenia, the move to ensure all schools with Roma children offered 

Roma culture as an optional subject has successfully demonstrated an awareness and 

desire for integration with the Roma community. Slovenia has also shown a commitment 
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to introducing Roma staff in educational settings. Here Roma assistants and mediators 

have played an important role in the initiative. This has been further developed in other 

countries such as Finland. Here, the Kauhajoki model ensures Roma children can receive 

support from an instructor with a Roma background. The programme works on three tiers, 

with a pre-school teacher providing support for children and families in early education, a 

special needs assistant available for comprehensive school and a case manager available 

for young adults looking for further studies or employment. In Poland, local authorities 

have been successful in employing Roma educational assistants for additional remedial 

classes, school trips and other activities.   

 

One of the key benefits of introducing Roma staff has been the bridge it has built between 

the Roma communities. This has clearly been evident in Slovenia, where Roma assistants 

have successfully developed relationships with Roma pupils’ parents. The importance of 

building this bridge is present in a variety of Member States’ initiatives. For example, in 

the Netherlands, a specific platform has been created to bring together local authorities 

and large Roma communities. 

 

A key aim of this has been to overcome the prevalent problem of school absenteeism for 

Roma children in the country. In addition to this, some Dutch municipalities have created 

and carried out projects that have involved Roma in the school system. This has so far 

proved to be successful in lowering dropout rates. Slovakia also demonstrated a 

commitment to improving the integration of Roma communities. This involved teacher-

parent co-operation, focusing on changing the approach that Roma children are raised in 

segregated communities. Support networks have been introduced for Roma mothers 

within the community and a commitment to increasing awareness of the importance of 

education has been present. 

 

An important factor in improving the quality of education directly for Roma children here 

was linked to the idea of making integration into schools easier, with Roma representation, 

presence and involvement in the functioning of the school aiding the process. In Croatia, 

for example, Roma teaching assistants were introduced. The inclusion of Roma in the 
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school setting was also boosted with Roma parents being invited to participate as 

volunteers in school programmes. Similarly, in Slovakia, in addition to improved tuition by 

teaching staff in order to mentor Roma children for their induction into primary school, 

there was a focus on Roma communities’ integration. This involved teacher-parent co-

operation, focusing on changing the approach that Roma children are raised in segregated 

communities. Support networks have been introduced for Roma mothers within the 

community and a commitment to increasing awareness of the importance of education 

has been present. Slovenia has undertaken a similar approach, introducing Roma 

assistants and mediators in order to introduce Roma children into school as early as 

possible. These actors have successfully built a bridge between the school setting, Roma 

pupils and their parents. Motivation has been provided for attendance, succeeding in 

decreasing drop-out rates.  

 

Health 

Some progress has been made in regards to decreasing the health inequalities Roma face. 

Overall data suggests that reported experiences of discrimination were reduced 

considerably and the use of health care services generally improved (Sándor et al., 2017). 

Further positive results can also be seen in terms of healthy lifestyle choices, with positive 

changes taking place in terms of smoking and nutrition. However, it must be highlighted 

that there were negative changes, in terms of alcohol usage and being overweight (Sándor 

et al., 2017). The successes Member States experienced in reducing health inequalities 

between Roma and non-Roma are largely linked to a number of policies which will now be 

explored.  

 

In Ireland, a wide range of Traveller-dedicated health services have been made available. 

These include services such as Traveller Health Units and Primary Health Care Projects. The 

latter has included employing dedicated health mediators and public health nurses for 

Travellers. Latvia has also introduced dedicated services available for Roma, including the 

´Healthy Life School’ and a healthcare centre. In Greece, the project ‘Health for the Greek 

Roma’ beginning in 2005 and ending in 2013, provided Roma with a variety of services. For 

example, medical examinations, inoculations and psycho-social support services were 
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made available. A major success of this initiative came in particular from the decision to 

make services easily accessible. Medical staff visited camps and mobile units of the Disease 

Prevention Centre were set up in segregated areas where access to healthcare services 

may have previously been difficult.   

 

Dedication has also been evident in regards to training medical workers specifically in how 

to help Roma families, focusing on the need for improved communication. In 2013 in 

Hungary, 250 health visitors took part in training courses. The training was then passed on 

to 4830 specialists. Czechoslovakia undertook a similar approach, with a focus on the need 

to understand the best communication practices. Courses on specific socio-cultural patient 

environments were made compulsory for those working in the field of medicine, dentistry 

or pharmacy. Interpersonal Skills of Professional and Education programmes were 

available for other medical staff. 

 

There has also been training for members of the Roma community themselves. In Hungary, 

a commitment to training 2,000 Roma women was introduced with the help of the 

European Social Fund. This was intended to help them to gain practical experience in 

social, child welfare and child protection services. They were also encouraged to gain 

experience as family support social workers, community developers, employment 

facilitators and healthcare mediators. Similarly, in Ireland, since 1994, Roma women have 

been trained to work as community health mediators. This has allowed these women to 

gain skills in primary healthcare based specifically on values of the Roma community.   

Further work involving the Roma community specifically can be seen in communication 

campaigns. In Spain for example, there has been great success in Navarra where health 

mediators exist, contributing to improvements in the health of Spain’s Roma community. 

In Romania, communication has been focused on generating awareness raising and 

behaviour changing campaigns from healthcare mediation programmes. Within these 

programmes, approximately 450 health mediators were employed prior to 2011. Here, the 

role was to ease dialogue between medical institutions and the Roma community. Support 

has successfully been provided in aiding the Roma community with obtaining health 

insurances, registering with doctors and making mothers aware of various health issues. 
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Housing 

Many Member States have neglected initiatives to improve the housing inequalities Roma 

face, despite mounting pressure from the EU. However, some policies have succeeded in 

narrowing discrimination and segregation. 

In Wales, UK, a drive to improve accommodation for Roma communities has been put in 

place. With funding from the Welsh government local authorities, there has been 

refurbishment. In addition to this, more sites are now being created, increasing from 75% 

to 100%. Here, it has also been important to improve access to services and therefore 

decrease segregation levels. 

Narrowing segregation has been a key theme across the majority of successful housing 

initiatives. Several local authorities in France have fought against segregation with the 

creation of “Insertion Villages” for example, aiding Roma who were previously living in 

illegal settlements. In Hungary, cities are now required to prepare a Local Equal 

Opportunity (Desegregation) Plan, identifying systematic interventions that will stop or 

reduce segregation.  Under the Equal Opportunity Act these are now a statutory 

requirement for local governments. Funding is also in place to support integrating housing 

projects for marginalised communities including Roma. To promote the social inclusion of 

those who are living in segregated environments, programmes have been introduced that 

aim to improve social, community, educational, healthcare, employment and housing 

conditions.  

Germany has taken similar steps. In Kiel, Germany, the Maro Temm e.g. housing project 

has successfully helped Sinti and Roma of all generations to live together. Designed and 

implemented by the Roma and Sinti association, a factor in the success here can be viewed 

as the collaboration between residents and the city. This initiative has maintained the need 

to preserve culture and Romani language while simultaneously attempting to ensure 

segregations does not take place. In Berlin, ‘Task Force Okerstraße’ has been implemented 

with the aim of supporting Roma with integration in the city. It has helped Roma to be 

accepted as neighbours as well as providing advice, help with dealing with authorities and 

aid for disputes with landlords. The integration of young people has also been focused on 
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with care offered and encouragement given to young people to take part in leisure 

activities.  

 

Civic Engagement and further successful initiatives 

 It is clear that while overall success is limited, many Member States have during and 

following the decade incorporated various levels of policy aimed at tackling discrimination 

in a number of fields and as a whole. An exploration of these successful policies provides 

evidence that Roma rights as a whole have been added to political agendas. 

In Finland for example Roma affairs have become part of its political institution. National 

administrative model ‘Advisory Boards’ are now present at all levels of governments. This 

demonstrates a recognition of Roma needs at local municipality level, provincial 

government level and ministerial level. Importantly, recognition is also apparent in the 

National Board of Education and also Helsinki University.  

 

General anti-discrimination practices are also in place across a variety of Member States. 

In the UK, the transnational SOURCE project is happening, with the aim of combating 

discrimination. This project is centred upon communication, building mutual 

understanding between Roma and other communities, promoting equal rights and also 

demonstrating best practices. By working with six other countries (Italy, Hungary, Greece, 

Bulgaria and Spain), a wealth of information is obtained and can be learnt from. Portugal 

demonstrates similar initiatives in a joint project with organizations from Italy, Romania 

and Spain. The NET-KARD project ‘Cooperation and Networking between Key Actors 

against Roma Discrimination’ aims to act decisively against Roma discrimination. Focus is 

also given to assisting victims via promoting co-operation among key agents involved in 

promoting equal rights. These include lawyers, police, Roma associations and also media 

professionals. The publication of national reports from each participating country focus on 

discrimination against Roma and are intended to provide an overview of the Roma 

situation, the legislative framework against discrimination the report and data available 

about the issue and the organisations working against Roma discrimination.  
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Integration has also been improved due to a demonstrated recognition of Roma culture. 

In Lithuania for example, the Ministry of Culture issues annual financial support to Roma 

Cultural projects. In 2013 for example, funding went to the empowerment of women and 

the ‘Roma Integration Home Project’, focusing on the involvement of Roma women in 

various activities and the encouragement of traditional crafts.  Cultural events have also 

been promoted in Estonia, such as the commemoration ceremony for the Roma Holocaust 

in August 2013. Furthermore, ‘We the Roma’, an exhibition aimed at dispelling 

stereotypes, was set up in the Estonian National Museum. Here the Ministry of Culture 

worked with Roma Civil society, creating an exhibition that shed light on the uniqueness 

of the Roma ethnic group. The exhibition was beneficial in terms of collecting more 

information about the Roma community’s socio-economic status and was able to include 

Roma in the process of designing integration policies. Similar activities have taken place in 

Austria, such as the Romani lives exhibition that travelled across Europe. Like ‘We the 

Roma’, this project’s aim was to communicate a European cultural heritage. An 

educational programme was also offered, including seminars and workshops. Children 

from a local Roma school in Burgenland were also involved in the celebration of Roma 

culture by completing a project entitled Roma Children’s Words. Here childhood was 

explored, using interviews to show the social and cultural conditions in which Roma 

children were raised. One of the most impressive initiatives to come out of Austria in this 

sense was the Romani Project at the University of Gras. This entailed a study of the culture 

and language of the Roma, contributing to the preservation of cultural identity and also 

the emancipation of the Roma as a European ethnic group.  

 

Thus, what is apparent is the need for both representation and communication. The 

successful policies highlighted here generally rest upon the idea that inclusion is generated 

if Roma representation is present. This includes in terms of policy design and 

demonstrations of culture. Essentially, this has been seen to improve relations between 

Roma groups and the general population, increasing trust and also understanding. Sharing 

of knowledge is also important in terms of the sharing of best practices. With spaces 

dedicated for sharing evidence and advice on the best types of strategies, greater 

improvements are made.  
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Positive initiatives highlighted by EU-FRA  

The sharing of information, knowledge exchange and collaboration is also present at the 

European level. In 2009, the European Commission issued clear guidance relating to the 

application of the Free Movement Directive (European Commission, 2009). Essentially, the 

very act of issuing this guidance is good practice. It prevents incorrect application of the 

Directive which often impacts negatively on the Roma citizens of the EU. Across the 

Member States, there are a number of ad hoc interventions that can be viewed as a useful 

template for further action.  

However, these interventions scarcely provide links to any strategic planning. A framework 

for positive intervention is, however, being generated by the body of policy and planning 

taking place at international and supranational level and in particular, the EU level. In 

effect, this parallels the activity of a network of NGOs that have worked to provide a clear 

context for inclusion. The key question that remains is how these networks might, and how 

they should, connect with positive initiates that have been developed on the ground at 

local authority and regional level (FRA, 2009).  

 

The choice of positive initiatives to include in the selection was guided by numerous 

criteria. The following is a list of what they should do or include: 

o Improve the situation regarding discrimination and equal opportunity; 

o Show the positive impact of law and policy on the social inclusion of Roma from other 

EU Member States; 

o Are sustainable; 

o Are transferable, including across the Member States; 

o Roma or Roma organisations participate in project design and implementation; 

o Receive positive feedback from Roma beneficiaries; 

o Mainstream the concerns of Roma from other Member States; 

o Concern specific issues affecting Roma women, children, older persons and 

o persons with disabilities in Roma policies and general social inclusion policies, and 

o Evidence a strong cooperation between levels of government and civil society 

 (European Commission, 2009). 
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Below, a sample of the initiatives selected are explored.  

 

National initiatives: United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom has been celebrated for its ability to integrate Roma into the 

educational system. The school admissions code of 2009 has allowed for European 

Economic Area citizens to access education when in the UK lawfully. Anti-racism and 

multicultural practices have been described as being very much embedded in the UK 

educational system. Essentially, this has been seen as laying groundwork for a positive and 

inclusive educational experience for Roma children. Due to the mainstreamed nature of 

race equality and anti-racism, the inclusion of Roma children has been viewed as a routine 

adjusting processes. 

 

Numerous national education strategies with a Roma focus have been praised in the UK, 

described as useful models of good practice.  A common theme within these strategies is 

the understanding of the fact integration and inclusion is achieved by focusing not just on 

Roma children, but the community as a whole, increasing collaboration and 

communication. A standout strategy here is the overarching policy on social inclusion. The 

discrimination Roma children have previously faced in schools is recognised here, 

acknowledging the lack of trust in authority this must have created. As a solution, the 

strategy calls for an inclusive learning environment where Roma children can feel safe. It 

requires schools to commit to promoting community cohesion and raise awareness. UK 

local responsibilities are given autonomy in their implementation of national policy. 

However, there are standard models for Roma education, supporting EU Roma children in 

education. The Traveller Education Services and the Ethnic Minority Achievement service 

are key here, working with Roma EU citizen children and cooperating with other agencies. 

This involvement entails liaison with Roma family members of various ages. This 

communication has been praised for its ability to provide information on EU Roma families.  

 

Regional initiatives: Catalonia 
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In terms of positive initiatives in the regional sense, Spain’s plan for integrating Roma in 

Catalonia was highlighted.  This was cited as the key example of strategic regional 

government planning aimed at addressing the situation of Roma from other EU Member 

States (FRA, 2009). The Development Programme of Roma people had previously been 

used by the Spanish state as an overarching policy instrument.  

However, this was not aimed at recognizing issues faced by Roma EU citizens moving from 

other member states. The regional government of Catalonia however, has had a plan in 

place that has been successful. The Integrated Plan for the Roma People in Catalonia is 

regarded as a good practice model, incorporating high levels of strategic planning by a 

regional government that addressed Roma inclusion, specifically those who had moved 

from other Member States. This plan is viewed as unique, serving as the only one identified 

as involving a specific aim relating to concerns of Roma from other Member States. The 

very first Integrated Plan for the Roma People in Catalonia was active between 2005 and 

2008 and was described as addressing the ‘Roma population coming to Catalonia from 

Eastern Europe’. This demonstrated good practice, focusing on the needs of the Roma 

population from different areas specifically.  

 

The new plan by the Catalan government builds upon this, addressing four different policy 

actions. It also clarifies governmental responsibility for, and involvement. The FRA has 

highlighted the following actions as being good practice: 

o Action 6: To set up a circuit to redirect emergency situations concerning the arrival of 

Roma from Eastern European countries. Introduction of this circuit. Responsible: 

Catalan Ministry of Social Action and Citizenship – Secretariat of Immigration 

o Action 13: To coordinate the Interdepartmental Committee working with Roma 

coming from Eastern European countries. Responsible: Catalan Ministry of Governance 

and Public Administrations –Secretariat of Citizen Action 

o Action 37: To provide training to get to know the collectives of newly arrived Roma 

from the Eastern European countries (training for professionals). Responsible: Catalan 

Ministry of Social Action and Citizenship – Secretariat of Immigration 
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o Action 39. 2.2: To promote school success among Roma students coming from Eastern 

European countries. To provide schooling to Roma children coming from Eastern 

European countries. Responsible: Catalan Ministry of Education (FRA, 2009) 

 

The FRA were particularly positive about the fact that the plan involved including and 

targeting Roma EU citizens within broader social inclusion measures. It has been suggested 

that similar moves should be taken across the EU Member States. The fact that in Catalonia 

this plan has successfully connected with civil society organizations, supported by EU and 

government funding, suggests some learning points. Ultimately, it could be said that where 

broad social integration measures for national Roma exist, benefits are also likely for Roma 

moving from other EU Member States.  

 

Local positive initiative 

France 

A useful model demonstrating a successful way of integrating a number of Roma EU citizen 

families can be seen in a small municipality of France, demonstrating the importance of 

local initiatives in successful inclusion strategies. The city of Cesson took it upon itself to 

defend Roma travellers who had been occupying a site in Cesson for 7 years, working in 

collaboration with the families and Non-Governmental organizations. This came in 

retaliation to a court order by the Tribunal of Melun in 2008 ordering the eviction of the 

fifteen families. With priority given to children enrolled in the school in the commune, the 

city of Cesson placed the families on new ground and began plans for social integration. A 

big part of this integration was the attempt to sensitize Cesson’s citizens to the idea that 

the integration of these Roma families could and would be possible. This became an official 

process, with a contract being created for all parties involved, which described the role 

and commitments of each partner. In effect, this enjoyed great success, being welcomed 

by all sides. 

 

Italy 

Success via the collaboration of different actors is also present in Italy. The program 

entitled ‘Thin Cities’ has been in place since 2002 in Pisa, Italy, in cooperation with the 
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Local Sanitary Unit and many non-governmental organizations. The aim of this project has 

been to ‘build pathways of social inclusion for people in satiation of high social exclusion 

living in strongly degraded housing conditions’ (Sconosciuto, 2007). Development has 

taken place within the municipality’s Roma communities of a program for the participatory 

development of a mediation path that provides the closure of the cams and the possibility 

of social inclusion (Sconosciuto, 2007). Three Roma mediators support this project, 

together with meetings with local authorities, NGO’s and the Roma community. 40 Roma 

from Romania and 450 from the former Yugoslavia are expected to benefit from the help 

in finding housing solutions in integrated, rented accommodation. Support for this has 

focused on allocating housing, engaging families with landlords and social services in a 

social contract for the family’s autonomy and budget planning support. Lease agreements 

have been created between owners and housing associations. The latter has then 

proceeded to sub-lease the housing to Roma families.   

Despite this project’s success, problems have been reported. For example, it has been 

noted that Roma families involved in the project were negative towards census and 

mapping activities, seeing it as an exertion of control over their lives. Another problem 

worth highlighting is the fact that beneficiaries were mainly comprised of people who were 

present in the previous census and mapping activities. This meant that new arrivals to Italy 

did not benefit.  

 

Civil society actions: National Human Rights Group Romoeurope 

Many positive initiatives undertaken came not from policies but instead from civil society. 

This included both individuals and non-governmental organizations. The FRA recognizes 

many of these as demonstrating good practices. 

A key example here comes from France. Here, the creation of an NGO network entitled 

“National Human Rights Group Romoeurope” has been successful in aiding EU Roma via 

its direction action and provision of knowledge and information for governmental actors. 

This network comprised various Roma and Human Rights organizations and had the 

objective of improving Roma migrants’ access to basic rights on French territory.  The 

network is described as having three key roles. Firstly, it is viewed as being a key observer. 

The group is praised for its ability of acting as a watchdog for human rights violations. 
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Secondly, it acts as a key informer, producing information and tools that are distributed to 

members. Lastly, it acts as an advocate. Employment restrictions of Romanian and 

Bulgarian workers are constantly challenged, with frequent campaigns for the equal 

treatment of all EU citizens.  

The group has found that the right to reside in France is extremely closely linked to the 

right to work. Since this right is not universal and instead restricted, the condition of Roma 

citizens in France from Romanian and Bulgarian backgrounds have not improved. This is 

regardless of obtaining EU citizenship. On the contrary, the group has demonstrated how 

the situation has become more difficult.  

 

The way forward 

Only a few successful initiatives of EU Roma integration have been noted here, all of 

varying practices. Again, evidence of success here often rests upon the concept of 

collaboration, representation and knowledge sharing. It is clear that initiatives on different 

scales are all significant. Whether it is on a local level, a regional level or a national level, 

valuable strategies are evident across the EU Member States.  

 

In their analysis of successful initiatives, the FRA came up with the following three 

conditions that should be met in order to ensure success: 

 

o Firstly, that all stakeholders, in particular local authorities, national authorities and 

civil society organisations cooperate closely and include beneficiaries, in this case 

Roma, in both the design and implementation of projects. This works particularly well 

in a context in which it relates to the aspirations and experiences of citizens in the ‘host 

communities’. 

o Secondly, that a holistic approach is applied with interconnected actions across a 

variety of areas of social life ranging, crucially, across employment, education, 

housing, health, etc. An intervention that targets only one area will rarely be as 

successful. 

o Thirdly, that constructive partnerships join-up vertical and horizontal levels of 

government. The more active ‘joined-up governance’, the more cooperation between 
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different sectors and levels – voluntary and community as well as EU, national, regional 

and local government - the more likely a program is to deliver a positive, holistic and 

inclusive service to Roma (FRA, 2009). 

 

Learning communities and Roma 

One particular initiative that is successful in implementing the recommendations above is 

that of Learning Communities. This initiative successfully includes Roma in decision making 

and functioning, takes a holistic approach and links community with local government 

strategies. This particular example is highlighted not just due to the fact it utilises these 

recommendations, but also due to the sheer extent of success it has had. Subject to 

research in the INCLUDE-ED project, the educational success of the project is now 

explored, in addition to the underpinning methodology.  

 

In today’s societies, it is recognized that schools face difficulty when attempting to respond 

to the needs of students and their families. Likewise, it is also difficult for them to respond 

adequately to the challenges of today’s society on a whole. A key factor contributing to 

this difficulty is the fact that often, the application of educational actions are not based on 

actual scientific evidence.  These non-based evidence actions ultimately have a profound 

effect on society’s most disadvantaged groups, including the immigrant population and 

cultural minorities such as Roma people (CREA, 2010, Flecha, 2015, European Parliament, 

2009, Macías-Aranda & Flecha, 2013). 

Scientific research and official bodies promote the idea that educational actions should 

not be based solely on the occurrences of supposed experts, unless these actions are 

validated and contrasted by the scientific community (European Commission, 2010; 

Woessmann & Schuetz, 2006). Essentially, this requires education professionals to know 

the actions that are having the best results. This allows for certain actions to be applied 

while those that science has already shown to fail at, for example, can be dismissed.   

 

The project “INCLUDE-ED – Strategies for Inclusions and Social Cohesion in Europe from 

Education” (2006-2011) was developed within the sixth Framework Programme of the 

European Commission. This project focused on the analysis of educational activities that 
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were carried out across European educational systems. In addition, focus was given to the 

theories and scientific contributions in this area as a whole. Through 22 specific case 

studies and 6 longitudinal case studies, the project identified the educational actions that 

are successful in contributing to overcoming social inequalities. Importantly, the project 

was also able to identify the actions that hindered progress, contributing to the 

reproduction of social exclusion and school failure.  As a result, the INCLUDE-ED project 

was able to identify a set of Successful Educational Actions (SEAs): the educational actions 

defined as the ones that achieve the best results in instrumental learning and coexistence, 

regardless of the context in which they are applied (Flecha, 2015). 

 

The project successfully defined the following conditions that an educational action must 

entail in order to be considered an SEA: 

o the educational actions are achieving the maximum improvements in educational 

outcomes; 

o the success of the educational actions must be transferable to other diverse contexts; 

o the two previous conditions must be demonstrated in scientific investigations that 

include the voices of the different actors (researchers and participants); 

o three previous conditions must be validated in scientific articles of publications of the 

educational field. (Flecha, 2015) 

 

The application of the above criteria allows for SEAs to be differentiated from Good 

Practices. While the implementation of Good Practices can produce educational 

improvements, ultimately, success in diverse contexts is not guaranteed. In addition, Good 

Practices are not contrasted or validated by the international scientific community.  The 

INCLUDE-ED project (2009) specifies the SEAs as being the following: 

o Interactive groups (Díez-Palomar & Cabré, 2015; Valls & Kyriakides, 2013) 

o Dialogic reading  (Flecha, 2000; Flecha & Soler, 2013; Llopis, Villarejo, Soler, & Alvarez, 

2016; Pulido & Zepa, 2010) 

o Extending learning time, Family education (Flecha & Soler, 2013; INCLUD-ED 

Consortium, 2009) 

o Educative community participation (Flecha, 2015) 
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o Dialogical model of conflict resolution. 

 

The social impact of the SEA’s identified by INCLUDE-ED have already been highlighted. 

Numerous scientific publications have noted their social impact and success in relation to 

the educational success and social inclusion of society’s most disadvantaged groups. 

 

Scientific research has already demonstrated that these SEAs have had, and continue to 

have, a significant social impact in the following areas of educational and social aspects: 

o Reducing absenteeism; 

o Improving coexistence; 

o Increasing students school enrolment; 

o Improving the relationship between family and community members and the 

educational centre; 

o Reducing school failure and early school leaving; 

o Improving student’ academic performance; 

o Improving educational skills and academic background of the families; 

o Increasing educational and social expectations; 

o Transformation of social and educational inequalities of the environment. 

(Alvarez, García-Carrión, Puigvert, Pulido, & Schubert, 2016; Díez-Palomar & Cabré, 2015; 

Flecha & Soler, 2013; Girbés-Peco, Macías-Aranda, & Álvarez-Cifuentes, 2015; Llopis et al., 

2016; Valls & Kyriakides, 2013) 

 

Many educational centres across the globe are implementing these SEAs. The INCLUDE-ED 

project has in fact identified many public schools in Europe currently implementing these 

actions. It is important, however, to highlight one particular type of schools due to the high 

level of social impact and educational impacts achieved as a result of the set of SEAs – 

Schools as Learning Communities. 

 

The Schools as Learning Communities project’s key focus was the transformation of 

schools in order to overcome school failure and coexistence problems throughout the SEAs 

implementation (Díez-Palomar & Flecha, 2010; Ríos, Herrero, & Rodríguez, 2013). In line 
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with the recommendations of the scientific community, these type of schools highlight two 

key factors to learn in the current society: the interactions and the community 

involvement. In this sense, Schools as Learning Communities demonstrate a commitment 

to achieving educational equality within the framework of the informational society. They 

represent an opportunity of overcoming social and educational exclusion of society’s most 

vulnerable groups, such as Roma people (Díez-Palomar & Flecha, 2010; Flecha & Soler, 

2013; Girbés-Peco et al., 2015).  

 

The list of schools engaging in this Project is extensive. In Spain alone, there are 209 schools 

as learning communities. High numbers are also present across the world. In America, 

there are 279, 11 in Chile, 24 in Mexico, 44 in Colombia, 39 in Argentina, 41 in Peru and 

120 in Brazil. It is also important to highlight that while not being a School as Learning 

Community, there are various schools across Spain, America, UK and other European 

countries that are implementing SEAs. These consist of 94 in Mexico, 1 in Colombia, 21 in 

Peru, 474 in Brazil, 100 in Argentina and 3 in Chile (Instituto Natura, 2017). 

When addressing the Schools as Learning Communities in Spain, it becomes evident that 

many are located in Roma neighbourhoods. A huge number of students and families that 

are Roma frequents these schools. In fact, in some of these schools the percentage is 

actually 100%. Whereas previously the educational and social situation of these schools 

was incredibly complex, the implementation of SEAs have contributed to Roma students 

and their families achieving the best educational performances. In addition, their 

educational and social expectations have increased and continue to increase at 

considerable levels. 

 

Affirmative action 

A further area that has not been addressed and discussed above is the importance of 

affirmative action. Evidence demonstrates the importance of this at various levels, 

including supranational, national and local. This is particularly true in the case of higher 

education. This sphere is of course of great importance due to its ability to help oppressed 

groups overcome social exclusion and thus, its help in promoting a much more cohesive 

society.  
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Historically, different political initiatives have tried to combat the challenges of social 

exclusion and a lack of cohesion in society. Essentially, these have resulted in varying 

degrees of success. However, what they have all demonstrated is that to focus solely on 

eliminating openly discriminatory measures towards a group, such as Apartheid, the 

Castes System or Jim Crow, is simply not enough. Furthering this, they have demonstrated 

that it is not sufficient to solely take the next step, the consideration of discrimination as 

denouncable and a convicted crime. This is evident when looking at areas such as the Civil 

Rights Act and the European Race 2000 Directive. Rather, there is an agreement that while 

the value and importance of these advances should be recognized, the need to develop 

proactive and affirmative measures that advance in overcoming discrimination in a 

pragmatic and effective manner should also be highlighted.  

 

The following affirmative actions are noted in regards to their effective nature. They have 

been able to address various types of discrimination, including ethnic, gender, disability 

and for socio-economic reasons amongst others. As a result, they have achieved access to 

universities, companies, public administrations and other key areas of society for 

thousands of people: 

o In the United States, since the 1980s, students of colour have increased their 

enrolment in university by 57.2%. The supreme Court majority opinion of  Grutter v. 

Bollinger (EUA, 2013) can be seen as having an impact. Here, the affirmative action 

admissions policy of the University of Michigan Law school was upheld. 

o In Brazil, the efficiency of access to Universities for Afro-Brazilians is increasing. This 

can be seen as being linked to the University of Brasilia establishing racial quotas in 

2004. It was found that these quotas increased the proportion of black students, also 

increasing those from lower socioeconomic status families (Francis & Tannuri-Pianto, 

2012) 

o In India, the authors of the Hindu Constitution established affirmative action to reserve 

quotas in different institutions for groups or classes that suffer more social and 

educational discrimination (usually 15% for Dalits or untouchables and 7.5% for 

Adivasi) (Desai & Kulkani, 2008). 
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The European Union has suggested that different Member States adopt affirmative action 

measures towards Roma people. The data that exists on this area is consistent with the 

previous results: 

o Between 1998 and 2000 in Romania, decrees were approved that related to the 

affirmative action of quotas in secondary and higher education. As a result of this, in 

2006, the number of students admitted to secondary school and to university 

increased 5 and 4 times respectively (Bojinca Marian, Munteanu Daniela, Toth 

Alexandru, 2009).  

o Similar data has been obtained in the most recent case of affirmative action policies 

deployed in Serbia. Here, in the 2008/2009 year, 185 young Roma, the largest number 

of Roma registered in one year, accessed secondary school. The ethnic group of 

applicants was considered here in addition to the academic record. Free study is also 

indicated as a factor that contributes to promoting success beyond access, ensuring 

the graduation of these students. (Raković, 2009). 

o Affirmative action has also been used, and succeeded, in Member States such as 

Bulgaria, Hungary and Macedonia. This has suggested the need to further deepen them 

and also institutionalize them. (Roma Education Fund, 2015). 

o These successful practices serve as an example for many other European countries 

such as Sweden, where plants for the inclusion of Roma people are in process (Nafsika 

Alexiadou, 2015). 

 

Ultimately, in the majority of cases, the measures put forward relate to ’the explicit but 

not exclusive targeting’ (Europea For Diversity Against Discrimination & Unió, 2009) 

criteria that has been highlighted by the European Commission as one of the ten common 

principles that must govern any measure that seeks the social inclusion of the Roma 

people.  
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5.2. The case of refugees 

 

5.2.1 Social situation of Refugees in Europe 

 

Employment 

Refugees constitute one of the most vulnerable groups of migrants on the labor market. 

Statistics show that the employment rate of Refugees across Europe is 9 percentage points 

lower than native residents, standing at 56% (Commission, 2016).  The lack of equality 

becomes further apparent when looking at the fact that one in five economically active 

refugees are unemployed. Long-term unemployment is common, with one in eight 

refugees being unemployed for 12 months and one in fourteen being unemployed for 2 

years or more. Ultimately, this indicates that once unemployed, refugees experience great 

difficulty in returning to employment (Commission, 2016). 

 

It is also apparent that employment inequality does not disappear quickly. Data shows that 

across the EU Member States, on average, it takes refugees up to 20 years of living in a 

host country to achieve a similar employment rate to that of native citizens (Commission, 

2016). After 10 years in a host country, the employment rate of refugees remains well 

below that of native-born persons in the majority of EU countries, with the average rate 

standing at 56%. Refugee women are subject to even higher levels of inequality in the labor 

market.  On average, refugee women across the EU experience a 45% employment rate. 

This is 6 points lower than that of other non-EU born women (Commission, 2016). 

 

Inequality is also persistent in job type. As a group, refugees tend to be much more 

overqualified for the job positions they occupy in comparison to other migrants. 

Approximately 60% of employed tertiary-educated refugees in the EU are overqualified for 

their occupied job positions. This is shown to be twice that of native born citizens 

(Commission, 2016). 

 

Possible explanations for these statistics are linked to various areas, including knowledge 

of host country language.  Studies have shown that knowledge of host country language 
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has a considerable impact on employment, with even an intermediate level resulting in 

significantly greater employment opportunities. In addition, in some instances, the 

discount of refugees’ formal qualifications has an effect. With many refugees holding 

foreign qualifications, many employers have difficulty in evaluation of ability (Commission, 

2016).  However, it is impossible to ignore the interlinkage of employment inequality with 

other areas of social exclusion.  

 

Housing  

Housing is viewed as a fundamental human need and thus a tool to indicate the quality of 

a society. The European Commission recognizes this, stating that ‘Who lives where and 

how tells a lot about a society, the opportunities and pathways available for integration, 

as well as about the inequalities and obstacles to social mobility’ (EWSI Editorial Team, 

2016).  

 Despite the fact that in all Member States Refugees who are able to find their own 

accommodation are allowed to settle wherever they wish (Vuchtelingen Werk Nederland, 

1999), many difficulties are at play. Unfortunately, despite differences in housing across 

the European Union Member States, generally, refugees often find themselves in a 

disadvantaged situation compared to the native population (EWSI Editorial Team, 2016). 

Data collected by the EWSI serves as evidence for this, showing that in the EU Member 

States, refugees are generally ‘vulnerable on the housing market, disproportionately 

dependent on private rentals, more likely to be uninformed of their rights and 

discriminated against’ (EWSI Editorial Team, 2016).  

 

Although a potential important step in the integration process, Refugees are a lot less likely 

to own their own homes. Across EU Member States, third-country nationals are 3 times 

less likely to be homeowners (EWSI Editorial Team, 2016). This is especially true in 

destinations such as Spain, Italy and Greece.  Of course, this has direct links with 

socioeconomic disadvantages that refugees face, with many refugees failing to be able to 

afford home ownership status. In European cities that are dominated by owner-occupied 

housing, this trend offers worrying prospects (European Foundation for the Improvement 

of Living and Working Conditions, 2007). 
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The housing cost overburden is present in privately owned properties in addition to private 

rentals. With higher rental costs, refugees are suffering disproportionately in regards to 

housing affordability. For non-EU citizens, the housing cost overburden rate has increased 

in recent years, reverting to 2009 levels. A gap currently exists in the cost overburden rate 

between EU nationals and non-EU citizens of 19.5% (EWSI Editorial Team, 2016). While in 

some countries, housing subsidies are aiding this issue, for example in Finland and France, 

overall, it remains a problem. Similarly, the costs of social housing also become difficult for 

many. The European Union reports that across all Member States, Refugees are likely to 

face greater obstacles to access housing benefits (EWSI Editorial Team, 2016).  

Discrimination is also rife within the housing market in many EU Member States. Adding 

to the already disadvantaged position of the refugee, discriminatory attitudes contribute 

to the inequalities faced. The European Social Survey in 2002, the European Social Survey 

in 2014 and the EU-Midis 2011 study found the existence of discrimination in housing 

markets. For example, when asked whether they were discriminated against by housing 

services, agencies or landlords in the past 12 months, 11% of North Africans, 7% of Sub-

Saharan Africans and 7% of Turkish confirmed such an experience (EWSI Editorial Team, 

2016). Despite this, only 10% of people experiencing housing discrimination reported the 

incident, with 44% being unaware of legislation forbidding ethnic discrimination in the 

housing market (EWSI Editorial Team, 2016). 

Ultimately, because of these inequalities refugees often face substandard 

accommodation. Refugee accommodation is more likely to be poorly connected, hindering 

equality in other daily experiences. In addition, refugees are more likely to live in 

overcrowded accommodation. All across the EU, the overcrowding rate for non-EU natives 

aged 2—64 stands at 25%. This is significantly higher than the figure for native-born 

citizens, 17%.  

 

Health 

Data on Refugee health is often scarce. Where it is available, often contradictory results 

are apparent. The diverse nature of refugee arrivals means this comes as no surprise, with 

diversity existing in age, gender, country of origin, destination, socioeconomic status and 

type of migration (Rechel, Mladovsky, Devillé, & Mckee, 2011). Often, health discrepancies 
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actually disappear when controlling for  low socioeconomic status, a status frequently 

experienced by refugees (Europe, 2010).  What does become an issue, however, is access 

to health services in host countries. 

 

The right of access to healthcare is prominent in several international human rights 

instruments. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union is one of these, 

stating that ‘everyone has the right of access to preventative health care and the right to 

benefit from medical treatment under the conditions established by national laws and 

practices’ (European Commission, 2000). However, in reality, many obstacles exist 

preventing refugees from accessing health care.  

 

One of the main barriers refugees face relates to legal status. Undocumented migrants are 

only able to access emergency healthcare in many EU Member States, proposing a 

problem for many Refugees. The FRA focused on this issue in a 2015 report, suggesting 

that it creates negative and problematic circumstances for refugees. They stated that by 

only treating conditions that have become an emergency, the health of individuals is likely 

to be endangered (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2015).   

 

Economic means is another barrier to healthcare in some EU countries. Due to general 

lower socioeconomic status, many refugees are unable to access healthcare in countries 

that require payment for certain services. Furthering this, informal barriers also exist. The 

Specific health needs of refugees are often poorly understood due to poor communication 

between health care providers and refugee service users. In many Member States, it has 

been noted that health services are inadequately prepared to respond to refugee users 

(Rechel et al., 2011). 

 

Education 

Education is vital for helping refugees integrate into new countries. Essentially, it acts as a 

tool supporting the process of overcoming inequalities in the employment, housing and 

health sector. Thus, it comes as no surprise that educational integration is a central 

preoccupation of policy makers in the European Union (European Parliament, 2016). 
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However, despite this, integrating the high number of recently arrived refugees into the 

educational system remains a major challenge for many EU Member States (European 

Commission, 2014b).  Across the EU, it is evident that there are three main components of 

educational inequality refugees’ face: access, participation and performance.  

 

In terms of access, there is a particularly problem evident in early childhood education. 

Concerns are increased when looking at the fact that early education is often key to 

preventing future inequalities in the education. Several Member States have reported 

difficulties in providing Refugees childcare facilities due to long waits, language barriers, 

accessibility in terms of distance, low expense allowances for refugees, insufficient 

handling of traumatized children, insufficient guidance and lack of information (EU-FRA, 

2017).  Participation rates in pre-primary education programs are much lower for refugees 

than their host country’s native citizens. On average, refugee children are 21% less likely 

to attend.  The problem of access continues in education at all levels.   

 

Refugee children are also more at risk of dropping out without an upper secondary 

qualification (Parliament, 2016).  In 2014, one in every four non-EU Citizens, 25.5% aged 

18 – 24 left education or training prematurely, a much higher average than that of the 

10.2% of nationals (Parliament, 2016). Worryingly, young non-EU citizens are also more 

likely to be out of education and out of employment, i.e. NEETS.  Approximately 20.6% of 

NEETs are migrants in comparison to 12.0% of nationals. Evidence also shows that women 

are more likely to be in this situation, with 23.8% being a NEET in comparison to 17.6% of 

migrant men (Parliament, 2016).   

 

In addition to these problems, refugee children are also likely to perform worse than native 

children do. Results from the OECD-led Programme for International Student Assessment 

show that first generation immigrants perform significantly worse than the EU average in 

mathematics, reading and computer problem solving.  Despite obtaining improved results, 

second-generation immigrants also perform worse than their native counterparts (OECD, 

2015). Interestingly, these results differ significantly across EU Member States, suggesting 

that policy may play an important role in overcoming disadvantage.  
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The fact that Refugee children perform worse in reading exams ultimately suggests that a 

language barrier is cause for inequality.  Statistics support this idea, with 64% of first-

generation immigrant students and 41% of second-generation immigrant students not 

speaking the language of instruction at home (Scheil-Adlung & Kuhl, 2011).  One of the 

problems that arises out of this is that many refugee children who do not speak the 

language at a high level are downgraded to a lower level class. In some circumstances, they 

may be sent to a special-needs school (Parliament, 2016).  This issue links into the age of 

arrival for refugee children. Data shows that in most OECD countries, refugees who arrived 

aged 12 and older scored worse in reading examinations. Known as the phenomena of 

‘late-arrival’ penalty, this ultimately relates to the fact language learning is more difficult 

for older children. Essentially, this  means the curriculum becomes more demanding for a 

student, making the progression from primary to secondary education difficult 

(Parliament, 2016). 

 

Civic Engagement 

The active involvement of refugees in civic society is key for the integration of individuals, 

the building of social networks and the functioning of an effective democratic system. This 

can be achieved via the participation of refugees and other migrants as, for example, 

voters, community participants, activists and political party members (NGO network of 

intergration focal points, 2011). A number of European Legal instruments highlight this 

importance, including the Convetion of the Council of Europe on the Participation of 

Foreigners in Public Life at Local Level (1992) and the Additional Protocol to the European 

Charter of Local Self-Government on the right to participate in the affairs of a local 

authority (2009) (Fra, 2017). 

 

Essentially, the EU Member States are incredibly varied in terms of success in this matter. 

However, in their examination of EU Member States’ national integration policies, the FRA 

found that some key aspects of democratic and political participation among refugees 

stand out: the structural opportunities offered by the Member States’ legal systems and 

the implementation processes and measures supporting the realization of such 

entitlements and rights (FRA, 2017). 
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The FRA found that the political rights granted to non-EU citizens differed substantially 

across Member States. Refugee participation in decision making or consultation was 

especially varied at the local level. For example, voting rights or candidacy rights for 

national elections for select categories of non-EU citizens are available solely in Portugal 

and the United Kingdom. In Portugal, the rights extended solely to citizens from 

Portuguese speaking countries and in the UK, only to citizens of Commonwealth countries 

(Fra, 2017).  However, at the local level 12 countries grant access to third-country nationals 

to voting rights (Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Ireland, Lithuania, 

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden). Out of these countries, 

some allow third-country nationals to stand as candidates in local candidacies (Denmark, 

Finland, Ireland, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Slovakia and Sweden) (Fra, 

2017).  

 

Thus, civic engagement is closely related to citizenship. For inhabitants of many EU 

Member States to enjoy full political and civic rights, they must first become citizens. For 

non-citizens, substantial restrictions must be accepted (Cyrus, Gropas, Kosic, & Vogel, 

2005). This is again very much varied across the EU member states in terms of ease of 

application and access. Interestingly, when nationality is granted, voting tendencies tend 

to become similar to that of the native population. For example, across the OECD and the 

EU, three quarters of migrants who had taken the host-country nationality reported they 

had voted in the last election to take place between 2002 and 2012. Standing at 80%, this 

is actually a slightly higher share in comparison to the average for the native-born rate of 

voting (Oecd, 2015).  

 

For other types of political involvement, such as standing as a candidate, further problems 

often arise. For exemple, a close link with education can be drawn to the fact participation 

in politics generally requires attributes such as strong writing skills, public speaking skills 

and the ability to chair a Meeting (Oecd, 2015).  

 

5.2.2 Political Framework addressed to Refugee inclusion 
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EU level  

The initiatives undertaken by the EU to achieve refugee inclusion have been subject to 

much change over the previous two decades. When addressing the timeline of policy 

initiatives, it becomes clear that refugee resettlement, integration and inclusion has been 

pushed higher and higher up the EU agenda. Ultimately, with situations such as the 2015 

‘refugee crisis’ this has come as no surprise. The EU has faced increasing challenges in 

terms of the need to act and create common policy and guidelines for refugee integration. 

 

Many critics have voiced their concerns about the EU’s lack of leadership in response to 

refugee integration and, in particular, in response to the refugee crisis. Critics have 

highlighted a lack of coherent and coordinated- policy making and a failure by the EU to 

achieve long term solutions (Faure, Gavas, & Knoll, 2015). Three main factors contributing 

to the difficulties faced by the EU in this respect have been identified. Firstly, it has been 

argued that the EU engages in a system of parallel competences that allows Member States 

to pursue their own policies alongside EU policy. Secondly, the issue of the co-existence of 

too many actors desiring a say in policies, coming from very different policy areas with 

varying interests. Lastly, the problem of fragmented and often overlapping funding 

instruments (Faure et al., 2015). 

With these difficulties in mind, it should be noted that while to a large extent the EU asylum 

laws have not served as concrete policies for Member States to follow, many have served 

as positive contributions. Ultimately, the EU policies have centred on the idea that the 

large bulk of integration and inclusion initiatives should be taken up at Member State level. 

When addressing EU initiatives, it becomes evident that the majority of the EU’s policies 

relate to providing soft law, aiding member states with strategies and providing funding to 

support integration measures. 

 

Foundations of the EU’s role 

In order to understand EU policy in regards to refugee inclusion, it is first important to 

address the history of the EU’s role in the matter. In this sense, the EU’s role of a governor 

of migration should be questioned. Throughout the timeline of EU refugee policies, it 

becomes evident that any attempt to provide more authority to EU institutions on refugee 
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matters has been met with resistance by EU Member States (Eisele, 2014). Thus, it comes 

as no surprise that a common set of migration and asylum policies at EU level has been a 

long process fraught with problems (Faure et al., 2015). 

 

The signing of the Schengen Convention in 1985 can be seen as the beginning of migration 

cooperation. With the abolition of internal frontiers, the Convention gave birth to a 

common EU border management. In 1999, the Treaty of Amsterdam furthered the EU’s 

power in this respect. Here, competence for immigration, asylum and civil law was moved 

to the EU level, integrating the Schengen Agreement into the EU Treaties (Faure et al., 

2015). Despite this however, Member States retained the majority of power in decision 

making in this respect. A clear establishment of distinction between EU and national 

competencies was presented in the 2010 Treaty of Lisbon:  

“(Measures on migration taken at the European Level) do not affect the right of Member 

States to determine volumes of admission of third-country nationals coming from third 

countries to their territory in order to seek work, whether employed or self-employed” 

(Faure et al., 2015) 

 

EU Legal Instruments: Common Asylum Policy and the Dublin Convention 

Running parallel to the establishment of the EU’s role in terms of migration was the 

creation of the Common European Asylum System. Aimed at improving the legislative 

framework in the area of asylum, work first began in this area at the Tampere Summit in 

1999. Following on from this, in the years 1999 – 2005, a number of legislative measures 

ensuring common minimum standards for asylum were adopted (European Commission, 

2017).  An example of this can be seen in 2003, when the Commission communicated 

resettlement as a way for ensuring ‘orderly and managed arrival’ (European Commission, 

2016c), cumulating in the council asking the Commission in 2005 to create a resettlement 

Programme. The Common European Asylum System essentially acts as a set of laws aimed 

at ensuring minimum standards for the processing of deciding asylum applications. In 

addition, they aim to ensure a standard for the treatment of asylum seekers and refugees 

throughout Europe.  
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Many elements contribute to the European Common Asylum Policy. Essentially, elements 

that relate to the EU’s legal instruments in regards to migration, such as The Dublin 

Convention. This set of legal instruments established a hierarchy of criteria established a 

hierarchy of criteria for identifying the Member State responsible for the examination of 

an asylum claim in the EU (Faure et al., 2015). Primarily, the EU state responsible was 

recognized as being the first state a refugee was fingerprinted in, i.e. generally the first 

state they arrived in. Ultimately, the aim of this is to prevent so-called ‘asylum shopping’, 

reducing the number of ‘orbiting asylees’ from one EU-State to another (Constant & 

Zimmermann, 2016). During the ‘Refugee Crisis’ of 2015 however, the plausibility and 

success of this system were subject to much debate and scrutiny.  

 

In 2015, revisions were proposed to improve the Dublin Regulations, making them able to 

function in the different social scenario. Here, attempts to take the responsibility away 

from countries such as Greece and Italy, where the mass majority of refugees had arrived 

were explored. For example, the Dublin Regulations were amended to stipulate that the 

EU-state responsible would not be that of first entry. In addition, a permanent distribution 

key accounting for each EU Member State’s relative size, wealth and absorption capacity 

was introduced (Constant & Zimmermann, 2016). As a result of this, a shift of greater 

control of the EU in regards to Refugee resettlement was introduced. Ultimately, this 

continues to be the subject of much disagreement, often resulting in negative inclusion 

opportunities for refugees. 

 

Response to the ‘Refugee Crisis’ of 2015  

In response to the refugee crisis of 2015, a number of emergency resettlement schemes 

were put in place. The European Migration Agenda of May 2015 was used to reiterate the 

EU’s role and duty in helping displaced persons in need of resettlement. Here, priorities in 

migration, asylum and borders policies for the years to come were established (Carrera, 

Blockmans, Gros, & Guild, 2015).  

 

In terms of immediate EU policy actions, the following six were identified: 
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o A temporary and emergency-driven relocation mechanism for asylum-seekers within 

the EU for those member states confronting higher influx, based on a new 

redistribution  key criteria for determining responsibility for assessing asylum 

applications; and the presentation of a legislative initiative for a permanent system 

before the end of 2015 

o A relocation mechanism for 20,000 refugees from outside the EU, and an extra €50 

million budget 2015-2016 to support this scheme 

o Tripling the capacities and budget of the EU External Border Agency (Frontex) joint 

border control and surveillance operations in the Mediterranean 

o Increasing emergency funding to frontline EU member states by €60 million and setting 

up a new ‘hotspot approach’ in which EU home affairs agencies like Frontex, Europol 

and the European Asylum Support Office would work on the ground to support 

‘frontline’ Member States in identifying, registering and fingerprinting migrants 

o Strengthening Europol’s joint maritime information operation in the Mediterranean to 

deal with migrants’ smuggling via CEPOL 

 

Establishing a Common Security and Defense Policy Operation in the Mediterranean to 

dismantle traffickers’ networks and the ‘business model’ of smugglers, so as to identify, 

capture and destroy vessels used by smugglers (Carrera, Blockmans, Gros, & Guild, 2015). 

 

Adding to these measures were more ‘medium term’ actions, establishing the key pillars 

of the European Union’s migration policy. These included reducing the incentives for 

irregular migration, border management, a strong common asylum policy and a new policy 

on legal migration. 

 

Intra-EU resettlement 

In 2015, the sharp increase in refugee arrivals in Greece and Italy coupled with the 

inadequate reception facilities available forced the EU to seek a solution. With this in mind, 

a system of temporary intra-EU relocation, stemming from the Dublin Regulation, was 

introduced. Here, a proposed 160,000 refugees from Italy and Greece were to be 

relocated, demonstrating examples of people sharing.  
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The quotas presented are still to be met. As of April 2017, only 16,340 refugees have been 

relocated (Uçarer, 2017). It is evident that a crisis in solidarity throughout the European 

Union Member States is key to this problem, with countries such as Hungary and Poland 

refusing to take any refugees under this scheme. The distribution of relocated individuals 

is evidently uneven, with Germany and France taking the lead, and only Malta and Finland 

being on track to meet their quota (Uçarer, 2017).  

 

With challenges to the EU’s actions in this respect entering the EU court, it is clear that the 

EU is facing difficulty in ensuring an overarching refugee resettlement policy. In terms of 

policy that promotes inclusion, this presents two potential issues. Firstly, with the rhetoric 

of refugees as ‘burdens’ being present in EU policy as well as national debate, the idea of 

a race to the bottom in terms of standards for refugees could be present. Secondly, with 

many countries refusing to take in the required number of refugees, the issues that 

refugees face in temporary camps are magnified. With many camps in areas such as Greece 

experiencing inadequate standards in terms of accommodation, health and education, it 

is clear that social inclusion is unlikely to take place under such circumstances. 

Preventative measures 

In 2016, EU policy has reflected a new line of action related to ‘Burden shifting’ where 

responsibility for refugees has been outsourced to countries outside of the EU. This has 

been established on the justification that there is a political and practical necessity to re-

establish control over Europe’s external borders in addition to the need to prevent 

refugees from embarking on dangerous migration (Human Rights Watch, 2016).  

An example of this style of policy can be seen in the EU-Turkey deal of March 2016. By 

committing Turkey to accept the return of refugees who left the country and moved to 

Greece, an attempt has been made to prevent refugee flows to Greece. In order to ratify 

this deal, the EU agreed to provide billions of euros in aid to Tukey, increase visa 

liberalisation for Turkish citizens and also revive negotiations for Turkey’s EU accession 

(Human Rights Watch, 2016).  
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Critics of this policy have highlighted the potential problems for refugee protection and 

integration this could promote. In regards to protection, Amnesty International have 

voiced concerns in relation to Turkey’s treatments of refugees. It has been noted that 

currently, Turkey is unable to guarantee access to an adequate protection status and 

adequate living conditions for refugees (Amnesty International, 2017). Many concerns 

have been raised by other non-governmental organisations about quality of life for 

refugees in Turkey, primarily focusing on social integration. For example, it has been noted 

that despite making some efforts, Turkey’s integration policies remain rather weak 

(İçduygu, 2016). This is evident when exploring labour market integration. Despite recently 

introducing work permits for those under temporary protection, the informal sector 

continues to serve as the main type of employment for refugees (İçduygu, 2016). 

Education is also an area of concern, with Turkey offering a limited capacity of public 

schools and a clear issue with language barriers (İçduygu, 2016). 

 

Policies to aid Member States 

As established, the European Union’s role in managing refugee integration is inferior to 

that of the Member States. However, that is not to say the EU has not provided vital tools, 

knowledge and frameworks to help EU Member States with this. Essentially, the EU has 

succeeded in providing platforms for knowledge exchange, funding and a framework for 

inclusion success. 

 

2005 – 2010: Knowledge exchange 

From 2005 – 2010, the EU gave focus to promoting and aiding knowledge exchange within 

the field of migrant integration. This strategy was centered upon the European 

Commission’s ‘Common Agenda for Integration’, a document that provided the framework 

for the implementation of EU integration policy, containing a series of EU supportive 

mechanisms designed to aid integration and exchanges between integration actors 

(European Commission, 2005).  

Further focus was given to the exchange of knowledge between civil society organizations 

and the European Institutions. In 2009, the platform for dialogue, the European Integration 

Forum, was created. Knowledge sharing was also a key component of the EU’s decision to 
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release key European Knowledge resources on immigrant integration. This was designed 

to fuel the exchange of information and good practices between integration stakeholders 

throughout the EU’s Member States (European Commission, 2017b). This took the form of 

handbooks on Integration, with sections specifically relating to refugee integration. In 

addition, in 2009 the European Web site on Integration was launched, acting as a resource 

point for good practices, funding opportunities and the evaluation of integration outcomes 

of all EU Member States.  

 

Support for knowledge exchange and Networking was also supported in three key areas. 

Sharing knowledge about how best to combat Anti-discrimination was one of these 

priorities, resulting in the creation of the FRA, the EU Fundamental Rights Agency, in 2007.  

Here, findings, knowledge and advice from independent and comparative research was 

provided, with several pieces of research focusing directly on refugees (European 

Commission, 2017b). In terms of legislative policy in this area, in 2010, Member States 

were required to implement a Framework Decision on certain forms and expressions of 

racism and xenophobia to fight intolerance by means of common criminal law (European 

Commission, 2008). The 2009 Treaty of Lisbon added to this fight, declaring the EU Charter 

of Fundamental Rights legally binding. This ensured that the EU provided a legal basis for 

the promotion and aid of migrant integration at EU level (European Commission, 2017b).  

Culture was another area that was a key focus for the EU during these 5 years. EU Cultural 

policies began to demonstrate an awareness of the need to recognize refugee integration 

aspects. This is evident in the European Agenda for Culture which came into place in 2007, 

focusing on the promotion of cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue. Other tools for 

knowledge exchange in this field can be seen in the Intercultural Cities network and the 

Platform for Intercultural Europe (European Commission, 2017b).  

 

One of the most important focuses was that of the exchange of knowledge regarding 

education. The creation of the Eurydice network promoted this, providing information on 

education systems and education policies of 38 countries. This information was made 

available via two reports published in 2009 that focused on inequalities faced in early 

education (European Commission, 2017b). 
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Essentially, 2005 – 2010 should be recognized for its importance in promoting the 

exchange of information and good practices across the EU Member States in regards to 

Refugee integration. While direct policy aimed at aiding refugee inclusion was scarce at EU 

level, the five years of knowledge exchange should be commended for both the resources 

they provided for member states and the continuation of putting refugee issues on 

political agendas. 

 

2011 – 2015: Funding for integration 

The years 2011 – 2015 are notable for the fact funding for integration was increased and 

firmly established.  A key element of this was the creation of the Asylum, Migration and 

Integration Fund in 2014. This continues to be the overarching financing instrument for 

issues related to migrant integration. With a total budget of €3.137 billion, 88% is spent on 

multiannual National Programmes, 20% of which are dedicated to actions regarding 

integration (European Commission, 2017b). This has aided, and continues to aid, areas 

such as housing via funds for accommodation services and combating discrimination via 

awareness raising campaigns. EU actions and emergency assistance actions benefit from 

the remaining 12% of the budget.  

 

Funds to fight discrimination also became available in the Rights, Equality and Citizenship 

Programme (European Commission, 2014). Through this program, a budget of 439 million 

euros became available for the years 2014 – 2020 for projects that fight discrimination. A 

similar initiative can be seen in the Europe for Citizens Programme, active in the same 

years (European Commission, 2017d). Under Erasmus+, €400 million is available for the 

promotion of civic values.  

The Erasmus+ fund has also been used to promote social participation of refugees. One 

example of this is its influence on education. Between 2014 – 2020, the program is set up 

to provide opportunities for over 4 million residents to study, train, work or volunteer 

abroad. Since 2015, and the increase in refugee arrivals, a focus has been given to refugee 

pupils under the Inclusion and Diversity Strategy (European Commission, 2017b).   
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Refugee poverty was another target of EU funding. Since 2013, the Regional Development 

Fund and the European Social Fund have provided funding to combat the problem of 

poverty amongst the immigrant population. The European Social Fund has proved a vital 

tool in promoting employment, providing €80 billion to train people and help them get 

into work. Although available generally, 20% of projects funded by this fund have focused 

on the employment of refugees and asylum seekers (European Commission, 2017b). 

 

2016 – Present: The holistic approach 

The Action Plan on the Integration of third country nationals of June 2016 is the most 

recent European Commission document laying down goals in this area. This has provided 

a comprehensive framework aiding the European Union Member States in their efforts to 

develop and strengthen integration policies (European Commission, 2017b). In line with 

the response to the ‘refugee crisis’ of 2015, the Action Plan gives a solid focus to challenges 

faced by refugees. 

The Action Plan is designed to mainstream integration into all relevant policy sectors and 

all areas of government (European Commission, 2017b). The areas of pre-departure, pre-

arrival, education, social inclusion, access to basic services and employment are all 

covered. The goals drafted in these areas are expected to be achieved via funding 

opportunities, policies and knowledge sharing using websites and reports.  

 

In terms of education, the Action Plan contains a variety of measures to be implemented 

by the European Commission. This includes aspects such as peer learning support to 

language assessment and higher education integration. The launch of the School Education 

Gateway website has been utilized to promote and share news in this area, providing 

education staff with information about European Union policy in the field. Early education 

is also a key focus, as is evident in the European Quality Framework for Early Childhood 

Education and Care which promotes access for all children to early education.  

 

The Action Plan also makes specific reference to basic services such as health and housing. 

In terms of health, the Health Programme (European Parliament, 2014) has demonstrated 

commitment to supporting the best practices for care provision for vulnerable foreigners. 
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Health professionals’ skills are to be upgraded with the creation of pilot training modules 

while in the sense of mental health, an expert network is to be created.  

Labour market integration is a main focus of the Action Plan. Projects promoting the labour 

market integration, the fast track insertion and vocational training are to become available 

via various funding schemes. The Asylum Migration and Integration Fund, the Employment 

and Social Innovation Programme, the European Social Fund and the Fund for European 

Aid to the Most Deprived are all involved in this. 

 

External EU aid: MADAD Fund 

With over 5.1 million Syrian refugees in neighboring countries and the wider region, 

refugees from Syria currently constitute the biggest refugee population from a single 

conflict in a generation (European Commission, 2017c). While it has been established that 

many of these seek refuge in Europe, the countries bordering Syria currently host the 

majority of Syrian refugees. For example, Lebanon currently hosts 1.1 million and Turkey 

currently hosts 3 million (European Commission, 2017c).  

With this in mind, the EU has demonstrated a desire to help the inclusion of refugees not 

just internally but also externally in Third countries. Since the start of the Syrian conflict, 

together with Member States the EU has thus provided a budget of €9.5 billion to support 

refugees in Syria’s bordering countries (European Commission, 2017c). This has been 

allocated via the European Union’s Regional Trust Fund and more specifically the creation 

of the Madad Fund.  

 

Essentially, this fund aims to support the economic, educational and social needs of Syrian 

refugees in countries such as Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey. The objectives clearly 

relate to the social inclusion of refugees. For example, education and engagement 

opportunities for young refugees has been promoted. ‘Generation Found’ is in operation 

in partnership with UNICEF, providing Syrian refugees with access to quality education in 

Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey.  

 

Vocational training is also focused on, bridging the gap between education and 

employment and aiding social and economic inclusion. Various other areas of inclusion are 
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focused on, as demonstrated when addressing the breakdown of what the funding is spent 

on: 

o 33% Livelihood / Resillience 

o 31% Primary education 

o 14% Water and municipal services 

o 13% Health 

o 5% Higher education 

o 3% Western Balkans 

o 1% Food security 

o 0.2% Monitoring Evaluation and Audit (European Commission, 2017c) 

 

Essentially, what this demonstrates is an initiative of the EU to focus on refugee social 

inclusion outside of its Member States. With policies such as the EU- Turkey deal, this has 

become increasingly important. 

 

National level 

As noted earlier, the role of creating and implementing direct policy regarding refugee 

integration is largely the responsibility of the Member State. While all Member States are 

required to abide by the standards set by the European Union, variance is very much 

present in support for integration in the key areas of education, employment, housing and 

healthcare.  

 

 

 

Arrival 

Firstly, it is important to explore the differences that exist across the EU Member States in 

regards to the granting of asylum. The huge variation becomes explicitly evident when 

looking at Member States’ response to the ‘Refugee crisis’. In the second quarter of 2017 

for example, Member States displayed different rates in terms of decisions on asylum 

applications. Throughout the EU, out of the 275,700 decisions made, 46% were positive, 
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i.e. resulted in asylum being granted (Eurostat, 2017), with Germany experiencing the 

highest levels of positive decisions.  

 

The policy put in place regarding the legal length of stay for refugees in Member States 

also varies largely. Across the EU, there is evidence of different policy relating to both the 

minimum and maximum length of resident permits granted to refugees. For example, in 

Austria, Latvia and a few other EU Member States, refugees are granted an unlimited 

permit. However, in countries such as Ireland, Malta and others, 3 years is the maximum 

length of the permit.  

 

Integration  

In terms of the support available to aid refugee integration, again, different Member States 

take very different approaches. These generally relate to three concepts: Mainstreaming, 

Hybrid or tailored.   

The majority of Member States currently apply a mainstreaming approach, meaning 

refugees are reached via social programming and policies that target them and the rest of 

the general population (Collet & Petrovic, 2014). Ultimately, this has led to an adaptation 

of some mainstream policies, sometimes organically and sometimes due to an explicit 

strategy. Countries including Denmark, France, Germany and the United Kingdom are all 

advocates of this, promoting integration in key policies areas via a mainstreaming 

approach (Collet & Petrovic, 2014). 

 

The tailored approach is evident in several countries, including Slovenia, Italy, Lithuania 

and the Czech Republic (European Commission, 2016d). Essentially, this involves the 

introduction of policy aimed at refugees and asylum seekers specifically. These policies are 

generally implemented in addition to existing policies and are separate from those aimed 

at the general population.  

Evidence of a hybrid approach is found in Austria, Germany, Spain, France, Hungary, the 

Netherlands and Sweden. This entails a mixture of both the mainstreaming approach and 

the tailored approach. 
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Employment 

Regardless of the approach, differences are evident across Member States in regards to 

how they attempt to achieve employment integration for refugees. Wide-ranging 

employment-related support and measures exist that differ in terms of organization, 

content and how accessible they are.  

 

As mentioned previously, the majority of Member states undertake mainstream policy 

measures. This is the same in regards to employment policies, with most Member States 

providing access to this type of support to all third country nationals in a similar manner 

(European Commission, 2016d).  While several apply hybrid measures, very few promote 

tailored policies. 

Despite the nature and focus of courses differing, most of the core measures relate to 

providing  orientation services, employment services, counselling and assistance in 

recognition of professional qualifications (European Commission, 2016d).  

 

Out of all policies implemented at national level in regards to employment integration, the 

European Union has established several as being good practices. The following practices 

are considered noteworthy: 

o Linking language learning to the job market, 

o Providing orientation services with the aim to directly support workplace integration; 

o Provision of ‘complementary’ education and training specifically for refugees and 

asylum seekers; 

o Provision of employment counselling by a wide range of actors available in foreign 

languages; 

o Provision of tailored schemes for the recognition of qualifications and accreditation of 

prior learning, including tailored information and assistance (European Commission, 

2016) 

 

Another key difference across member states is the way policy sees refugees after 

obtaining employment. In this area, it is clear wide variation exists. A key indicator of 

difference relates to whether integration support continues for refugees once in a job role. 
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Currently four Member States continue to offer support, fifteen provide support to a lesser 

extent and seven do not continue providing support at all (European Commission, 2016).  

Evidence demonstrates that sustained and continued effort in integration is important to 

achieve actual inclusion. Thus it comes as no surprise that the amount of time dedicated 

to support refugees has an impact on other areas of social inclusion.  

 

Education 

The support available for refugee children in education again varies across EU Member 

States. Similarly, the majority of countries take a mainstream approach, with policy for 

disadvantaged groups being used to aid refugee children. Out of all EU Member States, 

twenty-six currently provide support with the integration to school, one provides some 

support and one provides none (European Commission, 2016). 

 

One of the main barriers to education for refugees relates to the knowledge of a host 

countries language, thus, it comes as no surprise that many countries have focused on 

providing support in this area. In terms of language training, 25 Member States currently 

provide courses and two states currently provide some type of training. Across Member 

States, the level of teaching available differs greatly. Whereas some countries provide 

training up to C2 level, others provide only A1 level training (European Commission, 2016).   

 

Another focus of many member states is access to adult education. A notable example of 

success in this area is found in Denmark. Here, the Danish Adult Education Association runs 

a campaign for refugees, aimed at promoting the awareness of adult education. In the UK, 

the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education is involved in numerous projects 

aimed at supporting adult Refugee education. Out of all EU Member States, eighteen 

currently provide access to adult education for refugees up to a high level, three provide 

some and seven provide none (European Commission, 2016). 

 

Health 

In all EU Member states, access to health care is a legal right for refugees. However, the 

extent in which support is available differs.  
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A key focus given the circumstances of many refugee arrivals is the availability of mental 

health services. This is a particularly important area for newly arrived refugees. Many EU 

Member States have taken up policy that ensures psychosocial evaluations of refugees 

when first arriving. In addition, there is a trend of providing mental health support for 

refugees readily, eliminating long waiting lists to ensure quick access. In total, currently 

sixteen Member states provide this while eleven provide services to some extent 

(European Commission, 2016) 

 

Housing 

Considerable differences exist in terms of policy regarding refugee accommodation 

provision across the EU Member States. In some countries, such as Austria, Denmark, 

Germany, The Netherlands and Sweden, the national government delegates requirements 

to municipalities to find housing or shelter for refugees. However, in other countries, no 

such policy is in place. Essentially this means refugees are left to find their own 

accommodation in the private or public sector. The latter is evident in Czech Republic, 

Poland and Portugal. In these countries, generally, reception centers are in place, providing 

temporary accommodation until permanent accommodation has been found. This is 

particularly prominent in Spain and France, where reception centers are present across 

the country (Galskjøt & Ceo, 2016).  

 

Policy is often linked to the availability of housing in a country. In several countries, a 

shortage of housing leads to many authorities adopting a policy of sourcing housing for 

refugees from private landlords. Often, this means municipalities are left in charge of 

dealing with negotiations alongside Non-governmental organizations and charities 

(Galskjøt & Ceo, 2016).   

 

The benefits available to refugees in regards to housing are incredibly varied. Twenty-four 

Member States currently offer cash or in kind benefits to refugees looking for housing and 

one Member state currently offers some sort of benefit. Three Member States, the United 

Kingdom, Latvia and Bulgaria currently do not offer specific benefits after refugee status is 

granted. (European Commission, 2016).  
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Regional level 

Municipalities have often been at the forefront of the implementation of many policies 

relating to refugee integration. Across the EU Member States, there is evidence of cities 

and municipalities undertaking actions that precede the adoption of formal policies at a 

national level. Many pieces of national policy for refugee integration are in fact used as 

frameworks, with some responsibility for implementation actually taking place at a 

regional level. (Hooper, Salant, & Desiderio, 2017). Of course, this differs between the 

governmental makeup of a country, with variation apparent in for example, the extent of 

power devolution a country has. States. In a sense, the ability cities have to form 

partnerships with civil society organizations and the awareness of local needs indicates 

that cities should be well prepared to develop local level policy.  

 

Devolution of power 

In decentralized states such as Belgium, Germany and Italy, a devolution of power 

regarding refugee integration policies is clearly present. Belgium presents an extreme 

example of this, reflecting the unique devolution of governance present in the country 

(Hooper et al., 2017). Here, the three different regions are responsible for formulating 

labor market polices. However, broad labor market integration strategies remain the 

responsibility of the national government.  

Germany served as a contrast to Belgium in this respect. Until 2005 federal governments 

retained responsibility for broad labor market integration strategies. A devolution of 

power does however continue to be present, with municipalities being responsible for 

refugee integration policies such as language training, managing social benefits and aiding 

labor market integration for young people (Hooper et al., 2017).  

Similarly, in Italy, the national government integration strategy is merely one for 

municipalities and cities to build upon. Objectives are set in areas such as labor market 

integration but the responsibility for customization and implementation lies regionally 

(OECD, 2014). 

 

Implementation flexibility 
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Regional influence on integration strategies is also possible via the ability to adapt national 

strategies. Denmark serves as a prime example of this. Although the national government 

here designs the integration policy framework, Danish cities are able to establish their own 

integration plans, adapting policies within a broad perimeter (Martin Bak Jorgensen, 

2014).  Copenhagen and Aarhus have, for example, taken a mainstream integration 

approach, mainstreaming integration services into employment and education policy 

(Hooper et al., 2017). 

 

Ultimately, cities across the EU have demonstrated an ability and a desire to deal with 

refugee integration issues in a partially autonomous manner.  Evidence exists across 

Member States of cities working within EU and national frameworks to create support for 

the key areas of housing, health, education and employment at a local level. 

 

Housing 

The EUROCITIES project of 2016 found that cities were working hard to combat 

segregation and to prevent a prevalence in the creation of ghettos for refugees. Initiatives 

to distribute refugees across cities in personal housing units was evident, essentially aiding 

the alleviation of tension (Eurocities, 2016).  Long-term integration strategies in terms of 

housing were present in various cities, including Gdansk, Leipzig, Dusseldorf, Chemnitz and 

Riga (Eurocities, 2016).  

An example of the decentralization of housing integration strategies exists in Berlin. Here, 

out of 50,000 refugees in need of housing, 90% (45,000) are to be helped by the city to 

find accommodation. Although the national government acts a funder, providing €31.5 

million annually,  the city in charge of all remaining responsibilities (Eurocities, 2016).   

Ultimately, cities have undertaken a wide range of actions aimed at supporting refugee 

integration via housing. EUROCITIES found evidence of cities working with their own 

housing stock, using mediators to communicate with private landlords, refurbishing empty 

office buildings and coordinating solidarity initiatives among residents willing to host 

refugees (Eurocities, 2016). 

 

Education 
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The increase of refugee arrivals in many countries has required many cities in EU Member 

States to rapidly increase education infrastructure and develop various education support 

mechanisms. Providing access to schools has been a key concern for cities, with some 

experiencing immense pressure in this respect.  

In addition to access, EUROCITIES found that many EU cities have launched initiatives that 

introduce a wide range of additional services and projects for refugee children in 

education. An example of this can be found in Munich, where the city administration 

currently provides counselling, educational background assessment, language courses and 

basic education for integration (Eurocities, 2016).  

 

Employment 

Virtually all cities in the EU have demonstrated attempts to integrate refugees into the 

labor market. This has included providing services such as labour market orientation, 

mentoring placement services, alternative pathways to employment, and vocational 

training (Hooper et al., 2017).  

In many German municipalities, there is an attempt to speed up the process of labour 

market integration. This has involved experts meeting refugees shortly after their arrival 

in order to assess qualifications and place them in employment when possible (Eurocities, 

2016).  

There is also evidence of city initiatives to support unaccompanied minors. For example, 

in Solna, Sweden where this has been a particular problem, the city offered summer jobs 

to young people. Sixty of these vacancies were designated for refugee minors (Eurocities, 

2016). 

 

Problems 

Due to the nature of cities and municipalities, problems have often arose in relation to 

being autonomous in the development of refugee integration strategies. A key problem 

for example is that of funding. With cities using annual budgets and the allocated funding 

provided by national institutions, it is no surprise that issues can and do occur. Examples 

of potential risks include funding cuts and misaligned policy priorities (Hooper et al., 2017). 
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A further potential problematic issue relates to the ability to decide on the best policies 

and initiatives to implement. For small-scale initiatives in cities in particular, the ability to 

carry out systematic evaluation is often difficult. Without this evaluation, difficult arises in 

understanding the potential outcomes of chosen investments and identifying gaps that 

could be improved (Hooper et al., 2017).  

 

5.2.3 Successful policies: towards Refugees inclusion 

 

Promising practices 

The Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion department of the European Commission 

provides a repository of promising practices for the labor market integration and social 

inclusion of refugees across EU Member States (Department of Employment Social Affiars 

and Inclusion, 2017). As an overview, they recognize that early access to the labour market 

and to enabling services is key in the integration of refugees. However, it is also recognized 

that the nature of promising practices across EU Member States varies considerably.  

The Repository of promising practices provides a database that enables, promotes and 

enhances mutual learning and transferability between EU Member States by highlighting 

the best practices. Below, a selection of these practices are presented and explored.  

 

Employment 

One of the key trends in the recognized good practices is policies that promote the 

recognition of qualifications. With many institutions and employers experiencing difficulty 

recognizing refugee qualifications, skills and work experience, it’s easy to understand why 

so many refugees end up unemployed or underemployed (NGO network of intergration 

focal points, 2016).  

 

One initiative that serves as an example of good practice in this respect is the ESF – 

Qualification in the context of Federal Recognition Law active in Germany. Starting in 2015 

and overseen by the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, this project is set to be 

active until 2020. As a reaction to the increased shortage of skilled workers in Germany, 

the project’s aim is to ensure an increase in employment adequate to education levels. A 
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special focus is given to the integration of refugees. Activities include the establishment of 

wide spread recognition and support services. Here, aid is provided to achieve recognition 

of qualifications via: qualification programs in regulated professions, qualification 

measures in the realm of the dual education system, bridging programs for academics and 

preparations incase the qualification recognition procedure is negative. Success is evident 

in the fact that between 2015 and 2022, at least 16,000 people are expected to successfully 

complete a qualification measure (Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European 

Commission, 2016). 

 

In Italy, the project Pathways for education, employment and integration of young 

migrants also places a focus on employment integration for refugees. Running from 2016 

– 2017, this project is the responsibility of the Directorate-General for Immigration and 

Integration Policies – Ministry of Labor and Social Policies. Here, the key aims relate to 

aiding the integration of unaccompanied minors and young refugees under the age of 

twenty-three by combating the risk of their involvement in exploitation activities. Using an 

individual integration plan, the main priority relates to providing internship opportunities. 

An allowance is provided through this project to intermediary societies providing job 

orientation and active labor market services, to enterprises tutoring internships and to 

young refugees who attend internships (Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European 

Commission, 2016).  

 

Education 

Many good practices in the sphere of education focus on higher education. Interestingly, 

many of which are not part of national or regional policy, but rather due to initiatives 

undertaken by non-governmental organizations. Of course, this relates strongly to 

employment integration. With many refugees experiencing underemployment, access to 

higher education is viewed as a strategy to combat this.   

 

The Non-governmental organization, Kiron, has focused on this area, with a mission of 

removing the barriers for displaced people to access higher education. Via a crowdfunding 

campaign, €500.000,00 was successfully raised and put towards offering scholarships to 
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refugees.  With a network of 30 universities, collaboration is made with fifty professors in 

various educational fields. Kiron provides a unique study program, comprised of two parts. 

Firstly, students are encouraged to participate in up to two years of online study, possible 

from any location worldwide. Interactive courses are offered via an online platform with 

four study tracks to choose from. The issue of lack of internet access in many countries is 

solved by collaboration with Non-governmental organizations worldwide who provide 

study hubs with internet access. In addition, the purchase of laptops and various hardware 

required for study is provided, overcoming the economic issues many refugees face. 

Following completion of this and when residence status is obtained, students are then able 

to complete their degree at a partner university. With partner universities recognizing 

credit points from Kiron’s online study programme, students are able to complete this 

stage within a year. The success of this policy is evident worldwide. Despite initiating in 

Germany, Kiron now has links with universities across Europe. Since its creation in October 

2015,  1,000 students have already benefited from this project, 80% of which are refugees 

from Syria (Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European Commission, 2016) 

 

In Austria, non-governmental organizations have also been prominent in creating good 

practices for refugee integration in higher education. In addition to a collaboration of 

twenty-one of Austria’s private universities, many non-governmental organizations are 

currently helping to support the MORE project. Starting in 2015, this project continues to 

fight social exclusion in education. MORE aims at providing a space for reflection to 

refugees, aiming to enable them to find out whether university studies are an option for 

the future. Key strategies in this respect relate to providing orientation in academic and 

artistic study and the provision of language courses. Those who previously worked in 

higher education are also supported. The MORE-perspective initiative offers refugees who 

were previously active in the academic and scientific field a platform to share knowledge 

and experiences with the interested public. With courses offered in every university town 

of Austria, success is evident. So far, over 2,600 students have taken part in the initiative 

(Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European Commission, 2016).  

 

Health 
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The mental health of refugees is a key concern. With many undergoing traumatic arrival 

experiences and then experiencing cultural differences, stigma and socioeconomic 

difficulties in host countries, this comes as little surprise. Many successful policies and 

initiatives tackling refugee inclusion have thus focused on supporting refugees in the area 

of mental health. Again, in this case the majority are a collaboration of different actors 

including non-governmental organizations and municipalities. A few notable examples are 

mentioned and described below.  

An example of a good practice in this area is found in Cyprus: the Providing Mental Health 

Services to Asylum Seekers and Refugees initiative. Starting in 2005, the aim here is to 

provide mental health services to refugees in need. Individual and familial psychiatric and 

psychological help is provided at individuals request or via service recommendation. An 

assessment of psychological needs is provided and a multi-disciplinary team is available 

for support with a bio-psycho-social approach. Upon completion of the support service, 

the majority of users have reported satisfaction of the service and also a decrease in the 

symptoms reported (Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European Commission, 2016).  

 

A similar project is present in Finland. However, for this, the Centre for Torture Survivors 

in Finland, focus is given to refugees who have previously been victims of torture. This 

project is long established, starting in 1993 and continues to receive funding from both 

Finland’s Slot Machine Association and the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund. 

Treatment needs assessments, counselling and medical assessments are the basis of this 

project, in addition to a focus on training healthcare professionals in best practices. 

Annually, approximately 170 victims of torture are helped, proving the projects vital 

importance (Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European Commission, 2016). 

Mental health issues are clearly a priority for the German ‘Mental Health in Hybrid 

Societies’ project. However, in this instance, a focus was not given to treatment but rather 

to promoting awareness. Running from 2015 – 2016, the project entailed assessment on 

identifying trends in Refugee’s health and treatment needs. A key legacy from this project 

was the establishment of a knowledge exchange platform for actors involved in treating 

refugee mental health issues (Employment Social Affairs & Inclusion - European 

Commission, 2016) 
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Sirius 

Further evidence of successful policies can be found at European level. In 2012, the 

European Commission created SIRIUS, the European policy Network on the Education of 

Children and Young People with a Migrant Background.  Composed of 31 members in 18 

countries, the network supports migrant education, including the education of refugee 

children. By promoting the exchange of knowledge and experience between researchers, 

practitioners, immigrant youth, communities and policymakers, policymaking and the 

development of joint strategies on migrant education is facilitated.  

 

Initially funded by the EU’s Lifelong Learning Programme, the Network is currently an 

international non-profit making association registered in Belgium. Since 2012, the Network 

has been involved in discussing policy priorities for migrant education and inclusion. This 

has involved carrying out stakeholder meetings, focus groups, conferences, peer reviews 

and site visits. A number of policy agendas have successfully been developed from this, in 

addition to recommendations. A focus has been given to promoting a common vision on 

how education systems need to change in order to provide all learners with the necessary 

skills and knowledge to perform to their potential.  

One of the key strengths of SIRIUS relates to the style of work they carry out. The Network 

has demonstrated a commitment to involving migrant and refugee communities in 

dialogue, empowering refugees and raising issues of refugee grassroots organizations 

active in the field of inclusive education. 

 

2014 policy briefings 

In November 2014, Sirius launched a series of policy briefings related to various ways 

policies at both the EU and Member State level could help combat educational inequality 

for young refugees and young people with a migrant background. These demonstrate the 

EU actively engaging in knowledge sharing by communicating best practices to all Member 

States. 
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The first issue provided a framework to achieve this. In general, the policy strategy of 

SIRIUS in this respect focused on the needs for policymaking and an increase in resources 

for education. A deep cultural change within the school systems of EU Member States was 

also advocated, alongside a call for an increase in utilizing a community approach, a shift 

to a systematic strategy and a need to move from an integration framework to an inclusion 

framework (Essomba, 2014). 

 

A policy brief on mentoring was also released. Here, aspects of how European 

policymakers can design mentoring programmes and other educational support projects 

successfully was explored. Mentoring and coaching was established as a key practice that 

should be utilized in education institutes across Europe. A call for students in higher 

education with an immigrant background to be involved in mentoring schemes with 

younger students was also suggested. The report suggested that mentoring should 

become an integral part of educational support systems, demonstrating how this can 

improve self-esteem and self-reliance for refugees and other migrants. Politicians, 

policymakers and practitioners were called upon to build a specific European program 

focused on the matter, upscaling mentor projects across Europe (Crul & Schneider, 2014).  

The third issue of policy briefs combined the research of SIRIUS with a literature review in 

order to present strategies for addressing educational improvement. The goal established 

was to build schools that will be committed to furthering the achievement of all pupils, 

reducing the gap between attainment of migrants and natives. Four areas were identified 

as requiring improvement, including language diversity, the learning environment, social 

psychology and acculturation, and parent and community connections. The first strategy 

identified here was a formation of professional learning communities. The idea of teachers 

coming together to learn how to utilize diversity to further learning outcomes was 

promoted. For the second strategy, it was suggested that networks of schools and centers 

of expertise should be formed. Lastly, the final strategy focused on the creation of training 

programs that take diversity as a starting point for teaching professionals (Severiens, 

2014). 

The final issue in the series focused specifically on language support. A synthesized 

overview of language support policies available to immigrant students was provided, with 
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gaps in their implementation being identified. Good practices from EU Member States 

were identified, including teaching a language via the structures and syntax of student’s 

mother tongue, integrating language classes as an optional subject and including parents 

in language classes. A call for multiple approaches to be developed based on language 

learning was issued. In addition to this, a call for a greater emphasis on a community-based 

comprehensive approach, increased teacher training and inclusive education was 

promoted (Siarova & Essomba, 2014). 

 

EUROCITIES 

Founded in 1986, EUROCITIES was originally an initiative of the mayors of six large 

European cities: Barcelona, Birmingham, Frankfurt, Lyon, Milan and Rotterdam. However, 

a huge expansion soon took place and now currently over 135 cities are involved from 

numerous EU Member States.  The initiative is a prime example of the importance of 

collaboration between different actors at a transnational level. It demonstrates the 

importance of sharing successful practices, showing how this can lead to substantial 

inclusion improvements.  

The initiative utilizes six thematic forums, various working groups, projects, activities and 

events in order to exchange knowledge and ideas. Their work is both influenced by, and 

influential to, EU institutions. A running theme is the call for reinforcing the idea that local 

governments should play in a multilevel governance structure.  

 

One of the key focus areas is the exchange of knowledge of practices for the integration of 

refugees in cities. The project has been involved in generating reports that gather evidence 

from cities regarding successful integration policies. Here, information is provided about 

how other cities are succeeding or failing in refugee integration strategies. Clearly, the 

promotion of knowledge exchange is thus a prime focus of the Network. 

Policy recommendations are also a clear focus. An example of this can be seen in the 

‘EUROCITIES statement on asylum in cities’ where stress was given to the important role 

of European cities in refugee integration. Here, a call for a comprehensive EU migration 

policy that recognizes the challenges faced by cities and local level solutions was called for. 
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Measures were recommended to facilitate integration of refugees at local levels, 

supporting efforts to achieve a fair share of responsibility and solidarity across Europe.  

 

Solidarity cities 

One of the promising initiatives to arise from EUROCITIES is the creation of Solidarity Cities. 

This initiative, initiated by Georgios Kaminis, the mayor of Athens, aims specifically to 

address the refugee crisis. Launched in 2016, its key aim is to consolidate a framework 

under which ‘all cities actions and initiatives are presented, highlighting the political 

leadership of cities in addressing this challenge’ (solidarity cities, 2017). 

Open to all European cities, those involved share a desire to work with the European 

Commission and other Member States to manage the refugee situation. The commitment 

of the project primarily relates to solidarity in the field of refugee reception and 

integration. This is evident in the four pillars that structure Solidarity Cities: 

o Information and knowledge exchange on the refugee situation in cities 

o Advocating for better involvement and direct funding for cities on the reception of, and 

for the integration of, refugees 

o City to city technical and financial assistance and capacity building 

o Pledges by European cities to receive relocated asylum seekers.(solidarity cities, 2017) 

 

Knowledge sharing has been successful in the form of mentoring visits. An example of this 

is the visit of representatives from Leeds and Stockholm to Milan in 2017 in response to a 

large arrival of unaccompanied refugee minors in Italy. With over 6,000 unaccompanied 

minors arriving in Milan in February 2017, the city initially experienced great difficulty in 

providing adequate support. Places available in reception centers were not sufficient and 

an inability to track minors after they had received housing was present. The educational 

system was also not adequate, failing to respond to the specific needs of refugee families 

and supporting them in educational participation. Essentially, it was evident that in Milan, 

there was not a sufficient operation protocol to coordinate the actors involved in the 

reception and integration of unaccompanied refugee minors. 
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As a result of the Solidarity Cities program, a delegation of visitors from Leeds and 

Stockholm were invited to visit several sites. In addition, access was granted to interview 

local stakeholders, such as police, social workers, Non-governmental organizations, 

educators and schools. This visit resulted in the creation of two action plans, endorsed by 

the Directors of the municipality services for Social Affairs and Education.  

Further evidence of the success of knowledge sharing can be seen in the July 2017 

mentoring visit of delegates from Amsterdam and Zurich to Thessaloniki, Greece. With the 

city being home to thousands of refugees left stranded after the closure of Balkan road, 

several camps had been opened around the city in addition to accommodation programs 

in flats and hotels.  This temporary accommodation coupled with the scarcity of ability for 

the refugees to leave and reach their final destination, the issue of lack of access to 

education became a stark problem. Despite not having a mandate for education, 

Thessaloniki decided to make education a top priority. With this in mind, informal 

education was pushed to the forefront. The mentors from Amsterdam and Zurich were 

able to speed this process up.  This was achieved by providing advice on the matter, such 

as suggesting learning from the ‘Open School’ program and for the city to act as a mediator 

and facilitator  coordinating non-governmental organizations and volunteer activities 

(Solidarity Cities, 2017a). These recommendations in addition to various others formed a 

detailed action plan, supporting integration via the exchange of knowledge (Solidarity 

Cities, 2017). 

 

Civil Society response to refugee’ policy crisis 

Despite the collaboration present in the above section between Member States, it is 

important to remember that overall, despite some initiatives, it is evident that the 

adequate solidarity between EU Member States does not currently exist. The failure in 

reforming the Dublin System is viewed as evidence for this, with regulation for 

responsibilities concerning asylum applications still not existing (Bendel, 2015).  In a 

national sense, policymaking remains dominated by national interests. With blockades 

between member states, it is clear solidarity in relation to refugee issues is waning across 

the Member States.  
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In contrast, the ‘refugee crisis’ has generated a display of strength and unity from social 

movements and Non-Governmental Organizations demonstrated by their attempt to find 

solutions. Some examples of these initiatives have previously been mentioned in regards 

to their collaboration with governmental institutions. However, it is important to explore 

them in their own right. It’s been suggested that ‘the void of political inaction is partially 

filled by civil society: Houses, universities, shelters have been opened, blankets, food, 

money have been distributed and especially, it has made visible the social and human 

consequences behind migration policy’ (Bojovic et al., 2016). With news continuously 

demonstrating the inadequacy of policy on the refugee crisis via images of drowned 

refugees and unsafe boats, it comes as no surprise that throughout society, many people 

with empathy have decided to act (Bojovic et al., 2016). 

The European Economic and Social Commission Civil Society Prize received a total of 284 

applicants in 2016, coming from 26 different EU Member States. These applications related 

to demonstrations of civil society actors and individuals providing humanitarian assistance, 

social solidarity and the socio-economic inclusion of migrants, asylum seekers and 

refugees in the EU (European Economic and Social Commitee, 2016). The direct nature of 

support was incredibly varied. The submissions received focused on emergency relief, legal 

advice, access to services, non-discrimination, awareness raising, mutual understanding, 

training and education. Essentially, this should be seen as evidence of a mass involvement 

of civil society in addressing refugee issues.  

 

Below, some examples of successful civil society initiatives are explored. 

 

Refugees Welcome 

In 2014, German grassroots organization ‘Refugees Welcome’ was created. Started by a 

German couple and a friend, the founder has stated that the idea came to her when 

working in Cairo and thinking of things to help the growing refugee crisis (The 

Independent, 2015). The scheme has been vital in providing support for newly arrived 

refugees in terms of housing.  

Essentially, the project involves the public offering a room in their home to a refugee and 

housing them for as long as they want to. After registering their interest online and 
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providing details of their housing situation, contact is made from a refugee organization 

with a shortlist of refugees in need of housing. Following this, volunteers arrange meetings 

between hosts and refugees in order to offer an introduction. Finance for the rent is 

achieved via micro-donations, crowdfunding or from national benefits 

(http://www.refugees-welcome.net, 2017). 

The success of this project in filling the gap in policy has been immense.  Currently nine EU 

Member States are actively promoting the initiative and a further sixteen are in the process 

of joining. Altogether, so far a  total of 1,074 refugees have been provided accommodation 

(http://www.refugees-welcome.net, 2017).  Success is not only evident in the housing 

sector either. By having a focus of placing refugees with non-refugees in house shares, 

integration in various areas is achieved.  

 

Iliaktida 

Iliaktida was founded in Lesvos, Greece through a partnership between Vostaneio Hospital 

of Mytilene, the Municipality of Mytilene, the association of Municipalities and Communes 

of Lesvos and volunteers. Initially it served as a Not for Profit organization for people with 

disabilities. However, in 2009, it became active in providing support for newly arrived 

refugees using funding from both government and private initiatives (http://iliaktida-

amea.gr/en/about/, 2017).   

The main goal of the project since 2009 has been to help get refugees out of camps and 

integrate them into local communities. This is achieved via the running of local 

guesthouses and apartments. Here, refugees are able to start a new daily routine, shop, 

cook meals, enjoy cultural activities and meet locals. Essentially, refugees are able to take 

vital steps in integrating into  Greek society (European Economic and Social Commitee, 

2016).  In 2016, the group’s importance was recognized internationally and it became an 

official partner of the United Nations Refugee Agency. In addition, in the same year, 

Lliaktida became a UNICEF child protection partner. Its success is evident in the fact that it 

currently provides 400 accommodation places is Lesvos and 2088 in Northern Greece.  

 

I´m not a refugee. 
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‘I’m not a refugee’ was launched by Frederique Buck in Luxembourg. The website serves 

as a platform to connect locals with refugees in order to raise public awareness about the 

situation of refugees. The aim of the website is evident in its tag line ‘A lot has been said 

about the refugees and asylum seekers. Now they speak their minds and share their 

stor(ies) and thoughts’ (iamnotarefugee.lu, 2017).  

The platform allows space for refugees to share their stories, providing personal and 

intimate accounts. In addition, local residents are given the possibility to meet the refugees 

or contact them via mail. The latter step is encouraged to be a means for local residents to 

provide help in terms of employment, accommodation and support.  

Essentially, the site operates as a cost free way of providing integration support for 

refugees. Rather than promoting the gifting of money or food, a focus on building 

friendships between local residents and refugees is key.  

 

 

6. Analysis on the implementation of welfare policies in 

different welfare states 
 
 

6.1. Denmark and Spain. Different welfare states  
 

In order to analyze policies and the successful attributes it is necessary to give attention to 

different contexts in European member states. In this light, it is important to look at the 

different welfare models that exist. This area is key to understanding how policies can be 

implemented as well as understanding why and how some policies are successful and 

others are not. As a result of this, a comparison has been done regarding the 

implementation of welfare policies in two states with starkly different models of welfare 

provision; Denmark and Spain.  

 

Denmark is viewed as reflecting the Nordic model of welfare characterized by a broad, tax 

financed public responsibility that stems from legislated collective and universalistic 

welfare policy solutions (Kautto 2009). Somewhat contrastingly Spain is viewed as a 

Southern or Mediteranean model, characterized by particularistic and clientelistic traits 
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(Aigner & Leoni, 2009). Although there have been suggestions that all welfare models, not 

excluding the Nordic model, are moving towards the traits of the being clintelistic, key 

foundational changes are present. As a result, the ability and style in which social policies 

are implemented differ greatly. In this regard there are different levels of coproduction 

and collaboration.  

In order to conduct this comparative analysis various stages of research processes have 

taken place. A literature review has been conducted relating to relevant theory and 

evidence in the field of social policy, coproduction and the Danish and Spanish welfare 

models. This has been complimented by two focus groups with panels of experts where 

participants with knowledge on the issue from diverse backgrounds came together to 

discuss opinions and share experiences. Participants included researchers, policy makers, 

end users and civil society representatives. This has been conducted in both Denmark and 

Spain. As a result, a comparative analysis has taken place that focuses on differences 

between the two welfare state models as well as looking at similarities. The impact of 

different models is analyzed looking at the different levels and styles of collaboration and 

assessing what works best in the different contexts. Findings point to the need for 

collaboration but also the promotion of independence of civil society organizations.  

 

 

6.2. Collaboration between third sector and public administration. Learning from 

co-production  

Co-production of public services is increasingly becoming an important topic of research 

in the study of public management. This collaboration between public administration and 

civil society organizations, and the distribution of roles and tasks between the two types 

of actors is one of the main issues that should be explored in the implementation of social 

policies. 

Gazley (2010) defines co-production as a process of facilitating and operating in multi-

organizational arrangements in order to solve problems requiring a joint effort. Essentially 

this includes collaboration between public, private, voluntary, civil society organisations 

and citizens in order to develop, design and produce products or services that meet the 
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requirements of the user. Examples of this in practice relate to referenda, budgeting, 

hearings and NGO’s input in designing policy. Generally, this is understood as citizens and 

the organisations they belong to acting in an altruistic sense, in their own self-interest. 

However further underlying catalysts include the promotion of solidarity or focusing on 

normative appeal, such as values like democracy and participation (Alford 2012).  

In regards to how the collaboration is structured, Cornforth et al. (2015) describe 

formalised, joint-working arrangements that exist between organisations. Additionally, 

they highlight the fact that these organisations retain their autonomous nature in a legal 

sense, while simultaneously collaborating to achieve outcomes that would not have been 

possible if they worked independently. Generally, reasons for relate to this, as well as the 

presence of shared objectives. Castells (1996) sums this up by stating that self-organisation 

leads to new networks of collaboration both in an institutional and organisational sense. 

Essentially, co-production is seen as putting the experiences of service users high up on 

the agenda of policy design (Osborne, 2013). As a result, a greater level of plurality is 

present in the provision of welfare services and an increase in public-private networks 

(Defourny et al., 2014). This promotes not only community, participation and the 

importance of the third sector, but also a sustainable economy that is based on solidarity 

(Hulgard, 2014).  This sense of solidarity is achieved via the inclusion of cooperatives, social 

enterprises and other initiatives that are not heavily focused on a profit orientation 

(Alexander, 2006).  

Success here is seen as happening if trust is present, alongside reciprocity and a shared 

sense of values. Ostrom (1965) presents a set of principles that can be utilised to ensure 

the successful management of common-pool resources, a vital aspect for ensuring the 

success of co-production. In this sense Ostrom refers to both external and internal 

conditions that are required to ensure the engagement of citizens. Such principles include 

participatory decision-making, the adaptation of rules and provisions in relation to local 

circumstances and the definition of rights and responsibilities. Brandsen et al. (2014) 

highlight the importance of opportunity structures, citing them as just as important as 

individual motives in public engagement. In this sense they refer to issues like the ease of 
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participation, an example being issues such as time and cost balances. They suggest that 

the greater effort required of citizens to become involved, the less likely they are to do so. 

Rosentraib et al. (1981) add to this, highlighting the need for support for citizens to engage 

in co-production as a result of not everyone possessing the required political resources 

and skills. 

 

Increasing or decreasing civil society participation? 

In the collaborative process between civil society and the public sector, civil society 

contributes with its people-centred approach -which is one of the strengths of civil society-

, thereby compensating the limitations of a unique perspective from the public sector 

which may only focus on the economic aspects.  

In fact, mobilising volunteers is one of the specific capacities of civil society. One particular 

noteworthy aspect of civil society is its ability to mobilize in complex circumstances, as is 

evident in responses to events such as the recent arrival of refugees, or the environmental 

crisis caused by the sinking of a ship carrying petrol on the Galician coast in 2002 in Spain. 

However, experts in both Denmark and Spain point out a number of challenges and 

complex issues to be taken into account.  

An Expert from the Danish Social Welfare Society reflected on the role of civil society in 

the formation of the Danish welfare society, pointing out that it existed before the creation 

of welfare institutions. In his words, Denmark has a long tradition of people getting 

together to address a concern, which is then taken on by public institutions – thus, 

institutions can only take over what people have already created themselves, integrated 

in the welfare society.  In Denmark, despite the strong tradition of the participation of civil 

society in the welfare society, experts agree that civil society has weakened over the past 

30 years. Today few civil society organizations are truly independent from the state, mostly 

due to the receiving of public funds.  
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The history of Spain and its development of the welfare state differs to that of Denmark. 

As one of the experts reflected, in the beginning of the development of the welfare state, 

which was after Franco’s dictatorship, there was huge informal grass roots participation in 

neighbourhoods. Civil society organized themselves to provide resources and create 

networks of solidarity. Nevertheless, in the 1980s, with the development and 

consolidation of the Spanish welfare state, the public administration took over some of 

these initiatives. Importantly, some of the former leaders of social movements gained new 

positions within the public administration and turned to look for their own interests within 

a formal governmental structure. Examples include the creation of community centres and 

adult schools, designed to attend to the needs of neighbours, but leading to less 

participation and self-organization of citizens who went from being active agents to clients 

of the services offered by public administrations. 

Similar sentiments were seen in Denmark. Danish group Cycling Without Age (CWA) was 

created as a result of the collaboration between civil society and a municipality actor, with 

the collaboration viewed as vital in the intitial start of CWA, helping it to get off the ground. 

However, in the same vein as the discussion above, Ole Kassow from CWA pointed out that 

according to his experience, the welfare state sometimes falls into contradiction, taking 

over initiatives like CWA that find a solution to re-integrate elderly people into 

communities. Additionally, as a result, contrary scenes have also been found in Denmark. 

An example was given by one participant who used to work for Copenhagen municipality, 

who shared the story of municipality breakouts, where organisations originally working 

with the municipality declared themselves independent and moved on to sell services as 

independent providers. This ultimately suggests that the key challenge is the ability to 

build better partnerships, and, in this regard, the public sector must find a new role as an 

incubator for ideas, while refraining from turning initiatives into a top-down structured 

service.  

As a result, one of the main challenges that arises is the maintained and ensured 

independence of the third sector. Civil society needs to be independent in order to fulfil 

its emancipatory and innovative role and cater to all target groups. Thus, a relationship 

with the public sector is required that is based on mutual recognition and trust and that 
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values civil society organisations’ contributions beyond service provision. One possible 

solution proposed to foster independence is more availability of trust fund money that 

does not stifle critical and advocacy voice and hence leads to a more balanced relationship.  

Further recommendations were given by an expert in a Spanish focus group, who 

coordinates a third sector organisation. For them, it was important that civil society 

organisations do not rely solely on public funding, or at least funding from the same public 

call. He explained that having different sources of funding, from different public 

institutions and from private entities, constitutes a factor of transparency and a way to 

ensure independence.    

Beyond funding sources, experts from Denmark agreed that one of the challenges of our 

times is how to preserve the culture of participation – a challenge in most democracies 

today, due to both political and economic reasons, as civil society in some European 

countries is increasingly co-opted by state and market. Once more participants pointed to 

new popular movements as a possible counter-balance, but also proposed conscious 

reflections about resistance strategies within civil society organisations.  

Despite these problematic issues, opportunities and social initiatives are in fact observed 

that are sustainable and result in creating more space for participation in political 

processes. Some experts consider that civil society organisations are increasingly 

becoming incorporated into the development of public policies, serving as a critical 

overseer, essential for the development of society. Both experts from Denmark and Spain 

highlight the need to re-embrace the dreams of reinforcing welfare states that are linked 

to a future in which human rights prevail and where actions respond to the social demands 

of civil society, whilst working together with civil society. In order to build dreams together, 

the public and social economy sectors would have to collaborate, making sense of 

proposals together, with the state joining civil society networks who function as activators 

through policies and co-funding. Support is given to returning to a discourse that 

underlines the state as a provider of insurance of the rights of individuals preventing them 

from being dependent on their market value and instead related to humanity. Rights are 

won from laws that are the result of a democratic process in which civil society has a crucial 
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role to play. The focus on rights binds state and civil society back together, an important 

factor to remember when talking about co-production and collaboration. Fortunately, 

Europe currently boasts great examples of good practices of co-production which can push 

forward future collaborations among the third sector and public policies.  

Promoting innovation  

There have been meaningful efforts made in regards to ensuring innovative in-service 

provision from the public sector, with co-production offering potential contributions to 

such innovation in the public sector. Despite the multiple barriers to innovation within the 

public sector, like silos and funding issues, there are people working in the public sector 

who can promote networking with civil society and fostering social innovation. To 

implement changes in innovative ways and to promote networking across sectors, experts 

suggest more independent decision-making power for municipalities. In that vein, in Spain, 

the Catalan Government implemented a service for attending to recently arrived 

immigrants and refugees in which local municipalities have managerial positions. This 

decentralization of management has promoted the creation of new networks between 

public institutions and civil society. Additionally, it has promoted greater levels of  active 

participation of the municipalities and social agents that have been involved in the 

situation of migrants, and increased awareness and solidarity towards migrants.  

This decentralization, from the beginning, within the policy design of the service and its 

implementation, involved migrant people and representatives of non-governmental 

immigrant organizations. For this purpose, the Catalan Government created a permanent 

round table of “citizens and immigration”. One of the experts who was involved in the 

creation of the round table explains this clearly: 

All the policies that are passed through this initiative, and in this table, there is a 

representation of organizations of migrated people and associations that work with 

immigration. The representatives of the entities that work with migrants are 

sometimes migrant people themselves, but mostly not. However, they make the 

voice of the migrated people to be included.  
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The expert also believes that further improvement would require an even more 

participatory process. The targeted groups of public policies should be included in order to 

learn what works better and to understand the gaps that must be addressed in the policy 

design.  Continuing under this approach, as an innovation, at the beginning of the creation 

of the Catalan plan for attending to immigrants, the same government organized 

participatory citizen councils proportionately composed by one half, citizens randomly 

chosen, and the other half, by migrant people. Although the outcomes of these innovative 

actions are yet to be measured, they are great examples of co-production in policy design, 

oriented to strengthen democratic values such as participation and social cohesion. 

The challenge of vulnerable groups participation 

Another strong point for co-production that takes into account the voices of civil society, 

especially vulnerable groups, is that participation contributes to shed light and emerge the 

potential needs that are not being identified by public organisations. This direct dialogue, 

equal and democratic, within civil society is fundamental. It serves as a channel of direct, 

first-hand information about social reality. Further, a Spanish expert, based on his 

experience, proposes that it is necessary to include in the dialogue, in addition to third 

sector entities, informal civil society groups that may not be as well organized as other 

NGOs, but which have much to say and contribute. In this regard, an example is found in 

the working group of "citizenship and immigration". A group of Latin American immigrant 

women who work in the field of care for dependents voiced their desire to be included in 

this working group. Initially, the trade unions opposed, arguing that they already represent 

all the workers. However, the Latin American immigrant women insisted on their right and 

criticised they are not even regularized at their jobs and do not participate in trade unions. 

Finally, their participation at the working group was accepted and thanks to that, the 

administration was more aware of the problems of precariousness and risk that Latin 

American immigrant women face in their care jobs and services. These immigrant women 

represent a social group that has been traditionally absent in policy design.  

In connection with the above, another challenge expressed by Spanish experts for the co-

production of policy design related to not only preserve this culture of participation but to 
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enhance the participation of traditionally underrepresented social groups. To do so, some 

of the key points proposed by experts consist of education and training. Minorities such as 

Roma people, migrant or refugees, face intersectional additional barriers that hinder their 

social participation. It is understood that these groups are able to utilise citizen 

participation as the only possible instrument to make their rights visible. Experts 

interviewed recognize that in contrast it is educated and trained people who have broader 

access to the different social and political spheres of participation, so this is something that 

should be provided. Additionally, as a Romani woman interviewed stated, access to 

education and training provides them with more skills and resources for political and social 

engagement. Thereby, education and training multiply rights and citizens participation.  

However vulnerable groups also face further barriers in regards to participation. As a 

Spanish expert who coordinates a third sector organization suggests, most vulnerable 

populations usually postpone their civic engagement and social participation in order to 

address first their basic needs. Thus, it is hard to enhance the direct participation of these 

groups, which usually also face more prejudices and exclusion than other social groups. In 

the experience of one of the experts, participation of vulnerable people relies on them 

finding a special meaning for their participation. This is possible when they find civil 

organizations based on truly democratic relationships that include them as equals, in 

which their voices are not instrumentalized. The expert shared an example of how a Libyan 

refugee who arrived in Spain found his voice in an adult school that embraces democratic 

and human rights values. Since his arrival, the refugee participated in the school not only 

attending classes but also volunteering in the management of the center and in the 

assemblies and organizational committees. Just weeks after his initial involvement, in a 

large community assembly at the center, he openly shared that he had felt so welcome 

that he had been able to better face his horrifying past and the difficulties of the present 

by finding a meaning in his present that consequently made him feel prepared for the 

future. At this adult school, he not only found new networks of friendship and solidarity, 

but thanks to how they promoted  participation, he decided to take part in another local 

initiative from the public administration addressed to include refugee people in order to 
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better understand their needs and thus help in designing future improvements of current 

policies. 

When civil organizations boast characteristics such as being democratic, dialogical, plural 

and transparent, it serves as facilitators of the social and political participation, especially 

in regards to vulnerable groups. In this sense, for reinforcing the collaboration among the 

third sector and public administration, this Spanish expert also reflects on the need for the 

public administration to select properly the civil society organizations with which they will 

collaborate with, establishing criteria that contribute to obtaining the desired results. 

It should be noted that in contrast with what some academics state, that is the idea that 

not everyone possesses the required political resources and skills for participation and that 

greater effort of participation may burden the involvement of citizens (Rosentraib et al., 

1981); citizens and underrepresented social groups are willing to participate. Thereby, 

their lack of participation should not only be attributed to the lack of skilled and educated 

among these groups or to the high effort that it involves. Indeed, more efficient and 

proactive initiatives can be developed to enhance the participation of underrepresented 

social groups in policy design. This is something that should be specially required in the 

design of political initiatives that target these groups.  

6.3. Collaboration in meeting the needs of refugees, migrants and minorities.  

In this section, specific issues related to social policies and their ability to deal with meeting 

the needs of refugees, migrants and minorities are addressed. The “migration crisis” has 

been viewed as a substantial issue in Europe, raising questions throughout Europe as to 

how to best manage the situation. While different countries face different problems in 

regards to both the extent and type of problems faced and the social context of support, 

analysis has shown that commonalities are found in regards to drivers and barriers of 

successful policies. Analysis has shown that collaborative efforts are in fact an important 

measure in dealing with the issues and addressing the needs that many refugees, migrants 

and minorities face throughout Europe.  

The standard formula of integration policies is to provide housing, education, health 

services and jobs. However, on a global scale this may be considered impossible when 
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people come in high numbers as has been the case in the wake of the war in Syria. As a 

Danish expert suggested, It would be important to show solidarity globally, i.e. by helping 

receiving countries like Jordan, but Danish politicians say: we need to take a break and we 

better help people in Copenhagen.  

As a consequence of this, negative attributes are found hindering the level of help available 

to address the needs of migrants and refugees.  Within the toolbox utilised by national 

politicians, such as those in Denmark, evidence shows the prevalence of attempts to try 

and get the number of people arriving down by making Denmark a less attractive country 

than others. This works by reducing people’s rights: refugees receive about half of a regular 

salary and only enjoy reduced public services, which essentially undermines integration 

processes. At the same time public discourse demands more integration from refugee 

communities. Kamm concludes: democratic values like freedom and equality are cast away 

in order to deter refugees from coming. This thus demonstrates that currently there is a 

lack of good governance in the field of refugee and migrant support.  

This situation is exemplified both by the humiliating process refugees are subjected to and 

the inability of the system to process applications quickly and to capitalize on the capacities 

refugees may bring along. Instead, they are subjected to long-lasting uncertainty 

concerning their situation and that of their family members, which in turn can affect 

integration into society. Dealing with intense stress post-migration, worry for the well-

being of parents, siblings and children, and the struggle to re-build a life in a different 

country can inevitably mean successful employment may only be reached a long way down 

the line.  

One participant pointed out that public discourse on refugees revolves between 

romanticisation and polarization, while in reality there is a pluralism of people coming, of 

local welcome structures, and capacities. Although quick solutions are unlikely to be found  

the public sector should draw on civil society based initiatives and organisations like social 

enterprises to develop skills and capabilities among refugees. Such initiatives have been 

shown to react faster and in successful ways. A sustainable working relationship between 

sectors could also help address the changing needs of refugees on the road towards 

integration, with larger and financially stable NGOs like the Danish Red Cross functioning 
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as mitigating partners between state and smaller civil society based initiatives. This might 

also help governments to tread the thin line between their public duty to support refugees 

while also responding to negative public discourse on immigration. 

An example of a successful Danish social movement with a positive impact on many 

refugees lives mentioned by practitioners is the Friendly Villagers, who are sharing 

personal networks with refugees all over the country. However, there is no centralized 

structure, and individuals who participate follow different agendas. Some want to achieve 

broader policy impact, many others just wanted to help, showing the difficulty in counting 

on popular movements for change, as they can take a long time to consolidate into a 

coherent advocacy voice. 

In Spain, the government has been condemned by the European Union in regards to the 

number of refugees that are being accepted into the country (For not meeting EU’s 

refugees quota). Civil society is key to responding to these issues and is filling the gaps left 

by policy, acting beyond the limitations of the Spanish governmental system.  One of 

example of this is seen in the Spanish civil society organization Proactiva Open arms, a 

group who rescue migrants from the Mediterranean. Within Spain itself the organization 

REDER operates to help undocumented immigrants receive health care, working at both 

the level of helping immigrants directly and also advocating for policy reform.  

In Spain additionally there are collaborative models that work brining together civil society 

and the governmental institutions. An example of a delivery of social policy aimed at 

helping a minority utilizing their participation is the Integrated Plan for the  Roma in 

Catalonia. This is seen as going one step beyond typical consultative models. It does not 

elaborate policy and then contrast it with the opinion of representatives of the minority 

(in this case the Roma people) rather, Roma people participate directly in the beginning 

helping with the design of policy and its implementation. These plans are then discussed 

with other public institutions. Evidence of success here is seen in the reservation of places 

in universities that has been achieved, showing how a bottom-up initiative that utilizes co-

production can be successful and create social impact. As one of the representatives from 

this plan states its success has largely been due to participation and collaboration:  
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All the proposals of the integral plan have been proposed by the writing team that 

is formed by the gypsy people. All of these people were Roma except two 

technicians of that plan. After the proposes were made we all agreed to them but 

not just with them, with the administrations. 

In light of the experts opinion, a key strategy to encourage co-production is to have a 

greater democratic diversity within the public institutions, counting on technical personnel 

to represent the collectives, and also with politicians belonging to these groups. The 

diversity of civil society must also be reflected among the political and institutional 

spectrum. This has been one of the decisions key to the Integrated Plan for the  Roma in 

Catalonia, where the program purses to include Roma representatives in the 

implementation of its different actions and strategies. In this regard, under the Integrated 

Plan, a program was implemented in a neighborhood where 20% of the population were 

Roma. Accordingly, a Roma representative was put in charge for the its development and 

evaluation.   

A Roma participant, also reflects: 

The law is the law, and until there are important Roma political figures, we will not 

be 100% represented anywhere [...]. Then you have to have Roma in politics, you 

have to have Roma people in all areas of society and with power of decision-making 

(Roma woman, Drom Kotar Mestipen association). 

In this regard, affirmative actions are indispensable. Indeed, in Spain, Roma people are 

demanding specific affirmative actions for instance, to reserve places for Roma civil 

servants in different public administrations. But for this to happen as the experts agree, 

people must have the appropriate qualifications and training, thereby it is urgent to 

promote training in the whole collective. A great example of an affirmative action that is 

accomplishing good results and which emerge from the bottom-up, co-produced with the 

public administration, consisted on reserving one admission at each university degree for 

Roma people. A responsible from a public Spanish institution explains that as a key 

component for success of the proposal comes from the same group of Roma people, 
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which, in this case, are not only represented, but a minority of them work at the public 

administration:  

Because of working together, it emerged the proposal that is an affirmative action 

at the universities, reserve admissions for Roma people. The Roma experts that 

work at the public administration proposed themselves this action and then at the 

administration, we negotiated it with the public Secretary of Universities and they 

accepted it. In the last two years, under the current legislature, we have managed 

to get for Roma people to work in the team. How did we do it? We bet everything 

for the Roma people to be able to govern their policies, or their destiny. We do not 

work for them, but with them.  

To sustain the co-production for the policy design, another key point, which goes a step 

forward, relies on the importance of accomplishing good outcomes. It is therefore not 

enough that the design of ideas and initiatives that want to be innovative, actively include 

civil society, but this collaboration must achieve good results. Positive results of the 

initiatives that have been jointly developed will reinforce, on the one hand, co-production 

itself as an efficient and useful policy management model, and on the other hand mutual 

trust between civil society and public institutions, also encouraging greater social 

participation in the long term, since the collective actors and beneficiaries of these co-

produced policies, will see that their participation is necessary and promoted. 

7. Discussion and conclusions  
 

This report analyses common issues of a wide range of policies related to social inclusion 

of vulnerable groups. Based on a review of 155 policies from 11 countries, an in depth 

analysis of the initiatives for the inclusion of people with no territory, and a 

complementary feedback from two expert panels, we can conclude that while variance is 

of course in existence in a spatial and institutional sense, a common framework for 

successful policies can be gaged. 
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The summary of the main drivers to social inclusion identified across the different policies 

targeting different vulnerable social groups is as follow: 

• The existence of Europe strategies or guidelines for the social inclusion of different 

vulnerable groups, was reported to be a driver for those countries to develop 

corresponding national strategies. Therefore, international guidance can support local 

actions aimed at social inclusion. 

• The alignment of these ´targeted´ policies to more ´general´ National anti-

discrimination and equality acts and plans can further drive the acceptance and success 

of these policies. 

• The revision of discrimination acts and criminal codes, to include actions to protect 

specific vulnerable groups, can also be a useful driver of social inclusion. 

• The inclusion of vulnerable groups, working with local stakeholders and volunteers, as 

well as adapting initiatives to local needs are strong drivers of these policies.  

• Actions to strengthen national political awareness can facilitate action to combat social 

exclusion.  

• Furthermore, pressure and lobbying from civil society and organizations can drive 

action for social inclusion. 

• Evaluations embedded into the design and implementation of each stage of any 

programme can support the feasibility of these interventions. 

• Sufficient funding and resources, as well as access to evidence-based training services, 

can drive the success of social inclusion policies. 

 

The role of civil society and vulnerable groups as drivers for the launch and establishment 

of successful policies is one of the main conclusions of the report. As suggested in previous 

work developed under SOLIDUS, there are many solidarity actions in Europe whose success 

can be demonstrated through evidence, proving their impact in reducing inequalities and 

promoting solidarity. There is, therefore, a need to support the continuation of the 

identification of successful acts of solidarity with social impact in Europe, which would 

assist public sector institutions in deciding where to dedicate political efforts in the 

promotion of solidarity. 
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The process of including vulnerable social groups into the design and/or implementation 

and evaluation of social inclusion policy identified – e.g. via public consultancies, strong 

collaborations with umbrella organizations, involvement of vulnerable groups directly, 

and/or indirectly informed by research -  varied depending on the type of policy and the 

particular vulnerable group to be engaged. Of the policies that did include the voice of the 

vulnerable groups within the policy development process, the majority of them were 

aimed to strengthen the inclusion of ethnic minorities and migrants.  

Furthermore, again of these social inclusion policies identified, the voice of the vulnerable 

group was more often found to be included in the implementation and evalution stages of 

the policy development, than in the design stage. Although, a number of policies were 

identified that in fact included the voice in both the design and implementation and 

evaluation stages of the policy development (e.g. found in Spain and Portgual). 

In general, insufficient detail was available regarding the process of how the voices were 

included in the different policy stages. Future work should elaborate on this to try to 

establish the concrete mechanisms involved, in order to inform future policy development. 

 

Collaboration between different groups in society, bringing different knowledge and skills 

has been shown to be an important driver. The comparative study between Denmark and 

Spain (as very different welfare states) shows a trend on coproduction between the state, 

governmental insitutions, civil society organisations and the third sector. However, while 

coproduction has been shown as valuable, there are a number of concerns on the effects 

that this coproduction may produce. Additionally, the expert interviewees highlighted the 

relevance that vulnerable groups of people participating and collaborating in the creation 

of policies aimed at them, as these persons have more accurate information about the 

reality of their collective than other people that work with them but are not one of them. 

One way to channel this participation is to include the vulnerable groups in spaces of policy 

debate, where all policies affecting the vulnerable group are debated. These spaces can 

include representatives of entities composed of people of the vulnerable group and 

entities that work with these groups and create the policies together. This participation 

should go beyond negotiating with them policies already proposed by the administration, 

but also incorporate and negotiate policies proposed by the collective. Another way is 
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including persons of these groups in the workgroup in charge of creating the policy, within 

the administration. Affirmative action can be used to reserve some positions for these 

persons, but the insufficient academic qualification is a barrier in some cases. For this 

reason, overcoming inequalities in education is important for their political participation. 

In this regard, in some of the cases studied, courses were provided to facilitate university 

access for people of vulnerable groups that could later be incorporated in the policy 

elaboration workgroup. 

 

As a general conclusion, policy making should include the collectives aimed by the policies: 

“nothing for us without us”. Already existing solidarity networks among entities and 

persons that are already achieving transformations can be taken into account and 

supported by policy making to achieve greater impact. 

 

On the other hand, there are a number of barriers and challenges for the development of 

effective policies for social inclusion of different vulnerable social groups. A brief summary 

of these challenges is as follow:  

• Lack of European strategy or guidelines, to guide and/or assist to initiate national action 

and in particular the development of a national strategy. 

• Transversal actions oriented to universal goals may have a too broad scope to be able 

to assess the social impact for different vulnerable groups. 

• The lack of evaluations embedded into the design and implementation of each stage of 

a program, combined with a lack of appropriate indicators developed, as well as data 

available for the effective evaluation of the policies. 

• Even in cases where legal national frameworks are in place, and general awareness of 

pertinent issues are raised, in practice there can still be a lack of assistance for individual 

of vulnerable groups to overcome their hesitation/ or to increase their willingness to 

report a discriminatory acts; nor do they necessary help in better registration and 

prosecution of discriminatory acts. 
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• General lack of awareness of discrimination against specific social groups, as well as a 

lack of awareness of the specific programmes available can inhibit uptake and therefore 

inhibit social impact of these initiatives. 

• Bureaucratic obstacles and short period of interventions can inhibit action towards 

social inclusion. 

• The lack of sufficient funding and other resources, as well as in same cases to access to 

evidence-based training services, can all inhibit the effectiveness/ or the extent of the 

social impact of these initiatives. 

• For some of the actions initiated by active citizens, there is an overdependence/ 

reliance upon the efforts of municipalities and volunteers to support the 

implementation of the initiatives, which is not always feasible. 

• The regionalization/decentralization of national strategies to small regions can create 

geographical disparities due to systematic differences in the provision and distribution 

of interventions for vulnerable groups in line with the regional strategies. Also some 

vulnerable groups not having (sufficient) access to certain services due to geographical 

barriers. 

• Based on the criteria set for the allocation of services, many of the people at risk are 

actually excluded or are considered ineligible from some of the programs that have 

been designed to support them. 

• Resistance of individuals from other majority groups or groups with opposing views, to 

these policies. 

• The diverse aims and values of the different health organizations and professionals 

involved, as well as the lack of communication and effective collaboration between 

them, appear to hinder the effective implementation of such initiatives, and can create 

barriers in establishing an integrated approach. 

 

One of the barriers to the policies and the social impact of solidarity actions that have been 

identified is the lack of monitoring and evaluation of existing policies, to determine 

whether policies are actually effective or not, and if not, where are the areas that need to 

be (re)addressed.  Furthermore, it has been difficult to find concrete information about 

the impact of a number of policies in public reports, and in some cases not all of these 
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policies are fully achieving the objective of the social impact. It is thus necessary to 

evaluate policies in order to know if they are achieving better living conditions for citizens 

in order to improve their social impact. Besides, there is the need for wider recognition 

that social impact is an indicator of quality for political assessment, therefore this should 

be considered for actions of solidarity. In order to achieve this, and to ensure local ´buy-

in´ and relevance, there is a need to support solidarity organizations and initiatives to show 

their social impact, to provide them with adequate provision of resources, and for the 

active participation and involvement of civil society and vulnerable groups’ into all stages 

of the political processes design. 

 

Furthermore, where civil society is now addressing many needs previously accepted as 

state responsibilities, there is also a need to guarantee the establishment of 

communication as well as facilitate ways for civil initiatives to become participants in the 

political sphere. Greater dialogue between political institutions and citizens needs to be 

promoted to attempt to overcome the challenges to achieve this in practice. In addition to 

establishing mechanisms to enable more cooperation between different sectors and levels 

– voluntary and community as well as EU, national, regional and local government - to 

work in constructive, mutually beneficial partnerships and to achieve ‘joined-up´ 

participatory governance. On the other hand, the experts interviewed point out the 

current situation in which civil society organizations become dependent from the state due 

to receiving public funding and the importance of achieving relationships based on mutual 

recognition and trust that values CSO’s contributions beyond service provision.  

 

In particular, this report also provides an analysis of the common themes in EU, national 

and local policies in regards to the inclusion of people with no territory (in particular for 

Roma people and Refugees). For these cases, the policy analysis explored initiatives 

outside the political sphere, analyzing responses from civil society. Although successes 

have been noted it is important to address the fact that there is much more that is needed 

to be done to enable the inclusion of both Refugees and Roma. While of course different 

actors at different levels - EU, National and Local - have different mechanisms and abilities, 

it is important to highlight the need for collaboration, utilizing the strengths from all levels. 
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This does not only include governmental actors but rather NGO’s and Roma and Refugees 

themselves. By utilizing the voices of all these actors, policy that is more likely to succeed 

is gained. This idea of representation and inclusion of Roma and Refugees is key in many 

initiatives. The policy analysis demonstrates that often, successful initiatives focus on 

understanding the differences in culture by including different voices.  

 

Finally, we can highlight the concern regarding sustainability of these policies, due to the 

short term political cycles. As such, it is important to establish laws and or legislation 

concerning the regulation of a particular policy area or how to plan for the long term, 

especially if these policies are to fully achieve their aims with measurable social impact. At 

the same time, given that the social environment can change, policies need to be 

developed that plan for long term impact, but at the same time, are able to adapt in order 

to take into consideration the short term nature of the political cycles, changes in the social 

environment, and feedback from policy evaluations. For example, at the different stages 

of policy implementation, evaluations should be put in place (milestones) to be able to 

adapt the policy, as appropriate. 

 

Increased investment in early childhood and other (long term) preventative measures that 

are proactive nature, are important to compliment the more reactive ones. For example, 

policies have to be designed to prevent social exclusion, as well as to intervene when social 

exclusion arises. This will have the largest social impact, firstly in reducing the likelihood of 

vulnerable groups being created, and secondly on combating/reducing the extent of social 

exclusion of the vulnerable groups that do emerge and exist. 

 

8. Policy recommendations 
 

This report concludes with a set of policy recommendations for future action to combat 

social exclusion.  

• Equity and efficiency policies  for inclusion 
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o Public administration (Local, National and European) should identify and 

recognize those actions of social inclusion that are promoting solidarity with 

impact, and that are improving peoples live in terms of employment, housing, 

education, health or civil engagement. 

o Policies should be founded in successful action based on scientific evidences to 

reduce social inequalities in order to contribute on improving people lives 

instead of experimenting on most vulnerable groups. 

o Design, implementation and evaluation of social policies should include voices 

from most vulnerable groups to focus on real needs to promote social inclusion. 

o Public administration should stablish democratic and transparent channels to 

foster coordination between stake-holders at different levels for more joined-

up governance. 

o Tools to foster the strengthening political awareness of issues. 

 

• Evaluation of policies for inclusion 

o Including social Impact criteria to evaluate policies for inclusion. 

o Public and scientific indicators for the effective evaluation (ex-ante as well as 

in-itinere and ex-post) of social impact of several policies for inclusion. 

o Coherency policies with long term visions, but with multiple stages of 

implementation with evaluations (milestones) to be passed by public 

administrations.  

 

• Anti-discrimination policies  

o The revision of discrimination acts and criminal codes to include actions to 

protect specific vulnerable groups. 

o Establish ways to support individuals to better registration of discriminatory 

acts, and to support prosecution of discriminatory acts. 

o Raise public and political awareness and recognition of the different types of 

discrimination, and foster active public discussions/debate on solidarity and 

social inequalities.  
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o Transitory Affirmative Action for most vulnerable groups (people with 

disabilities, migrants-refugees or people without territory, unemployment or 

people in risk of poverty, gender, etc.) in order to guarantee their 

representation in main social areas on different levels of management and 

decision process making.  

o Overcome barriers to access to social services. 

o Foster solidarity initiatives that invest in co-responsibility and empathy of civil 

society.  

 

• Training in scientific evidence for professionals  

o Training founded in scientific evidence for policy-makers, stakeholders and 

professionals in several social areas in order to guarantee improvement in live 

of most vulnerable groups.  
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Annex:  11 Background National Papers 

 

Background national paper on Social Inclusion Policies: Cyprus 
 

Service for the Displaced Persons (Refugee housing policies) 

 

Policy Service for the Displaced Persons (Refugee housing policies) 

URL http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/moi.nsf/page47 

_gr/page47_gr?OpenDocument 

Year After 1974 

Addressed to Greek Cypriots who in the aftermath of the Turkish invasion in 

1974 became internally displaced and their families. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

After 1974 the government constructed housing settlements, 

mostly in the periphery of the island’s largest cities in order to 

accommodate displaced population (170,000 one third of the 

total population of Greek Cypriots). The housing units were given 

for free.  

Over the years, a number of policies regulated benefits for the 

displaced and their children such as: government assistance to 

build a new house (on government land or private land), 

subsidized housing loans for refugees and their children and rent 

subsidies. Most recently, the government allocated property 

titles to the occupants of these housing units which means that 

they were able to exploit these properties financially (sell or 

rent). 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Cyprus government 

http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/moi.nsf/page47_gr/page47_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.moi.gov.cy/moi/moi.nsf/page47_gr/page47_gr?OpenDocument
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Barriers For decades this policy was blatantly discriminatory since only 

the children of refugee fathers were given the refugee status. 

The movement of refugee and displaced mothers has taken the 

Cyprus Republic to  the 

European   Court   of   Human   Rights   on   the grounds that the 
law granting refugee status to an individual was discriminatory. 
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Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) 

 
Policy Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/mlsi.nsf/All/517E1 

B1FE19B0418C2257CD7001E73BB 

Year Since 2014 

Addressed to Every person or family that fulfills certain criteria of need. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

More than 45.000 people are receiving a monthly income that 

has been calculated as the minimum income to meet basic daily 

needs. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

There were only limited interventions from the social partners 

and civil society. Representatives from around 30 trade union 

organisations attended an interdisciplinary workshop organised 

by the Institute of Labour of Cyprus to discuss the contribution 

of the GMI to matters of social protection and GMI policies 

implemented in other EU countries. 

Drivers The House of Representatives voted on a draft bill to establish a 

legal framework for a GMI. Also, GMI was a pre-election 

commitment made current President Nikos Anastasiades and an 

obligation set out in the 2013 Memorandum of Understanding 

after Cyprus asked the International Monetary Fund for financial 

assistance. The ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance 

was the authority responsible for preparing and implementing 

the relevant legislation. 

Barriers There were citizens’ complains about governmental delays in 

processing Guaranteed Minimum Income applications. Also, the 

ammount of GMI is too low to cover basic needs. Specifically, 

€480 per applicant plus €280 for husband/spouse and every 

family member above 14 years old  plus 

€144 for each family member below 14 years old. Additionally, a 

small monthly housing benefit is given. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/mlsi.nsf/All/517E1B1FE19B0418C2257CD7001E73BB
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/mlsi.nsf/All/517E1B1FE19B0418C2257CD7001E73BB
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Scheme for unemployed to provide supportive care 

 

Policy Scheme for unemployed to provide supportive care 

URL http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/ 

page/project/p_id/333 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Unemployed under the Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) 

who want to obtain acquisition, enrichment and/or upgrade 

their knowledge and skills in the specialties of care for people 

with quadriplegia/paraplegia and carer to care beneficiaries with 

a view to integration/ reintegration into employment. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Labor, Welfare and Social Insurance and the Human 

Resource Development Authority (HRDA) 

Barriers The government was accused of forced labour as it has 

announced that any beneficiaries who refuse to take part in this 

programme will lose their right to receive GMI. 

http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/333
http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/333
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Incentive Scheme for Recruitment of Guarantee Income Beneficiaries in the private 

sector 

 

Policy Incentive Plan for Recruitment of Guarantee Minimum Income 

Beneficiaries 

URL http://steeei.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/pa ge/steeit 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Employers of private sector and Guarantee Minimum Income 

Beneficiaries. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers The Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance. 

Barriers Low salary given to beneficiaries. 

http://steeei.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/steeit
http://steeei.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/steeit
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Scheme for Recruitment of Guarantee Income Beneficiaries in the public sector 

 

Policy Scheme for Recruitment of Guarantee Income Beneficiaries in 

the public sector 

URL http://steeed.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm?id 

=4368 

Year 2017 

Addressed to Unemployed beneficiaries of Guarantee Minimum Income. 

Governmental, local government and Non-Governmental 

organizations that wish to participate in the scheme. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

2,000 of Guarantee Minimum Income beneficiaries were invited 

to be placed in the public sector. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers The Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance. 

Barriers Low salary given to beneficiaries. 

http://steeed.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm?id=4368
http://steeed.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm?id=4368
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Scheme for Job Placement of Young Unemployed persons 

 

Policy Scheme for Job Placement of Young Unemployed 

persons 

URL http://stad.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/pag e/stad 

Year 2014 

Addressed to Young people 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

The assessment of the scheme showed that 42,9% of the 

participants who were employed continued being employed 

after the end of the scheme. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers European Commission Regulations: N. 800/2008 N. 1407/2013, 

European Social Fund, implemented by the Human Resource 

Development Authority of the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Insurance 

Barriers Low salary given to beneficiaries. 

http://stad.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/stad
http://stad.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/stad
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Scheme for Job Placement of Youth Unemployed University Graduates 

 

Policy Scheme for Job Placement of Youth Unemployed 

University Graduates 

URL http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/ 

page/project/p_id/180/pc_id/17178 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Young (up to 30 years old) unemployed university graduates who 

have less than 8 months work experience. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

A total of 1.893 young graduates participated in the programme 

by the end of 2015 gaining 6 months of work experience and 

granted a training allowance. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers European Commission Regulations: N. 800/2008 N. 1407/2013, 

European Social Fund, implemented by the Human Resource 

Development Authority of the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Insurance. 

Barriers Low salary given to beneficiaries. 

http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/180/pc_id/17178
http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/180/pc_id/17178
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Scheme for Job Placement of Long Term Unemployed people 
 

Policy Scheme for Job Placement of Long Term Unemployed people 

URL http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/ 

page/project/p_id/306/pc_id/17178 

Year 2016, 2017 

Addressed to Any citizen who has been unemployed for more than 8 months 

and is under 60 years old. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers European Commission Regulations: N. 800/2008 N. 1407/2013, 

European Social Fund, implemented by the Human Resource 

Development Authority of the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Insurance. 

Barriers - 

http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/306/pc_id/17178
http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/306/pc_id/17178
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Training of University Graduates (Accelerated Initial Training Programmes) 

 

Policy Training of University Graduates (Accelerated Initial Training 

Programmes) 

URL http://www.hrda.org.cy/images/media/asset 

file/ANNUAL%20REPORT%202015%20(15- 

3-17).pdf 

Year 2014 & 2015 

Addressed to University graduates who are newcomers in the labour market. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

In 2015, the training of 23 individuals was subsidised compared 

to 48 individuals in 2014. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Cyprus government through the Ministry of Labour, Welfare 

and Social Insurance after European regulation. 

Barriers Limited number of beneficiaries. 

http://www.hrda.org.cy/images/media/assetfile/ANNUAL%20REPORT%202015%20(15-3-17).pdf
http://www.hrda.org.cy/images/media/assetfile/ANNUAL%20REPORT%202015%20(15-3-17).pdf
http://www.hrda.org.cy/images/media/assetfile/ANNUAL%20REPORT%202015%20(15-3-17).pdf
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Improvement of the employability of unemployed and economically inactive women 

 

Policy Improvement of the employability of unemployed and 

economically inactive women. 

URL http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/ 

page/project/p_id/79/pc_id/17178 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Unemployed and economically inactive women. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

In 2015, the implementation of the last 17 programmes for the 

acquisition of work experience with the placement of an equal 

number of unemployed and economically inactive women in 

enterprises was completed. In total, 5.411 persons completed 

their training and 1.040 persons were placed in order to acquire 

work experience, with an expenditure amounting to €10,3 

million. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Human Recourse Development Authority (HRDA) has 

implemented two Schemes co- funded by the European Social 

Fund. 

Barriers The project was not sustainable. It is inactive at the moment 

although the need for such projects still exists. 

http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/79/pc_id/17178
http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/79/pc_id/17178
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Qualifications System (EWS) 

 

Policy Qualifications System (EWS) 

URL http://www.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/pa 

ge/project/p_id/82/pc_id/17154 

Year 2017 

Addressed to Unemployed, inactive, or employeed who would like to improve 

productivity and competitiveness. Eligibility criteria include any 

citizen of the Republic or citizens of any other of the European 

Free Trade Association Member State legally residing in areas 

controlled by the Republic and enjoys free access to the labor 

market of democracy. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

The Human Recourse Development Authority invited agencies, 

bodies, associations and organizations to send opinions and 

recommendations in order to determine the professions that will 

be included in the Quality System. 

Drivers Human Resource Development Authority (HRDA). Of the 

Ministry of Labor, Welfare and Social Insurance. Co-financed 

under the Operational Program “Employment, Human Capital 

and Social Cohesion 2014-2020”. 

Barriers Qualification System will apply to only to 80 sectors of the 

economy. 

http://www.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/82/pc_id/17154
http://www.anad.org.cy/easyconsole.cfm/page/project/p_id/82/pc_id/17154
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Post-Lyceum Vocational Institutes 

 

Policy Post-Lyceum Vocational Institutes 

URL http://www.mieek.ac.cy 

Year Established in 2012 

Addressed to Higher education graduates who want to gain more technical 

skills and specialization in a vocational trade. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

The employment rate for graduates of these vocational 

institutes is around 80%. In 2017 the Cyprus Agency of Quality 

Assurance and Accreditation in Higher Education certified the 

Institutes as programmed of tertiary education due to the quality 

of services and high rates of graduates’ employment. 

 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. 

Barriers - 

http://www.mieek.ac.cy/
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Evening Vocational Training Schools (Schools of Second chance) 

 

Policy Evening Vocational Training Schools 

URL http://www.schools.ac.cy/esperina_scholeia. html 

Year Since 1999. 

Addressed to People of any age who were not able to complete their 

secondary education. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Since 1999 early school leavers have been given a second chance 

to complete secondary education and get a graduation Diploma. 

Evening schools have been supporting the integration of school 

dropouts in the workplace and in society in general. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Each evening school has a student council that represents 

students. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and culture. 
 

Barriers A recent study indicated that most of the students experience 

difficulties in attending long hour classes since most of them are 

working. Also, according to the same research the government 

has not promoted the schools efficiently. Most of the students 

have heard about the schools by friends and relatives. 

http://www.schools.ac.cy/esperina_scholeia.html
http://www.schools.ac.cy/esperina_scholeia.html
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State Institutes of Further Education 

 

Policy State Institutes of Further Education 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/en/state_institutes. html 

Year Started their function in 1960 as Foreign Language Institutes. 

Addressed to Pupils at all levels of education as well as to adults, both in 

urban and rural areas 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

41 State Institutes of Further Education function all over 

Cyprus, attended by more than 17.000 pupils every year. 

Students from low socio-economic background receive full or 

partial scholarships. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture 

Barriers High number of students in the class. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/en/state_institutes.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/en/state_institutes.html
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Zones of Educational Priority Program (ZEP) 

 

Policy Zones of Educational Priority Programmed (Zep) 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/dde/ep-zep.html 

Year Since 2001-2002 

Addressed to Students of low socio-economic family status and poor 

education background. Zep priorities were applied to schools 

that operate mainly in disadvantaged areas. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Zep priorities were applied in 42 schools in Cyprus. The latest 

evaluation of the program in 2007-2008 was positive. Results 

showed that it reduced school conflict, lead to the reduction of 

truancy and early school-leaving and increased educational 

achievement. 

 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. 
 

Barriers One of the major critiques of the Zep program is that it has 

been mainly (but not exclusively) implemented in schools with 

a high number of migrant and non-Greek speaking students, 

leading to the impression that it was a program for ‘ghetto’ 

areas. However research in these schools has shown that Greek 

Cypriot families often choose to remove their children from Zep 

schools, thus creating the so-called ‘white flight’ phenomenon 

(Zembylas and Lesta, 2011). Furthermore, research has also 

shown that teachers are often not prepared adequately in 

order to effectively address issues of intercultural education 

(Theodorou, 2011). 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/dde/ep-zep.html
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Free lessons of Greek are offered to Turkish Cypriots and Turkish to Greek 

Cypriots 

 

Policy Free lessons of Greek are offered to Turkish Cypriots and 

Turkish to Greek Cypriots. 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/en/state_institutes. html 

Year Since 2003 

Addressed to Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot citizens 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Not yet. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Governments’ decision for the creation of bridges of 

communication between the Greek Cypriots and the Turkish 

Cypriots. 

Barriers Low participation. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/en/state_institutes.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/en/state_institutes.html
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Programme for Greek Language Teaching Applicable to Migrants and Other Foreign 

Language Speaking Residents of Cyprus 

 

Policy Programme for Greek Language Teaching Applicable to 

Migrants and Other Foreign Language Speaking Residents of 

Cyprus 

URL http://www.ekt.org.cy/index.php?pageid=76 &lang=en 

Year From 2010 until 2015 

Addressed to Migrants and other foreign language speaking residents of 

Cyprus 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

During the first two years of its implementation (2010-2011 

and 2011-2012) the total number of participants was 6,078 

(2,007 men and 4,071 men) from 93 different countries. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers Offered by the Ministry of Education and Culture as part of the 

Operational Programme “Employment, Human Capital and 

Social Cohesion 2007 – 2013. 

 

Barriers Sustainability of the project. 

http://www.ekt.org.cy/index.php?pageid=76&amp;lang=en
http://www.ekt.org.cy/index.php?pageid=76&amp;lang=en
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Cyprus National Roma Platform (Cyprus NRP) 

 

Policy Cyprus National Roma Platform (Cyprus NRP) 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/Al 

l/C1AFABBCD79188BEC2257FEF003BC41D? 

OpenDocument 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Roma population in Cyprus and organizations working with 

Roma. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

The main action of the project was the national consultations. 

The results of national consultations are not published yet. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes, Roma representatives participated in national 

consultations that were conducted in the framework of the 

platform. During national consultations issues on health, 

housing, employment, and social services were discussed. 

 

Drivers Social Welfare Services recieved funding of the European 

Program "Rights, Equality and Citizenship '2014-2020 of the 

European Union to implement the project. 

 

Barriers Limited participation of Roma people in the consultations. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/All/C1AFABBCD79188BEC2257FEF003BC41D?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/All/C1AFABBCD79188BEC2257FEF003BC41D?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/All/C1AFABBCD79188BEC2257FEF003BC41D?OpenDocument
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Code of Conduct against Racism & Guide for Managing and Recording Racist Incidents 

 

Policy Code of Conduct against Racism & Guide for Managing and 

Recording Racist Incidents 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/agogi_ygeias/kodik 

as_kata_ratsismou.html 

Year School years 2014 – 2015 

Addressed to Primary and secondary schools – educators and students. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

During the school year 2014 - 2015, the Code and Guide were 

piloted in seven schools (five primary and two secondary 

schools) in three districts. Within the framework of the pilot 

implementation, several actions were implemented aiming at 

raising the awareness of all school units’ members about the 

existence of this policy, its objectives and commitments. The 

evaluation of the anti-racist policy’s pilot implementation by 

the seven schools has generally demonstrated positive results 

in relation to raising awareness among all school units’ 

members on issues of racism and discrimination, in relation to 

reporting racist incidents by victims and spectators, and in 

relation to the effectiveness of educational measures 

suggested as penalties in the Code and Guide. 

 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers The Ministry Of Education and Culture, following the 

recommendation of the Anti- Discrimination Body, at the Office 

of the Ombudsman. 

Barriers Limited number of schools implementing the code. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/agogi_ygeias/kodikas_kata_ratsismou.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/agogi_ygeias/kodikas_kata_ratsismou.html
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Anti-racism policy: Raising awareness in schools about racism and 

intolerance and promoting equality and respect 

 

Policy Raising awareness in schools about racism and intolerance and 

promoting equality and respect 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/stochoi/index.html 

Year School year 2016-2017 

Addressed to School teachers and students. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Not yet. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers The committee on Educational Affairs and Culture of the 

parliament suggested this policy to the Ministry of Education 

and Culture that implemented it within the framework of the 

awareness campaing of the European Council to combat hate 

speech. 

Barriers Difficulties in dissemination of the policy to the teachers since 

many of them are not aware of it. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/stochoi/index.html
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Integration of Migrant Children in Secondary Education Public Schools 

 

Policy Integration of Migrant Children in Secondary Education Public 

Schools 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/etisia- 

ekthesi/pdf/annual_report_2015_gr.pdf 

Year 2014 – 2015 

Addressed to Foreign speaking residents of Cyprus. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

During the school year 2014 – 2015, the programme of intensive 

teaching of Greek language as a foreign language ran at 64 

schools throughout Cyprus and 593 foreign- speakers students 

attended Greek language courses. 

In four of these schools an intensive Programme of Reception 

Classes was run. In this programme, the Greek language was 

taught for 15 periods per week. 

In addition, the "Educational Programme for Unaccompanied 

Minors/Applicants of International Protection" was run. These 

children attended Greek language courses 16 periods per week 

in three schools. 

 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. The programme was co-

financed by the European Refugee Fund and the Republic of 

Cyprus. 

 

Barriers Transportation to the classes was a major challenge for 

participants due to the weak transportation system in Cyprus. 

 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/etisia-ekthesi/pdf/annual_report_2015_gr.pdf
http://www.moec.gov.cy/etisia-ekthesi/pdf/annual_report_2015_gr.pdf
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Provision of Breakfast at school to every child in need 

 

Policy Provision of Breakfast at school to every child in need 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/etisia- 

ekthesi/pdf/annual_report_2015_gr.pdf 

Year Since 2012 

Addressed to Pupils in need. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

The number of pupils who received breakfast, during the school 

year 2012 – 2013, amounted to approximately 10.500, i.e. 10% of 

the pupils’ population. During the school year 2013 - 2014 the 

respective number was about 13.300, 

i.e. 12% of the pupils’ population. 11.085 pupils from this group 

were also provided daily with fresh, pasteurised chocolate milk. 

During 2014 - 2015 the programme of offering free breakfast was 

implemented, with the provision of a free sandwich and juice to 

every child in need. Overall, approximately 13.600 pupils 

received free breakfast (about 12% of the pupils population), 

whilst 11.200 pupils received free juice. 

 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers The programme was funded by the Pupils’ Welfare Fund of the 

MOEC, into which several private sponsors and companies made 

significant financial contributions. In addition, specific 

companies and organisations contributed to the implementation 

of the programme by preparing and offering free breakfast to 

the pupils every day. 

 

Barriers Possible stigmatization of pupils in need within schools. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/etisia-ekthesi/pdf/annual_report_2015_gr.pdf
http://www.moec.gov.cy/etisia-ekthesi/pdf/annual_report_2015_gr.pdf
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Programme for Children with Specific Learning Difficulties 

 

Policy Programme for Childrean with Specific Learning 

Difficulties 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/edu_psychology/or ama_apostoli.html 

Year 2016-2017 

Addressed to Pupils with learning difficulties 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not available 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Pupils and parents can ask for support and can discuss/negotiate 

the proposed measures for them. 

Drivers Pupils with specific learning difficulties are enrolled in this 

programme after a decision by the District Committee for Special 

Education. 

Barriers - 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/edu_psychology/orama_apostoli.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/edu_psychology/orama_apostoli.html
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Special education provision in a Mainstream classroom 

 

Policy Special education provision in in a Mainstream classroom 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/e 

n/gen_info_special_education.html 

Year  

Addressed to Disabled children who attend mainstream classrooms in public 

schools. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not available. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. 

Barriers UN committee on disabled noted a lack of early intervention in the 

cases of children with disabilities and have expressed concerns 

about the rights of children with disabilities with regards to 

education. Delays in identifying cases of children with ‘special 

needs’ according to complaints by the Commissionaire for 

Children’s Rights. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/en/gen_info_special_education.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/en/gen_info_special_education.html
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Special Education Units 

 

Policy Special Education Units 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/e 

n/gen_info_special_education.html 

Year  

Addressed to Disabled children who cannot attend mainstream 

classrooms in public schools. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not available. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. 

Barriers Institutionalization of disabled children. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/en/gen_info_special_education.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/en/gen_info_special_education.html
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Special Education Schools 

 

Policy Special Education Schools 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/e 

n/gen_info_special_education.html 

Year  

Addressed to Disabled children who cannot attend mainstream 

schools. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not available. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. 

Barriers Units were criticized for not promoting inclusive education and for 

delays in identifying cases of children with ‘special needs’ according 

to complain by the Commissionaire for Children’s Rights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/en/gen_info_special_education.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/en/gen_info_special_education.html
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Home schooling education 

 

Policy Home schooling education 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/ei 

diki_agogi_ekpaidefsi.html 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Pupils of elementary and secondary education who cannot go to 

school due to health problems. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not available. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

It is offered to pupils with health problems upon the demand of the 

parent of the child or the head teacher of the school that the pupil 

already attends to. 

Drivers Ministry of Education and Culture. 

Barriers - 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/eidiki_agogi_ekpaidefsi.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/eidiki_agogi_ekpaidefsi.html
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Documentation of the Cypriot Greek sign language 

 

Policy Documentation of the Cypriot Greek sign language 

URL http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/k 

ypriaki_noimatiki_glossa/index.html 

Year 2007 - 2010 

Addressed to Cypriot deaf people. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Documentation of the Cyprus Greek Sign language in 3 DVDs and 

a book. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes, in close collaboration with the Cyprus Federation of the Deaf 

and the Cyprus School for the Deaf. 

Drivers Implemented by the Cyprus Ministry of Education and Culture 

with collaboration of the Cyprus School for the Deaf and the 

Cyprus Federation of the Deaf, pertaining to Law 66(I) 2006 

regarding official recognition of Cypriot Sign Language. 

Barriers Access to this documentation was not ensured for all deaf people 

in Cyprus since many of them are not aware of it. 

http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/kypriaki_noimatiki_glossa/index.html
http://www.moec.gov.cy/eidiki_ekpaidefsi/kypriaki_noimatiki_glossa/index.html
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Shelters for the Elder and Disabled People 

 

Policy Shelters for the Elder and Disabled People 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/9 

53a2df5575acd3dc2256dbf003b4669/791ae 

14c3f300ce3c2256e5f003d19e1?OpenDocum ent 

Year 1991 

Addressed to Elder and Disabled People 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Establishment and functioning of private settings for the elderly or 

disabled people whose functioning is under the inspection of the 

state. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers The Social Welfare Services of the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Insurance. 

Barriers Institutionalization of Elder and Disabled people. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/953a2df5575acd3dc2256dbf003b4669/791ae14c3f300ce3c2256e5f003d19e1?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/953a2df5575acd3dc2256dbf003b4669/791ae14c3f300ce3c2256e5f003d19e1?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/953a2df5575acd3dc2256dbf003b4669/791ae14c3f300ce3c2256e5f003d19e1?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/953a2df5575acd3dc2256dbf003b4669/791ae14c3f300ce3c2256e5f003d19e1?OpenDocument
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State Institutions for Child and Adolescent Protection 

 

Policy State Institutions for Child and Adolescent Protection 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/Al 

l/75999E3296AB7148C2257D8F002AE82E? 

OpenDocument 

Year N/A 

Addressed to Children and teenagers who cannot stay with their families for any 

reason. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not available 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers Cyprus government 

Barriers Institutionalization of children and teens. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/All/75999E3296AB7148C2257D8F002AE82E?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/All/75999E3296AB7148C2257D8F002AE82E?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/sws/sws.nsf/All/75999E3296AB7148C2257D8F002AE82E?OpenDocument
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Ratification of United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities 

 

Policy Ratification of United Nations Convention on the Rights of People 

with Disabilities 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/d 

sipd08_gr/dsipd08_gr?OpenDocument 

Year 2011 

Addressed to People with disabilities 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes, submitted to United Nations in 2013. The United Nations (UN) 

reported that Cyprus failed to implement the Convention on the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). Specifically there was: 

Lack of care services, support and assistance for people with 

disabilities to ensure their independence in Cyprus; Lack of services 

concerned with funding programmes for the support of people with 

disabilities; Absence of correct policies while listing the lack of 

accessibility for people with disabilities to both indoor and outdoor 

environment; Lack of implemented policies to ensure the equality 

of women with disabilities and stressed the need for the 

implementation of programmes for children with disabilities; Lack 

of early intervention in the cases of children with disabilities. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Pancyprian Council of People with Disabilities was the advisory 

body. 

Drivers Department for Social Inclusion of People with Disabilities 

Barriers Poor implementation. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/dsipd08_gr/dsipd08_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/dsipd08_gr/dsipd08_gr?OpenDocument
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National Action Plan for People with Disabilities 

 

Policy National Action Plan for People with Disabilities 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/d 

sipd08_gr/dsipd08_gr?OpenDocument 

Year 2013 – 2015 

Addressed to People with disabilities 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

There are no statistical data that is one of the reasons that the UN 

committee on disability rights has expressed its disappointment in 

the poor implementation of the 2013-2015 National Action Plan for 

the disabled and has recommended the adoption of a new plan. 

Specifically it has reported lack of a deinstitutionalisation strategy, 

lack of implemented policies to ensure the equality of women with 

disabilities and stressed the need for the implementation of 

programmes for children with disabilities. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Pancyprian Council of People with Disabilities was the advisory 

body. 

Drivers Cyprus government after ratifying the United Nations Convention 

on the Rights of People with Disabilities. 

Barriers According to UN: Poor implementation, lack of gender dimension, 

institutionalization. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/dsipd08_gr/dsipd08_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/dsipd08_gr/dsipd08_gr?OpenDocument
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Hiring quota in the public sector for people with disabilities 

 

Policy Hiring quota in the public sector for people with disabilities 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/f 

aq_gr/faq_gr?OpenDocument#27 

Year 2009 

Addressed to Disabled people 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

10% of people hired by the public sector are people with 

disabilities. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Cyprus government within the framework of European conventions 

and directions. 

Barriers - 

 

  

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/faq_gr/faq_gr?OpenDocument&amp;27
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/faq_gr/faq_gr?OpenDocument&amp;27
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National Disability Assessment System 

 

Policy National Disability Assessment System 

URL http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/d 

sipd06_gr/dsipd06_gr?OpenDocument 

Year 2007 – 2013 & 2014-2020 

Addressed to People with disabilities 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes, reported to the UN. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No. 

Drivers Cyprus government after ratifying the United Nations Convention 

in 2011 with the passing of the Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities Act of 2011 (Ν.8(ΙΙΙ)/2011). 

Barriers Delays in accessing the system because beneficiaries can only 

access the system through other governmental social services that 

delay their applications. 

http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/dsipd06_gr/dsipd06_gr?OpenDocument
http://www.mlsi.gov.cy/mlsi/dsid/dsid.nsf/dsipd06_gr/dsipd06_gr?OpenDocument
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No Shell on the Shelf 

 

Policy No Shell on the Shelf 

URL http://cyc.org.cy/en/cyc-statute 

Year 2011 

Addressed to Young people dealing with minorities from Italy, Portugal, Spain 

and Cyprus. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

The young people involved gained the knowledge, both in theory 

and in practice, and developed the skills required to develop their 

own living library in their country. 

The local community benefited since the participants were 

sensitized on the Human Rights issue and in the long term this will 

reflect on their local communities in their own countries. 

This project became a good practice project which was awarded 

the European Charlemagne Youth Prize 2012 by the European 

Parliament 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes living library and Theatre of the Oppressed are tools that 

involve members of vulnerable groups aiming to strengthen their 

voices. 

Drivers The project was carried out by the Cyprus Youth Council and 

funded by the “Youth in Action” European programme. 

Barriers According to the participants it should have lasted longer in order 

to enhance the team’s dynamic and get in more depth into the 

project’s objectives. 

 

 

 
  

http://cyc.org.cy/en/cyc-statute
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Background National Paper on Social Inclusion Policies: Denmark 
 

 

Policy The Law against Discrimination on the Labour Market was adopted 

by the Danish Parliament in 1996. It was revised in 2004 when 

principles against discrimination due to disability and age was added 

in 2004. 

The law prohibits direct and indirect discrimination on the labour 

market with respect to:Race, Ethnicity, Religion and faith, Sexual 

preference, National or social origin, Political belief, Age, Handicap 

The National Association for Disabled People has taken the 

initiative to raise awareness about better enforcement and 

implementation of the law. Accordingly the National Association 

for Disabled People argue that:  Knowledge about the law needs to 

be distributed to both employers and employees as well as to 

professional organizations (employers and employees 

organizations). 

National support initiatives needs to be adopted for improving a 

better understanding of how employers can avoid to dismiss 

people with disabilities in situations of long time illness 

(tilpasningsforpligtelsen). A call for a nationally structured dialogue 

between labor market organizations about how to improve the 

implementation of the law. 

URL https://www.retsinformation.dk/forms/r0710.aspx?id=122522 

Year 2008 

Addressed to  

Are there results 
of this policy 
available? 

On February 9th 2017 the Danish Institute for Human Rights 

announced on their website, that: The government will introduce 

“a general ban against discrimination due to disability. Thereby 

Denmark takes an important step towards the fulfilment of the 

UN’s Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). 

https://menneskeret.dk/nyheder/personer-handicap-faar- 

diskriminationsbeskyttelse 

 

https://www.retsinformation.dk/forms/r0710.aspx?id=122522
https://menneskeret.dk/nyheder/personer-handicap-faar-diskriminationsbeskyttelse
https://menneskeret.dk/nyheder/personer-handicap-faar-diskriminationsbeskyttelse
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Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes, the National Association for Disabled People is a strong voice in 

the monitoring and evaluation of the law. 

Drivers Pressure and lobbying from interest organization 

Awareness raising from organizations such as The Danish Institute for 

Human Rights, that have gone into an analysis of the implementation 

of the law in relation to the UN’s Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities (CRPD): https://www.humanrights.dk/ 

Barriers https://menneskeret.dk/emner/handicap/forstaa-konvention/artikel- 

5/imr-artikel-5 

https://www.humanrights.dk/
https://menneskeret.dk/emner/handicap/forstaa-konvention/artikel-5/imr-artikel-5
https://menneskeret.dk/emner/handicap/forstaa-konvention/artikel-5/imr-artikel-5
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Policy Policy New Strategy: Strengthen Citizenship for People with 

Disabilities in the form of the so-called Thinktank New Alliances. 

New collaboration between the Danish Handicap Organizations (an 

umbrella organization for all interest organizations in the area of 

disabilities) and the National Council for Volunteering (appointed by 

the Minister for Children and Social Affairs). Objectives: To stimulate 

ways in which more people with disabilities can participate in civil 

society and in voluntary associations.“Many people with disabilities 

would like to become active as volunteers in the local football club, 

second hand shop or theater association. And many of such places 

could use an extra hand to manage the many tasks of a voluntary 

association”. http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-

strategi-styrk- medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/ 

The Thinktank New Alliances formed by an alliance between the 

National Council on Volunteering and the Danish Handicap 

Organizations will develop a strategy for including people with 

disabilities in activities and communities in multiple types of 

associations. 

URL http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-strategi-styrk- 

medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/ 

http://frivilligraadet.dk/sites/default/files/attachments/Strategi%20f

or%20Alliancer_Handicapvenlig.pdf 

Year 23.05. 2016 

Addressed to  

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Contacts – mentioned in press release from 23.05.2017: 

• Chairperson of the National Council of Volunteering. Vibe Klarup 

Voetmann: 0045 2612 1832 

• Chairman of the Danish Handicaporganizations, Thorkild Olesen: 

0045 3814 8804 / 2340 9200 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes 

Drivers  

Barriers  

http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-strategi-styrk-medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/
http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-strategi-styrk-medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/
http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-strategi-styrk-medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/
http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-strategi-styrk-medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/
http://www.handicap.dk/nyheder/nyhedsarkiv/ny-strategi-styrk-medborgerskabet-for-personer-med-handicap/
http://frivilligraadet.dk/sites/default/files/attachments/Strategi%20for%20Alliancer_Handicapvenlig.pdf
http://frivilligraadet.dk/sites/default/files/attachments/Strategi%20for%20Alliancer_Handicapvenlig.pdf
http://frivilligraadet.dk/sites/default/files/attachments/Strategi%20for%20Alliancer_Handicapvenlig.pdf
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Policy Law on Registered Social Enterprise – combined policy consisting of a 

new national law; a National Growth Centre for Social enterprise; a 

social enterprise label (possibility for social enterprises to be 

registered). 

The Ministry of Social Policy and the Ministry of Employment and 

Growth together established a so-called Growth Centre for Social 

Enterprise in September 2014. A new government decided to close the 

center again in December 2015. 

It is still possible for social enterprises to register – to get the public 

recognition of being – a social enterprise 

URL http://socialvirksomhed.dk/om/socialokonomisk-virksomhed 

Sophian Drif: 3529 1513 

Year Adopted by the Danish parliament, June 2014 

Addressed to  

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Although the Growth Centre for Social Enterprise is closed, the 

registration label is still functioning. 

Many social enterprises all over Denmark have responded to the new 

policy and have become “registered social enterprises”, and thus are 

seeking to enhance their position in negotiations with public and 

private partners.  

The Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs, that hosts the 

registration mark for social enterprise informs in a phone interview on 

thatthat: 

194 social enterprises have applied and become registered social 

enterprises since the mark was launched in January 2015. 

That 25 % of all municipalities in Denmark has a local policy for social 

enterprise. 

There are two benefits of the registration mark: 

The database on registered social enterprises receives many visits. 

Often the visitors are from municipalities who wants to do business 

with social enterprises related to f.i. services and work integration. 

Possibility for social enterprises to get a logo / mark stating that they 

are operating according to the principles for social enterprise as 

defined in the law. 

http://socialvirksomhed.dk/om/socialokonomisk-virksomhed
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Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The policy (the law) does only partly include the voice of vulnerable 

groups. However the law dictates that “registered social enterprises” 

must have a “social mission….participatory and responsible 

governance” (§ 5.1 and 5.4). 

Since the Growth Centre has been closed there is no follow up 

measures to evaluate if registered social enterprises are in fact 

systematically including the voices of vulnerable groups although the 

social enterprises are targeting problems associated with these groups. 

Drivers Motivation to be a registered social enterprise to enhance market 

position. 

Barriers No national support policies to back up and make an ecology for social 

enterprise. 

A policy framework and eco system for social enterprise was launched 

in 2014/15 but almost completely shut down end of 2015. It is a barrier 

when firstly entrepreneurial energies and expectations are set free 

through the promise of new supportive policies than to be closed just 

after a few months of existence. This leads to a lack of legitimacy from 

social entrepreneurs in spe and ordinary citizens wanting to become 

engaged. 

Too focused on conventional market mechanisms and less on 

advocacy. 
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Policy 
 
 
 

Policy change: Denmark deletes transgender from list of diseases. On 
12th of May 2016, the Danish Minister of Health announced that 
transgendered people should no longer feel that the Danish Health Care 
system treat them as mentally ill. 
http://politiken.dk/forbrugogliv/sundhedogmotion/art5622015/Sundh
e dsstyrelsen-Transk%C3%B8nnede-er-ikke-psykisk-syge-men-de-har-brug- 
for-en-diagnose 
The change has been implemented from January 1st 2017 and implies 
that transgendered people can obtain a legal change of sex even if they 
are not going through a physical change of sex. Furthermore the public 
coding of transgender as a mental illness has been closed from January 
1st 2017 (https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-
og- rettigheder/koensskifte). 
The minister furthermore declared that the work with a de- 
stigmatization (of transgendered people) will not end with the change 
of coding: “But when we talk about equality and freedom to difference 
(diversity), then it is important to ensure, that you as a transgendered 
person also at the practical level is met with respect and dignity, when 
asking for help from the health authorities”. Thus, the minister has 
launched a project leading to a new professional guidance that also 
includes participation of stakeholders from Denmark as well as abroad. 
24 for transgendered activists on December 8th 2016 received the 
annual award – the Human Rights Prize. The activist received the prize 
because they had contributed to push for a removal of 
transgenderedness from the Danish Helath Authority’s list of dianogsis 
of mental health (https://menneskeret.dk/nyheder/foeles-foerst-lige-
startet). 

URL https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-og- 
rettigheder/koensskifte 

Year 2017 

Addressed to  

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

New procedure for working with transgender by public authorities, and 
particularly in the public health system. 
Denmark to become first country to no longer define transgender as a 
mental illness (?): 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/denmark-will-be- 
the-first-country-to-no-longer-define-being-transgender-as-a-mental- 
illness-a7029151.html 

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

See above. 

http://politiken.dk/forbrugogliv/sundhedogmotion/art5622015/Sundhedsstyrelsen-Transk%C3%B8nnede-er-ikke-psykisk-syge-men-de-har-brug-for-en-diagnose
http://politiken.dk/forbrugogliv/sundhedogmotion/art5622015/Sundhedsstyrelsen-Transk%C3%B8nnede-er-ikke-psykisk-syge-men-de-har-brug-for-en-diagnose
http://politiken.dk/forbrugogliv/sundhedogmotion/art5622015/Sundhedsstyrelsen-Transk%C3%B8nnede-er-ikke-psykisk-syge-men-de-har-brug-for-en-diagnose
http://politiken.dk/forbrugogliv/sundhedogmotion/art5622015/Sundhedsstyrelsen-Transk%C3%B8nnede-er-ikke-psykisk-syge-men-de-har-brug-for-en-diagnose
https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-og-rettigheder/koensskifte
https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-og-rettigheder/koensskifte
https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-og-rettigheder/koensskifte
https://menneskeret.dk/nyheder/foeles-foerst-lige-startet
https://menneskeret.dk/nyheder/foeles-foerst-lige-startet
https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-og-rettigheder/koensskifte
https://www.sst.dk/da/sygdom-og-behandling/patientinfo-og-rettigheder/koensskifte
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/denmark-will-be-the-first-country-to-no-longer-define-being-transgender-as-a-mental-illness-a7029151.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/denmark-will-be-the-first-country-to-no-longer-define-being-transgender-as-a-mental-illness-a7029151.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/denmark-will-be-the-first-country-to-no-longer-define-being-transgender-as-a-mental-illness-a7029151.html
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Drivers  

Barriers  
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Policy Programme: We Need All Youngsters was a policy initiative (2003-215) 
originally launched by the Ministry for Integration and since 2012 
implemented by the Ministry for Education with the goal to increase the 
proportion of young people finishing school with a degree to 95%, with 
a special focus on young people with migration background.  
The programme funded a number of initiatives, working with 
intermediairies like NGOs (i.e. Save the Children, Danish Refugee 
Council) and local associations to promote inclusion through 
educational success. 
Areas of activity were determined based on feasibility studies, working 
with local actors and initiatives, usually neighborhoods with a high 
proportion of immigrants. Activities were developed in collaboration 
between Ministry consultants and local youth, parents, schools, 
colleges, housing associations, NGOs and other partners, adapted to 
specific local needs and opportunities. The programme launched 
initiatives such as Youth Academies, Homework Cafes, Youth Culture, all 
designed to support youth in educational success, to foster awareness 
of the multiple options in further education. 

URL http://www.brugforalleunge.dk/Brug-for-alle-unge 

Year 2003-2015 

Addressed to Youth with Migration background, now extended to all youth who 
need support with their education. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Initiatives that were part of the We need all Youngsters programme 
have been evaluated in 2014 and 2016 by a researcher and 
independent consultants. 
The follow-up programme, which broadens activities to include all 
youth, will be by a consortium of Epinion, Deloitte, Pluss Leadership 
and Aalborg and Laboratory for research-based school development 
and educational practice (LSP)).  
http://www.brugforalleunge.dk/Brug-for-alle-unge/Viden-og-
resultater 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes (see above) 

Drivers Working with local stakeholders, adapting initiatives to local needs 
and opportunities 

Barriers Ensuring long-term involvement of local volunteers, introduction of 
compulsory all-day school in 2014, reducing the time young people 
can attend activities outside school. The programme has set up so-
called guidance centers in schools and leisure facilities across the 
country, in order to be able to still reach out to youth, but is has thus 
lost its very local embeddedness.Reduced funding for the 

http://www.brugforalleunge.dk/Brug-for-alle-unge
http://www.brugforalleunge.dk/Brug-for-alle-unge/Viden-og-resultater
http://www.brugforalleunge.dk/Brug-for-alle-unge/Viden-og-resultater
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programme, which has for now been extended until 2018 
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Policy Public discourse on immigration: 50 restrictions in immigration 
policy since 2015. This is a negative policy example. On March 14th 
2017, Minister of Immigration and Integration on her Facebook 
account celebrated “50 restrictions (tightenings) on the area of aliens” 
(migration and asylum). The celebration was accompanied with a 
photo of the minister holding a big cake with the number “50” 
inserted in marzipan and chocolate.  
https://www.facebook.com/IngerStojberg/photos/rpp.20740158596623 
3/1397458950293818/?type=3&theater 

URL http://uim.dk/gennemforte-stramninger-pa-udlaendingeomradet 

Year 2015-2017 

Addressed to  

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

50 restrictions/ tightenings in the area of migration, asylum and 
integration. The 50 restrictions cover the areas of benefits, 
citizenship, asylum, deportation of rejected asylum seekers, reunion 
of families, permanent provision of residence, deportation, religious 
preachers, people on tolerated stay and deported criminals. Especially 
restrictions implemented within the sub-areas of benefits, citizenship 
and permanent residence are related to issues of addressing social 
exclusion of refugees and immigrants as vulnerable groups. New 
policies under the public discourse of “50 restrictions” and within 
these three areas include: 

• Introduction of specific Integration Benefit 

• Tightened test of language skills 

• New and tightened citizenship test 

• Demands for self-support 

• Tightened demands for employment 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The policies cover a vast area related to immigrants, refugees and 
asylum seekers. Some of these may include hearing the voices of the 
potentially socially excluded group.However, the above-mentioned 
policies are embedded in a policy framework established to restrict 
influx of refugees and to improve the workings of integration policies. 

Drivers • To respond to a broadly accepted need to tighten the area of 
immigration and integration 

• To improve integration 
Barriers • Lack of legitimacy in the target group 

• Lack of possibilities of controlling international mechanisms 
causing immigration 

https://www.facebook.com/IngerStojberg/photos/rpp.207401585966233/1397458950293818/?type=3&amp;theater
https://www.facebook.com/IngerStojberg/photos/rpp.207401585966233/1397458950293818/?type=3&amp;theater
http://uim.dk/gennemforte-stramninger-pa-udlaendingeomradet
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Policy Local policy experiment: Unemployed take the lead  

The project was launched in December 2015 for a three-year period 
as a collaboration between Århus municipality (second largest in 
Denmark) and Velux Foundation. 
Target group: 100 persons the age of 30 to 55 years with at least one 
year of unemployment will be able to get an additional 50.000 DKK 
(6.670 €) to assist them in getting a job. The money can be used for 
purposes that the unemployed find meaningful and useful and must 
be prioritized in collaboration between the unemployed and the local 
job center. 

URL http://urbact.eu/long-term-unemployed-take-lead-aarhus 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Unemployed 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Since the first amount was distributed in the spring of 2016, 27 long 
time unemployed persons have received up to 50.000 DKK. 
9 previously unemployed persons have started their own little 
business. Among the 9 businesses are a flower shop, a workshop that 
produces leather products, an auto repair shop, a mobile coffee shop 
and a  gardener 

Does this 

policy 

include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The social innovation incubator, Social+ that has been the driving 
force in designing the experiment stress that: “the citizens are the 
driving force themselves in defining how the amount of money shall 
be used for re-entering the labour market. The objective of the 
experiment is to realize many more possibilities than traditionally, 
and to secure are the initiators and owners of the way opportunities 
are realized” (https://socialeopfindelser.dk/cases/) 
Head of employment in the city of Århus, Vibeke Jensen, argues that 
“the possibility to decide over the way the money are used has had a 
big impact on the success of the experiment” 
(https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/oestjylland/fra-kontanthjaelp-
til-egen-virksomhed-anne-mette-fik-50000-kroner-af) 

Drivers Motivation to re-enter the labour market. 

Barriers The time limits of an experiment: it runs three years from December 
2015. 

http://urbact.eu/long-term-unemployed-take-lead-aarhus
https://socialeopfindelser.dk/cases/
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/oestjylland/fra-kontanthjaelp-til-egen-virksomhed-anne-mette-fik-50000-kroner-af
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/oestjylland/fra-kontanthjaelp-til-egen-virksomhed-anne-mette-fik-50000-kroner-af
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Policy Policy practice The Street Lawyers – Hardcore Harm-Reducers 

Organization started in 1999 to offer legal assistance and other types 
of support to excluded and marginalized people. Main task is street 
level and direct support to drug abusers and other types of heavily 
excluded people. Strictly speaking, this is not a policy but street-level 
policy practice. 

URL http://www.gadejuristen.dk/ 

Year 1999 

Addressed to Substance abusers, socially excluded 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

In 2017 the Danish Parliament decided to give 20 mio DKK (2,666 mio 
€) to Gadejuristen (The Street Lawyers) to ensure the continued 
activities concerning legal advice to vary excluded people in specific 
cases and to inform about drug abuse. Since its start in 1999 the 
Street Lawyers have produce several results of their activities. One of 
those was in October 2015: “Nine bottle collectors acquitted by the 
Copenhagen City Court”. The bottle collectors had sought shelter in a 
schoolyard in 2014 during an incident of heavy rain. The nine men 
were arrested since the police found that it was a trespass of private 
property. The court found that the bottle collectors had no way of 
knowing that they took shelter on private property and the police was 
sentenced to pay back the confiscation of income based upon 
collection of bottles. Furthermore the Street Lawyers uncovered that 
several legal procedures were neglected by the police in the actual 
handling of the situation. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Core values for the Street Lawyers are that “each individual has the 
right to respect for her autonomy. The Street Lawyers take their 
pragmatic point of departure in a raw reality and seek to be useful for 
among others drug abusers and street-sex-providers in the current 
societal frame and to contribute to changes of the societal frame” 
(http://gadejuristen.dk/om-gadejuristen). 

Drivers Motivated Street Lawyers. 
Support from excellent legal experts in Denmark and abroad. Support 
from civil society. 

Barriers Increase in numbers of homeless and extremely marginalized people. 
Lack of both institutional and individual tolerance to extremely 
marginalized people (stigmatization). 
 

http://www.gadejuristen.dk/
http://gadejuristen.dk/om-gadejuristen)
http://gadejuristen.dk/om-gadejuristen)
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Policy Regional policy initiative: Health for Life  
aims at fostering more awareness and prevention by working more 
closely with citizens, schools, job centers and civil society 
organisations to find frameworks that promote equal chances to a 
healthy life for all. 
According to a 2016 OECD report on health policy Denmark has a 
strong and high performing healthcare system. However, challenges 
remain when it comes to primary care and prevention. In spring 2016, 
state, regions and municipalities jointly committed to create more 
healthy years of life for Danes and people living in Denmark. The 
Assembly of regions is pushing for more encompassing national 
prevention and health awareness strategy that includes multiple 
actors as part in the face of reduced public spending and an ageing 
population. http://www.oecd.org/denmark/Health-Policy-in-
Denmark-June- 2016.pdf 

URL http://www.regioner.dk/media/4740/forebyg-ny.pdf 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Health Prevention and Awareness 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Presentation of Health for Life at Assembly of Regions included good 
practice examples like Headspace, an initiative to prevent mental 
illness among young people, working with volunteers at local level. 
http://www.psykisksaarbar.dk/nyheder/headspace-som-medspiller-i- 
regionernes-fokus-paa-forebyggelse 
This initiative by organisation the Social Network has been influential 
in changing public discourse from mental illness to mental 
vulnerability, based on consultations with their users and their 
families (see SOLIDUS WP2 case study). The report also explicitly 
refers to patient networks and public institutions like schools and job 
centers as potential partners. 

Drivers Strong civil society partners like patient organisations, 
Ability to build on tested formats for health prevention (i.e. 
Headspace for mental health among youth) 

Barriers Lacking comprehensive data on health issues to build nation wide 
prevention and awareness framework, due to different spatial 
responsibilities in health-related provisions. 
Reduced public spending and privatisation of municipal and 
regional tasks. 

http://www.oecd.org/denmark/Health-Policy-in-Denmark-June-2016.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/denmark/Health-Policy-in-Denmark-June-2016.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/denmark/Health-Policy-in-Denmark-June-2016.pdf
http://www.regioner.dk/media/4740/forebyg-ny.pdf
http://www.psykisksaarbar.dk/nyheder/headspace-som-medspiller-i-regionernes-fokus-paa-forebyggelse
http://www.psykisksaarbar.dk/nyheder/headspace-som-medspiller-i-regionernes-fokus-paa-forebyggelse
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Policy National and local policies Debt counselling to citizens 

Various national and municipal policy initiatives in Denmark are 

targeting financially marginalized citizens with high economic 

debt. Usually, public authorities collaborate with a broad variety 

of associations and organizations that offer debt counselling to 

marginalized citizens. 

The ways and procedures for debt counselling vary according to 

region and local context, but usually in cooperation with national 

organizations such as The Danish Consumer Council (DCC), ‘the 

only independent and authoritative voice of all consumers in 

Denmark’ (https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer). DCC is 

a member organisation with a national secretariat of 120 people, 

an annual government grant covering between 20-25% of the 

annual budget, and the rest in membership fees, grants and 

earned income. The DCC runs projects to strengthen consumer 

empowerment. One such project is ‘The Danish Consumer 

Council Debt Counselling’. The debt counselling ‘offers 

counselling to consumers with a low income, large debts or a low 

disposable income” (https://taenk.dk/om- os/about-

us?genvej=footer). DCC’ debt counselling is provided nationally 

through centres in 6 towns across Denmark, and is run by 120 

volunteers that have helped more than 11.000 people to get out 

of their debt since 2010. 

URL https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer 

http://gaeld.taenk.dk/ 

Year 2010 

Addressed to Financially marginalized citizens 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

11.000 financially marginalized citizens helped through one 

national scheme provide by the Danish Consumer Council, DCC. 

There are many other providers both nationally and locally that 

collaborate with public authorities and civil society. 

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Debt counselling is organized as a dialogue between the citizen 

and a debt counsellor (often a volunteer with a professional 

background). 

Drivers Motivation to get rid of debt. 

https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer
https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer
https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer
https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer
https://taenk.dk/om-os/about-us?genvej=footer
http://gaeld.taenk.dk/
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Barriers Continued marginal position with respect to work, housing etc. 
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Policy Government initiative, implemented by the Ministry of Social 
Affairs: Cheaper ferry tickets to Danish islands. 
The price for ferry tickets to some islands was lowered through a 
grant from the Danish government as of December 2016. 20 
million kroner have been allocated for 2017, 30 million kroner for 
2018, 40 million kroner for 2019, and 40 million kroner for 2020. 
In Denmark, there are 78 inhabited islands. Many of them are 
structurally and financially challenged, and are dependent on small 
businesses, creativity and organizational initiatives within the 
social economy. 35 islands have less than 100 inhabitants. The 
Islands’ economy depends on a stable number of visitors and 
tourists. Thus, the costs of visiting the islands is a factor when 
choosing to go or not. 
This national policy initiative was adopted by a majority of political 
parties in the Danish Parliament (Folketinget) and the Minister for 
Transport and Construction entered into negotiations with ferry 
operators on the implementation of tariff reductions on the 
revenant ferry routes within the framework of ferry contracts. 

URL https://www.trm.dk/da/nyheder/2016/endnu-billigere-billetter-til- 
oefaergerne 

Year 2016 

Addressed to  

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Decrease of the price for ferry tickets to some Danish islands. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Before the implementation of the new policy there was a hearing 
among affected organizations. 
http://faergesekr.dk/39-diverse/146-nedsaettelse-af-faergetakster-
for- biler-passagerer-m-v.html 

Drivers  

Barriers The experience of lack of transparency according to which some 
islands get cheaper ferry tickets and some not. 
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/sjaelland/nu-bliver-det-
billigere- sejle-til-oeerne 

 

https://www.trm.dk/da/nyheder/2016/endnu-billigere-billetter-til-oefaergerne
https://www.trm.dk/da/nyheder/2016/endnu-billigere-billetter-til-oefaergerne
http://faergesekr.dk/39-diverse/146-nedsaettelse-af-faergetakster-for-biler-passagerer-m-v.html
http://faergesekr.dk/39-diverse/146-nedsaettelse-af-faergetakster-for-biler-passagerer-m-v.html
http://faergesekr.dk/39-diverse/146-nedsaettelse-af-faergetakster-for-biler-passagerer-m-v.html
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/sjaelland/nu-bliver-det-billigere-sejle-til-oeerne
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/sjaelland/nu-bliver-det-billigere-sejle-til-oeerne
https://www.dr.dk/nyheder/regionale/sjaelland/nu-bliver-det-billigere-sejle-til-oeerne
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Background National Paper for Social Inclusion in Germany 

 

Within the Federal Republic of Germany, Social Exclusion is a topic often discussed in politics, 

the media and public discourse (BPB 2017). While the share of people that are threatened by 

social exclusion in 2015 was lower than the average among Member States of the European 

Union, with about 20% of the population (23.7% in EU-28 States), there has been no change 

in this trend over the course of the last 7 years (Destatis 2017). 

Since the founding of the Federal Republic in the aftermath of the Second World War, several 

policies have been implemented to fight social exclusion in a juridical way. In general, anti-

discrim- ination has already been implemented in Article 3 of the 1949 constitution 

(Grundgesetz):“[Equality before the law] All persons shall be equal before the law. 

Men and women shall have equal rights. The state shall promote the actual implementation of 

equal rights for women and men and take steps to eliminate disadvantages that now exist. 

No person shall be favoured or disfavoured because of sex, parentage, race, language, homeland 

and origin, faith, or religious or political opinions. No person shall be disfavoured because of disa- 

bility.” (Gesetze im Internet 2017) 

Yet, some other policies have been introduced up until present to fight direct or indirect 

social exclusion either generally, or for certain groups. As there are acts and laws against 

discrimination of minorities in general, most of the policies towards fighting social exclusion 

aim at reducing poverty of certain groups (especially children, single parents or long-term 

unemployed). In the following, we will present a list of corresponding policies in order of the 

year they were introduced. 

In the field of health, the Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act from 

2007 introduced compulsory health insurance for all those who were previously uninsured. 

In the field of employment, the most recent and prominent policy is the minimum wage act 

from 2015 which, after years of campaigning by a wide array of social organizations, introduced 

a general minimum wage in Germany. Among those who profited the most from it were some 

of the most vulnerable groups in society. Discrimination in the workplace was addressed by 

the General Equal Treatment Act, the founding of the Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency, the 

Federal Equality Act and the so-called ‘Women’s Quota’, focusing on the discrimination and 

exclusion of women and minor- ities. 

In the field of housing, policies include Child Benefit Supplements, the Housing Benefit Law 

and the Rent Law Amendment Law. 

In the field of education, the Daycare Expansion Act and the Childcare Funding Act tried to 

close the gap in childcare for the youngest children, whilst enabling their parents an earlier 

re-entry into the job-market, benefitting women and low-income parents with little to fall 

back on especially. 
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In the field of civil society, the Poverty and Wealth Report serves as a measurement of 

inequality within German society. With the introduction of the Civil Partnership Act, same-

sex couples were finally able to give their relationship a legal framework. Measures like the 

Basic Subsistence Income for the Elderly and for Persons with Reduced Earnings Capacity aim 

to give some of the most vul- nerable members of society an extra level of social security, 

while the National Integration Plan has played an important role in advancing the integration 

of immigrants in German society and shifted the discussion from one about them to one with 

them.  

 

Article 3 of the constitution of the FRG 

 

Title of  policy Article 3 of the constitution of the FRG 
(Artikel 3 des Grundgesetzes (GG)) 

URL https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/ 
 

Year 1949 
 

Addressed to Equal participation in everyday life for all citizens, independent of 
sex, parentage, race, language, homeland and origin, faith, or 
religious or political opinions. 
 

Are there results 
of this policy 
available? 

Direct results of this policy are difficult to measure  due  to  its wide 
spread, more general impact on society. According to some estimates, 
more than 50.000 legal cases, both major and minor, have been  fought 
based on Article 3. Article  3 played a major role in the elimination of 
articles in the German civil code: the so-called Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch 
(BGB), that infringed upon its stated concessions from the 1950s 
onward (dejure.org 2017). 
 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 
group? 

Article 3 was introduced as part of the German constitution; 
therefore, vulnerable groups were not directly consulted in the 
course of its introduction. 

Drivers Legal base for equality before the law. 
 

Barriers No further differentiations, no distinct measures for the groups. 
 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gg/
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Poverty and Wealth Report 

 

Title of the 
policy 

Poverty and Wealth Report by the Federal Government 
(Armuts- und Reichtumsbericht der Bundesregierung) 
 

URL http://www.armuts-und-reichtumsbericht.de/ 
 

Year 2000 
 

Addressed to Survey of wealth and poverty in Germany creating a basis for 
empirically-based policies. 
 

Are there 
results of 
this policy 
available? 

As of March 2017, there are four Poverty and Wealth Reports 
published, with a fifth one currently in progress. 

Does this policy 
include 
voices of the 
vulnerable 
group? 

While mainly based on quantitative data, the Poverty and Wealth 
Report is based in part on interviews with those affected. 

Drivers Decision by the German Federal Parliament. 
 

Barriers The Poverty and Wealth Report is limited to providing decision 
makers in politics with an overview and guidance. 
 

http://www.armuts-und-reichtumsbericht.de/
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Civil Partnership Act 

 

Title of the policy Civil Partnership Act 
(Gesetz über die Eingetragene Lebenspartnerschaft 
(Lebenspartnerschaftsgesetz - LPartG)) 
 

URL http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/lpartg/ 
 

Year 2001 
 

Addressed to Civil Partnership for Same-Sex Couples. 
 

Are there results 
of this policy 
available? 

In 2006, 19% of same-sex couples in Germany lived in a civil 
partnership. By 2011, this figure had doubled to 40% with about 
67,000 long-term same-sex relationships, an increase of 29,000 since 
1996 (38,000). However, these numbers represent a lower limit, with 
the true number likely to be higher (Destatis 2013). 
The concept of a civil partnership for same-sex couples has, nonetheless, 
been criticised for the fact that it is a mere alterna- tive to marriage and 
not an equivalent, which remains reserved for heterosexual couples. 
 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 
group? 

There is no clear information on whether and how those affected 
were consulted or included beforehand. 

Drivers Civil Partnership for Same-Sex Couples, addressing the need for a legal 
framework for same-sex partnerships 
. 

Barriers Alternative, but not equivalent to heterosexual marriage. 
 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/lpartg/
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Day-Care Expansion Act 

 

Title of the policy Day-Care Expansion Act 
(Tagesbetreuungsausbaugesetz (TAG)) 
 

URL https://www.bmfsfj.de/blob/86582/8f415e2bb646421f3bab9352f 
c3a50b8/tagesbetreuungsausbaugesetz-tag-data.pdf 
 

Year 2005 
 

Addressed to Expansion of Day-Care and further development of child and youth 
welfare (Bundesregierung 2004). 

Are there results 
of this policy 
available? 

Due to an overlapping of different policies, results cannot be clearly 
distinguished. 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 
group? 

There is no clear information on whether and how those affected 
were consulted or included beforehand. 

Drivers Central element of the expansion of childcare in Germany. 
 

Barriers The demand for childcare has grown disproportionately; in 2014, 
41.5 percent of parents of children under three were looking to get 
their child into childcare. This means that the expansion of childcare 
facilities has to continue (BMFSFJ 2015). 
 

http://www.bmfsfj.de/blob/86582/8f415e2bb646421f3bab9352f
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Basic Subsistence Income for the Elderly and for Persons with Reduced Earning Capacity 

 

Title of the policy Basic Subsistence Income for the Elderly and for Persons with Reduced 
Earnings Capacity 
(Grundsicherung im Alter und bei Erwerbsminderung) 
 

URL http://www.bmas.de/DE/Themen/Soziale-Sicherung/Sozialhilfe 
/grundsicherung-im-alter-und-bei-erwerbsminderung.html 
 

Year 2005 
 

Addressed to Social Benefits for the impoverished, elderly, and those that can’t 
provide for themselves. 
 

Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

In 2013, approximately 960,000 individuals received the basic 
subsistence income, about 499,000 of them above 65. 

Does this policy 
include 
voices of the 
vulnerable 
group? 

The Basic Subsistence Income was driven in part by the demands 
and campaigns of a number of social organisations and interest groups. 

Drivers Growing poverty among the elderly. 
 

Barriers ‘Hidden’ poverty among the elderly is still high. A large number of 
them do not apply for basic subsistence income. Possible rea- sons 
for this are shame and a lack of information. 
 

http://www.bmas.de/DE/Themen/Soziale-Sicherung/Sozialhilfe
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Child Benefit Supplement 

 

Title of the policy Child Benefit Supplement 
(Kinderzuschlag (KiZ)) 
 

URL https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bkgg_1996/ 6a.html 
 

Year 2005 
Addressed to Support of low-income families with children. 

 
Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

In 2012, approximately 300,000 families received Child Benefit 
Supplements. 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 
group? 

There is no clear information on whether and how those affected 
were consulted or included beforehand. 

Drivers Protect children from the negative effects of life on benefits, and 
motivate parents to (re-)enter the labour market. 
 

Barriers To be eligible for Child Benefit Supplements, individuals must be 
eligible for unemployment benefits. This excludes, for example, 
those currently in apprenticeships and individuals without the 
German citizenship. 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bkgg_1996/
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General Equal Treatment Act 

 

Title of the policy General Equal Treatment Act 
(Allgemeines Gleichbehandlungsgesetz (AGG)) 

URL https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/agg/ 
 

Year 2006 
 

Addressed to Protection from discrimination based on race, ethnicity, gender, 
religion or worldview, disability, age or sexual identity. 

 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

The AGG has enforced protection from discrimination both in 
everyday life and in the workplace. Since the policy’s introduc- 
tion in 2006, more than 15,000 people have turned to the fed- 
eral advisory team. At the same time, the introduction of the 
AGG has drawn attention to the issues it confronts and helped 
them gain importance in the wider public, in the media, and in 
politics (Antidiskriminierungsstelle 2016b). 
 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

The evaluation of the AGG, published in 2016, included inter- 
views and focus group discussions with those affected as well as 
written surveys. 

Drivers Based on the discarded draft for the anti-discrimination law, the 
AGG implements four European anti-discrimination directives into 
German law. 
 

Barriers The AGG is in need of a reform to close ‘protection gaps’. These 
include an expansion of time limits in which those affected by 
discrimination have to make their claims, an expansion of pro- 
tection from sexual harassment beyond the workplace, and an 
expansion of legal options by introducing a right for associations 
to bring about collective action (Antidiskriminierungsstelle 
2016a). 
 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/agg/
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Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency 

 

Title of the policy Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency 
(Anti-Diskriminierungsstelle des Bundes (ADS)) 
 

URL http://www.antidiskriminierungsstelle.de/ 
 

Year 2006 
 

Addressed to Founded in 2006 as part of the General Equal Treatment Act; in- 
dependently supports those who feel discriminated against based 
on racism, their ethnicity, gender, religion, worldview, disability, 
age or sexual identity. 
 

Are there results 
of this policy 
available? 

The ADS has already advised more than 5,600 individuals, pub- 
lished a number of publications, run information campaigns and 
published empirical research. 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 
group? 

While there is no clear information on whether they were con- 
sulted beforehand, the advice of the ADS is open to everybody. 

Drivers Part of the General Equal Treatment Act. 
 

Barriers While the Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency is able to point out 
existing problems, the scope of its measures is too limited to di- 
rectly address these. 
 

http://www.antidiskriminierungsstelle.de/
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Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act 

 

Title of the policy Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act 
(GKV-Wettbewerbsstärkungsgesetz (GKV-WSG)) 
 

URL https://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesan 
zeiger_BGBl&start=//*%255B@attr_id=%2527bgbl107s0378.pdf 
%2527%255D# bgbl %2F%2F*%5B%40attr_id%3D%27bgbl10 
7s0378.pdf%27%5D 1491569945246 
 

Year 2007 
 

Addressed to Compulsory health insurance. 
 

Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

The Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act 
introduced compulsory health insurance for all those who had not 
been insured before. 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 
group? 

The Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act 
was in part decided on by the German Social-Democratic party, 
who follow the idea of a solidary system of health insurance. 

Drivers The Statutory Health Insurance Competition Strengthening Act is 
meant to accommodate rising costs in the health system caused by 
medical advancements and demographic change in Germany. 
 

Barriers Resistance from groups representing medical practitioners who felt 
that some aspects of the Statutory Health Insurance Compe- tition 
Strengthening Act would worsen their own economic situation. 
 

http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesan
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National Integration Plan 

 

Title of the policy National Integration Plan 
(Nationaler Integrationsplan) 
 

URL https://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/StatischeSeiten 
/Breg/IB/2006-10-27-ib-nationaler-integrationsplan.html 
 

Year 2007 
 

Addressed to Goals and specific measures as well as voluntary commitments by 
governmental and non-governmental actors to advance the 
integration of migrants living in Germany. 
 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

The National Integration Plan has stimulated debate about inte- 
gration in Germany and decidedly advanced it. In 2012 it was 
succeeded by the National Action Plan Integration (Bundesregierung 
2012). 
 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

The National Integration Plan is the result of a year-long dia- logue 
between governmental and non-governmental actors, in- cluding 
employers and unions, churches and religious groups, welfare 
associations and foundations, the media, cultural profes- sionals, 

sports clubs, and migrants (Bundesregierung 2007a, 2008). The 
federal integration commissioner, Mrs. Maria Böhmer, 
stated that: “We are not talking about immigrants anymore, but 
with them” (Bundesregierung 2007b). 
 

Drivers Responding to the need for a comprehensive and systematic approach 
to integration politics. 
 

Barriers Goals of integration policies need to be measurable and reviewable. 
 

http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/StatischeSeiten
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Childcare Funding Act 

 

Title of the policy Childcare Funding Act 
(Kinderförderungsgesetz (Kifög)) 
 

URL https://www.bmfsfj.de/bmfsfj/aktuelles/alle-
meldungen/kinder foerderungsgesetz--kifoeg-
/86390?view=DEFAULT 
 

Year 2008 
 

Addressed to Expansion of high-quality childcare that leaves parents free to 
choose. 
 

Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

Due to an overlapping of different policies, results cannot be 
clearly distinguished. Between 2008 and 2014, the number of 
children currently in childcare under the age of three grew by 
300,000; this means that about every third child under three 
was in (public) childcare (BMFSFJ 2015a). 
 

Does this policy 
include 
voices of the 
vulnerable group? 

There is no clear information on whether and how those affected 

were consulted or included beforehand. 

Drivers Central element of the expansion of childcare in Germany. 
 

Barriers The demand for childcare has grown disproportionately; in 2014, 
41.5 percent of parents of children under three were looking to 
get their child into childcare. This means that the expansion of 
childcare facilities has to continue (BMFSFJ 2015b). 
 

http://www.bmfsfj.de/bmfsfj/aktuelles/alle-meldungen/kinder
http://www.bmfsfj.de/bmfsfj/aktuelles/alle-meldungen/kinder
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Housing Benefit Law 

 

Title of the policy Housing Benefit Law 
(Wohngeldgesetz (WoGG)) 
 

URL http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/wogg/ 
 

Year 2009 (1971) 
 

Addressed to Subsidising rent or costs of upkeep of accommodation for low-in- 
come individuals. 
 

Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

About 800.000 households nationwide receive housing benefits. 

Does this policy 
include 
voices of the 
vulnerable group? 

Women’s organizations played an important role in the creation 
of a public debate around the necessity of a women’s quota. 

Drivers Housing benefits are meant to enable low-income individuals to 
afford accommodation according to their needs. 
 

Barriers Housing benefits have to be applied for on an individual basis, 
making this a bureaucratic hurdle for some. 
 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/wogg/
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Minimum Wage Act 

 

Title of the policy Minimum Wage Act 
(Gesetz zur Regelung eines allgemeinen Mindestlohns 
(Mindestlohngesetz - MiLoG)) 
 

URL https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/milog/ 
 

Year 2014 
 

Addressed to Introduction of a nationwide general minimum wage for all em- 
ployees. 
 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

With the introduction of the general minimum wage, those em- 
ployed in low-wage sectors experienced an above average in- 
crease in wages. Especially affected were women, due to them 
being overrepresented in such sectors: In 2014, about two-thirds 
of jobs with an hourly wage below €8.50 were taken  up  by 
women, hence more women benefitted from the  introduction of  
the new general minimum wage than men. 
 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

The introduction of the Minimum Wage Act was, in part, due to a 
long-running campaign by the Confederacy of German Trade Un- 
ions (DGB). The DGB represents the (political) demands of its 
members, some but not all of whom are among the most vulner- 
able groups on the labour market. Some of these played im- 
portant roles in the campaign leading to the introduction of the 
Minimum Wage Act, both through their direct and indirect 
support. 
 

Drivers Political demands by the German Left party and the Confederacy 
of German Trade Unions (DGB) 
 

Barriers There are some exceptions to the Minimum Wage Act, including 
internships and apprenticeships. There are fears that some busi- 
ness owners, who disagree with the Minimum Wage Act, will try to 
defraud their employees through threat  of  termination.  With the 
influx of refugees into the German labour market during the so-
called refugee crisis, there have been some voices calling for the 
Minimum Wage Act to be suspended for refugees. Others, 
however, have criticised this as fuelling competition and rivalry 
between refugees and German employees. 
 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/milog/
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Federal Equality Act 

 

Title of the policy Federal Equality Act 
(Gesetz für die Gleichstellung von Frauen und Männern in der 
Bundesverwaltung und in den Unternehmen und Gerichten des 
Bundes (Bundesgleichstellungsgesetz - BGleiG)) 
 

URL http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bgleig_2015/ 
 

Year 2015 (2001) 
 

Addressed to Equality for men and women in the departments and companies 
of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

2009 marked the first time that the majority of federal employ- 
ees were women (51 percent). Although women were still 
under- represented in management positions (30 percent), 
progress was still visible as this number had increased by six 
percent on 2004’s levels (BMFSFJ 2015b). 
 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

There is no clear information on whether and how those affected 
were consulted or included beforehand. 

Drivers The Federal Equality Act was preceded by the Women’s Promo- 
tion Law from 1994 and the first Federal Equality Act from 2001 
and realises a number of EU requirements concerning equality. 
 

Barriers The Federal Equality Act only applies to the federal administra- 
tion, not the private sector. Departments run by the federal 
states are not affected either, and rely instead on equality laws 
and policies by the federal state itself. The central control 
instru- ment (the so-called equality plan) is still not 
implemented effectively enough (BMFSFJ 2015b). 
 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bgleig_2015/
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Rent Law Amendment Law 

 

Title of the policy Rent Law Amendment Law 
(Mietrechtsnovellierungsgesetz (MietNovG)) 
 

URL http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanz
ei ger_BGBl&jumpTo=bgbl115s0610.pdf 
 

Year 2015 
 

Addressed to Enabling Federal States to limit the rent in new contracts to no 
more than 10 percent above the average of a given area. 
 

Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

Berlin, Hamburg and Bremen (the German city states) aside, a 
few hundred cities have made use of the rent law amendment 
law. However, there are fears that it is seldom used by tenants 
who are hesitant to confront their landlords in a competitive 
housing market which leaves them with few choices. 
 

Does this policy 
include 
voices of the 
vulnerable group? 

Tenant interest groups and other social organisations have long 
called for ways to combat the rising cost of rents, especially in 
Germanys biggest cities. 

Drivers Calls for a regulation on the rising rent prices. 
 

Barriers Impact is hindered by the fact that it is hard to enforce and 
many tenants are afraid to confront their landlords. 
 

http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzei
http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzei
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Women’s Quota 

 

Title of the policy Law for the Equal Participation of Men and Women in Manage- 
ment Positions in the Private Market and Public Service 
(Gesetz für die gleichberechtigte Teilhabe von Frauen und Män- 
nern an Führungspositionen in der Privatwirtschaft und im öf- 
fentlichen Dienst) 
 

URL https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/f_hrposgleichberg/ 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Ensuring equal participation of genders in management positions. 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

At the moment, women make up about 21 percent of top-level 
managers in the 108 largest German companies that are directly 
affected by the Women’s Quota. This falls short of the required 
30 percent (for new placements). 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

Women’s organizations played an important role in the 

creation of a public debate around the necessity of a women’s 
quota. 

Drivers Underrepresentation of women in the upper levels of German 
companies. 
 
 

Barriers Limited to new placements in only 108 of the largest German 
companies; a further about 3500 smaller companies are only 
bound to voluntary quotas. 

http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/f_hrposgleichberg/
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Background National Paper for Social Inclusion in Greece 
 
 

Policy National Strategy for Social Integration (2014- 2020) 

URL http://www.eydamth.gr/lib/articles/newsite/Art 

icleID_615/ESKE.pdf 

Year 2014 

Addressed to Groups affected by poverty and social exclusion, with a focus 

on the low skilled, child poverty and the unemployed 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers In the framework of the Priority titled 'Inclusive Growth', which 

is part of the Europe 2020 Strategy, Greece prepared the 

national priorities for social integration. 

Barriers The guidelines have no binding character. 

http://www.eydamth.gr/lib/articles/newsite/Art
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Policy Social Income of Solidarity 

URL https://keaprogram.gr/ 

Year 2017 

Addressed to People facing extreme poverty 
 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

In the final months of 2015 and in an effort to assess the 

outcomes of the first GMI phase, an evaluation of the GMI 

pilot programme was carried out. Although the programme 

enjoyed widespread recognition among beneficiaries and 

municipality staff, the evaluation underscored a lengthy 

series of issues that had been raised – once again revealing 

serious problems relating to the notoriously weak 

administrative capacity of the Greek state. 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

no 

Drivers The Social Income of Solidarity emerged as a commitment of 

the second memorandum programme. 

 

Barriers Based on the criteria for the allocation of the Social Income of 

Solidarity (i.e. income, assets, residence) many poor are 

excluded. 
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Policy Raft (Road Magazine) 

URL http://www.shedia.gr/ 

Year 2013 

Addressed to Destitute, Homeless 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

no 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

no 

Drivers The magazine was created as an initiative of the NGO 

'Diogenis'. The initiative was targeted at supporting the 

income of the poor and the homeless. 

Barriers - 

http://www.shedia.gr/
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Policy Operational Programme for Food and Basic Income Support 

URL http://teba.eiead.gr/ 

Year 2014 

Addressed to Destitute, poor households 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

No 

Drivers The programme draws on the resources of the 'Fund of 

European Assistance for the Destitute' (ΤΕΒΑ) 

Barriers Geographical disparities in the equitable distribution of 

products (mountainous regions and islands) 

http://teba.eiead.gr/
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Policy Food Subsidy Programme 

URL http://www.ypakp.gr/ 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Poor households 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

No 

Drivers The programme was created in the framework of the 

'National Programme Against the Humanitarian Crisis'. 

Barriers Limited number of beneficiaries 

http://www.ypakp.gr/
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Policy Social Invoice for Electricity 

URL https://www.dei.gr/default.aspx?id=31170&nt=1 9&lang=1 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Poor households 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

No 

Drivers The programme was created in the framework of the 'National 

Programme Against the Humanitarian Crisis'. 

Barriers Limited number of beneficiaries 

http://www.dei.gr/default.aspx?id=31170&amp;nt=1
http://www.dei.gr/default.aspx?id=31170&amp;nt=1
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Policy Social Cooperative Enterprises 

URL http://koinsep.org/ 

Year 2011 

Addressed to Utilizing social economy as a means to develop social 

inclusion actions 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

no 

Drivers Laws 4019/2011 and 4430/2016 put the foundations for the 

establishment of social cooperative enterprises. 

Barriers Need for more state funding, simplification of bureaucratic 

procedures 

http://koinsep.org/
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Policy Community services 

URL http://www.oaed.gr/documents/10195/121451 

2/%CE%9A%CE%9F%CE%99%CE%9D%CE%A9 

%CE%A6%CE%95%CE%9B%CE%97+34+%CE% 

94%CE%97%CE%9C%CE%9F%CE%99+%CE%9 
4%CE%97%CE%9C%CE%9F%CE%A3%CE%99 
%CE%91+%CE%A0%CE%A1%CE%9F%CE%A3 

%CE%9A%CE%9B%CE%97%CE%A3%CE%97+ 

%CE%91%CE%9D%CE%91%CE%9A%CE%9F% 

CE%99%CE%9D%CE%9F%CE%A0%CE%9F%CE 

%99%CE%97%CE%A3%CE%97.pdf/5ac4c56c- e857-4862-8cf1-

c6980f97c773 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Long-term unemployed 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers The programme was redesigned to deal with the high rates of 

long-term unemployment in Greece over the years of the crisis. 

The second phase of the programme extended the subsidization 

of employment from five to eight months. 

Barriers Lack of perspective after the end of the programme, bureaucratic 

obstacles, short period of intervention 

http://www.oaed.gr/documents/10195/121451
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Policy School meals 

URL https://www.minedu.gov.gr/eidiseis/19320-06- 04-16-

ksekinisan-ta-sxolika-geymata-gia-1-625- mathites-dimotikon-

sxoleion 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Primary school students 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers The programme was created in the framework of the 'National 

Programme Against the Humanitarian Crisis'. 

Barriers - 

http://www.minedu.gov.gr/eidiseis/19320-06-
http://www.minedu.gov.gr/eidiseis/19320-06-
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Policy Social clinics 

URL - 

Year 2012 

Addressed to Poor Patients (Greeks and Immigrants) 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

No 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

Yes. These are initiatives designed and implemented with the 

consent of the involved actors. 

Drivers The initiative started by active citizens and activist physicians 

who aimed at expanding healthcare provision to the 

population excluded from the national health system. 

 

Barriers Voluntary measure, lack of funds 
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Policy Social tutorials 

URL - 

Year 2012 

Addressed to Secondary school students with low  family income 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes. These are initiatives designed and implemented with the 

consent of the involved actors. 

Drivers The initiative started by activists who aimed at providing 

educational support to poor students. 

 

Barriers Voluntary measure, lack of funds 
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Policy Providing Greek citizenship to immigrants legally resident in Greece 

for long periods of time, and children of immigrants 

URL http://www.ypes.gr/UserFiles/24e0c302-6021- 4a6b-b7e4-

8259e281e5f3/N_3838_1.pdf 

Year 2010 

Addressed to Legally resident immigrants and children of immigrants 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes. The Ministry of Interior keeps quantitative and qualitative data 

on those who receive the Greek citizenship. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes. Associations of immigrants and human rights organizations 

were invited to express their views during the consultation process 

for the design of the measure. 

Drivers This is an institutional initiative that sought to provide citizenship 

and to promote the social integration of immigrants living 

permanently and legally in Greece, and of their children. 

Barriers Reactions from church and circles of the extreme right. An appeal 

to the State Council temporarily suspended the implementation of 

the measure. 

http://www.ypes.gr/UserFiles/24e0c302-6021-
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Policy Extension of the cohabitation pact/agreement to same-sex 

couples 

URL http://www.opengov.gr/ministryofjustice/wp- 

content/uploads/downloads/2015/11/Asymfono 

simvioshs.pdf 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Same-sex couples 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes. Data on the number of cohabitation pacts/agreements is 

collected by the Ministry of Interior. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes. Human right organizations and associations defending the 

right of free sexual choice were invited to express their views 

during the consultation process for the design of the measure. 

Drivers The institutional initiative is in accordance with an EU 

directive on gender equality. 

Barriers Reactions from the church and the extreme right 
 

http://www.opengov.gr/ministryofjustice/wp-
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Policy Councils for the Integration of Immigrants 

URL  

Year 2010 

Addressed to Third country citizens who are legal residents of Greece 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

no 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Yes. Associations of immigrants participate in the Councils for 

the Integration of Immigrants at the local level. 

Drivers This is a measure related to EU directions for the social 

integration of immigrants. 

 

Barriers No binding character, lack of visibility and dissemination, 

absence of political support 
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Policy Rent Subsidy Programme 

URL http://www.ypakp.gr/ 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Poor households without residence 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers The programme was created in the framework of the 'National 

Programme Against the Humanitarian Crisis'. 

Barriers Limited number of beneficiaries, low amount of subsidy 

http://www.ypakp.gr/
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Policy Programme 'Housing and Reintegration' 

URL http://www.eiead.gr/index.php?option=com_cont 

ent&view=article&id=294&Itemid=219&lang=el 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Homeless, people facing housing exclusion or other housing 

problems, including precariously housed people 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers In the framework of the primary surplus attained by Greece, 

approximately 9 million euros were used for the 

implementation of the programme. 

Barriers Short-term intervention, high level of discretion to the 

institutions that are in charge of the implementation of the 

programme, horizontal intervention in different groups of 

homeless people 

http://www.eiead.gr/index.php?option=com_cont
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Policy National Strategy for the Integration of Roma (2012-2020) 

URL http://www.ekka.org.gr/files/roma3414.pdf 

Year 2011 

Addressed to Roma 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

No 

Drivers This is a national strategy that is related to EU directions for 

the social integration of Roma citizens. 

Barriers Low degree of fulfillment of the declaratory content of the 

strategy 

http://www.ekka.org.gr/files/roma3414.pdf
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Policy Law targeted at reducing the overcrowding of prisons 

URL http://www.ministryofjustice.gr/site/Portals/0/ 

uploaded_files/uploaded_11/N_4322-2015.pdf 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Prisoners 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers In the context of a framework that targeted at reducing the 

overcrowding of prisons, the Ministry of Justice provided to certain 

categories of prisoners the option of release (under conditions). 

Barriers No exemptions are made for prisoners with particularly severe 

criminal offenses, including rapists, terrorists or convicts serving long 

sentences. 

 

 

 

  

http://www.ministryofjustice.gr/site/Portals/0/
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National Background Paper on Social Inclusion in Hungary 

 

 

Policy  Action plan against school leaving without a certificate (early 

school leaving – ESL) 

URL http://www.kormany.hu/download/7/6a/e0000/ESL-

Cselekv%C3%A9si-terv_20161109.pdf 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Primary and secondary school age groups, with special focus on 

those in vocational training 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

Some schools have made efforts to include parents of at-risk 

youth to prevent early school leaving 

Drivers Hungary subscribed to the EU-level policy of reducing ESL below 

10 pc by 2020; however, ESL has been on a study rise in recent 

years. 

Barriers Schools as would-be chief actors are mostly uninterested. 
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Policy  Lifelong learning strategy for 2014/2020 

URL http://www.kormany.hu/download/0/39/e0000/AZ%20EG%C3

%89SZ%20%C3%89LETEN%20%C3%81T%20TART%C3%93%20TA

NUL%C3%81S%20SZAKPOLITIK%C3%81J%C3%81NAK%20KERETS

TRAT%C3%89GI%C3%81JA.pdf 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Whole Hungarian society 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Especially under- educated and elderly people 

Drivers LLL-policies have been underdeveloped so far. The new policy – 

besides its implications for improving the general level of 

knowledge of the labour force – aims at catching up to the 

European trends. 

Barriers Low number of professional institutions and NGOs for running 

the programme, hence, limited outreach; little advertising of the 

programme. 

 

 

  

http://www.kormany.hu/download/0/39/e0000/AZ%20EG%C3%89SZ%20%C3%89LETEN%20%C3%81T%20TART%C3%93%20TANUL%C3%81S%20SZAKPOLITIK%C3%81J%C3%81NAK%20KERETSTRAT%C3%89GI%C3%81JA.pdf
http://www.kormany.hu/download/0/39/e0000/AZ%20EG%C3%89SZ%20%C3%89LETEN%20%C3%81T%20TART%C3%93%20TANUL%C3%81S%20SZAKPOLITIK%C3%81J%C3%81NAK%20KERETSTRAT%C3%89GI%C3%81JA.pdf
http://www.kormany.hu/download/0/39/e0000/AZ%20EG%C3%89SZ%20%C3%89LETEN%20%C3%81T%20TART%C3%93%20TANUL%C3%81S%20SZAKPOLITIK%C3%81J%C3%81NAK%20KERETSTRAT%C3%89GI%C3%81JA.pdf
http://www.kormany.hu/download/0/39/e0000/AZ%20EG%C3%89SZ%20%C3%89LETEN%20%C3%81T%20TART%C3%93%20TANUL%C3%81S%20SZAKPOLITIK%C3%81J%C3%81NAK%20KERETSTRAT%C3%89GI%C3%81JA.pdf
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Policy  Concept for the Transformation of the Hungarian Vocational 

School System 

URL https://www.nive.hu/Downloads/Hirek/DL.php?f=szakkepzesi_k

oncepcio.pdf 

Year 2011 

Addressed to secondary level vocational schools 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

partially: the new curriculum which is heavily limiting general 

subjects is broadly criticised; high rates of drop-outs call attention 

to necessary revisions of the programme. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers As part of the broader educational reform, new attempts have 

been voiced for reforming vocational training. 

 

Barriers Many of the schools are uninterested or even counter-interested 

in changing the structure of their working. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nive.hu/Downloads/Hirek/DL.php?f=szakkepzesi_koncepcio.pdf
https://www.nive.hu/Downloads/Hirek/DL.php?f=szakkepzesi_koncepcio.pdf
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Policy  Sure Start Children’s Centres 

URL http://www.gyerekesely.hu/index.php?option=com_content&vi

ew=article&id=399&Itemid=25 

Year 2011 

Addressed to families with small children, living in poverty 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

yes – the programme is regularly monitored; data and analysis 

are available online 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

It belongs to the heart of the working of these centres to work 

together with the families and the community 

Drivers To improve the cognitive and general skills of children under 2 

years of age, living in poverty. 

 

Barriers Lack of funding and lack of the professional network to cover the 

massive needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gyerekesely.hu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=399&Itemid=25
http://www.gyerekesely.hu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=399&Itemid=25
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Policy  Offering free meals to disadvantaged children 

URL http://www.bddsz.hu/sites/default/files/MK15077_067.pdf 

Year 2015 

Addressed to children in preschool and primary school 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

In the past school-year, more than 2/3 of the corresponding age 

groups were granted free meals in the preschools and primary 

schools 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers To mitigate child poverty that has grown high in recent years. 

 

Barriers Exclusive dependence on governmental funding makes the 

programme vulnerable and exposed to budgetary debates. 

http://www.bddsz.hu/sites/default/files/MK15077_067.pdf
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Policy  Road to high school 

URL http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK16126-

2R.pdf 

Year 2012 

Addressed to children, early school-leavers, mainly 14-17-year- old students 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

yes 

This programme operates with low efficiency with few students. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers To reduce early school leaving that has been on the increase in 

recent years in Hungary.  

Barriers It is very difficult to reach out for the target-group. This would 

need coordinated work of schools, childcare specialists, social 

workers, and parents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK16126-2R.pdf
http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK16126-2R.pdf
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Policy  Development of nurseries and kindergartens 

URL http://www.emet.gov.hu/hatter_1/ovodafejlesztes/ 

Year 2014 

Addressed to children 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

new nurseries and kindergartens have been opened, some old 

ones are re-opened 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

not directly, but parents’ needs for childcare is considered 

Drivers To eliminate hindrance from young parents’ employment caused 

by serious shortage of childcare institutions. 

Barriers Limited funds are available from budgetary sources; many of the 

municipalities do not have the funds for opening and running 

childcare institutions. 
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Policy  Hungarian National Social Inclusion Strategy 

URL http://romagov.kormany.hu/download/5/58/20000/Strategy%

20-%20HU%20-%20EN.PDF 

Year 2011 

Addressed to Roma population 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

yes: results are regularly monitored by civil society actors 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Roma population 

Drivers To reduce Roma exclusion and deep poverty through 

integrating the Roma population. 

Barriers Limited interest in society and severe limitations on funding. 
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Policy  Digital Education Strategy of Hungary 

URL http://www.kormany.hu/download/0/cc/d0000/MDO.pdf 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Students in primary and secondary schools (partially adults)  

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no (but based on an online survey-consultation) 

Drivers To improve the digital skills of Hungarian students. 

Barriers Limited number of computers and other modern devices in 

Hungarian schools. 
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Policy  Hungarian Employment Strategy 

URL http://2010-

2014.kormany.hu/download/8/4c/01000/Fogl_Strat_14-

20.pdf 

Year 2013 

Addressed to employers, Roma employees 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Minor achievement is the growing rate of employment, however 

a significant part of it is coming from the Public Employment 

Programme. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

National Roma Self-government; civil sector Roma 

representatives 

Drivers The very low rate of Roma employment has to be raised, and 

employers get certain supports from the government to help 

Roma employability. 

Barriers Widespread prejudices against Roma. 

 

  

http://2010-2014.kormany.hu/download/8/4c/01000/Fogl_Strat_14-20.pdf
http://2010-2014.kormany.hu/download/8/4c/01000/Fogl_Strat_14-20.pdf
http://2010-2014.kormany.hu/download/8/4c/01000/Fogl_Strat_14-20.pdf
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Policy  Public Employment Programmes 

URL http://kozfoglalkoztatas.kormany.hu/download/f/13/41000/T

%C3%A1j%C3%A9koztat%C3%B3%20a%20k%C3%B6zfoglalkoz

tat%C3%A1s%20rendszer%C3%A9r%C5%91l_2016-01-07.pdf 

Year 2011 

Addressed to employers 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Policy evaluations led to a result that this programme leads to 

exclusion, and it hinders people’s return to the primary labour 

market; moreover, the programme puts severe financial 

burdens on the central budget.  

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers To reduce unemployment; to assist people to acquire new skills 

that help them returning to the primary labour market; in 

general, raising employability. 

Barriers Low efficiency of the programme that fails helping the longer-

term unemployed to return to the primary labour market; 

besides, the programme is expensive compared to the returns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://kozfoglalkoztatas.kormany.hu/download/f/13/41000/T%C3%A1j%C3%A9koztat%C3%B3%20a%20k%C3%B6zfoglalkoztat%C3%A1s%20rendszer%C3%A9r%C5%91l_2016-01-07.pdf
http://kozfoglalkoztatas.kormany.hu/download/f/13/41000/T%C3%A1j%C3%A9koztat%C3%B3%20a%20k%C3%B6zfoglalkoztat%C3%A1s%20rendszer%C3%A9r%C5%91l_2016-01-07.pdf
http://kozfoglalkoztatas.kormany.hu/download/f/13/41000/T%C3%A1j%C3%A9koztat%C3%B3%20a%20k%C3%B6zfoglalkoztat%C3%A1s%20rendszer%C3%A9r%C5%91l_2016-01-07.pdf
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Policy  Hungarian Migrant  Strategy 

URL http://belugyialapok.hu/alapok/sites/default/files/MMIA_.pdf 

Year 2013 

Addressed to Refugees, migrants 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

The strategy to support refugees and migrants was suspended 

in 2015. Since then, the policy targeting migrants has become 

heavily politicised. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no 

Drivers Fears from the ‘refugee-problem’ and opening new trends in 

Hungary’s foreign politics. 

Barriers Lack of European-level and domestic agreement and 

cooperation. 

 

  

http://belugyialapok.hu/alapok/sites/default/files/MMIA_.pdf
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Policy  Healthy Hungary Strategy 2014/2020 

URL https://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=A16H1886.K

OR&timeshift=fffffff4&txtreferer=00000001.TXT 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Hungarian society 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

it includes professional bodies and civil actors in health care 

Drivers The deteriorating morbidity and mortality indicators of 

Hungarian society. 

Barriers The severe and multi-faced crisis in health-care opens up strong 

internal fights in the field that hinder adjustment to population 

needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=A16H1886.KOR&timeshift=fffffff4&txtreferer=00000001.TXT
https://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=A16H1886.KOR&timeshift=fffffff4&txtreferer=00000001.TXT
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Policy  Government decision on improving the employment of the 

people living with mental, social or health disabilities 

URL http://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=A16H1253.K

OR&timeshift=fffffff4&txtreferer=00000001.TXT 

Year 2016 

Addressed to People living with mental, social or health disabilities 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

the representative civil society actors in the field 

Drivers Representation of people with disabilities has been fading in 

recent years; the new strategy re-strengthens these actors’ role 

in policy-making. 

Barriers Weak and uneven representation of the different groups that 

makes needs-satisfaction an immediate derivative of influence 

and power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=A16H1253.KOR&timeshift=fffffff4&txtreferer=00000001.TXT
http://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=A16H1253.KOR&timeshift=fffffff4&txtreferer=00000001.TXT
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Policy  National Anti-drug Strategy 2013/2020  

URL http://www.parlament.hu/irom39/11798/11798.pdf 

Year 2013 

Addressed to Drug users 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

no 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Civil society actors representing drug-users and/or acting to 

reduce drug-addiction. 

Drivers The number of drug-users has been on the rise. 

Barriers Outreach is difficult in this domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.parlament.hu/irom39/11798/11798.pdf
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Policy  Deinstitutionalization strategy for disabled people 

URL http://fszk.hu/wp-

content/uploads/2015/06/Kormanyhatarozat-es-Strategia-a-

fogyatekos-szemelyek-szamara-apolast-gondozast-nyujto-

szocialis-intezmenyi-ferohelyek-kivaltasarol.pdf 

Year 2013 

Addressed to People living with disabilities 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

yes 

People living with disabilities have moved from hospital-like 

institution to open apartment in the communities in villages and 

towns. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

People living with disabilities 

Drivers To re-integrate people living with disabilities into society 

Barriers Slow process, protest of the neighbours.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://fszk.hu/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Kormanyhatarozat-es-Strategia-a-fogyatekos-szemelyek-szamara-apolast-gondozast-nyujto-szocialis-intezmenyi-ferohelyek-kivaltasarol.pdf
http://fszk.hu/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Kormanyhatarozat-es-Strategia-a-fogyatekos-szemelyek-szamara-apolast-gondozast-nyujto-szocialis-intezmenyi-ferohelyek-kivaltasarol.pdf
http://fszk.hu/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Kormanyhatarozat-es-Strategia-a-fogyatekos-szemelyek-szamara-apolast-gondozast-nyujto-szocialis-intezmenyi-ferohelyek-kivaltasarol.pdf
http://fszk.hu/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Kormanyhatarozat-es-Strategia-a-fogyatekos-szemelyek-szamara-apolast-gondozast-nyujto-szocialis-intezmenyi-ferohelyek-kivaltasarol.pdf
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Policy  Settlement housing strategy 2014-2020 

URL http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK15138.

pdf 

Year 2013 

Addressed to Roma population 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

Monitoring of the programme showed slow progress, 

fragmentation of the resources and quite substantial local 

conflicts accompanying the actual steps 

 Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Roma population of selected settlements 

Drivers Dramatic housing conditions and lack of basic infrastructure in 

a high number of settlements with large proportions of Roma 

among their inhabitants. 

Barriers The majority population is often blocking the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK15138.pdf
http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK15138.pdf
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Policy  Discount for House Building for Families 

URL http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK16016.

pdf 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Families with at least one child 

Are there results of 

this policy 

available? 

The programme started in 2015 with widespread interest 

among the target-group: young families with some resources. I. 

e. this is a programme mainly for the young middle- and upper 

classes. The number of grantees is currently over 25,000.  

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

no (professional bodies and certain civil actors are included) 

Drivers To help young people (especially middle class) in accessing 

housing despite the very high prices. 

Barriers Limited resources that reach but a very limited number of 

families. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK16016.pdf
http://www.kozlonyok.hu/nkonline/MKPDF/hiteles/MK16016.pdf
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Policy  National Strategy for the Countryside 2012/2020 

URL http://videkstrategia.kormany.hu/download/4/37/30000/N

emzeti%20Vid%C3%A9kstrat%C3%A9gia.pdf 

Year 2012 

Addressed to People living in the countryside 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Starting in 2012, the programme has aimed to reduce 

urban/rural inequalities and to substantially improve the 

living conditions in the countryside.  

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

no  

Drivers Besides reducing inequalities by settlement and region, the 

reduction of rural unemployment and poverty belongs to the 

primary drivers. 

Barriers Limited resources and lack of true governmental dedication 

to reduce rural poverty 

 

 

  

http://videkstrategia.kormany.hu/download/4/37/30000/Nemzeti%20Vid%C3%A9kstrat%C3%A9gia.pdf
http://videkstrategia.kormany.hu/download/4/37/30000/Nemzeti%20Vid%C3%A9kstrat%C3%A9gia.pdf
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Background National Paper on Social Inclusion in the Netherlands 
 

As already concluded in the WP3 National Background Paper of The Netherlands, the variety of 

measures the Dutch government has taken to tackle or prevent inequality between the different 

groups in the Netherlands reflect a general perspective of the Dutch government that is strongly 

geared towards unequal chances related to low- versus high income groups, and low- versus high 

educational backgrounds. Different “identity groups” are not particularly targeted. Dekker (2014)1 

for example points out in an article about the divide in Dutch society that the burden of 

technological developments and globalization will most likely lie with the lower-educated group 

of people, whose jobs will be outsourced or ‘robotized’. Also, recent reforms in the Dutch taxation 

system are, according to the Ministry of Finance, specifically geared towards improving the labour 

market and at improving the financial situation and labour market potential of lower- and middle 

income-groups (Ministry of Finance, 2015; Ministry of Social Affairs, n.d.)2,3. The identity-groups 

related to age, gender, religion and ethnicity are all included in the rather broad diversity policies 

of the Dutch government. 

Equally, the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (SCP) concluded in their report “Poverty and 

Social Exclusion” (2004) that social exclusion is highest among (1) people in poor health; (2) people 

with psychological problems, and; (3) poor families. Families with a migrant background or those 

with language-problems are ranged 8 and 9 out of the 10 most excluded groups in The Netherlands 

(SCP, 2004, p. 159)4. Consequently, key policies in tackling social exclusion geared towards 

particular identity groups are basically non-existent in the Dutch context. Rather, such policies are 

part of larger policy frameworks related to integration, education, poverty, reintegration, 

neighbourhood development, youth policy, social policy and public health policy. An exception is 

made for policies towards the emancipation and inclusion towards women and the LHBTQI-

groups, which will be addressed in WP 6. 

 

 

1 Dekker, F. (20 november 2015). Debat over de tweedeling moet ook over de arbeidsmarkt gaan, Sociale 

Vraagstukken. Retrieved 26 February 2016, from; http://www.socialevraagstukken.nl/debat-over- 

tweedeling-moet-ook-over-de-arbeidsmarkt-gaan/ 

2 Ministry of Finance (2015). Brief Belastingplan 2016 [LetterTaxation Reforms 2016]. Retrieved 28. 

February 2016, from; https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/belastingplan 

3 Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment (n.d.b). Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid Begroting 2016 

[Social Affairs and Employment Budget 2016]. Retrieved 28. Feruary 2016, from; 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/prinsjesdag/inhoud/miljoenennota-rijksbegroting-en- 

troonrede/onderwerpen-rijksbegroting-2016-uitgelicht/sociale-zaken-en-werkgelegenheid 

http://www.socialevraagstukken.nl/debat-over-
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/belastingplan
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/prinsjesdag/inhoud/miljoenennota-rijksbegroting-en-
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4 Jehoel-Gijsbers, G. (2004). Sociale Uitsluiting in Nederland. Den Haag: SCP 
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General Act on Equal Treatment 

 
Policy General Act on Equal Treatment [Algemene Wet Gelijke Behandeling] 

URL http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0006502/2015-07-01 

Year 2. March 1994 

Addressed to The Act targets employers, schools, hospitals, shops, hospitality 

services, sport associations, insurers and others offering products 

or services. They are not allowed to discriminate job seekers, 

employees, patients or customers on the basis of an irrelevant 

personal characteristic (meaning, ethnicity, religion, sexual 

orientation, political ideology or gender). 

 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

No 

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No (based on Article 1 of the Dutch constitution) 

Drivers Enables people to lodge a complaint when being discriminated 

again. In relation to the Dutch Penal Code, people can also be 

prosecuted for discriminatory acts. 

 

Barriers Difference in perceived and factual discrimination is not resolved. 
 

http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0006502/2015-07-01
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Act Equal Treatment based on Handicap or Chronic Illness 

 
Policy Act Equal Treatment based on Handicap or Chronic Illness [Wet op 

Gelijke Behandeling op grond van Handicap of Chronische Ziekte] 

URL http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0014915/2017-01-01 

Year 3. April 2003 

Addressed to Anti-discrimination act for people with a handicap or chronic illness 

Are there 

results of 

this policy 

available? 

No 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No (an elaboration of Article 1 of the Dutch constitution) 

Drivers Enables people to lodge a complaint when being discriminated 

again. In relation to the Dutch Penal Code, people can also be 

prosecuted for discriminatory acts. 

 

Barriers Difference in perceived and factual discrimination is not resolved. 
 

http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0014915/2017-01-01
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Social Support Act 2015 

 
Policy Social Support Act 2015 [Wet maatschappelijke ondersteuning 2015 

(Wmo)] 
 

URL https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/kst-33841-34.html 

Year 2014/2015 

Addressed to Elderly and people with a physical, mental, psychological or sensory 

disability. The Act aims to organize care and participatory measures on 

a local level, within people’s direct environment. It thereby also aims 

to tackle loneliness, enhance social cohesion and to ensure financial 

sustainability of the Dutch welfare state. 

 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Evaluation reports are available of previous versions of the Wmo 

(http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De

_WMO_in_b eweging) 

The 2015 Act is only recently implemented, so no evaluations are 

available yet. Concerns are raised about increasing inequality between 

(poorer vs. richer) municipalities. The implementation of this Act also 

took place in a time of budget cuts and other financial subsidy 

measures for these groups of people were withdrawn 

(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/tra

nsitiepla n-wmo-2015). 

 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No, vulnerable groups were not included in the development of the 

Act itself. In theory however, vulnerable groups are, as a consequence 

of this act, increasingly included in the decision making process 

regarding their own lives. Also, the Act requires municipalities to install 

a ‘Participation Council’ that advises the local council on social support 

and participation issues. In those councils, representatives of 

vulnerable groups should be represented. Whether or not this is the 

case in reality, is still unknown but most likely differs between 

municipalities. 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/tra

nsitieplan-wmo-2015). 

 

Drivers To enhance social cohesion via participation, voluntary work and giving 

vulnerable groups a voice in the decision making process. It is assumed 

that organization of care and social support on a local level enhances 

inclusion and participation. Also, local forms of support are expected 

to better suit the individual circumstance s of (vulnerable) citizens 

https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/kst-33841-34.html
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
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(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/tr

ansitiepla n-wmo-2015). 

 

Barriers This seems to depend on the organization of the implementation of 

this Act – e.g., dependent upon financial means municipalities have to 

organize such forms of care 

- and consequently may raise concerns about increased inequality 

between municipalities and regions. . For instance, not all 

‘participation councils’ appear to be influential in the decision making 

process or are limited in their advocacy role. Also, municipalities differ 

in the knowledge they have regarding the exact size and needs of 

these vulnerable groups 

(http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De

_WMO_in_b eweging). 

 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2014/03/28/transitieplan-wmo-2015
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
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Participation Act 

 
Policy Participation Act [Participatiewet] 

URL https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet 
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0015703/2017-02-01 

Year 2015 

Addressed to All welfare recipients including people that are (partially) disabled and 
need support in order to get employment, with the exception of parents 
who take full- time care for a child under the age of 5. The Act puts many 
requirements on welfare recipients (obligation to participate in all 
activities a municipality requires) and also requires municipalities to 
support people on benefits in finding employment, and to ensure welfare 
benefits in case they do not have an income or if the acquired income does 
not match the minimum required income. 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Not yet, only recently implemented. 

Does this 

policy include  

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Partially; it supports collaboration between municipalities, relevant 
support organizations (employment agencies, welfare agencies) and the 
welfare recipients themselves. However, this group of people is now 
required to try to find employment. If they do not live up to the 
requirements, measures can be taken by the municipality (e.g., requiring 
community service as a way of reciprocity, controlling income). However, 
the Act requires municipalities to install a 
‘Participation Council’ that advises the local council on social support and 
participation issues. In those councils, representatives of vulnerable 
groups should be represented 
(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet/vraag-en- 
antwoord/wat-zijn-mijn-rechten-en-plichten-in-de-bijstand9 

Drivers The ‘activation’ measures of the Participation Act as well as the 
‘reciprocity measures’ are expected to reduce the number of welfare 
recipients; the re- integration of these welfare recipients in society via 
employment, who will consequently experience more inclusion. Also, it is 
expected to reduce welfare benefits to match the budget cuts that are 
equally taken. 
(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet) 

Barriers Comparable to the Wmo, the implementation of the Participation Act may 
differ between municipalities. The obligations that are part of the 
Participation Act may take a rather enforcing character and may thereby 
undermine the experience of participation and inclusion. The introduction 
of the Participation Act coalesced with rather strict budget cuts, the 
effects of which are yet unknown. 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0015703/2017-02-01
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet/vraag-en-
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet/vraag-en-
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet
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(http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_W
MO_in_b eweging) 

http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/De_WMO_in_beweging
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National Program Against Discrimination 

 
Policy National Program Against Discrimination [Nationaal Actieprogramma 

tegen Discriminatie] 

URL https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/natio
naal- actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Preventive and repressive measures against any form of discrimination 
(based on the General Act on Equal Treatment), and to encourage 
inclusion, enhance awareness of (implicit) discrimination and exclusion. 
The Program is directed to increase the cooperation of citizens and 
organizations (public and private) in tackling discrimination and exclusion 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

No, but the Program is a follow-up on the National Action-plan Poverty 
and Social Exclusion, which was the Dutch implementation of EU-policy 
regarding social inclusion. Of this, several Monitors have tracked the 
outcomes, with dual results. Some of the aims have been reached (e.g., 
integration of older immigrants, preventing school drop-out), other aims 
have not, such as an increase in the social participation of ethnic 
minorities (http://parlis.nl/pdf/bijlagen/BLG5522.pdf ) 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Not directly, but via diversity of lobby-organizations [koepelorganisaties] 

Drivers The program is expected to raise awareness among a variety of 
organizations and institutions (e.g., schools, businesses, social media) 
about discrimination and exclusion, also when this takes place more 
implicitly. It also aims to widen the opportunities to voice a complaint 
about discriminatory acts with the police or human rights organizations. 
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/natio
naal- actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie 

Barriers Although the program helps in recognizing discrimination, it does not 

necessarily help in the willingness to actually voice a complaint; 

neither does it help in better registration and prosecution of 

discriminatory acts. 

https://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/Er

varen_discri minatie_in_Nederland 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/nationaal-actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/nationaal-actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/nationaal-actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie
http://parlis.nl/pdf/bijlagen/BLG5522.pdf
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/nationaal-actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/nationaal-actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2016/01/22/nationaal-actieprogramma-tegen-discriminatie
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/Ervaren_discri
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/Ervaren_discri
http://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2014/Ervaren_discri
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Diversity Charter 

 
Policy Diversity Charter [Diversiteitscharter] 

URL http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-

charter- diversiteit/ 

Year 2015/2016 

Addressed 

to 

For the inclusion of vulnerable groups, e.g., people with a migration 

background and disabled people, in the labour force 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Yes; results of research in other European countries show an increase in 

diversity in those organizations that have signed the Charter. The 

Netherlands is not included in this research. 

(http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/diversity_report2014_e

n.pdf) 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No; initiated by employers. 

Drivers The charter raises awareness among employees about diversity issues 

in their (public or private) organization. It also help employers to 

formulate concrete goals to increase diversity and to tackle 

discrimination, for instance by giving examples 

(http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/wp- content/uploads/2015/05/Concept-

contract-Charter-Diversiteit-voor- bedrijven-1.pdf). Knowledge it 

shared among all the employers who have signed the charter in order 

to enable them to learn from each other 

(http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het- 

charter-diversiteit/) 

Barriers The Charter is a ‘declaration of intent’: It takes time to actually develop 

and implement concrete measures and for those measures to have 

effect. http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-

is-het-charter- diversiteit/ 

http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-charter-diversiteit/
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-charter-diversiteit/
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-charter-diversiteit/
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/diversity_report2014_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discrimination/files/diversity_report2014_en.pdf
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Concept-contract-Charter-Diversiteit-voor-bedrijven-1.pdf
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Concept-contract-Charter-Diversiteit-voor-bedrijven-1.pdf
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Concept-contract-Charter-Diversiteit-voor-bedrijven-1.pdf
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Concept-contract-Charter-Diversiteit-voor-bedrijven-1.pdf
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-%20charter-diversiteit/
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-%20charter-diversiteit/
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-charter-diversiteit/
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-charter-diversiteit/
http://diversiteitinbedrijf.nl/charter-diversiteit-wat-is-het/wat-is-het-charter-diversiteit/
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Act Municipal Antidiscrimination Facilities 

 
Policy Act Municipal Antidiscrimination Facilities [Wet Gemeentelijke 

Antidiscriminatie Voorziening] 

URL http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0026168/2009-07-28 

Year 2009 

Addressed to The Act requires municipalities to set up easy access and 

independent facilities to support people who want to voice a 

complaint (or take judicial action) about discriminatory acts. 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Preliminary findings of an evaluation that is conducted show positive 

effects of the Act in the larger part of the Dutch municipalities, for 

instance regarding the skills and knowledge of the involved 

organizations as well as the adequacy with which complaints are 

handled. 

(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/1

8/voortga ngsbrief-discriminatie-2012) 

 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The Act itself does not include vulnerable groups itself, as it was set up 

by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment. The Act does open 

up opportunities for vulnerable (and discriminated) groups to be 

heard and to take action. 

Drivers The Act aims to enhance access to support in case of discrimination as 

well as to enhance registration of discrimination in the Netherlands. 

(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/1

8/voortga ngsbrief-discriminatie-2012) 

 

Barriers The Act does not raise awareness about discrimination nor does it 

help in overcoming hesitance to report discriminatory acts (see 

e.g. Boog et al., (2009) Monitor Rassendiscriminatie 2009) 

 

http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0026168/2009-07-28
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/18/voortgangsbrief-discriminatie-2012
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/18/voortgangsbrief-discriminatie-2012
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/18/voortgangsbrief-discriminatie-2012
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/18/voortga
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/18/voortga
http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2012/12/18/voortga
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Integration Act & Participation Declaration 

 

Policy Integration Act & Participation Declaration [Participatieverklaring] 

URL https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in- 
nederland/inhoud/inburgering-en-integratie-van-nieuwkomers 
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2016/07/08/participatieve
rklaring-verplicht-onderdeel-inburgeringsexamen 

Year 2007/2016 

Addressed to The Integration Act requires (new) migrants to acquire knowledge about 
Dutch society and to learn the Dutch language. Municipalities on their 
part are required to inform new migrants about important institutional 
structures within the municipality that new migrants will need (e.g., how 
to find jobs, how to subscribe children in school, how the health care 
system works). With the Participation Declaration, new migrants vow 
that they know about and respect the norms and values of Dutch society. 
The Integration course should be successfully completed within 3 years 
of arriving in the Netherlands (migrants can start the course in their 
country of origin), and must be paid for by the migrants themselves 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Yes, a first assessment has been made by the Ministry of Social Affairs 
and Employment, which show little effect of the Act. For instance, 
although number differ slightly, less than half of the migrant are unable 
to successfully complete the required integration courses within 3 years 
of arrival. As a result more financial means are given to municipalities to 
help them in the support offered to the migrants. Also information will 
be given in 34 different languages to ensure migrants will understand all 
the information (https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in- 
nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-
voortgang- inburgering) 
(http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introduct
ies/2017/01/Inburgering) 

Does this policy 

include  

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

No 

Drivers The aim of the Declaration is to increase knowledge about Dutch 
language and Dutch institutional structures in order to help newcomers 
in finding their way in the Netherlands and to integrate them in society 
faster. 
 (https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in- 
nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-
voortgang- 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/inhoud/inburgering-en-integratie-van-nieuwkomers
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/inhoud/inburgering-en-integratie-van-nieuwkomers
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2016/07/08/participatieverklaring-verplicht-onderdeel-inburgeringsexamen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2016/07/08/participatieverklaring-verplicht-onderdeel-inburgeringsexamen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuws/2016/07/08/participatieverklaring-verplicht-onderdeel-inburgeringsexamen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introducties/2017/01/Inburgering
http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introducties/2017/01/Inburgering
http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introducties/2017/01/Inburgering
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
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 inburgering) 
 

Barriers Much of the responsibility rests with the new migrants which may 

sometimes be a burden rather than a help: Migrants have to pay for 

the ‘integration courses’ themselves, and they also bear the 

responsibility to find suitable organizations to follow these courses. 

However, the free market of language institutes functions suboptimal 

and there is a wide variety in the quality of these language institutes 

which results in low scores on the Integration test. Migrants often 

depend upon the efforts of municipalities and of volunteers.  

http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introduc

ties/2017/ 01/Inburgering 

 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/04/21/kamerbrief-voortgang-inburgering
http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introducties/2017/01/Inburgering
http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introducties/2017/01/Inburgering
http://www.rekenkamer.nl/Publicaties/Onderzoeksrapporten/Introducties/2017/01/Inburgering
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Taskforce Work and Integration of Refugees 

 
Policy Taskforce Work and Integration of Refugees [Taskforce Werk en 

Integratie Vluchtelingen] of the Ministries of Safety and Justice, 

Social Affairs and Employment, and Education, Culture and 

Science. 

URL https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/vluchtelingen-

werk-en- 

integratie/documenten/publicaties/2016/05/20/taskforce-

werk-en- integratie-vluchtelingen 

Year 2016 

Addressed to The Taskforce is addressed to refugees and asylum seekers living in 

the Netherlands; it helps municipalities to support refugees in finding 

employment or volunteer work, and to organize ways in which 

refugees and asylum seekers can learn the Dutch language. 

Are there 

results of this 

policy available? 

Not yet; the Taskforce is only recently implemented 

Does this policy 

include  

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Not directly but via existing organizations that focus on refugees and 

asylum seekers (e.g. Dutch Council of Refugees) as well as on 

organizations concerned with employment. Via 35 so called 

employment-regions that Taskforce tries to connect refugees to 

municipalities in which there is a relative high demand for 

employees/volunteers. 

Drivers Participation via employment, volunteer work and learning the 

language in order to help refugees integrating in Dutch society. The 

Taskforce brings together different kinds of organizations to 

encourage collaboration between education, employment and 

integration (see e.g. the website 

http://www.werkwijzervluchtelingen.nl/). 

 

Barriers Unknown. The Taskforce is established partially to bring together the 

broad scale of rules and regulations regarding refugees and asylum 

seekers (https://www.ser.nl/nl/actueel/nieuws/2010-

2019/2016/20160512- werkwijzer-vluchtelingen-gelanceerd.aspx). 

The Taskforce requires collaboration between different organizations 

(e.g. related to language, related to employment, related to housing) 

in order to prevent or tackle barriers. 

 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/vluchtelingen-werk-en-integratie/documenten/publicaties/2016/05/20/taskforce-werk-en-integratie-vluchtelingen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/vluchtelingen-werk-en-integratie/documenten/publicaties/2016/05/20/taskforce-werk-en-integratie-vluchtelingen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/vluchtelingen-werk-en-integratie/documenten/publicaties/2016/05/20/taskforce-werk-en-integratie-vluchtelingen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/vluchtelingen-werk-en-integratie/documenten/publicaties/2016/05/20/taskforce-werk-en-integratie-vluchtelingen
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/vluchtelingen-werk-en-integratie/documenten/publicaties/2016/05/20/taskforce-werk-en-integratie-vluchtelingen
http://www.werkwijzervluchtelingen.nl/)
https://www.ser.nl/nl/actueel/nieuws/2010-2019/2016/20160512-werkwijzer-vluchtelingen-gelanceerd.aspx
https://www.ser.nl/nl/actueel/nieuws/2010-2019/2016/20160512-werkwijzer-vluchtelingen-gelanceerd.aspx
https://www.ser.nl/nl/actueel/nieuws/2010-2019/2016/20160512-werkwijzer-vluchtelingen-gelanceerd.aspx
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Early Childhood Education 

 
Policy Early Childhood Education [Vroeg- en Voorschoolse Educatie] 

URL https://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl/onderwijssectoren/voor-en-
vroegschoolse- educatie/inhoud/wat-is-voor-en-vroegschoolse-
educatie 
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2014/07/07/
kamerb rief-met-evaluatie-wet-oke-en-specifieke-uitkering-
achterstandenbeleid 

Year 2010 

Addressed to Early Childhood Education targets children (<5 years of age, which is the 
compulsory school age in the Netherlands) of parents with a low 
educational background and/or of parents with language problems. It 
offers special education to them in order to prevent a (Dutch) language 
gap before going to school. Via the Educational Inspection division of the 
National Government, the Government ensures the quality of ECE and 
offers special language programs for the ECE (e.g., Pyramids or 
Kaleidoscope, see http://www.nji.nl/) 
 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes, several evaluations of the policy have been conducted as well as 
scientific research into the effects of ECE. Evaluations are positive 
regarding the quality of ECE and parental involvement in ECE. However, 
scientific research shows little effect on language skills and social-
emotional development (http://www.kohnstamminstituut.uva.nl/pre- 
cool.nl/assets/kohnstamm_894.pdf). 
 

Does this policy 

include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

No, the policy targets very young children. Parents of these children 
however are given the opportunity and are encouraged to get involved 
in ECE. The different programs that run in ECE sometimes also require 
active involvement and participation of parents. 

Drivers Extra education is expected to help children at risk in preventing a 
language gap before starting elementary school. This in turn is then 
expected to improve these children’s ‘educational career’. The 
involvement of parents in particular ECE programs is assumed to improve 
the transfer of language training (e.g. by reading) to the family/home 
situation (www.nji.nl). 
 

Barriers In order to get some effect of ECE much attention needs to be paid to 

the quality of ECE programmes and of ECE professionals. Even with 

high quality ECE however, the effects of the social-economic 

backgrounds of this group of children is hard to tackle (see: 

http://www.kohnstamminstituut.uva.nl/pre- 

cool.nl/assets/kohnstamm_894.pdf ) 

https://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl/onderwijssectoren/voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/wat-is-voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie
https://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl/onderwijssectoren/voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/wat-is-voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie
https://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl/onderwijssectoren/voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/wat-is-voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie
https://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl/onderwijssectoren/voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/wat-is-voor-en-vroegschoolse-educatie
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2014/07/07/kamerbrief-met-evaluatie-wet-oke-en-specifieke-uitkering-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2014/07/07/kamerbrief-met-evaluatie-wet-oke-en-specifieke-uitkering-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2014/07/07/kamerbrief-met-evaluatie-wet-oke-en-specifieke-uitkering-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/kamerstukken/2014/07/07/kamerbrief-met-evaluatie-wet-oke-en-specifieke-uitkering-achterstandenbeleid
http://www.nji.nl/
http://www.kohnstamminstituut.uva.nl/pre-cool.nl/assets/kohnstamm_894.pdf
http://www.kohnstamminstituut.uva.nl/pre-cool.nl/assets/kohnstamm_894.pdf
http://www.nji.nl/
http://www.kohnstamminstituut.uva.nl/pre-cool.nl/assets/kohnstamm_894.pdf
http://www.kohnstamminstituut.uva.nl/pre-cool.nl/assets/kohnstamm_894.pdf
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Activating Policy Measures for Deprived Neighbourhoods 

 
Policy Activating Policy Measures for Deprived Neighbourhoods [Impulsbeleid 

Achterstandswijken] 

URL https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/inte

grale- aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-

goede- initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende 

https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/stcrt-2012-9238.html 

Year 2013 

Addressed to The policy measure is addressed to people living in deprived 
neighbourhoods, particularly vulnerable groups living in those 
neighbourhoods (e.g., unemployed people, people with low incomes); 
the aim of the policy measure however is to encourage a healthy style of 
living in those neighbourhoods, thereby trying to tackle socio-economic 
inequalities in health outcomes. 
 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes; a first evaluation has taken place, showing that the required 

collaboration between different organizations is still insufficient, and 

thereby unable to organize the necessary projects and measures (see: 

(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/int

egrale- aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-

goede- initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende) 

Does this policy 

include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

No, it was initiated by health care organizations 

Drivers An integrated approach towards health based on local initiatives to suit 

local wishes, opportunities and health care needs. Local solutions are 

thought to be more suitable for preventive health care, basic health care 

and for offering support in healthy lifestyle choices. 

(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/int

egrale- aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-

goede- initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende) 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/stcrt-2012-9238.html
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
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Barriers Many initiatives are taken but different aims and values of health 

care organizations, and different professional backgrounds and 

expertise hinder effective collaboration between health care 

organizations. Particularly so in a collective health care approach. 

Also, quite a few organizations are already included in this measure 

(e.g., mental health care organizations, general practitioners) but the 

scope could be widened to also include for instance sport- 

organizations. 

(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/i

ntegrale- aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-

ondanks-goede- initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende) 

 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/rapporten/2013/11/21/integrale-aanpak-leefstijlondersteuning-in-achterstandswijken-ondanks-goede-initiatieven-nog-onvoldoende
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Act for Suitable Education 

 
Policy Act for Suitable Education [Wet Passend Onderwijs] 

URL https://www.passendonderwijs.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Wet- 
passend-onderwijs.pdf 

Year 2012 

Addressed to Inclusion and participation of children with a disability within the 
regular forms of elementary, middle and high school. The Act obligates 
school to accept and to take of children with special needs such as 
dyslectic children, or children with development disorder (ADHD, 
autism). Recently the Act is also used for particular measures regarding 
highly talented children. 

Are there 

results of this 

policy available? 

Yes, in general the Act is received well and implemented in schools. The 
research that has been conducted on the effectiveness of the Act 
shows that some barriers are the skills and training of teachers, the 
financial means of schools to implement all the required measures as 
well as the consequences for the educational opportunities for children 
without special needs. 
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend- 
onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-
reactie- op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No, not directly but via lobby groups (e.g., of parents of children with a 
disability or of children with a developmental disorder such as ADHD) 

Drivers The Act aims to enable children with and without a disability to meet, 
learn and play together. This is expected to raise awareness about 
disabilities and (developmental) disorders. and to ‘normalize’ 
disabilities, i.e. enhance acceptance of diversity among people. 
(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend- 
onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-
reactie- op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs) 

Barriers Concerns are raised that the focus is not so much on the child but 
rather on organizational procedures. Also, parents aren’t always well 
informed, and 
suitable individual care for children is sometimes lacking. Teachers in 
turn are not always well prepared for the needs of this group of 
children. (https://www.dekinderombudsman.nl/70/ouders- 
professionals/nieuws/passend-onderwijs-maakt-belofte-nog-niet- 
waar/?id=557) 
(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend- 
onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-
reactie- op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs) 

https://www.passendonderwijs.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Wet-passend-onderwijs.pdf
https://www.passendonderwijs.nl/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Wet-passend-onderwijs.pdf
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.dekinderombudsman.nl/70/ouders-professionals/nieuws/passend-onderwijs-maakt-belofte-nog-niet-waar/?id=557
https://www.dekinderombudsman.nl/70/ouders-professionals/nieuws/passend-onderwijs-maakt-belofte-nog-niet-waar/?id=557
https://www.dekinderombudsman.nl/70/ouders-professionals/nieuws/passend-onderwijs-maakt-belofte-nog-niet-waar/?id=557
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/passend-onderwijs/documenten/kamerstukken/2015/09/25/kamerbrief-met-reactie-op-onderzoeken-passend-onderwijs
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Measure for Tackling Educational Deprivation 

 
Policy Measure for Tackling Educational Deprivation [Gewichtenregeling 

Onderwijsachterstanden] 

URL https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-
vroegschoolse- educatie/inhoud/financiering-onderwijsachterstanden 

Year 2006 (but different measures since the 1970s) 

Addressed to Schools, which based on this measure receive extra funding for children 
of parents with a low educational background and/or of parents with 
language problems 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

Yes, the policy measure has been assessed and adapted throughout the 
years, showing an improvement in the educational progress of the 
targeted children. Current research is ongoing: 
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-
gewichtenregeling- primair-onderwijs 
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-
vroegschoolse- 
educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over- 
verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

No: the financial means are given to the schools – the schools asks 
parents about their own educational backgrounds, and asks parents to 
fill out an official declaration about this. 

Drivers Schools get extra financial means to help and support children who are 
at risk of falling behind (or drop out) in their educational development. 
With these financial means schools are expected to organize tailored 
forms of support for these children. 
(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse- en-
vroegschoolse- 
educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over- 
verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid) 

Barriers Complications may arise as the process of being eligible for extra 
financial means runs via parents. This may be a barrier for (some) 
schools. Also, the Netherlands Institute for Statistics has some concerns 
about using only parents’ educational background as an indicator for 
this particular measure, and proposes among others to include country 
of origin and address information. 
(https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en- 
vroegschoolse- 
educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over- 
verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid) 
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-
gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs) 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/financiering-onderwijsachterstanden
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/financiering-onderwijsachterstanden
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/inhoud/financiering-onderwijsachterstanden
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/voorschoolse-en-vroegschoolse-educatie/documenten/kamerstukken/2016/01/20/kamerbrief-over-verdeling-middelen-achterstandenbeleid
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/publicatie/2017/06/herziening-gewichtenregeling-primair-onderwijs
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Background National Paper for Social Inclusion in Norway 

 

Since the beginning of the 2000s, Norwegian public policy debate has often dealt with issues 
of social exclusion and possible measures to combat such exclusion and promote social 
inclusion. It has tended to be rather vague or undefined exactly what participants in this 
debate have had in mind when they referred to exclusion or inclusion. 
Increasingly, participants in the Norwegian public discourse, especially politicians and 
journalists, have adopted the Swedish term “utanförskap” – the general phenomenon of 
”being outside” (i.e. implicitly meaning being outside mainstream society and not 
participating on an equal basis with others in the arenas of this society). Similarly, a growing 
number of observers express concern about what they see as the emergence of a “parallel 
society” of those who do not participate in the arenas of mainstream society, and argue that 
this threatens the social cohesion of Norwegian society. Especially on the neo-conservative 
or right-wing side of the political spectrum, commentators raise the question of whether a 
larger share of people living in Norway themselves prefer or choose not to be part of or 
involved in the arenas of mainstream society. This question easily leads to another; do the 
Norwegian authorities need to keep stricter control over those who live outside the 
mainstream society or even belong to a parallel society? Obviously, in many Western 
countries, one can find similar discourses among several societies’ elites; both in earlier and 
current times (see Simmel, 1908; Foucault, 1967; De Swaan, 1990, Schneider & Ingram, 1993; 
Hvinden & Halvorsen, 2006, for an overview). 
However, if we turn to the situation two or three decades ago, the dominant view in the 
public discourse of Norway was that people in most cases were excluded from the arenas of 
mainstream society against their own will. Interestingly, during this period, even leading 
politicians acknowledged that in a number of cases, public policies had historically 
contributed to or even served to reproduce the marginalisation or exclusion of some sections 
of the Norwegian population. 
More generally, we will argue that a country’s pattern of social exclusion as well as its 
institutional arrangements and policies to combat exclusion at a particular point in time, are 
likely to depend on the patterns of and responses to exclusion the country has had earlier; 
they will be what institutional theory has called path dependent (Pierson, 2000). 
Finally, we follow Nancy Fraser (2013) in seeing social exclusion as the result of one or more 
of the following three processes; insufficient redistribution of resources, lack of socio-
cultural recognition of status, and the absence of political representation. Fraser’s analysis 
of the relationship between redistribution and recognition is best known. She added 
representation after discussion with a great number of scholar and now sees representation 
as equally important as the two other process. By political representation, she refers to 
“political in a specific and constitutive sense of the mechanisms and decision-rules that 
structure public processes of contestation and determine whose claims for redistribution and 
recognition will be discussed and decided upon” (Fraser, 2013: 165). She distinguishes 
between two levels of misrepresentation. The most obvious, ‘ordinary-political 
misrepresentation’, is when a particular decision-rule means that some people find it difficult 
to participate fully (or elect representatives to take part) in political decision-making. She 
calls the other level of misrepresentation ‘misframing”, that is, when the boundary-setting 
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of the political process means that some people are excluded completely from participation 
or consideration in decision-making forums (Fraser, 2013: 196-197). 
 

Who have been at risk of social exclusion in Norway? 

To simplify matters a bit, members of 8-9 relatively distinct population groups have been 

at particular risk for being socially excluded, and hence, the focus of efforts, campaigns 

and policies to fight exclusion in Norway. Unless one knows a bit of the prehistory here, it 

is impossible to evaluate the strength and weakness of recent or current policies. 

Here follows a short summary of the historical development regarding the groups who 

have been victims of exclusion: 

 

Persons belonging to the primary indigenous population of Norway, the Sami 

(Sápmi). 

 
The Norwegian governments had exposed the Sami to a harsh policy of assimilation from the 

second part of the 19th century1. For instance, the last decades of the 19th century saw the 

establishment of two mission organisations (late merged into one) to preach the Christian 

belief and persuade the Sami to give up their traditional religion. Later, Sami children had to 

go to boarding schools to learn the Norwegian language. 

 

Since the mid-19th century, the Sami had to fight for their right to own and use land and 

other territorial resources against pressures from the Norwegian government and members 

of the non-Sami population. According to a legal act in force between 1902 and 1965, only 

people having Norwegian as their daily and main language could acquire and own land. The 

fact that the Sami have had lived and secured their livelihood over a large area from Mid- to 

Northern Norway and similar territories in Sweden, Finland and Russia has historically led to 

government concern that some groups of the Sami might feel greater loyalty to Russian 

authorities and become a fifth-column in times of war. 

 

A public report from 1959 signalled a break with the assimilation policy but as late as the 

period 1979-81 saw a bitter conflict between the Sami population and the Norwegian state 

over the building of a huge dam for electricity production affecting a traditional area for 

reindeer herding. The conflict involved a huge mobilisation among the Sami and non-Sami 

supporters, for instance expressed in a hunger strike in front of the Parliament in Oslo. The 

conflict led to the passing of the 1987 Sami Act2 which recognised a range of material, social 

and political rights for the Sami population, including the rights to an elected political 

assembly – Sametinget - to deal with matters of significance for the Sami. 
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1 See the 2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf. 

2 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/1987-06-12-56 

http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf
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Policy Sami Act - Lov om Sametinget og andre samiske rettsforhold 
(sameloven) 
 

URL https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/1987-06-12-56 
(see also https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2005-06-17- 

85?q=Finnmarksloven & 

https://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/jd/vedlegg/br

osjyrer/fi 
nnmarksloven_web_lettere.pdf) 

Year In force from 24.02.1989 
 

Addressed to Ensuring the full civil, political and economic rights of the Sami 
population in Norway 
 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Yes, Sametinget has been in operation almost 30 years and played 

an important role in protecting the interests and rights of Sami 

people, e.g. regarding the teaching and use of the Sami language 

and geographical names. 

 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 
group? 

Yes, before the passing of the low through a forceful social 

mobilisation and after through the elections for and meetings of 

the Sametinget – and public discussion in Norway and the other 

countries 

Drivers The parliament would probably not have passed the Act if it had 

not been for the preceding bitter conflict and the social and 

political mobilisation among the Sami but also from the support 

from a large part of the rest of the population. Many are proud to 

be Sami and to dress in the traditional clothes of the Sami. This is 

a growing cross-country and international collaboration between 

indigenous populations. 
 

Barriers Many belonging to the Sami population have scars from the 

negative and demeaning treatment they have experienced during 

their lives. Some feel still that neighbours or people they meet do 

not fully accept them and the rights they have achieved, e.g. road 

signs in Sami have been destroyed or taken away. Partly for the 

same reason, there are still conflicts related to the Sami’s rights to 

using territories they have traditionally have used. 

 

 
 
  
 
 

http://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/jd/vedlegg/brosjyrer/fi
http://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/jd/vedlegg/brosjyrer/fi
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Persons belonging to one of the national minorities of Norway, the most significant being 

the Taters (“travellers”), Roma people (“gypsies”) and the Jewish population3. 
 

Today, most experts think that, given the traces of the Tater minority’s’ traditional language, 

they are mainly descendants from an early Romany immigration to Northern Europe (16th-

17th century). Although less numerous than the Sami, many Taters faced harsh policies of 
social control (including having their children taken into public care, the forced sterilisation 
of many Tater women, prevention of their itinerant way of life and livelihood, prohibition of 
have horses, etc.) a greater part of the period from the 1890s until the 1980s. The mid-1990s 
saw a broad organisational and political mobilisation among the Taters, involving the 
establishment of two major organisations, demanding redress and compensation for the 
treatment that to which a number of people belonging to the population group had been 
victims. First in 1998, the Norwegian government offered the Tater minority an official 
apology for the harsh assimilation policy. In 1999, the government recognised the Tater 
population as having the status as a national minority. Later, the government has also 
provided collective and individual forms of compensation for the policies pursued against 
the Taters. A large report about the treatment of the Tater population was presented in 

2015, and this again emphasised the need for compensation and redress for the Taters4. 
 

 The current Roma minority of Norway is much smaller than in many other European 
countries, has had a shorter attachment to the Norwegian society than the Taters. One of 
the reason was that since the Norwegian government denied a large group to return to 
Norway in the 1930s, most of their members were killed in the Holocaust. In recognition of 
this, the government after WWII granted some other Roma families Norwegian citizenship. 
Generally, members of the Norwegian Roma people are mobile, having close links with 
members of their people in other European countries. 
 

Especially after Romania became member of the EU in 2008, Norway has had a new circular 
migration of Roma people (relatively many of whom are begging in the street). Although the 
victims of prejudices, discrimination and attempts of social control, the Roma people has 
largely avoided the kind of harsh assimilation that the Sami and the Taters experienced over 
a long period. 
 

The Jewish minority of Norway is also comparatively small, largely because many of the Jews 
with Norwegian citizenship were arrested (with the help of the Norwegian police) and 
transported to Auschwitz and killed there during the Nazi occupation 1940-45. Although 
some escaped by fleeing to Sweden or going underground during the war, their own fate, 
that of family members and others had traumatised many survivors to extreme extent. In 
addition, the Nazi occupants had confiscated all their properties and liquidated economically 
all their financial resources. It was first in 1998 the Norwegian parliament granted the Jewish 
minority economic compensation, both collectively and individually. That this took so long 
obviously added to the social and economic marginality and trauma of many survivors (and 
their families). Today, major concerns for members of Jewish minority include growing 
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expression of anti-Semitism and the experience of being increasingly criticised and blamed 
for the policies pursued by the Israeli government vis-à-vis the Palestinian people. 
 

 

Significantly, after encouragement from the Council of Europe, the Norwegian government in 

2003 established a Contact Forum between the National Minorities and the Central 

Government that have met on a yearly basis5. The objectives have been to make the national 

minorities and their organisations more visible, have a dialogue between the minorities and 

the authorities, and give the minorities an opportunity to give their input and feedback directly 

to the government. At the meeting, the government also provides information about current 

issues. The Ministry of Local Government and Modernisation has publishd minutes from the 

meetings at their webpage. In terms of Fraser’s concepts, the fact that organisations of and 

for national minorities participate in this forum has increased the likelihood that relevant 

redistribution of resources takes place (e.g. financial compensation), it confirms the 

government’s recognition of these minorities, and it make it more probable that the causes 

and claims of the minorities will be taken into consideration in mainstream political processes. 
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3 See the European Framework Convention for the Protection of National 
Minorities https://www.coe.int/en/web/minorities 
4 
https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/4298afb537254b48a6d350dba871d4ce/no/pdfs/nou2015
20 150007000dddpdfs.pdf 
5 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/urfolk-og-minoriteter/nasjonale- 
minoriteter/midtspalte/kontaktforum/id71639

http://www.coe.int/en/web/minorities
http://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/4298afb537254b48a6d350dba871d4ce/no/pdfs/nou201520
http://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/4298afb537254b48a6d350dba871d4ce/no/pdfs/nou201520
http://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/urfolk-og-minoriteter/nasjonale-
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Policy Compensation and redress for the many years of harsh 

treatment of members of the national minorities in Norway over 

a great part of the 20th century 

 

URL https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/- 
/conventions/rms/090000168007cdac 

https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/4298afb537254b48

a6d350d 

ba871d4ce/no/pdfs/nou201520150007000dddpdfs.pdf 

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/urfolk-og-

minoriteter/nasjonale- minoriteter/midtspalte/grunnlaget-for-

politikken-overfor- nasjon/id444285/ 

https://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/9b737d2114904b3

79fd4436 
c9a9bd1af/nn-no/pdfa/stm200020010015000dddpdfa.pdf 

Year From mid-1990s until today 
 

Addressed to Providing compensation and redress – contributing to full social 
citizenship for members of the national minorities 
 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Apologies, financial compensation and support for social and 

cultural revitalisation exist. For some these have mainly symbolic 

meaning. Many are still grieved over the loss of family members and 

relatives, for some even whole communities and ways of life. Some 

asks what an identity as minority will mean or have to offer in 

future. 

 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 
group? 

Yes, members of all the relevant population groups have been active 

in many ways, like political campaigns, media presentations, 

pressure group involvement, etc. The voice and visibility of the 

groups have become much clearer in the public sphere. 

Drivers Given the harsh and negative treatment that most of groups have 

received for the Norwegian authorities of earlier times, the 

government had no choice but had to sign and ratify the European 

convention. For the groups, the Convention was an opportunity 

for pressuring for redress and mobilising own members and 

support from others. Most of the media followed up; many 

wished Norway to become a cultural diverse society. 

 
 

 

Barriers Some feel that calls for redress and compensation are risky and 

leading to new stigma as “victims”. A large number remain silent 

or hidden, others feel there is a competition over having the 

http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-
http://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/4298afb537254b48a6d350d
http://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/4298afb537254b48a6d350d
http://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/urfolk-og-minoriteter/nasjonale-
http://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/urfolk-og-minoriteter/nasjonale-
http://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/9b737d2114904b379fd4436
http://www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/9b737d2114904b379fd4436
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deepest wounds and scars. 
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Persons with disabilities 

A third group of people who have been at risk of social exclusion were persons with disabilities 

(physical, psychological/mental and cognitive). From the middle age to pre- modern times, the 

church sought to organise charitable support, work and accommodation for persons who were 

unable to maintain themselves, including people we today would see as disabled. Farmers 

might receive some minimal payment from other members of the parish for taking care of frail 

elderly and persons with mental or cognitive disabilities, often under very poor and demeaning 

circumstances for the persons in question. 

 

From the second part of the 19th century, this changed. Some private individuals established 

the first institution for persons with cognitive disabilities 1898 outside the capital. Public 

authorities took over the responsibility after some years and established a number of similar 

larger regional institutions for the same group. Furthermore, two sisters initiated the first 

training institution for persons with mobility disabilities in the capital in the late 19th century. 

By coincidence, the Swedish-Norwegian king happened for persons with the kinds of 

disabilities referred to here, as well as for children taken into public care. 

 

However, during the period of the 1970s-1980s, there was a growing reaction against the 

extensive use of large-scale institutional care. The closed nature of institutions, more or less 

segregated from the surrounding society, meant that people who were lived in the institutions 

over long periods became vulnerable for various forms of abuse, neglect, lack effective training, 

mistreatment and questionable testing of new methods or therapies without real informed 

consent from the affected individuals. The institutionalised population were often isolated 

from the society outside and denied the autonomy, freedom of choice and self-determination 

that the majority of citizens enjoyed and took for granted. 

 

Parents and other relatives of persons who lived in institutions, together with some prominent 

intellectuals, were central in the social movement for closing the large residential institutions. 

The process of deinstitutionalisation and a shift to care in the community were to take over, 

based on the idea of normalisation, in the words of the pioneer Bengt Nirje (1982): 
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“… making available to all people with disabilities patterns of life and conditions of everyday 

living as close to the regular circumstances and ways of life in society”. 

 

Practically, this process did not only give local authorities (municipalities) greater 

responsibilities for the provision of acute care as well as for accommodation, support in daily 

activities, as well as for the rehabilitation and training of vulnerable citizens. 

 

Normalisation was also to mean providing such services in different, more inclusive, user-

responsive ways, by involving the user in a dialogue about what is best from his or her point of 

view. The significance of these principles is emphasised by the 2006 UN Convention on the 

Rights Persons with Disabilities, ratified by most European countries and well as the European 

Union as such6. 

 

In Norway, a number of legal acts are providing users of health, social and care services with 

the right to having an individual plan78. Professional or agency staff have the duty to draft and 

settle this plan in dialogue with the user. To the extent that this happens in practice, it evidently 

represents a contribution of social inclusion and empowerment of persons with disabilities 

(e.g. Holum, 2012a, 2012b; Michaelsen et al. 2011). Persons with disabilities may also be 

entitled to personal assistance9 

 

At the collective level, persons with disabilities have had representatives in Councils for 

persons with disabilities, both at the national and local level1011. This representation has given 

organisations for and of persons with disabilities the possibility to identify limitations in existing 

provisions for persons with disabilities and participate in deliberation about how one can 

correct these shortcomings1213. Similarly, individual citizens with disabilities or their families 

can contact members of the Council in their municipality or part of a larger city for complains 

about services or the responsiveness of the local administration. However, when the 

government abolished the Council for persons with disabilities at national level some years 

ago, this seems to be a weakening of their overall political representation in the Fraser 

meaning. 
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Norway is among the countries in Europe spending most money on income maintenance, other 

cash supports and services for person with disabilities. Norway has introduced legislation 

prohibiting discrimination on the ground of disability, and legislation for ensuring full 

accessibility for persons with disabilities (universal design) and giving employers, educational 

institutions and others the duty to provide reasonable accommodation for persons with 

disabilities (in line with the 2000 Employment Equality Directive 78/2000/EC)14. Since 2001, 

there has also been a tripartite national agreement for “an inclusionary working life” between 

the government and the main national confederations of employers and trade unions in 

Norway. One of the main goals of this agreement has been to enhance the work inclusion of 

people with disabilities who is currently outside the labour market15. 

 

Despite all these measures to promote social inclusion, available statistics indicate that not 

more than 52.3 per cent of Norwegians persons with disabilities aged 20-64 were in paid work 

in 2014, against an average of 48.7 per cent for the EU28 (Grammenos, 2017, Table 18). While 

27.5 per cent of Norwegians with disabilities aged 16-64 years were at risk of poverty or social 

exclusion in 2014, the corresponding figure for the EU28 was 38 per cent (Grammenos, 2017, 

Table 157). In comparison, 86.4 per cent of Norwegian without disabilities aged 20-64 were in 

employment, while only 12.8 per cent of Norwegians without disabilities aged 16-64 were at 

risk of poverty or social exclusion (ibid.) 

 

 

 

 

 
6 https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with- 
disabilities.html 
7 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2011-06-24-30/KAPITTEL_7?q=individuell plan#KAPITTEL_7 8 

https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2010-11-19-1462?q=individuell plan 
9 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/1999-07-02-63?q=brukerstyrt personlig assistanse 
10 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/dokumenter/i-0975-b-rad-for-funksjonshemmede/id87549/ 
11 http://www.hioa.no/Om-HiOA/Senter-for-velferds-og-arbeidslivsforskning/AFI/Publikasjoner-AFI/Et-raad-
for-framtiden  

http://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-
http://www.regjeringen.no/no/dokumenter/i-0975-b-rad-for-funksjonshemmede/id87549/
http://www.hioa.no/Om-HiOA/Senter-for-velferds-og-arbeidslivsforskning/AFI/Publikasjoner-AFI/Et-
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12 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2017-06-16-62?q=råd for eldre 
13 
https://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/kmd/komm/rapporter/rapport_lovfestet_ordning_eld 
reraad-nedsattfunksjonsevne.pdf 
14 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NLE/lov/2017-06-16-51?q=Likestillings- og diskrimineringsloven 15 

https://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/arbeidsliv/arbeidsmiljo-og- 
sikkerhet/inkluderende_arbeidsliv/id947/ 

http://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/kmd/komm/rapporter/rapport_lovfestet_ordning_eld
http://www.regjeringen.no/no/tema/arbeidsliv/arbeidsmiljo-og-
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Policy Legislation and policy for enabling persons with disabilities to 

participate in society on an equal basis with others 
 

URL https://lovdata.no/dokument/NLE/lov/2017-06-16-
51?q=Likestillings- 
%20og%20diskrimineringsloven%20English 
https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/conventio
n-on-the- rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html. 

Year From mid-1980s until today 
 

Addressed to Ensuring full and equal participation in society, education, 

economic security, full accessibility, employment according to 

skills and capacity, necessary services for independence and co-

determination, family life and parenthood 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Progress achieved through deinstitutionalisation, practical 

conditions for community living, independent life, personal 

assistance, generous support for individual transport & technical 

aids. Much less accomplished RE full accommodation and 

accessibility in the built environment, public transport, educational 

and employment settings. The conditions for women and men and 

for persons with different types of disabilities vary a lot and too 

much. 

 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The active mobilisation and participation of the international 

disability movement, both digitally and physically, were essential for 

the UN Convention of 2005. Similarly, in Europe, both national 

organisations (incl. from Norway) and the European networks (EDF, 

etc.) – together with parts of the Commission – fought for the 2000 

Disability equality directive and currently fighting for encompassing 

EU accessibility legislation, against resisting MS governments and 

other parts of the Commission. 

 

Drivers The need to make persons with disabilities full citizens, workers 
and consumers, especially in the light of demographic ageing. 
Active role of disabled people as agents of change 
 

Barriers Lack of knowledge among politicians, employers, etc. Prejudices 
and discriminatory attitudes and practices, a commercial profit-
driven culture celebrating the perfect and beautiful body 

 

 

 

  

http://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-
http://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-
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People with more recent immigrant background (especially Africa and Asia) 
 

As already illustrated, Norway was never a completely homogenous society in terms of 

cultural, religious or ethnic background. Yet, the hegemonic view of societal elites was for a 

long time that Norway was a predominantly Christian-Protestant country with a common 

culture and identity, with roots back to the Viking age, or at least the early Middle age (i.e. 

before Norway became under Danish rule, later under Swedish rule). Up to 1905 when 

Norway again became an independent country, the elites sought to define and celebrate 

what was the main elements of Norwegian culture and identity, through quite harsh 

assimilation measures to enhance the claimed cultural homogeneity. 

 

After the Second World War, Norway did not have any significant net migration until the 

early 1970s. Although the Norwegian parliament adopted an embargo on work- related 

immigration in 1975, there was a continuous and increasing net migration. After a 

culmination in 2013, the net migration fell but did not end. A combination of work 

immigration, family reunification and waves of refugee immigration has driven the overall 

increase in the immigrant population. Of the total population in Norway, 17 per cent 

belonged to the immigrant population in the beginning of 2018. Of the immigrant 

population, 33 per cent were born or had parents who had been born in Asia, while 14 per 

cent had been born or had parents who had been born in Africa (www.ssb.no). This meant 

that Norway have become a much more diverse country in term of culture, religion and 

colour of skin than it was by the end of WWII. 

 

For various reasons, the level of inclusion in paid employment had varied considerably 

between different sections of the immigrant population and the non-immigrant population. 

While the employment rate of the non-immigrant population (aged 20-66) in 2017 was 78 

per cent, it was 65 for the total immigrant population of the same age group. Among 

immigrants with background in Asia, the employment rate was 56 per cent, while it among 

immigrants with background in Africa was 49 per cent. Whereas the difference in 

employment rates of women and men of 3 per cent in the non- immigrant population, the 

gender gap in employment rates was 8 per cent in the immigrant population. The gender gap 

was particularly great for immigrants with background in Africa (10 per cent) (www.ssb.no). 
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Factors behind these divergences may include differences in documented qualifications and 

language skills, family norms and number of children among immigrants, alternatively; 

discriminatory stereotypes and prejudices against immigrants on the part of employers. An 

additional factor has probably been the effects of a cash-for-care subsidy that the Norwegian 

parliament introduced in 1998 for parents with 1-year-old children, from 1999 also 2-year-

olds, and who did not use publically subsidised nursery schools1617. To the extent that there 

have been this kind of disincentive effects of the cash-for-care subsidy, it is another examples 

of social exclusion created – or at least reinforced – by public policies. However, some of the 

larger cities in Norway have tried out pilots involving free use of nursery schools for children 

of immigrants. 

 
 

Largely because of low employment rates, immigrants from Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa and 

Latin America have also greater risk of experiencing relative poverty than the total 

population of Norway18. The difference in risk of relative poverty in even greater among 

children of immigrants from Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America, compared with 

the overall risk for children living in Norway19. 

 

The Equality and Discrimination Act of 2017 prohibits all forms of discrimination on the 

grounds of religion, ethnicity, national origin or colour of skin20. Significantly, according to 

existing survey data, Norway has not had an anti-immigrant and refugee backlash in recent 

years, despite a rather polarised political debate about immigration and refugee policy in 

Norway, especially after the refugee crisis in 2015- 162122. Yet, a strongly immigration-

critical political party, the so-called “Progress Party” has been part of a minority government 

since 2013 and pushed for a stronger refugee and asylum policy. From 1984, the 

organisations of immigrants in Norway had for many years a channel for collective voice and 

dialogue with the government through the Contact Council between the Immigrant 

Population and the Government (KIM)23 24. 
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16  http://www.oecd.org/migration/mig/43247521.d 17 

http://www.unternehmenssteuertag.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Redaktion/DFGFLEX/ws08schoene.pdf 

http://www.oecd.org/migration/mig/43247521.d
http://www.unternehmenssteuertag.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Redaktion/DFGFLEX/ws08schoene.pdf
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The current government and its then Immigration minister from the Progress Party dissolved 

KIM in March 2014, arguing that it was no need for this body anymore, and that she would 

achieve a better dialogue with the immigrant, especially immigrant women by other 

means25. The government was supposed to replace KIM with yearly national dialogue 

conferences, but it is not evident that it organised more than two such conferences (2014 & 

2015)26. 

 

Overall, these changes suggest that – in Fraser’s terms –the political representation of the 

organisations of and for immigrants in Norway has become weaker. They have diminished 

the regularity and substance of the dialogue between the organisations of immigrants and 

the Norwegian government, with the potential risk that members of the immigrant 

population will interpret this as an expression of less recognition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
18 https://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/09679/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8d47cdf9-04dc-4237-a97c-
22946b40c4bf 
19 https://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/09679/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8d47cdf9-04dc-4237-a97c-
22946b40c4bf 
20 https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2017-06-16-51 
21 https://www.ssb.no/befolkning/statistikker/innvhold/aar 
22       https://www.ssb.no/befolkning/artikler-ogublikasjoner/_attachment/331802?_ts=16020884a38  
23https://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/kilde/krd/bro/2005/0018/ddd/pdfv/251780-kim-
brosjyre_2020051.pdf 
24https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kontaktutvalget_mellom_innvandrerbefolkningen_og_myndighetene 25 

https://www.nettavisen.no/nyheter/legger-ned-innvandrernes-kontaktutvalg/5175637.html 

http://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/09679/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8d47cdf9-04dc-4237-a97c-
http://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/09679/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8d47cdf9-04dc-4237-a97c-
http://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/09679/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8d47cdf9-04dc-4237-a97c-
http://www.ssb.no/statbank/table/09679/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8d47cdf9-04dc-4237-a97c-
http://www.ssb.no/befolkning/statistikker/innvhold/aar
http://www.ssb.no/befolkning/artikler-ogublikasjoner/_attachment/331802?_ts=16020884a38
http://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/kilde/krd/bro/2005/0018/ddd/pdfv/251780-kim-
http://www.regjeringen.no/globalassets/upload/kilde/krd/bro/2005/0018/ddd/pdfv/251780-kim-
http://www.nettavisen.no/nyheter/legger-ned-innvandrernes-kontaktutvalg/5175637.html
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26 https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/viktig-integreringsdialog/id2458470/ 

http://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/viktig-integreringsdialog/id2458470/
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Policy A policy that suceeds in combining a humane immigration policy with a sensible 
integration of persons with background from other cultures than the 
dominant one in Norway 

URL https://lovdata.no/dokument/NL/lov/2003-07-04-80 
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/topics/immigration/innsikt/Verkemiddel 
-i-integreringsarbeidet/introduksjonsprogram/id2343472/ 

Year 2003 and later 

Addressed to Giving individual basic skills in the Norwegian language and a fundamental 
insight into Norwegian social conditions and preparing him/her for work or 
education. The target group consists of persons between 18 and 55 years who: 

• have been granted asylum and thus the status of a refugee 

• are resettlement refugees 

• have been granted a residence permit on humanitarian grounds following an 
application for asylum 

• are reunited with the groups mentioned above as part of a family reunion 
following the breakdown of a marriage or cohabitation, have been granted 
a residence permit on an independent basis due to abuse in the marriage or 
cohabitation (as from 1 July 2011) 

 
Those who are in the target group for the scheme and require basic 
qualifications have a right and obligation to take part in the introduction 
programme. The municipality is obliged to arrange for an introduction 
programme for newly arrived immigrants in the target group who live in the 
municipality. The Introduction Act gives the municipalities a legal framework for 
the integration work. The right to take part in the introduction programme 
only applies in the first municipality where the immigrant settles. 
The introduction programme is individually adapted full-time skill acquisition and 
its goal is to increase the possibility of newly arrived immigrants participating in 
working and social life and to increase their financial independence. The main 
elements of the programme are Norwegian-language and social studies training 
and measures that prepare the participant for further training/education or 
work 

Are there results 
of this policy 
available? 

In 2016 about 25.000 participated in the Introduction programme. One year after 
having compled the progamme, six of ten former participants were either in 
employment and/or education. The goal is 70 per cent in employment or 
education. Fewer female than male participation were in employment or 
education. 
 

Does this policy 
include voices 
of the 
vulnerable 
group? 

Little is known about the extent to which the experiences and assessments of 
participants are used systematically to improve outcomes. 

http://www.regjeringen.no/en/topics/immigration/innsikt/Verkemiddel
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Other economically and social disadvantaged groups of people 

 

From the end of the 1990s, Norwegian politicians acknowledged that there was a growing 

problem of poverty and social exclusion that existing policies and provisions were not 

capable of preventing or mitigating. After having considered and partly strengthened some 

of these policies and provisions, the then Minister of Labour and Social Affairs from the Social 

Democratic Party (and member of a Centre-Left Government) in 2008 established a 

collaborative governance arrangement with various organisations of and for economically 

and social disadvantaged people in Norway. 

 

The collaborative governance arrangement has had the following elements: 

 

• A Contact Committee of representatives of the government and organisations of 

economically and social disadvantaged persons, convening two–three times per year 

to discuss measures for combating poverty and social exclusion in Norway27 

• A Collaborative Forum established to enable spokespersons of ten to twelve 

organisations to strengthen their competence, clarify and prioritise joint demands 

and policy proposals one could present for Ministers at the next Contact Committee 

meeting28. 

• The Battery, a centre for supporting self-organisation and self-help efforts (under the 

Church Street Mission), in the role as secretariat, facilitator and intermediary in 

relation to the Ministries 

 

Provision of financial support; the government has granted funds for the operation of to 

the Battery for its work vis-à-vis the Contact Committee and the Collaborative Forum and 

for establishing new local Batteries across Norway, and for basic grants and project 

support for organisations of economically and social disadvantaged persons. 

Drivers Members of the target group tend to have low rates of participation in 
employment and education. For Norwegian governments it has been a high 
priority to increase these rates. 

Barriers Lack of knowledge among politicians, employers, etc. Prejudices and 
discriminatory attitudes and practices. 
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27 http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Brosjyre-SF_web.pdf 

28 http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot-fattigdom/, http://www.batteriet.no/wp-
contnt/uploads/2014/07/Brosjyre-SF_web.pdf 

http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Brosjyre-SF_web.pdf
http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot-fattigdom/
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-
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This model of collaborative governance and open and inclusive policymaking has attracted 

attention internationally, for instance from the European Commission and the OECD. The 

international interest has centred on the model’s emphasis on facilitating capacity building 

and joint policy articulation among underrepresented groups, providing new resources these 

groups and the role of the Battery as facilitator and intermediary. Arguably, the combination 

of these traits made the Norwegian model unique in a comparative context. 

 

A research report took stock of the experiences and achievements of almost three years of 

operation. Based on documentary analysis and a series of long semi-structured interview 

with key informants the study examined to what extent the model was on the right track to 

meet the stated objectives and the stakeholders’ expectations29. 

 

The main findings of the study were: 

• The involved parties – the Battery and the organisations – had to considerable extent 

succeeded in making the Collaborative Forum an arena for capacity building and joint 

policy articulation. However, the organisations’ heterogeneity in terms of profile, focus, 

organisational philosophy and approach was a major challenge in their efforts to agree 

on truly joint proposals and clear priorities for demands vis-à-vis the Ministers. 

 

 

 

29 http://www.hioa.no/Om-HiOA/Senter-for-velferds-og- 

arbeidslivsforskning/NOVA/Publikasjonar/Rapporter/2011/Den-som-har-skoen-paa 

30 http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-møte-060117- 

Kontaktutvalget.pdf, http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-møte-i- 

Kontaktutvalget-12.01.16.pdf, http://www.batteriet.no/wp- content/uploads/2018/02/Referat-møte-

080118-Kontaktutvalget.pdf, http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Referat-møte-

100517- Kontaktutvalget.pdf, http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-møte- 

120916-Kontaktutvalget.pdf, http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat- møte-i-

Kontaktutvalget-13.05.16.pdf, http://docplayer.me/17555088-Mote-om-kontaktutvalg- mellom-regjeringen-

og-representanter-for-sosialt-og-okonomisk-vanskeligstilte-saksnr-11- 2714-serap-helin-hartwig.html, 

http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot- fattigdom/regjeringens-kontaktutvalg/moter/ 

http://www.hioa.no/Om-HiOA/Senter-for-velferds-og-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-m%C3%B8te-060117-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-m%C3%B8te-i-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Referat-m%C3%B8te-100517-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Referat-m%C3%B8te-100517-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-m%C3%B8te-
http://www.batteriet.no/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Referat-
http://docplayer.me/17555088-Mote-om-kontaktutvalg-
http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot-
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• Especially some organisations competed against each other about getting “their” cause 

and demands to be at the fore of the discussions. As a pragmatic solution to this 

competition, the Collaborative Forum tended to propose a number of diverse issues to 

be included in the agenda of each Contact Committee meeting and allow several 

successive meetings to take up some issues. Consequently, there had been relatively low 

renewal of issues over time. The meeting had given issues like for instance child poverty 

and the education of survivors of child protection relatively scant attend  

 

Similarly, the Collaborative Forum and Battery made some progress in promoting capacity 

building among the organisations of economically and socially disadvantaged persons. Yet, 

there was clearly a scope for further development, for instance in clarifying the target group 

for different capacity building events and in using the heterogeneity of the organisations as 

a potential source for competence transfer and mutual learning between the organisations. 

The availability of new funds for joint initiatives, actions and projects had stimulated more 

collaboration between the organisations involved in the model. Yet, the spokespersons of 

the organisations argued that one had not exhausted the full potential for such joint 

ventures. Factors contributing to the underuse of this opportunity were again the 

heterogeneity of the organisations, and the participating organisations’ uneven access to 

resources for basic organisational activities. 

 

Overall, the spokespersons of the organisations clearly stated that it had been important and 

valuable for them to be involved in the model, especially to be included among the 

representatives attending the Contact Committee meetings. They interpreted this 

attendance as an important sign of recognition from the Ministers and their civil servants. 

They appreciated the increased visibility and acknowledgement of the organisations’ 

objectives, activities, competence and abilities. 

 

However, the spokespersons emphasised even more strongly the improved possibilities for 

voice (or ‘representation’ in Nancy Fraser’s meaning of the term) related to the experiences, 

needs and demands of people at the margin of Norwegian society. 
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The spokespersons of the organisations were more reserved or critical about the amount of 

tangible results of the participation, in the meaning of genuinely new and better public 

politics and provision (or achievements in terms of redistribution in Fraser’s sense). Although 

most of the spokespersons referred to some improvements in public policy, they regarded 

these more as adjustments and amendments than reforms indicating a new direction of 

public policy. Spokespersons also criticised the Ministers and civil servants for giving delayed 

and limited feedback on the issues and proposals that the organisations had raised in the 

Contact Committee meetings. 

 

Finally, the report discussed several other factors that may account for this dissatisfaction on 

the part of the organisations and present a number of suggestions and recommendations for 

how the Ministers and Civil Servants could become more accountable, as perceived by the 

spokespersons of the organisations. 

 

Significantly, the current government continued with the Contact Committee meetings after 

it took over in 201330. 
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Policy Closer dialogue between the government and organisations of 
economically and social disadvantaged 
 

URL http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot-
fattigdom/regjeringens- 
kontaktutvalg 

Year 2008 
Addressed to The limited effect of public policies to combat social exclusion in 

Norway 
 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

For spokespersons of the organisations, it had been important 

and valuable to attend the Contact Committee meetings. They 

saw this as an important sign of recognition from the Ministers 

and civil servants. They appreciated the increased visibility and 

acknowledgement of the organisations’ objectives, activities, 

competence and abilities. They emphasised even more strongly 

the improved possibilities for voice related to the experiences, 

needs and demands of people at the margin of Norwegian 

society. However, the spokespersons were more reserved or 

critical about the amount of tangible results of the participation, 

in the meaning of genuinely new and better public politics and 

provision. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 
group? 

Yes, a main objective! 

Drivers For Norwegian governments, the lack of effectiveness of policies to 
combat social exclusion has been a problem. 
 

Barriers Limited ability of Ministers to demonstrate significant changes in 

policies and provisions as result of proposals and input from the 

organisations participating in the Contact Committee. 

 
 

http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot-fattigdom/regjeringens-
http://www.batteriet.no/samarbeidsforum-mot-fattigdom/regjeringens-
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National Background Paper “Portugal” 
 

Policy Law on Nationality 

URL Organic Law No. 2/2006, of 17 April Lei Orgânica n.º 2/2006, de 17 de 

Abril 

Decree-Law n.º 237-A/2006 

Year 2006 

Addressed to Immigrant community in Portugal. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

The High Commissioner for Migration (ACM) evaluation report (2016): 

Portuguese immigration policies and the citizenship reform model 

from 2006 have been supporting near half million citizens, with near 

40 thousand per year becoming Portuguese citizens, during the last 

decade. The citizenship approval process grown 7 times more when 

compared to the previous decade, with a median of 5.6 thousand per 

year approvals (Oliveira, et al., 2017). 

Report: Acesso à Nacionalidade Portuguesa 10Anos 

The Portuguese policy of reception and integration of immigrants have 

been highlighted and awarded internationally. Recognising the 

National initiatives in the allocation of rights and services and the 

evidence of the numbers reported puts Portugal at the forefront in 

allocation of rights and services in Europe and in the World. 

MIPEX, the Index of Immigrant Integration Policy, at 2007, awarded, to 

the second place, Portugal under the best immigrant integration 

policies. 

Site: http://www.mipex.eu/portugal 

Then forward, Portugal registered a positive international recognition, 

maintaining its investment in integration and increased effectiveness, 

even during the period of crisis, austerity and under the Financial 

Stabilisation Mechanism: 

In the Report: "The Future of Migration: Capacity Reinforcement for 

Change" 

published by the International Organization for Migration. (2010). 

The United Nations awarded Portugal with the best classification in 

the allocation of rights and services to foreign residents. (2010). 

http://www.dgpj.mj.pt/DGPJ/sections/leis-da-justica/livro-vii-leis-da/pdf2827/lo-2-2006/downloadFile/file/LO_2_2006.pdf?nocache=1182328689.04
http://www.dgpj.mj.pt/DGPJ/sections/leis-da-justica/livro-vii-leis-da/pdf2827/lo-2-2006/downloadFile/file/LO_2_2006.pdf?nocache=1182328689.04
http://www.om.acm.gov.pt/-/acesso-a-nacionalidade-portuguesa?inheritRedirect=true
http://www.mipex.eu/portugal
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The 2014 Migrant Integration Policy Index still ranked Portugal to the 

second place in EU considering the most positive migrant-integration 

policies. With the best policies ranked in the dimensions of labour 

market mobility, anti- discrimination, family reunification and access 

to nationality. 

Sources. 

Migration policies and institutional frameworks. Development and 

evolution in Portugal 

Temporary and Circular Migration in Portugal: Facts, Policies and 

Strategies. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Not available. 

Drivers The Law in Nationality had been ratified by the all majority in 

parliament, with 91% of votes in favour and none against. All the 

relevant stakeholders in the judicial sector and public administration 

involved in the operationalization process were heard. 

Highly positive attitudes in the Portuguese population towards 

immigrants, both before and during the crisis, with no extreme-right 

party represent in the parliament. 

Barriers The unappealing vitality of the economic performance in Portugal in 

the recent years stands as a significant barrier to the country´s role as 

an attractive destination to immigration, with a weighty impact on 

employment rates. 

https://repositorio.iscte-iul.pt/bitstream/10071/14325/1/Migration%20policies%20and%20institutional%20frameworks.pdf
https://repositorio.iscte-iul.pt/bitstream/10071/14325/1/Migration%20policies%20and%20institutional%20frameworks.pdf
https://repositorio.iscte-iul.pt/bitstream/10071/14325/1/Migration%20policies%20and%20institutional%20frameworks.pdf
http://www.ces.uc.pt/myces/UserFiles/livros/627_21a-1._PORTUGAL_National_Report_Circular_Migration_FINAL_Version_6_Jan_2011.pdf
http://www.ces.uc.pt/myces/UserFiles/livros/627_21a-1._PORTUGAL_National_Report_Circular_Migration_FINAL_Version_6_Jan_2011.pdf
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Policy The National Plan for the Integration of Immigrants 

URL The Resolution of the Council of Ministers no. 74/2010 of 17th of 

September. Approved the second edition of the National Plan (2010-

2013). Resolução do Conselho de Ministros n.º 74/2010, de 17 de 

Setembro 

Year (2007-2013) 

The first edition came out in 2007 and was in place for three years 

between 2007 and 2009. 

Addressed to The National Plans represented a statement of the State as a key ally to 

immigrants’ inclusion, and a political strategy to address the integration of 

immigrants in Portuguese Society, committed to the reinforcement of 

social cohesion, better integration process and cultural diversity 

governance. The National Plans for the Integration of Immigrants (PIIs) 

represented an official and comprehensive strategy and instrument for 

“across the board” consolidation of integration policies as wide national 

policies, which previously were held alone in individual ministries or 

governmental agencies. 

The second edition comprised 90 measures across various policy areas. 

The key objective continued to be the full integration of immigrants in 

culture, language, employment, professional training and housing, but 

introduced two new areas of intervention: the promotion of diversity and 

intercultural dialogue, and elderly immigrants. 

Sources. Plans for Immigrant Integration and Evaluation of the Plans for 

Immigrant Integration II Plan for Immigrant Integration2010-2013 

European Web Site on Integration: Migrant Integration Information and 

good practices - Country Sheet: Portugal 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

This involves the obligatory presentation to the Consultative Committee 

for Immigration Affairs (COCAI) of an annual report on the implementation 

of the measures included in the Plan. 

As an instrument was considered a success, however, some critiques 

suggested that it was too ambitious and broad, and that in many 

situations governmental agencies did not take responsibility, diminishing 

its real scope of implementation. 

Channels envisioned for civil society to give contributions and critics 

during the public consultation, before the official approval of PIIs and 

along their designed, were insufficient –in both cases, less than one 

http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2010/09/18200/0409704116.pdf
http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2010/09/18200/0409704116.pdf
http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2010/09/18200/0409704116.pdf
http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/plano-estrategico-para-as-migracoes-pem-
http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/plano-estrategico-para-as-migracoes-pem-
http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/plano-estrategico-para-as-migracoes-pem-
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/PII_2010_2013_ing.pdf/2de54891-737b-4263-ba2c-16fb8538ba60
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/country/portugal
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/country/portugal
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/country/portugal
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month. PIIs approach to gender issues is fairly poor and had not 

transversal incidence in most measures, resulting in an isolated, therefore 

almost useless, gender area. Real immigrants participation was limited. 

PIIs were pointed to be an isolated tool instead of connected to other 

relevant national plans related to migrants, for example the National Plan 

against Human Trafficking or the National plan for Gender Equality. 

Relatório de Execução Final II PII 2010-2013 

PRESIDÊNCIA DO CONSELHO DE MINISTROS. Alto Comissariado para a 

Imigração e Diálogo Intercultural, I.P. Relatório Final 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerablegro

up? 

The first National Plan for the Integration of Immigrants development 
resulted from the collaboration and involvement of all relevant ministries 
and civil society, as immigrants associations, and others national structures 
that represent migrants as COCAI (Advisory Council for Immigration Issues), 
CICDR (Commission for Equality and Against Racial Discrimination) and 
researchers working with the Immigration Observatory. Both proposals had 
been submitted to public consultation, making it available on the websites 
of the government and of ACIDI. The Consultative Committee for 
Immigration Affairs has been heard. 
Source. II Plan for Immigrant Integration2010-2013 
 

Drivers To ensure a concerted action of all ministries and the supervision and 
evaluation of the proposed objectives, emerged the Network of Focal Points 
for Supervision, comprising two representatives from each ministry (one 
effective and one deputy), working under the coordination of the High 
Commission for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue. 
The Portuguese State developed legal frameworks that supported more 
inclusive policy- making, mainly driven by Europeanization forces. 
Sources. II Plan for Immigrant Integration2010-2013 
PRESIDÊNCIA DO CONSELHO DE MINISTROS. Alto Comissariado para a 
Imigração e Diálogo Intercultural, I.P. Relatório Final 
Migration policies and institutional frameworks. Development and 
evolution in Portugal 
 

Barriers PIIs gave coherence to the spirit of integration that the Portuguese State 
promoted and expected towards immigrants. However, sometimes it 
became an expression of a long list in which objectives were not feasible or 
clear on how to be carried out. 
After the second PII expired in 2013, a third plan, did not happen, as there 
was a shift in relation to migration policies. In 2014, The same National Body 
(ACM) encompassed both immigration and emigration, and later 2015, 
ACM presented its Strategic Plan for Migration, an action plan targeting 
immigration and emigration dynamics for the period 2015-2020. 
 

http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldeExecucaodoPII_2010_2013.pdf/ba3e1710-bc26-46e1-8e7f-d2b9abdde6ef
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldoPII_2007_2009.pdf/cc5cd9f3-e406-4262-a49a-042ff0401bcd
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldoPII_2007_2009.pdf/cc5cd9f3-e406-4262-a49a-042ff0401bcd
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldoPII_2007_2009.pdf/cc5cd9f3-e406-4262-a49a-042ff0401bcd
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/PII_2010_2013_ing.pdf/2de54891-737b-4263-ba2c-16fb8538ba60
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/PII_2010_2013_ing.pdf/2de54891-737b-4263-ba2c-16fb8538ba60
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldoPII_2007_2009.pdf/cc5cd9f3-e406-4262-a49a-042ff0401bcd
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldoPII_2007_2009.pdf/cc5cd9f3-e406-4262-a49a-042ff0401bcd
http://www.acm.gov.pt/documents/10181/222357/RelatorioFinaldoPII_2007_2009.pdf/cc5cd9f3-e406-4262-a49a-042ff0401bcd
https://repositorio.iscte-iul.pt/bitstream/10071/14325/1/Migration%20policies%20and%20institutional%20frameworks.pdf
https://repositorio.iscte-iul.pt/bitstream/10071/14325/1/Migration%20policies%20and%20institutional%20frameworks.pdf
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Policy “Choices” - Programa Escolhas - A national governmental programme, 

created in 2001, upheld by the Presidency of the Council of Ministers and 

integrated in High Commission for Migration. 

http://www.programaescolhas.pt/ 

URL The Resolution of the Council of Ministers nr. 4/2001 of 9th of January. 
Renewed till 2018. 
http://data.dre.pt/eli/resolconsmin/4/2001/01/09/p/dre/pt/html 
High Commission for Migration: http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/escolhas 
International Juvenile Justice Observatory: 
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-
migration- and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog 

Year 2001 – 2020 
The Resolution of the Council of Ministers no. 101/2015, renewed the 
Programa Escolhas to the period of 2016 to 2018 and the Legislative Order 
nr. 19-A/2015 frames the Regulation of the Programa Escolhas. 
http://data.dre.pt/eli/resolconsmin/101/2015/12/23/p/dre/pt/html 

Addressed to The main goal of the programme is the promotion of social inclusion of 
children and youths from vulnerable social economic backgrounds, with the 
focus in contribution to equal opportunities and reinforcement of social 
cohesion. Young people aged between 6 and 24 years, including immigrants 
descendants and individuals who belong to ethnic minorities, that are in 
one or more of the following situations: school failure; absenteeism; early 
school leavers; NEET (Not in Education, Employment, or Training); with 
deviant behaviours; subject to guardianship measures; or subject to 
promotion and protection measures. 
Between 2001 and 2003, the 1st phase of implementation, “Choices” was 
designed as a Programme to Prevent Criminality and Insertion of youth 
from the more problematic neighbourhoods of the Districts of Lisbon, Porto 
and Setúbal. 
The 2nd Generation of the Programme, between 2004 and 2007, 
represents a paradigm shift from preventing criminality to promoting social 
inclusion, and from centralization to a more decentralized and locally 
operationalized  initiatives, grounded upon local institutions (schools, 
training centres, associations, (IPSS), among other), with the challenge of 
conception, implementation and evaluation of the projects. 
At first the programme was sustained in four main axis of intervention: (I) 
School integration and non-formal education; (II) Professional Training and 
employability; 
(III) Civic and communitarian participation and (IV) Digital inclusion. Since 

the 4th generation of the Programme a fifth priority was added, to pursue 
and reinforce entrepreneurship and the capability of youths. 

http://www.programaescolhas.pt/
http://data.dre.pt/eli/resolconsmin/4/2001/01/09/p/dre/pt/html
http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/escolhas
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://data.dre.pt/eli/resolconsmin/101/2015/12/23/p/dre/pt/html
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Since then, other redefinitions had been introduced like strengthening the 
focus on employability and professional training, enlargement of the target 
audience 
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 consolidation of consortium and the model of financing, and an 
investment to youth initiatives and encouragement to its active 
participation. 

Source. http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/escolhas 

European Web Site on Integration: Migrant Integration Information and 
good practices - Country Sheet: Portugal 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

Once every two years an evaluation report ispublished 
(http://www.programaescolhas.pt/avaliacoes). 

Supported by a more qualitative approach, a final external evaluation 
report was published in 2016. 

In its 1st stage of implementation, from January of 2001 to December 
2003, the programme supported 50 projects and covered 6.712 recipients. 

The 2nd Generation of the Choices, between the May of 2004 and the end 
of 2006, 87 projects were sponsored and followed throughout the 
country. The number of recipients covered raised to 43.200 allocated in 54 
councils. 

This number continued to rise in the 3rd generation, covering, between 
2007 and 2008, 81.695 children and youths coming from more vulnerable 
social economical contexts, and aged between 6 and 24 years old. The 
programme, in this phase, broadens its range of action to 71 councils of 
the national territory. 

In the year 2009, supported by the evidence and the results in the domain 
of social inclusion, the Government decided to strengthen its presence in 
the field,  by increasing its global financing and the number of projects 
supported. 

The external evaluation at the end of the 5th generation programme 
integrated a qualitative approach with documental analysis and case 
studies. 

The report highlight some points: 

“1. Widespread intervention towards promoting preventive and 
educational attainment with results largely achieved; 
Strong intervention and impact on personal, social and civic dimensions 
presented as a promoter and promotion of other fundamental results; 
Positive impact upon the referral to vocational training and the labour 
market; 
Commitment to promoting digital inclusion, in some cases as an aim in 
itself, in others as a strategy and contribution to personal, social, 
educational and technical empowerment; 

http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/escolhas
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/country/portugal
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/country/portugal
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/country/portugal
http://www.programaescolhas.pt/avaliacoes
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Intervention with families geared towards promoting the appreciation of 
the schooling of their children and in improving their parenting skills, 
however, with results below expectations. 
Sources. http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/escolhas 
Interviews- Pedro Calado, High Commissioner for Migration and National 
Coordinator of the Choices Programme 
Some International distinctions and awards: 
-December 2014, the International Juvenile Justice Observatory 
distinguished the Choices Program as one of the most efficient and 
effective public policies. 
   The Juvenile Justice without Borders’ International Award 

-Distinction made within the European Crime Prevention Award, awarded 
by the European Union, 2011. 

Does this 

policy 

including 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The Choices Programme envisions their target groups as their biggest 

resource 

perceiving the individuals involved as key actors. 

Several engagement strategies and participation mechanisms can be 

identified at the local and central level, with focus on the potential of 

youth to be active participants. 

The 4th Generation of the programme proposed a new role - the 

Community facilitator. This new job function is to be taken by youngsters 

(aged 19-35) identified 

as a potential positive leaders to strengthen the local projects, as 

representatives or facilitators. 

Local Youth Councils: one for each project and based on participative 

democratic methods, defining roles for the youth and allowing them an 

active role in the project guidance and implementation. 

National Youth Council: a national body that supports the decisions of the 

National Coordinator of the Program, mobilizing 25 local representatives, 

selected locally and elected by peers on a national scale. 

And, the Small Grants initiative: allows 50% funding for youth initiated and 

guided projects, encouraging them to strengthen support and mobilize the 

extra 50% and from the local community. 

Source. Interviews- Pedro Calado, High Commissioner for Migration and 

National Coordinator of the Choices Programme 

http://www.acm.gov.pt/-/escolhas
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
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Drivers This programme of social inclusion is sponsored by the Institute of Social 

Security, by the General Direction of Education and by the European Social 

Fund, through the Potential Human Operative Programme – 

(POPH/QREN.) 

The programme is supported by a mixed top-down/ bottom-up model, 

which emphasise partnerships as one of the Programme’s basic principles 

and evaluation as a key dimension. 

The partnership principle has been recognised strategic in attaining a 

successful diagnose, plan and intervention; in engaging stakeholders with 

significant experience and knowledge of local nets and practices; in 

promoting the exchange of information and knowledge generated; and in 

increasing the financing contributions made by the local partners or 

sharing resources to overcome difficulties such as the unavailability or lack 

of technicians or spaces. 

Evaluation as a key dimension on strategy, design and working method 

that structured every generation of the programme. The approach was 

supported, in part, by an innovative monitoring and information system. 

The evaluation system designed allowed each generation of the 

Programme to improve based on its predecessor, learning from its 

practices and adapting to changing needs. 

The resilience of the Programme through political changes and cycles, 

being supported and renewed by parties from the left and right wing. 

Source. Interviews- Pedro Calado, High Commissioner for Migration and 

National Coordinator of the Choices Programme 

Barriers The   final   external   evaluation   report   highlighted   some   overall   

barriers   to   the  programme: related to team working, technical and 

professional competencies, and past shortage of participative culture. 

The report putted into evidence others points related to previous 

generations and with launching procedures, meaning instability with the 

technical staff, demotivation and resistance of individuals within the 

target groups 

http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
http://www.oijj.org/en/interviews/pedro-calado-high-commissioner-for-migration-and-national-coordinator-of-the-choices-prog
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Policy The National Strategy for the Integration of Homeless People – 

Prevention, Intervention and Follow-Up, 2009–2015 (ENIPSA) 

URL Estratégia Nacional para a Integração de Pessoas Sem Abrigo 2009-2015 

Year 2009-2015 

2017-2023 (new strategy submitted to public discussion)REFLEXÃO SOBRE 
A NOVA ESTRATÉGIA NACIONAL PARA A INTEGRAÇÃO DE PESSOAS EM 
SITUAÇÃO DE SEM- ABRIGO (ENIPSSA 2017-2023) 

Addressed to The first Portuguese National Strategy on Homelessness. Coordination 
entity: The Ministry for Solidarity and Social Security. 

The Strategy is based on the definition of homelessness approved: “A 
homeless person is considered to be an individual who, regardless of 
nationality, age, sex, socio-economic status and mental and physical 
health, is roofless and living in a public space or insecure form of shelter or 
accommodated in an emergency shelter, or is houseless and living in 
temporary accommodation for homeless people.” 

Source. Estratégia Nacional para a Integração de Pessoas Sem Abrigo 
2009-2015 Two core general aims guide action and procedures at the local 
level: 

To enhance the evidence base on homelessness through the adoption of 
an agreed definition and a shared information and monitoring system; 

To promote quality in homelessness services and responses. 

These two aims were then translated into operational or strategic 
objectives, corresponding to targets and specific areas of activity. 

prevention of homelessness arising from evictions or discharge from 
institutions; 

direct intervention in situations of homelessness, focusing on the 
clarification of procedures and responsibilities and also on innovative 
approaches; 

follow-up support after resettlement, which is to be achieved through the 
local social networks; 

staff training, as a way of improving services to homeless people. 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

The evaluation strategy focused specific dimensions of the 
implementation outcomes: (a) governance arrangements; (b) data 
collection developments; (c) local implementation dynamics; (d) 
challenges relating to intervention practices; (e) quality frameworks’ 
design; and (f) funding arrangements. 

https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwigjcmM_JzWAhUHvRoKHYB1BKYQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.seg-social.pt%2Fdocuments%2F10152%2F13334%2Fenipsa_2009_2015&amp;usg=AFQjCNFKhg3ffXLarw2n2NZYNVW6pS99Rg
http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/27310219/20170418-mtsss-enipsa.pdf
http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/27310219/20170418-mtsss-enipsa.pdf
http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/27310219/20170418-mtsss-enipsa.pdf
http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/27310219/20170418-mtsss-enipsa.pdf
http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/27310219/20170418-mtsss-enipsa.pdf
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwigjcmM_JzWAhUHvRoKHYB1BKYQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.seg-social.pt%2Fdocuments%2F10152%2F13334%2Fenipsa_2009_2015&amp;usg=AFQjCNFKhg3ffXLarw2n2NZYNVW6pS99Rg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwigjcmM_JzWAhUHvRoKHYB1BKYQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.seg-social.pt%2Fdocuments%2F10152%2F13334%2Fenipsa_2009_2015&amp;usg=AFQjCNFKhg3ffXLarw2n2NZYNVW6pS99Rg
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A summary of results putted evidence to the shortage in achieving the 
main objectives proposed regarding the enhancement of evidence-based 
knowledge on homelessness, denoting a deficit of reliable and robust data 
on homelessness. 

Nevertheless, a critical achievement was highlighted, the creation of a 

common reference base, with the adoption of an official definition of 

homelessness, at the local level by several municipalities. This condition 

was referred as crucial for future developments in the field of data 

collection on homelessness. Also the practice was believed to brought 

light into the potential for change in the homelessness sector at a local 

level, and the ability of a diverse range of stakeholders to reorganise 

intervention practices in a coordinated and sustainable way. 

At its inception stage, the Homelessness Strategy was pointed to directly 

address the issue of housing needs and the provision of housing solutions, 

introducing an important progress in the definition of homelessness 

policies in Portugal, but at the implementation stage the focus was 

referred to be placed mainly on the social exclusion approach. 

Some authors argument, however, that some municipalities have 

introduced prioritisation criteria in the social housing allocation for 

homeless people following the set-up of local homelessness strategies as a 

response to the ENIPSA guidelines. The Housing First pilot project 

developed in Lisbon, and included as one of the targets of the Strategy 

was the only initiative achieved with the direct financial support of the 

Ministry for Solidarity and Social Security. Other Housing First Projects 

were initiated in other municipalities by the initiative of local authorities 

but with no support from central state. 

Sources. Evaluation Report: RELATÓRIO DE AVALIAÇÃO DA ESTRATÉGIA 

NACIONAL PARA A INTEGRAÇÃO 

Isabel Baptista: The First Portuguese Homelessness Strategy: Progress and 

Obstacles 

Some reflections on the Portuguese homelessness strategy Frederik 
Spinnewijn FEANTSA 

http://www.seg-social.pt/documents/10152/13334/RA_ENIPSA/f9a37599-3334-4ad3-861e-d3c165349c68
http://www.seg-social.pt/documents/10152/13334/RA_ENIPSA/f9a37599-3334-4ad3-861e-d3c165349c68
http://www.seg-social.pt/documents/10152/13334/RA_ENIPSA/f9a37599-3334-4ad3-861e-d3c165349c68
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwj2yJPE-pzWAhVLlxoKHTEuC70QFggxMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fsocial%2FBlobServlet%3FdocId%3D8205%26langId%3Den&amp;usg=AFQjCNE3vWsvT22lp-VrT2ogx5ZA4Fqamg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwj2yJPE-pzWAhVLlxoKHTEuC70QFggxMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fsocial%2FBlobServlet%3FdocId%3D8205%26langId%3Den&amp;usg=AFQjCNE3vWsvT22lp-VrT2ogx5ZA4Fqamg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwj2yJPE-pzWAhVLlxoKHTEuC70QFggxMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fsocial%2FBlobServlet%3FdocId%3D8205%26langId%3Den&amp;usg=AFQjCNE3vWsvT22lp-VrT2ogx5ZA4Fqamg
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Does this 

policy 

including of 

the 

vulnerable 

group? 

The strategy was guided and characterised as a comprehensive and 
participative approach along all phases of strategic development – design, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation, with a clear concern 
throughout the Strategy to address the issue of the participation of 
different stakeholders, initiated at the drafting stage. An Inter-Institutional 
Group was formed with representatives from public and non- profit entities, 
coordinated by the Institute of Social Security, with the focus on the 
designing phase. 
Sources. Isabel Baptista: The First Portuguese Homelessness Strategy: 
Progress and Obstacles 
European Commission. Building a Comprehensive and Participative Strategy 
on Homelessness. Synthesis Report. Lisbon , 5.11.2010 

Drivers Contextual factors: The evolution movement in the homelessness sector 
through a greater diversification in the type of services provided, the 
growing involvement on the part of local municipalities, and the increased 
participation in local networks.The Strategy established an organisational 
structure for the implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the 
Strategy, both at a national level (e.g. executive and consultation bodies) 
and at a local level (e.g. executive units, cooperation with local social 
networks), and designed guidelines for local assessment of homelessness 
and for local plans to tackle the issue disseminated at a national level 
Source. Isabel Baptista: The First Portuguese Homelessness Strategy: 
Progress and Obstacles 

Barriers The National Strategy encountered some structural constraints: 
A   homelessness    sectorin Portugal traditionally characterised by  
fragmentation, lacking of common guidelines, and absenting of cooperative 
initiatives. 
Different organisational philosophies, practices and structures of NGOs 
working with the homeless population, the nature of their relationships 
with the funding entities, the continuity of funding mechanisms that 
restrain interagency work, and the persistence of a very restricted and often 
individualised conceptualisation of homelessness. 
The absence of umbrella organisations of homelessness service providers, 
the strong dependence of NGOs from State funds for their operation and 
the existing competition between services were additional obstacles to 
achieving strategic changes in the homelessness sector working practices. 
Concerning the strategic document, the absence of any reference to the 
budgeting of the activities, without a clear and transparent allocation of 
resources to the implementation of the ENIPSA is referred as one of the key 
weaknesses that  impacted directly on the achievement of the objectives. 
Together with the inexistence of any legal obligation to comply with the 
Strategy’s guidelines have contributed mainly to the gap between 
objectives and achievements attained. 

http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=4&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwjWgvyW66bWAhWNDBoKHft4DegQFghBMAM&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fsocial%2FBlobServlet%3FdocId%3D8207%26langId%3Den&amp;usg=AFQjCNGtWo7zna1peLaeyEkBryKo6wOCAg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=4&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwjWgvyW66bWAhWNDBoKHft4DegQFghBMAM&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fsocial%2FBlobServlet%3FdocId%3D8207%26langId%3Den&amp;usg=AFQjCNGtWo7zna1peLaeyEkBryKo6wOCAg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=4&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwjWgvyW66bWAhWNDBoKHft4DegQFghBMAM&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fsocial%2FBlobServlet%3FdocId%3D8207%26langId%3Den&amp;usg=AFQjCNGtWo7zna1peLaeyEkBryKo6wOCAg
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
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A new political orientation introduced in mid-2011 increased the challenges 
in implementing ENIPSA, contributing to the lack of support from the 
central level during the second stage of implementation. 
Source. Isabel Baptista: The First Portuguese Homelessness Strategy: 
Progress and Obstacles 

http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
http://www.feantsa.org/en/european-journal-of-homelessness/2013/12/12/european-journal-of-homelessness-volume-7-issue-2-2013?bcParent=27
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Policy The National Plan Against Domestic Violence / V National Plan (2014-2017) 

URL Resolution of the Council of Ministers No. 55/99 Resolution of the Council 
of Ministers N.º 102/2013 
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-
content/uploads/2014/01/V_PL_PREV_COMBATE.pdf 

Year 1999 /2014 

Addressed to In 1999, focusing on the results from a national survey on violence against 
women, domestic violence was divided from the other gender-based 
violence expressions and was launched the first National Plan against 
Domestic Violence. 
Since then and through successive National Plans Against Domestic 
Violence, the approach to the phenomenon has followed, within the 
national level, the development of European and international guidelines 
in this area, building on a concerted and structured policy aimed at 
protecting victims, condemning perpetrators, understanding and 
preventing the phenomenon, training professionals and providing the 
country with support structures – the national network on domestic 
violence. 
The V National Plan to Prevent and Combat Domestic and Gender-based 
Violence 2014-2017 (V PNPCVDG) is based on the assumptions of the 
Istanbul Convention and establishes itself as a paradigm change in the 
national public policies to combat all forms of violation of the fundamental 
human rights, such as the different forms of gender-based violence, 
including domestic violence. Following that the V PNPCVDG integrated into 
one unified Plan the III Programme of Action for the Prevention and 
Elimination  of  Female  Genital  Mutilation  2014-2017 
(https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp- 
content/uploads/2015/06/III-Programme-of-Action-for-the-Prevention-
and- Elimination-of-Female-Genital-Mutilation.pdf ), which aims to combat 
one of the most serious violations of human rights committed against girls 
and women. 
Sources. National Review Portugal Report Beijing + 20 NATIONAL PLANS 
2014-2017 
National Plans - COMMISSION FOR CITIZENSHIP AND GENDER EQUALITY 

Are there 

results of this 

policy 

available? 

The IV National Plan Against Domestic Violence was subject to an 
independent external evaluation, whose recommendations were duly 
considered in the elaboration of the V Plan. The external evaluation 
reports the lack of focus in the gender-based domain of violence.Full
 Report: 
https://www.cig.gov.pt/pdf/2014/Relatorio_avaliacao_externa_IV_PNCVD
.pdf 
The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women 
(United Nations) – Recommendations: Committee on the Elimination of 

https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/V_PL_PREV_COMBATE.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/V_PL_PREV_COMBATE.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/III-Programme-of-Action-for-the-Prevention-and-Elimination-of-Female-Genital-Mutilation.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/III-Programme-of-Action-for-the-Prevention-and-Elimination-of-Female-Genital-Mutilation.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/III-Programme-of-Action-for-the-Prevention-and-Elimination-of-Female-Genital-Mutilation.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/III-Programme-of-Action-for-the-Prevention-and-Elimination-of-Female-Genital-Mutilation.pdf
http://www.cepal.org/mujer/noticias/paginas/3/51823/Portugal_Review_Beijing_20.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2014/folhetoPlanosNacionais.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2014/folhetoPlanosNacionais.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/pdf/2014/Relatorio_avaliacao_externa_IV_PNCVD.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/pdf/2014/Relatorio_avaliacao_externa_IV_PNCVD.pdf
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
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Discrimination against Women - List of issues and questions in relation to 
the combined eighth and ninth periodic reports of Portugal 
Portugal reported in 2014 a public network of 37 shelters for women 
victims of domestic violence and their underage children, with a total of 
639 vacancies. There are also 130 emergency vacancies for domestic 
violence victims (in 2013 there were 111). Regarding national coverage, 
out of 18 districts, 13 have emergency vacancies for victims of domestic 
violence. During 2014 this emergency network sheltered 941 persons (521 
women and 420 children). 
Source. Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women - 
List of issues and questions in relation to the combined eighth and ninth 
periodic reports of Portugal 

Does this policy 
Including 
 The voice of 

vulnerable 

group? 

A national survey on violence against women between stakeholders was a 
critical driver of the first National Plan. 
The V Plan underwent a process of public consultation. 

Drivers The role of civil society organizations, which were organized since the 
eighties of the twentieth century as first-line organizations in direct 
support to women victims of violence, many of them creating support 
centers even before the existence of public ones. 
In 2000, by Law No. 7/2000, the ill-treatment of a spouse is considered an 
offence in respect of which not only the victim but anyone who has 
knowledge of such violence can lodge a complaint and/or institute 
proceedings. The police are now required to inform the prosecuting 
authorities if they know of a case of such violence. 
The revision of the Criminal Code from September 2007 and 2013 
introduced changes in what concerns domestic violence and trafficking in 
human beings and the revision of 2007 in female genital mutilation. 
In 2013, Portugal ratified the Council of Europe Convention on preventing 
and combating violence against women and domestic violence, and 
became the first European Union Member-state to do it. 
The close connection between the V National Plan for Gender Equality, 
Citizenship and Non-discrimination 2014-2017, acknowledging that 
different forms of gender- based violence are rooted in an inequality 
situation which urges to be targeted. 

Barriers Portugal criminalises numerous forms of violence but has no violence 
against women law. 
The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women 
(United Nations) in their concluding observations on the combined eighth 
and ninth periodic reports of Portugal reported a concern about the 
prevalence of gender-based violence against women in the domestic 
sphere and the disproportionately low numbers of prosecutions and 
convictions of perpetrators, the limited use of protection orders; and the 
lack of coordination between family and criminal courts in cases of 

http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
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domestic violence. And also that the legislation of the State party was not 
fully in compliance with the provisions of the Istanbul Convention, given 
that it didn´t cover all forms of non-consensual sexual acts, the lack of 
crisis centres and emergency services for victims of rape, as well as the 
absence of standard protocols for hospital staff and police officers on 
gender-sensitive ways to deal with victims of rape. 
Sources. Combating violence against women Portugal - The European 
Institute for Gender Equality 
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women - List of 
issues and questions in relation to the combined eighth and ninth periodic 
reports of Portugal 

http://eige.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/2016.5490_mh0416664enn_pdfweb_20170215100610.pdf
http://eige.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/2016.5490_mh0416664enn_pdfweb_20170215100610.pdf
http://eige.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/2016.5490_mh0416664enn_pdfweb_20170215100610.pdf
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
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Policy National Disability Strategy (ENDEF) 2011 – 2013 

URL Resolution of the Council of Ministers No. 97/2010, 14 of December. 

http://www.inr.pt/bibliopac/diplomas/rcm_0097_2010.htm 

Year 2006-2009 /2011-2013 

Addressed 

 to 

The National Disability Strategy follows the National Plan for the 

Integration of Persons with Disabilities or Incapacities implemented in the 

period 2006-2009, and represents a new working document to support 

the political promotion of persons with disabilities in Portugal. The 

Strategy is based on the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities (CRPD) and contains inter-ministerial measures on 5 main 

issues: disability and multi-discrimination, justice and legal rights; 

independence and quality of living; accessibility and universal design; 

administrative modernization and information systems. 

Are there 

results of this 

policy available 

? 

Following the Council of Ministers Resolution 97/2010 approval of the 

National Strategy on Disability for 2011-2013 an interdepartmental group 

was established responsible for monitoring the implementation and 

adequacy of the 133 measures comprised therein, its objectives and 

indicators as well as main responsible entities. By that the National 

Institute for Rehabilitation (INR) was determined responsible for the 

permanent technical monitoring of ENDEF implementation and each 

Ministry involved in the implementation of actions and measures bears 

the costs resulting from such implementation. 

According to the official and final report, the percentage of 

implementation of the ENDEF measures was: 73,68%, in 2011, 68,75%, in 

2012, 77,55%, in 2013, and an 

overall rate of 75,94% between 2011-2013. 

 Due to the financial crisis and the austerity measures that the 

government had to put  in place during this period, constrains can 

explain some difficulties in achieving some indicators. The information 

provided in the report reveals that accordingly to the state annual 

budget, it is not possible to know the amount of public expenditure 

allocated to the area of disability. Final Report: 

www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/programaseprojectos/endef/Relatorio_Final_END

EF_2011_ 2013.pdf 

http://www.inr.pt/bibliopac/diplomas/rcm_0097_2010.htm
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/programaseprojectos/endef/Relatorio_Final_ENDEF_2011_2013.pdf
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/programaseprojectos/endef/Relatorio_Final_ENDEF_2011_2013.pdf
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/programaseprojectos/endef/Relatorio_Final_ENDEF_2011_2013.pdf
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 As reported in the document from Disability and Human Rights Observatory, in the 

perspective of the Disabled People’s Organisations, the ENDEF don´t represent a 

real strategy for disability, as the document sets a list of measures, unconnected 

and  limited in scope, and which are not quantified nor budgeted. 

The document also brings evidence to the fact that although the ‘ENDEF II 

Commission’ was created to develop and submit a proposal for the National 

Strategy on Disability 2014-2020, the ENDEF II has not adopted at the date of 

January 2016. 

Sources. Implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons  with 
Disabilities in Portugal. (January, 2016). Implementation of the Convention on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Portugal - Disability and Human Rights 
Observatory 2016 
Social policies and the Disabled in Portugal: From charity to social citizenship 
(Fontes, 2009). 

Does policy 

include voices 

of vulnerable 

group? 

During the processes of design the Strategy was submitted to public consultation, 

taken to increase the commitment and involvement of persons with disabilities and 

their representative organizations, surpassing the development phase, though 

implementation, follow-up and assessment. 

• Feedback provided by disability organisations suggests that often the INR does 

not 

• take into consideration their concerns, possibly due to a lack of legislative 

autonomy. 

• Disability organisations and other stakeholders were consulted during the 

process of drafting the official Portuguese report to the CRPD Committee 

notably through participation in a consultation meeting. 

Drivers Portugal considered that the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

constitutes a landmark instrument for the realization of the human rights of all 

persons, in particular persons with disabilities, by fully supporting the elaboration of 

the Convention, by actively participating in multilateral negotiations of the 

instrument, and by the ratification (September 2009). 

In 2010, the Handbook for Parliamentarians on the Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities, prepared by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs 

(UN-DESA), Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 

(OHCHR) and Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), was published by the National Institute 

for Rehabilitation, in order to be used by all Members of Parliament and by municipal 

assemblies as a guide in the fight against discrimination based on disability and a 

useful tool for the promotion and protection of the rights of persons with disabilities. 

The Handbook for Parliamentarians, officially presented in Parliament, was also a tool 

for improving the quality of public initiatives and aims at sensitizing Parliamentarians 

https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwi0j8fhhp3WAhXD2RoKHT2JCpkQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Foddh.iscsp.ulisboa.pt%2Findex.php%2Fpt%2F2013-04-24-18-50-23%2Fpublicacoes-dos-investigadores-oddh%2Fitem%2Fdownload%2F113_34ec3d53d3211737e76481473c957076&amp;usg=AFQjCNHzd5LG5TWmg2TdLOyn1A95EqLKSg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwi0j8fhhp3WAhXD2RoKHT2JCpkQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Foddh.iscsp.ulisboa.pt%2Findex.php%2Fpt%2F2013-04-24-18-50-23%2Fpublicacoes-dos-investigadores-oddh%2Fitem%2Fdownload%2F113_34ec3d53d3211737e76481473c957076&amp;usg=AFQjCNHzd5LG5TWmg2TdLOyn1A95EqLKSg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwi0j8fhhp3WAhXD2RoKHT2JCpkQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Foddh.iscsp.ulisboa.pt%2Findex.php%2Fpt%2F2013-04-24-18-50-23%2Fpublicacoes-dos-investigadores-oddh%2Fitem%2Fdownload%2F113_34ec3d53d3211737e76481473c957076&amp;usg=AFQjCNHzd5LG5TWmg2TdLOyn1A95EqLKSg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwi0j8fhhp3WAhXD2RoKHT2JCpkQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Foddh.iscsp.ulisboa.pt%2Findex.php%2Fpt%2F2013-04-24-18-50-23%2Fpublicacoes-dos-investigadores-oddh%2Fitem%2Fdownload%2F113_34ec3d53d3211737e76481473c957076&amp;usg=AFQjCNHzd5LG5TWmg2TdLOyn1A95EqLKSg
https://rccs.revues.org/233
https://rccs.revues.org/233
https://rccs.revues.org/233
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to the principles of the Convention, helping them to understand the mechanisms and 

structures necessary for effectively implementing it. 

Source. Initial Report of Portugal on the implementation of the Convention on the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities (August, 2012). Initial Report of Portugal on the 

implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

Barriers From 2009 onwards, disability organisations in Portugal, and particularly those which 

provide specific services have had to deal with continuous and unexpected legal 

changes that constrained the access to funding and support provided, as a report 

from a study conducted in 2012 on the impact of the austerity plan on the rights of 

persons with disabilities in Portugal highlighted. 

The general lack of funds available to disability organisations has seriously 

compromised their ability to provide information regarding the social and economic 

rights of disabled people, to advice their members, or even advocate for their rights. 

Due to the economic crises and consequent lack of financial resources important 

measures planned in the National Strategy on Disability (ENDEF I) were not 

materialized. This was the case, for instance, of the introduction of a pilot project on 

Personal Assistance. 

The lack of specific mechanisms to allow an active participation of people with 

disabilities and their organisations in the political process, the monitoring of rights of 

people with disabilities and the contributions of the Disabled People’s Organisations 

when discussing and deciding a national policy in the disability field, was pointed as a 

condition that compromised significantly the opportunity to achieve independent 

living of disabled people in Portugal. 

Sources. Avaliação do impacto dos planos de austeridade dos governos europeus nos 

direitos das pessoas com deficiência - Relatorio de Portugal (Pinto & Teixeira, 2012). 

Implementation of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in 

Portugal - Disability and Human Rights Observatory 2016 

https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwiQ6JOrkp3WAhWGOxQKHbUMB1sQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inr.pt%2Fdownload.php%3Ffilename%3DRelat%2526oacute%253Brio%2BInicial%2Bde%2BPortugal%2Bsobre%2Ba%2Bimplementa%2526ccedil%253B%2526atilde%253Bo%2BConven%2526ccedil%253B%2526acirc%253Bo%2Bdos%2BDireitos%2Bdas%2BPessoas%2Bcom%2BDefici%2526ecirc%253Bncia%26file%3D%252Fuploads%252Fdocs%252Fdireitosfundamentais%252Fconvencao%252FRelatorio%2Binicial%2Bde%2BPortugal%2Bsobre%2Ba%2Bimplementacao%2Bda%2BCDPD_%2B07_08_2012.pdf&amp;usg=AFQjCNEczJ78bdLOEqCNyljgaewE_EYBUg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwiQ6JOrkp3WAhWGOxQKHbUMB1sQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inr.pt%2Fdownload.php%3Ffilename%3DRelat%2526oacute%253Brio%2BInicial%2Bde%2BPortugal%2Bsobre%2Ba%2Bimplementa%2526ccedil%253B%2526atilde%253Bo%2BConven%2526ccedil%253B%2526acirc%253Bo%2Bdos%2BDireitos%2Bdas%2BPessoas%2Bcom%2BDefici%2526ecirc%253Bncia%26file%3D%252Fuploads%252Fdocs%252Fdireitosfundamentais%252Fconvencao%252FRelatorio%2Binicial%2Bde%2BPortugal%2Bsobre%2Ba%2Bimplementacao%2Bda%2BCDPD_%2B07_08_2012.pdf&amp;usg=AFQjCNEczJ78bdLOEqCNyljgaewE_EYBUg
http://www.crpg.pt/estudosProjectos/temasreferencia/def_incap/Documents/Relatorio_Austeridade.pdf
http://www.crpg.pt/estudosProjectos/temasreferencia/def_incap/Documents/Relatorio_Austeridade.pdf
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwi0j8fhhp3WAhXD2RoKHT2JCpkQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Foddh.iscsp.ulisboa.pt%2Findex.php%2Fpt%2F2013-04-24-18-50-23%2Fpublicacoes-dos-investigadores-oddh%2Fitem%2Fdownload%2F113_34ec3d53d3211737e76481473c957076&amp;usg=AFQjCNHzd5LG5TWmg2TdLOyn1A95EqLKSg
https://www.google.pt/url?sa=t&amp;rct=j&amp;q&amp;esrc=s&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;cad=rja&amp;uact=8&amp;ved=0ahUKEwi0j8fhhp3WAhXD2RoKHT2JCpkQFggsMAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Foddh.iscsp.ulisboa.pt%2Findex.php%2Fpt%2F2013-04-24-18-50-23%2Fpublicacoes-dos-investigadores-oddh%2Fitem%2Fdownload%2F113_34ec3d53d3211737e76481473c957076&amp;usg=AFQjCNHzd5LG5TWmg2TdLOyn1A95EqLKSg
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Policy Social benefits for inclusion and Supported Independent Living Model 2017-

2020 

URL Modelo de Apoio à Vida Independente para Portugal - Assistência Pessoal - 

DOCUMENTO PARA DISCUSSÃO PÚBLICA 

Year 2017 – 2020 

Addressed to The Supported Independent Living Model offers access to ‘Personal Assistance’ 

(PA) services as a key element for people with disabilities to achieve self-

determination and independent living. Personal Assistance PA involves 

personal services related to activities of daily living and participation, 

controlled and managed by individuals with a permanent disability. Individuals 

receive personal assistance as a  service, in terms of an allocation of hours, 

rather than as a budget, or a cash payment, with a maximum limit of 40hours 

per week.To be entitled for Supported Independent Living by PA services, 

individuals must have been officially assessed as having a permanent and 

severe disability (a degree of incapacity not less than 60%). 

 (Pinto, 2011) Family, disability and social policy in Portugal: Where are we at, 

and where do we want to go? 

The Implementation of Policies Supporting Independent Living for Disabled 

People in Europe: Synthesis Report (2009) 

Are there 
results of this 
policy 
available? 

 

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

group? 

Final report on the public consultation period. Modelo de Apoio à Vida 
Independente – Relatório Final da Consulta Pública 
The process of public consultation adopted occurred in the period between 
the 3th of February and 27th of march, 2017. And the forms taken for the 
process included inviting online responses to the document proposal, public 
meetings, and working meetings.A final report was published making available 
to stakeholders the number of submissions received, key points raised, and 
how their feedback had been taken into consideration in the final decision. 

Drivers The ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 
which recognizes the equal right of all persons with disabilities to live in the 
community, with choices equal to others, and recommends effective and 
appropriate measures to facilitate the fulfilment of this right and their 
inclusion and participation in the community.PA services are already 
implemented in a number of European countries. 

http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/noticias/2017/2017_02%20Proposta_MAVI_Assist%C3%83%C2%AAncia_Pessoal_Portugal_2017_2020_Audi%C3%83%C2%A7%C3%83%C2%A3o_P%C3%83%C2%BAblica.pdf
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/noticias/2017/2017_02%20Proposta_MAVI_Assist%C3%83%C2%AAncia_Pessoal_Portugal_2017_2020_Audi%C3%83%C2%A7%C3%83%C2%A3o_P%C3%83%C2%BAblica.pdf
http://revista.aps.pt/cms/files/artigos_pdf/ART4dc4205994c60.pdf
http://revista.aps.pt/cms/files/artigos_pdf/ART4dc4205994c60.pdf
http://www.disability-europe.net/downloads/284-aned-task-5-independent-living-synthesis-report-14-01-10
http://www.disability-europe.net/downloads/284-aned-task-5-independent-living-synthesis-report-14-01-10
http://www.disability-europe.net/downloads/284-aned-task-5-independent-living-synthesis-report-14-01-10
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/noticias/2017/MAVI%20Relatorio%20de%20Consulta%20Publica.pdf
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/noticias/2017/MAVI%20Relatorio%20de%20Consulta%20Publica.pdf
http://www.inr.pt/uploads/docs/noticias/2017/MAVI%20Relatorio%20de%20Consulta%20Publica.pdf
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Barriers Confronting the dependency culture long established in Portugal over 
disability, either in the community or in the institutions. 
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Policy Legalise same-sex civil marriage 

URL Law No. 9/2010 of 31 May 
https://dre.pt/web/guest/pesquisa/-/search/332460/details/maximized 

Year 2010 

Addressed to Permitting Civil Marriage Between Persons of the Same Sex, Portugal 
became the 8th country worldwide to legalise same-sex civil marriage 
Same-sex couples may marry in Portugal without the need either to 
establish residency or to prove Portuguese citizenship with respect to 
one or both of the prospective spouses and may marry in Portugal even 
if their home nation will not recognize their marriage. 
Source. (Santos, 2013) Social Movements and Sexual Citizenship in 
Southern Europe. 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

From 2010 onwards, with the Law No. 9 / 2010 of May 31, 2299 couples 
have married. The number of marriages of same sex couples increased 
from 266 in 2010 to a peak in 2016 of 422 marriages. 
Source: INE - Marriage Statistics PORDATA - Data 

Does this policy 
include voices of 
the vulnerable 

group? 

Not available. 

Drivers The achievement of same-sex partnership rights has been celebrated 
both by the feminist and lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) 
movements, as it was part of the social movements’ agenda for several 
years. This achievement was part of a broader series of changes in 
relation to sexual equality laws that took place in the 2000s. Other 
changes included anti-discrimination clauses in the Labour Code (in 
2003), aggravation of penalties in the case of hate crimes and same-sex 
domestic violence (in 2007), equalisation of ages of consent (in 2007) 
and gender identity provisions (in 2011). 
Source. European Parliament's Committee on Women's Rights - The 
Policy on Gender Equality in Portugal 
(Santos, 2013). Social Movements and Sexual Citizenship in Southern 
Europe. 

Barriers The law legalizing gay marriage in 2010 banned same-sex adoption. In 
2013, the parliament passed a law that allowed same-sex married 
couples to adopt their partners’ children. And in 2016, the Law n. º 
2/2016 passed by the Portuguese parliament, overcame the 
discrimination of same sex couples in adopting children and also 
improved access to reproductive assistance for lesbian couples. 

https://dre.pt/web/guest/pesquisa/-/search/332460/details/maximized
http://www.academia.edu/4235972/Santos_A.C._2013._Social_Movements_and_Sexual_Citizenship_in_Southern_Europe._Basingstoke_Palgrave-Macmillan
http://www.academia.edu/4235972/Santos_A.C._2013._Social_Movements_and_Sexual_Citizenship_in_Southern_Europe._Basingstoke_Palgrave-Macmillan
https://www.pordata.pt/en/Portugal/Marriages-16
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.academia.edu/4235972/Santos_A.C._2013._Social_Movements_and_Sexual_Citizenship_in_Southern_Europe._Basingstoke_Palgrave-Macmillan
http://www.academia.edu/4235972/Santos_A.C._2013._Social_Movements_and_Sexual_Citizenship_in_Southern_Europe._Basingstoke_Palgrave-Macmillan
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Policy Labour Code – Gender, Citizenship and Non-Discrimination 
Amendment to the share of maternity leave and the reconciliation of 
family and working life. 

URL Approved by Law No. 7/2009 of 12th February 
http://data.dre.pt/eli/lei/7/2009/02/12/p/dre/pt/html 
And changed by Law No. 120/2015 of 1
 September 2015 
http://data.dre.pt/eli/lei/120/2015/09/01/p/dre/pt/html 

Year 2009 /2015 

Addressed to The Labour Code approved by the Law No. 7/2009 introduced several 
changes regarding maternity, paternity and parental leave, promoting 
the possibility to share the leave between the mother and the father 
and also increasing the length of parental leave for the fathers. 
According to the Decree-Law 91/2009, fathers and mothers are entitled 
to almost the same care leave (caring for children, including an adopted 
or step child, for the elderly and next of kin, like spouses or partners). 
Maternity and paternity leaves were replaced by parental leave that 
may have different lengths, different holders and payment rates 
depending on whether it is enjoyed exclusively by the mother, or the 
father, or both. 
The mother and father have the right to a leave of 120 to 150 
consecutive days following the child’s birth, which the mother and 
father can share as they wish. The wages are replaced by social security 
subsidies that vary with the length and conditions of the leave (between 
83% and 100% of the wage received). The mother has a compulsory six-
week leave after childbirth. The mother can also have a 30 days leave 
before childbirth, upon presentation of a medical certificate. The father 
has a compulsory 10 days leave, five consecutive days after childbirth 
and the remaining five days, consecutive or not, within the 30 days 
after childbirth. The father also has an additional leave of  10  days,  
consecutive or not,  which  is  not  mandatory.  These days must be 
used during the mother’s initial leave. In case of death or physical or 
mental incapacity of the mother, the father is entitled to a minimum of 
30 days of initial license. The father is also entitled to three absences 
from work to accompany the mother in the prenatal sessions and the 
preparation for childbirth. Self-employed workers are entitled to the 
same rights as the employees, including the sharing of the initial 
parental leave. 
The amendment introduced by Law No. 120/2015 of 1 September 2015, 
provides for the possibility to take telework, part-time work, or other 
flexible working time arrangements. The LC now allows for both parents 
to enjoy a part of maternity leave simultaneously, and under certain 

http://data.dre.pt/eli/lei/7/2009/02/12/p/dre/pt/html
http://data.dre.pt/eli/lei/120/2015/09/01/p/dre/pt/html
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conditions grants the parents the right to telework in order to promote 
the reconciliation of family and working life. 
Source. European network of legal experts in gender equality and non-
discrimination - Maternity and reconciliation of family and working life 
identity 
European Parliament's Committee on Women's Rights - The Policy on 
Gender Equality in Portugal 
(Coelho & Ferreira-Valente, 2014). The Economic Empowerment of 
Portuguese Women at the Crossroads: An accomplishment facing the 
tourniquet of the crisis 
(Aboim & Vasconcelos, 2012) STUDY ON THE ROLE OF MEN IN GENDER 
EQUALITY IN PORTUGAL 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Data gathered by Ferreira and Coelho (2013) shows that among public 
administration employees there is a trend to reduce the take-up of 
parental leaves: in 2011, 73 men used the shared leave with the mother 
(compared with 76 in 2010) and 90 men used the paternity leave 
(compared with 100, in 2010). In spite of these measures, the birth rate 
in Portugal is among the lowest in the world. In 2011, it was 9.92‰ (the 
EU 27 average birth rate for the same year was 10.4‰3).  The evolution 
in the use of the parental leave between 2005 and 2015 brings evidence 
to a low increase of the paternity leave and an increase in the shared 
leave from 0,5% in 2005 to 32,3% in 2015. 
Sources. European Parliament's Committee on Women's Rights - The 
Policy on Gender Equality in Portugal 
RELATÓRIO SOBRE O PROGRESSO DA IGUALDADE ENTRE MULHERES E 
HOMENS NO TRABALHO, NO EMPREGO E NA FORMAÇÃO 
PROFISSIONAL - 2015 

Does 

this policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

Governmental initiatives in this domain are limited to campaigns to 
inform the population about the new rights and training sessions for 
strategic publics (e.g. ministry employees) and the public in general. 
Source. European Parliament's Committee on Women's Rights - The 
Policy on Gender Equality in Portugal 

Drivers The Labour Code and the complementary legislation have transposed all 
relevant Directives regarding sex discrimination and non-discrimination 
in general in the area of employment as well as the maternity and 
parental leave directives. 
National legislation regarding parental leave is applicable to both the 
public and the private sector, according to the same terms.  Source. 
Country report - Portugal - Gender equality: How are EU rules 
transposed into national law? 

Barriers  

http://www.equalitylaw.eu/downloads/3660-portugal-maternity-and-reconciliation-of-family-and-working-life-identity-62-kb
http://www.equalitylaw.eu/downloads/3660-portugal-maternity-and-reconciliation-of-family-and-working-life-identity-62-kb
http://www.equalitylaw.eu/downloads/3660-portugal-maternity-and-reconciliation-of-family-and-working-life-identity-62-kb
http://www.equalitylaw.eu/downloads/3660-portugal-maternity-and-reconciliation-of-family-and-working-life-identity-62-kb
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.ces.uc.pt/projectos/finfam/ficheiros/Coelho_Ferreira-Valente_2014_ISA_Women_in_Portugal.pdf
http://www.ces.uc.pt/projectos/finfam/ficheiros/Coelho_Ferreira-Valente_2014_ISA_Women_in_Portugal.pdf
http://www.ces.uc.pt/projectos/finfam/ficheiros/Coelho_Ferreira-Valente_2014_ISA_Women_in_Portugal.pdf
http://www.ces.uc.pt/projectos/finfam/ficheiros/Coelho_Ferreira-Valente_2014_ISA_Women_in_Portugal.pdf
http://www.ics.ul.pt/publicacoes/workingpapers/wp2012/er2012_3.pdf
http://www.ics.ul.pt/publicacoes/workingpapers/wp2012/er2012_3.pdf
http://www.ics.ul.pt/publicacoes/workingpapers/wp2012/er2012_3.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/asstscite/downloads/Relat_Lei10_2015.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/asstscite/downloads/Relat_Lei10_2015.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/asstscite/downloads/Relat_Lei10_2015.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/asstscite/downloads/Relat_Lei10_2015.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://www.igfse.pt/upload/docs/2013/IgualdadedegeneroemPortugalPE.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/pt/destaques/complementosDestqs2/Country_report_Portugal_2017.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/pt/destaques/complementosDestqs2/Country_report_Portugal_2017.pdf
http://cite.gov.pt/pt/destaques/complementosDestqs2/Country_report_Portugal_2017.pdf
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Policy The Parity Law 

URL http://data.dre.pt/eli/leiorg/3/2006/p/cons/20061004/pt/html 

Year 2006 /2017 

Addressed to All candidate lists presented for local, parliamentary, and European 
elections must guarantee a minimum representation of 33 per cent 
for each sex. 
In order to guarantee this, the multi-member lists presented cannot 
contain in consecutive order more than two candidates of the same 
gender. 
Noncompliance with the quota will result in a 25–50 per cent 
reduction in public subsidies for the electoral campaign of said 
party/coalition. A 50 per cent reduction is applied when the presence 
of one of the genders is lower than 20 per cent, while when that 
presence is equal or superior to 20 per cent but lower than 33 per 
cent, the reduction is of 25 per cent. Non-compliance with the 
candidate order rule also results in a 50 per cent reduction. 
Source. Portugal’s Quota-Parity Law: An Analysis of its Adoption 
(Baum & Espírito- Sant, 2012). 
In 2012, the Government approved a Resolution intended to promote 
the participation of women in the boards of public and private 
companies, and following this Resolution other legislative measures 
have been established. 
As regards public companies, Decree-Law No. 133/2013, of 3 October 
2013 (General Features of Public Companies), establishes that the 
governance boards of public companies (administration board and 
surveillance board) must aim to have both men and women as 
members, and establishes the obligation of public companies to put in 
place equality plans. In the same sense, Law No. 67/2013, of 28 
August 2013 (General Features of Administrative Independent 
Agencies for the Monitoring of Economic Activity in the Private and in 
the Public Sector), establishes that the board of these agencies must 
include at least 33 % of the members of each sex, and that the 
presidency of this board must be occupied by persons from both 
sexes alternatively. On 6 March 2015, a Resolution of the Council of 
Ministers (Resolution No. 11-A/2015) was approved in relation to the 
promotion of women in leadership, since in average, in 2014, there 
were 9% of women on leading positions. 
Source. COMPARATIVE LABOR LAW DOSSIER EQUALITY, NON-
DISCRIMINATION AND WORK-LIFE BALANCE 
This year, January 2017, the Council of Ministers has approved the 
proposal of law to establish quotas/measures to public and quoted 
corporate administrative and regulatory bodies. (proposal of Law 
52/XIII) 

http://data.dre.pt/eli/leiorg/3/2006/p/cons/20061004/pt/html
http://www.ics.ul.pt/rdonweb-docs/ICS_AEspirito-Santo_Portugal_ARI.pdf
https://www.upf.edu/documents/3885005/8335336/CLLD_Equality.pdf/1c020a7f-9409-42e5-a696-486629de4913
https://www.upf.edu/documents/3885005/8335336/CLLD_Equality.pdf/1c020a7f-9409-42e5-a696-486629de4913
https://www.upf.edu/documents/3885005/8335336/CLLD_Equality.pdf/1c020a7f-9409-42e5-a696-486629de4913
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PRESIDÊNCIA DO CONSELHO DE MINISTROS - Proposta de Lei n.º 

52/XIII 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

An article was introduced requiring that the parity law be assessed on 
its impact on gender balance in Portuguese electoral politics, in a five 
years’ time based.  According to the data available the level of female 
representation in government between 1991 and 2009 reached a 
peak (20%) in 2002, and a variation between 23 women in 
parliament in 1979 (8.3%) and 64 in 2009 (27.8%) were observed.  In 
local government, women represented 7.5% of the mayors in 2009 
mostly in municipalities ruled by the Socialist Party (PS); and in the 
European parliament, also in 2009, 36% of the Portuguese 
representatives were women  
 Even though the greater equilibrium achieved between parties, still in 
the 2009-11 legislature none of the parties reached the quota of 33%, 
except the BE (which, however, reduced it to 43.8%). Denoting the 
law was not sufficient to make significant changes, and highlight as a 
limitation the way it could be conveniently used as an instrument by 
parties, on the one hand, placing women third in the lists with fewer 
chances of being elected; on the other hand, giving silent to the 
possibility of female candidates renouncing their mandate after being 
elected and being replaced by men. 
Overall, the representation of women is still far below parity, thelaw 
is pointed as a signifying milestone in the promotion of gender 
equality; and as a relevant instrument for promoting change in an 
electoral system that has remained largely unaltered until.  
Nevertheless, since there has been growing attention for this 
thematic, in the successive National Plans for Gender Equality that 
repeatedly emphasize the importance of gender balance in the boards 
of public and private companies as a condition for good governance. 
And several campaigns were developed by the Government targeting 
private companies in this sense. 
 Sources. The Quota Policy in Portugal: The Role of Political Parties 
and State Feminism (Monteiro, 2012).Committee on the Elimination 
of Discrimination against Women - List of issues and questions in 
relation to the combined eighth and ninth periodic reports of Portugal 
COMPARATIVE LABOR LAW DOSSIER EQUALITY, NON-
DISCRIMINATION AND WORK-LIFE BALANCE 
Estudo sobre a aplicação da lei da paridade do projeto promoção da 
cidadania (Jordão, 2015). 
Education and Political Participation of Women: The Case of Portugal 
(David, et al., 2016). 

http://app.parlamento.pt/webutils/docs/doc.pdf?path=6148523063446f764c3246795a5868774d546f334e7a67774c336470626d6c7561574e7059585270646d467a4c31684a53556b76644756346447397a4c334277624455794c56684a53556b755a47396a&amp;fich=ppl52-XIII.doc&amp;Inline=true
http://app.parlamento.pt/webutils/docs/doc.pdf?path=6148523063446f764c3246795a5868774d546f334e7a67774c336470626d6c7561574e7059585270646d467a4c31684a53556b76644756346447397a4c334277624455794c56684a53556b755a47396a&amp;fich=ppl52-XIII.doc&amp;Inline=true
https://rccsar.revues.org/404
https://rccsar.revues.org/404
https://rccsar.revues.org/404
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
http://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CEDAW%2fC%2fPRT%2fQ%2f8-9%2fAdd.1&amp;Lang=en
https://www.upf.edu/documents/3885005/8335336/CLLD_Equality.pdf/1c020a7f-9409-42e5-a696-486629de4913
https://www.upf.edu/documents/3885005/8335336/CLLD_Equality.pdf/1c020a7f-9409-42e5-a696-486629de4913
https://www.upf.edu/documents/3885005/8335336/CLLD_Equality.pdf/1c020a7f-9409-42e5-a696-486629de4913
http://www.scielo.mec.pt/pdf/aeq/n31/n31a14.pdf
http://www.scielo.mec.pt/pdf/aeq/n31/n31a14.pdf
http://bdigital.ipg.pt/dspace/handle/10314/3561
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Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

Represented by the Advisory Council of the main Portuguese 

gender equality institution (Commission for Citizenship and Gender 

Equality), highly consensual with the agenda on parity democracy. 

Drivers Many authors cited the international trend towards a strategy of 

legislative quotas, recommended by the Beijing Platform for 

Action, and implemented by several states in the 1990s, which 

seemed to have had a significant influence on the debate during 

2006 in Portugal, with impact in the public discourse, favouring a 

more amenable environment for gender quotas in 2006- The shift 

in political alignments towards a majority Socialist government 

providing a positive structure of political opportunities. 

Source. The Quota Policy in Portugal: The Role of Political Parties 

and State Feminism (Monteiro, 2012). 

Barriers The controversial   nature  around   the  policy   of   positive  action   

or   quotas,   with  supporters within the Portuguese society and 

political system, with the prevailing  arguments of meritocracy or 

the insufficiency of the policy to eliminate class inequalities.   In the 

eyes of its supporters, the presidential veto of the first version of 

the decree led to a new version with softer sanctions on parties for 

non-compliance, limiting the possibility of its impact. 

Source. The Quota Policy in Portugal: The Role of Political Parties 

and State Feminism (Monteiro, 2012). 

https://rccsar.revues.org/404
https://rccsar.revues.org/404
https://rccsar.revues.org/404
https://rccsar.revues.org/404
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Background National Paper on Social Inclusion in Slovakia 
 

 

Policy  Integration of Roma population (minority) 

 

URL http://www.minv.sk/?revizia_strategia 

Year 2012 

Addressed to Roma minority 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

The expected results are described for all core areas – education, 

housing, health, employment, financial integration and non-

discrimination. However, any concrete data on achievements are not 

published. IN general the Roma situation is not improving.  

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

group? 

The responsibility for this policy is within the Government 

Plenipotentiary for the Roma community. This should guarantee that 

the voice of Roma community is respected when designing and 

implementing policies.  

Drivers Urgent need to deal with this minority, with high percentage of it 

bellow any acceptable standard of living.  

International pressures. 

Barriers Lack of real will to change the situation of Roman top down. 

Limited internal capacity and will to change. 

Lack of resources. 
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Policy  National Strategy of Employment till 2020 

 

URL https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/praca-

zamestnanost/podpora-zamestnanosti/narodna-strategia-

zamestnanosti-slovenskej-republiky-do-roku-2020.pdf 

Year 2014 

Addressed to All working force 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

The policy sets measures in following areas: 

- Regional dimension of employment  

- Burden of unemployment  

- Weak salary level  

- Topic of employment of young people  

- Education and labour market  

- Innovations as a tool of employment support  

- Support of employment of Roma  

- Green economy  

- Questions of improvement of work culture  

- Promotion for image of Slovak production 

- Gender equality including the balancing of family and work life  

-  Questions of employment of elderly  

However, it is too early to expect any evaluation of results 

achieved. 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

The policy document was formally consulted with non-profit sector, 

but it is mainly top down document.   

Drivers Policy Statement of the Government of the Slovak Republic from 

May 2012 included the promise for this policy document. The 

document is partly pre-condition for the use of EU funds in the 

area. 

Barriers Lack of resources 

Limited involvement of stakeholders 
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Policy  National Programme of the Development of the Living Conditions 

of Disabled 2014-2020 

 

URL https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/rodina-

socialna-pomoc/tazke-zdravotne-postihnutie/narodny-program-

rozvoja-zivotnych-podmienok-osob-so-zdravotnym-postihnutim-

roky-2014-2020.pdf 

Year 2014 

Addressed to Disabled 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

The programme includes concrete tasks in following areas:  

Awareness 
Standard of living 
Social protection 
Accessibility 
Equal treatment 
Integration 
Mobility 
Respect to house and family 
Education 
Health 
Rehabilitation 
Employment 
Participation 
Disabled women 
Disabled children 
Risk and emergency situations 

However, it is too early to expect any evaluation of results 

achieved. 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

The working group responsible for creation of this policy consisted 

almost equally from representatives of government institutions 

and of non-profit sector.   

Drivers Policy Statement of the Government of the Slovak Republic from 

May 2012 included the promise for this policy document. The 

document is partly pre-condition for the use of EU funds in the 

area. 

Barriers Lack of resources 

Limited awareness 

 

https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/rodina-socialna-pomoc/tazke-zdravotne-postihnutie/narodny-program-rozvoja-zivotnych-podmienok-osob-so-zdravotnym-postihnutim-roky-2014-2020.pdf
https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/rodina-socialna-pomoc/tazke-zdravotne-postihnutie/narodny-program-rozvoja-zivotnych-podmienok-osob-so-zdravotnym-postihnutim-roky-2014-2020.pdf
https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/rodina-socialna-pomoc/tazke-zdravotne-postihnutie/narodny-program-rozvoja-zivotnych-podmienok-osob-so-zdravotnym-postihnutim-roky-2014-2020.pdf
https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/rodina-socialna-pomoc/tazke-zdravotne-postihnutie/narodny-program-rozvoja-zivotnych-podmienok-osob-so-zdravotnym-postihnutim-roky-2014-2020.pdf
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Policy  National Strategy of Inclusion and Fight against Poverty 

 

URL https://www.employment.gov.sk/files/slovensky/rodina-

socialna-pomoc/narodna-ramcova-strategia-socialneho-

zaclenenia-boja-proti-chudobe.pdf 

 

Year 2015 

Addressed to Vulnerable groups 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

The programme includes concrete tasks in following areas:  

- Active labour market policies 

- Supporting employment of young people 

- Balance between labour and family life 

- High quality services 

- Roma integration 

- Reform of social transfers 

However, it is too early to expect any evaluation of results 

achieved. 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

The document formally stresses the need for involvement of 

stakeholders and proposes the creation of the “Forum for social 

inclusion”. Reality is not so promising.   

Drivers Policy Statement of the Government of the Slovak Republic from 

May 2012 included the promise for this policy document. The 

document is partly pre-condition for the use of EU funds in the 

area. 

Barriers Lack of resources 

Top down initiative  
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Background National Paper on Social Inclusion in Spain 

                                                           
4 Macías, F., Ionescu, V. & Tellado, I. (2016, April 8-12). Improving Education of the Most Vulnerable Groups: The Roma Case. Symposium 
on “Successful Educational Research That Overcomes Inequalities”, 2016 AERA Annual Meeting: Public Scholars to Educate Diverse 
Democracies.  Washington, DC (USA): American Educational Research Association, AERA. 
Ruiz, L.; García, T. & Girbés, S. (2016, August 22-26). Towards the Roma Inclusion in Spain through the Successful Educational Actions. 
Symposium on “Gypsy, Roma, Traveller Education”, European Conference on Educational Research, ECER 2016. Dublin (Ireland): European 
Educational Research Association, EERA. 
García Espinel, T. (2016). Impacto político de la investigación europea sobre el pueblo gitano: el caso del Plan Integral del Pueblo Gitano de 
Cataluña [Political Impact of the Roma European Research: the Case of the Integrated Plan of the Roma People of Catalonia]. (Dissertation). 
Universidad de Granada, Spain.  
Macías Aranda, F. (2017). Las contirbuciones del Pueblo Gitano para la lucha contra la pobreza y el racismo a través de las Actuaciones 
Educativas de Éxito [Roma contributions to fight against poverty and racism through Successful Educational Actions]. (Dissertation). 
Universidad de Barcelona, Spain (in press). 

Policy  INTEGRATED PLAN FOR THE ROMA IN CATALONIA  

URL http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/Article/Info-general-

PIPG 

http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/

18_accio_comunitaria_i_voluntariat/01_accio_comunitaria/04_pla_inte

gral_poble_gitano/pipg2014.pdf 

Year 2014- 2016 

Addressed to Roma People 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

The European Poject “ROMAin. Polítiques d’inclusió amb el poble gitano 

a Europa: Cap al ’èxit en la intervenció social 2005-2007” (Inclusion 

policies with Roma People in Europe: Towards success in social 

intervention 2005-2007”), publishes a guide assessing the PIPG, also 

identifies a number of successful actions to improve social and 

educational conditions of the Roma Community.  

There are not available institutional results yet of the assessment of the 

implemented policies in the third Plan’s edition (2014-2016). It is 

expected to be done at one point in 2017. Nevertheless, certain results 

achieved through qualitative research4 already show some improvement 

since the moment the plan was launched. Thus, for instance, and 

connected to the “Preparation course for the University Access Exam of 

Roma people over 25”, we appreciate that 8 Roma people have 

successfully passed the University Access Exam. Besides, more than 30 

Roma professionals have been employed in several actions developed 

for the Plan. Finally, it is important to highlight here that a Romani 

University Network of Catalonia has been also created (CampusRom), 

which is composed by many students of the “Preparation course for the 

University Access Exam of Roma people over 25”, 

http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/Article/Info-general-PIPG
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/detalls/Article/Info-general-PIPG
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/18_accio_comunitaria_i_voluntariat/01_accio_comunitaria/04_pla_integral_poble_gitano/pipg2014.pdf
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/18_accio_comunitaria_i_voluntariat/01_accio_comunitaria/04_pla_integral_poble_gitano/pipg2014.pdf
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/18_accio_comunitaria_i_voluntariat/01_accio_comunitaria/04_pla_integral_poble_gitano/pipg2014.pdf
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Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, implementation, 

evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

One of the Plan driving forces is the participation of the own Roma 

Community in the various plan levels. In this regard, a successful key 

factor is the involvement of the Roma Community along the process as 

well as inspiring the policies design in the re-enactment of the scientific 

results that are nowadays contributing to the improvement of the Roma 

People situation. 

The Roma Community participation can be summarised as follows: 

Renewal of the PIPG Team (10 people) 

Working groups of the Roma People organised by sectors, mostly under 

Roma People participation (education, housing, health, employment 

culture, interior, justice, media). 

Roma People Assessing Council (21 representatives of Roma entities), 

that carry out amendments and fully assess the contents of the entire 

renewal process before submitting the proposal to the Commission. 

PativaleManusa, is an inside respectful organ formed by Roma People 

(men and women), that turns into a direct communication link between 

the Plan and the territory. 

Its design is based on a Researcher Conduct Code of the researcher that 

studies the Roma People compiled by the CEG-UB as of the 

recommendations of the Researcher European Charter. This 

investigation takes on the commitment to be addressed towards the 

overcoming of social exclusion as well as bettering the Roma People 

living conditions. The code also includes a number of ethical guidelines 

to be taken into account by those people who are assessing the projects. 

Drivers Linked to the educational success following successful actions, 

supported by the international scientific community, are identified: 

Interactive groups (heterogeneous groups that count with adult support; 

Dialogic Literary Gatherings; Family Training; Tutored Library (Learning 

period span); Educational Community Participation; Dialogic model for 

conflicts resolutions.  

Barriers Actions and measures proposed by the Integrated Plan are the result of 

a process of negotiation with other DGs (for instance, DG of Education, 

DG of Employment, etc.) of the Catalan Government. Thus, it means that 

sometimes, those actions are not fully developed as proposed by the 

Integrated Plan, or they have significant delays and/or amendments.   
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They have not been released yet the assessment results of the 

implemented policies. It is expected to do so in 2017 
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POLICY SHLTER CATALAN PROGRAMME 

URL http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/ambits_tematics/immigracio/

persones_refugiades/programa_catala_refugi/ 

http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematic

s/05immigracio_refugi/Persones_refugiades/Programa_catala_refugi/

170124-RESUM-PCR-PER-A-LA-PREMSA.pdf 

http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/govern/ca/notespremsa/298358/de

partament-treball-afers-socials-families-posa-marxa-programa-catala-

refugi.html 

Year 2017-  2018 

Addressed to Refugees 

Are there results 

of this policy 

available? 

There are not results of the programme yet. Nevertheless it is 

important to outline how in the first month for the registration of the 

mentorship, there were over 700 applicants and as a consequence a 

second group has been opened.  

Even though there is not any assessment yet of the programme as it 

starts in March 2017, said programme is based on results from 

experiences internationally supported such as the Groups of Five 

(Canada and Quebec) or the Model Programme for ex-Administered 

Minors, and has been re-enacted in the case of the Shelter Catalan 

Programme 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how they are included (design, implementation, 

evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

Policy design has been carried out in close contact with the most 

important associations, entities and foundations that are taking care 

of refugees and applicants for political asylum. We have also 

examined camps of refugees where we interviewed some of them as 

well as public administration and volunteers. 

Drivers The programme is based on voluntary work providing mentorship in 

order to undertake accompaniment of refugees in order to favour 

their participation and inclusion in society. It is based on highlighting 

skills and the accrued knowledge of voluntary workers supported on 

the motivation and solidarity with refugees. It demands a 

commitment of at least one full year and 2 to 4 working hours per 

week. There is beforehand a selection and training process of the 

volunteer workers so that they can give proper response to their 

needs of the refugees. 

http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/ambits_tematics/immigracio/persones_refugiades/programa_catala_refugi/
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/ca/ambits_tematics/immigracio/persones_refugiades/programa_catala_refugi/
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/05immigracio_refugi/Persones_refugiades/Programa_catala_refugi/170124-RESUM-PCR-PER-A-LA-PREMSA.pdf
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/05immigracio_refugi/Persones_refugiades/Programa_catala_refugi/170124-RESUM-PCR-PER-A-LA-PREMSA.pdf
http://treballiaferssocials.gencat.cat/web/.content/03ambits_tematics/05immigracio_refugi/Persones_refugiades/Programa_catala_refugi/170124-RESUM-PCR-PER-A-LA-PREMSA.pdf
http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/govern/ca/notespremsa/298358/departament-treball-afers-socials-families-posa-marxa-programa-catala-refugi.html
http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/govern/ca/notespremsa/298358/departament-treball-afers-socials-families-posa-marxa-programa-catala-refugi.html
http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/govern/ca/notespremsa/298358/departament-treball-afers-socials-families-posa-marxa-programa-catala-refugi.html
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Barriers There is not an assessment of the programme yet. 

 

Policy  EMERGENCY SOCIAL RENT FUND. MORTGAGE DEBT MEDIATION OFFICE FOR 

HOME RENT 

URL http://www.terrassa.cat/es/fons-de-lloguer-social-d-emergencia 

https://aoberta.terrassa.cat/tramits/fitxa.jsp?id=7422 

http://www.terrassa.cat/es/ofimape 

http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/45997/ajuntam

ent/terrassa/premiat/politiques/habitatge/social?rlc=a2 

http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-

occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-

alquiler-social.html 

http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-

occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-

alquiler-social.html 

http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/57111/psc/terr

assa/proposara/poder/expropiar/temporalment/pisos/buits/dedicar

-los/lloguer/social 

Year From 2012 onwards 

Addressed to Unemployed people 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

The social housing rent Fund was created in order to give out 

dwelling to families as well as to those people who suffered from 

income cuts and that have lost or is in the verge of losing their 

homes and they are or they will be affected by eviction process due 

to either mortgage or rent default. 

The Dwelling and Community Mediation Councilwoman Lluïsa 

Melgares, received in Fuenlabrada an award given to the Terrassa 

City Hall by the State Association of Managers and Directors of Social 

Services that appreciated the supporting task given to those families 

and people under risk of social exclusion. In Terrassa most of these 

families and people are from migrant or Roma origin. (XXII Annual 

Congress of the State Association of Managers and Directors of 

Social Services).  

http://www.terrassa.cat/es/fons-de-lloguer-social-d-emergencia
https://aoberta.terrassa.cat/tramits/fitxa.jsp?id=7422
http://www.terrassa.cat/es/ofimape
http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/45997/ajuntament/terrassa/premiat/politiques/habitatge/social?rlc=a2
http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/45997/ajuntament/terrassa/premiat/politiques/habitatge/social?rlc=a2
http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-alquiler-social.html
http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-alquiler-social.html
http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-alquiler-social.html
http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-alquiler-social.html
http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-alquiler-social.html
http://www.lavanguardia.com/local/valles-occidental/20130222/54367021772/terrassa-ofrece-primeros-pisos-alquiler-social.html
http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/57111/psc/terrassa/proposara/poder/expropiar/temporalment/pisos/buits/dedicar-los/lloguer/social
http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/57111/psc/terrassa/proposara/poder/expropiar/temporalment/pisos/buits/dedicar-los/lloguer/social
http://www.naciodigital.cat/latorredelpalau/noticia/57111/psc/terrassa/proposara/poder/expropiar/temporalment/pisos/buits/dedicar-los/lloguer/social
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In 2013, the first thing they did was to grant 20 flats from the 

Catalunya Caixa Fund plus another 20 from the social dwelling of the 

City Hall. In both cases, the monthly rent moved in a spam between 

150 and 250 euros subject to the flat characteristics together with 

the socio-economic situation of the awardees. 

In 2012, the OFIMEH (municipal office for the care of energy poverty 

and the promotion of energy efficiency) took care of some thousand 

calls, carried out 581 interviews and opened 515 files house related. 

403 of these files were processed and finalised, with only 112 

outstanding cases yet to be solved. Some 70 family files are under 

assessment, said families could enjoy special urgent aid. 

The City Planning Department in Terrassa, took this issue to the 

plenary session that approved it under the agreement number 

4/2016 in order to apply it in the city, as a matter of urgency, in 

January 2017. This executive decision empowers the City Halls to 

start the temporary eviction formalities to the main owners. Thus, 

making it possible to increase the available social dwelling in the 

City. It is estimated that there are some 4,000 empty dwellings, out 

of which, 2,038 are written down in the “Empty dwellings and 

occupied without authorisation” registry. In 2017 it is expected to 

evict 200 dwellings. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

Various affected associations and administrations take part in the 

design of this measure; they carry out interviews with these families 

to describe their problems. 

Drivers Terrassa is the first Town Hall that has enforced the law to favour 

social dwelling confronting banks or the owners of great closed 

down houses/flats.  

Barriers There is not sufficient number of dwellings to urgently care for every 

affected family suffering this awful situation 
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Policy  INDEPENDENT LIFE PROGRAMME (IMD). BARCELONA 

URL file:///D:/Usuarios/usuari/Documents/30anystext.385.pdf 

http://www.edubcn.cat/ca/el_consorci 

Year Since 1987 

Addressed to People with disabilities 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

The idea is to facilitate personal autonomy as well as an independent 
life of those people under functional diversity or people with 
disabilities in Barcelona City, through the service of a personal 
assistant, access to social housing and cooperation with entities of 
handicapped people in conducted programmes. With this initiative 
the Municipal Institute of Handicaps, an alternative option is offered 
to the residential regimes, to the home help services or the care 
provided by families. 
The person with disability decides at all times what kind of support 
he/she should receive. The aim of said programme is that of 
improving the living conditions of those people with disabilities by 
means of a personal assistant for example, as well as performing 
certain activities that they would carry out should they do not suffer 
functional limitations. 
This programme  is integrated within the Accessibility Plan whose 
results we list next: 
- 354 accessible municipal buildings (in total or in part) or that can be 
workable. 
- Accommodation of the streets (over 88% of the streets have been 
accommodated, road crosses fitted with resounding traffic lights that 
can be activated by any person with vision impairment, selective 
garbage containers have been accommodated too for those people 
with disabilities etc.) 
They have received several awards: from the Cochleared Implanted 
Association in Spain (AICE) in 2004 to the accessibility in the Cultures 
Forum;  Distinctions Commitment to Design for All 2005; special 
design mention for everyone in the DELTA Awards (ADI-FAD). 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, implementation, 

evaluation, etc.) and what the mechanisms are. 

The alternative option, Programme for the Independent Life, 

provides the possibility that at all times any person with disability will 

be the one who conducts and choses who, when and how to be 

cared for. 

Drivers Favouring the autonomy of the person with disability or functional 

diversity. 

file:///D:/Usuarios/usuari/Documents/30anystext.385.pdf
http://www.edubcn.cat/ca/el_consorci
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Barriers Discrimination resulting from disability reasons, is still not eradicated, 

neither the city is completely accommodated for these people.  

 

Policy  BIZKAIA HABITAT PROGRAMME 

URL http://web.bizkaia.eus/es/web/area-de-prensa/noticias/-

/news/detailView/16737 

https://www.raisfundacion.org/es/informate/noticias_y_eventos/bi

zkaia-adoptar-el-programa-h-bitat 

https://www.raisfundacion.org/es/informate/noticias_y_eventos/ho

using-first-una-soluci-n-eficaz-para-las-personas-sin-hogar 

Year Since 2016 

Addressed to Homeless people 

Are  there 

available results of 

this policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

It is an agreement signed by the Employment Department, Social 

Inclusion and the Zubietxe Foundation. It responds to the priorities 

listed in the BizkaiaGoazen 2030, in their 37 course of action, there is 

a caring plan towards people without a home and extremely 

reluctant to social intervention.  

It counts with 20 people in a situation of high social exclusion and 

over three years without a home, as a sustainable alternative, as 

well as autonomous, to the homeless issue. Six cities participate in 

the Habitat Programme (Barcelona, Madrid, Málaga, etc.) 

The programme implies a public cost reduction. So that, for 

example, the cost per post in Habitat is €34 per day, similar or even 

less than many of existing resources, that offer a stable dwelling 

together with a greater  intervention. 

On the other hand, the programme assessment shows a remarkable 

improvement in the quality of life of those participants who 

unfortunately have no home.   

All participants have stayed in the house provided by the 

programme, a year after joining it. 

Habitat carries out too cost assessment and economical efficacy. 

Those participants in Habitat decrease the use of emergency social 

resources and basic needs, whereas increase other types of 

rehabilitation resources and re-insertion (training sessions, 

http://web.bizkaia.eus/es/web/area-de-prensa/noticias/-/news/detailView/16737
http://web.bizkaia.eus/es/web/area-de-prensa/noticias/-/news/detailView/16737
https://www.raisfundacion.org/es/informate/noticias_y_eventos/bizkaia-adoptar-el-programa-h-bitat
https://www.raisfundacion.org/es/informate/noticias_y_eventos/bizkaia-adoptar-el-programa-h-bitat
https://www.raisfundacion.org/es/informate/noticias_y_eventos/housing-first-una-soluci-n-eficaz-para-las-personas-sin-hogar
https://www.raisfundacion.org/es/informate/noticias_y_eventos/housing-first-una-soluci-n-eficaz-para-las-personas-sin-hogar
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psychological care, rehabilitation etc.) Stability in lodging is 

particularly stressed. 

Let us see some other results: 

Improvement in the quality of life(index QoLI) 

Decrease of attacks, insults and ill-treatment. Increase of security 

feeling. 

Some participants have recuperated family bonds thus loneliness 

feeling is fading away. 

Health improvement especially connected to insomnia and anxiety. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what the mechanisms are. 

HousingFirst and the Habitat Programme what they actually do is 

classing the housing as a fundamental human right that is owed to 

everybody. Consequently, the programme focus the individual and 

specific needs of each person, as well as tries to ease the integration 

in the society under a harmonised way of the people with no home 

by making possible for them access to housing autonomously 

managed. The Programme gives those people with no home 

currently living in the streets, their own homes and with the 

possibility of staying.  A team of professionals offers support to 

every person; said support is not subject to the achievement of 

objectives, neither to other usual requests in social intervention 

procedures (medicals and psychological follow-ups, abstinence, 

etc.). 

Drivers Increase of the quality of life of people who lived in the streets for 

nine years or more that used residential services in specific cases 

only. This initiative is addressed to those people that, due to the 

complexity of their exclusion process, stay out of the traditional 

caring systems since they permanently live in the streets, thus 

suffering mental health problems, disability together with 

addictions.  

Assessments carried out in many countries where this Housing First 

model was implemented, provide evidence of actual solutions to 

these people.  

Barriers The programme cannot cope with all the existing people with no 

home. 
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Policy  STREET VENDORS COOPERATIVE 

URL http://www.ara.cat/societat/Comenca-seleccio-manters-

cooperativa_0_1633636690.html 

Year 2016 

Addressed to Undocumented Migrant people  

Are there 

available 

results of this 

policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

The Barcelona City Hall started in 2016 a selection of street vendors to 

participate in the creation of a cooperative system for social intervention.  

The first selection chose 15 people who received cooperative training will 

work in a cooperative. It is expected to increase the number of people up 

to 18 in 2018. It is aimed to create legal selling points for street vendors; 

gradually thereafter, once their situation was legalised, they can become 

self-employed so that other people under social exclusion risk can join the 

cooperative. 

There is a return commitment towards the most vulnerable people. 

It is based upon international successful actions in other countries where 

there exist street markets and this kind of vendors can be accommodated. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, implementation, 

evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

The Programme appears as a result of an agreement between the City Hall, 

social entities and the street vendors. The latter organised themselves in a 

union to be stronger. Henceforth, in every necessity’s detection process, 

searching for alternative options and design of the intervention proposal, 

members of the affected group participated too. Besides, nowadays, there 

are people in the same migrant group cooperating in the management and 

in the Project coordination. 

Drivers It means an alternative choice for the non-registered or undocumented 

migrant people in order to legalise them. It is as well based on the 

community solidarity once the situation is legalised, then they offer 

mentorship services for the newcomers. 

Barriers To be part of the Project, one has to prove he/she has resided in Barcelona 

for at least one year minimum and in Spain for at least three years. Besides 

applicants must not have any criminal record whatsoever. If the person 

concerned is not registered in Barcelona, there is the possibility to provide 

a certificate issued by a caring network demonstrating that said person has 

been taken care off or alternatively has been linked to an entity during the 

past twelve months. It is an alternative choice but it only provides an 

http://www.ara.cat/societat/Comenca-seleccio-manters-cooperativa_0_1633636690.html
http://www.ara.cat/societat/Comenca-seleccio-manters-cooperativa_0_1633636690.html
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opportunity to only a small part of the group affected of the non-legalised 

or undocumented people. 

 

Policy  ENTREPRENEURSHIP STRATEGY AND EMPLOYMENT FOR THE YOUTH 

URL http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-

observatorio.php?id=3511&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403

403890db 

http://www.orienta.coop/estrategia-de-emprendimiento-y-empleo-

joven  

http://www.empleo.gob.es/es/garantiajuvenil/catalogomedidas.html  

http://www.empleo.gob.es/ficheros/garantiajuvenil/documentos/EEE

J_Resumen_Ejecutivo.pdf  

http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-

observatorio.php?id=3505&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403

403890db  

Year 2013 

Addressed to Youth 

Are there 

available   

results of this 

policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

There is a partial assessment of this policy. Results of Basque 

economy were made public.  Without clearly saying that the 

improvement of the Basque economy was due only and exclusively to 

this particular policy, since there are several converging factors, it is 

considered that the so called social Economy grew in2015 in those 

instances where cooperatives, working associations, special 

employment centres, etc., increased the amount of work especially 

among vulnerable groups like the young ones.  

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, implementation, 

evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

The Entrepreneurship Strategy and Employment for the Youth is an 

initiative of the Employment and Social Security Ministry in 2013, 

resulting from a dialogical process among very diverse social 

interlocutors that aimed to give response to the unemployment 

situation of a remarkable part of the Spanish youth. In this regard 

several entities of the third sector, companies, administration, etc., 

participated in the negotiation process and in the policy design. 

http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-observatorio.php?id=3511&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403403890db
http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-observatorio.php?id=3511&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403403890db
http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-observatorio.php?id=3511&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403403890db
http://www.orienta.coop/estrategia-de-emprendimiento-y-empleo-joven
http://www.orienta.coop/estrategia-de-emprendimiento-y-empleo-joven
http://www.empleo.gob.es/es/garantiajuvenil/catalogomedidas.html
http://www.empleo.gob.es/ficheros/garantiajuvenil/documentos/EEEJ_Resumen_Ejecutivo.pdf
http://www.empleo.gob.es/ficheros/garantiajuvenil/documentos/EEEJ_Resumen_Ejecutivo.pdf
http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-observatorio.php?id=3505&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403403890db
http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-observatorio.php?id=3505&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403403890db
http://www.observatorioeconomiasocial.es/actualidad-observatorio.php?id=3505&PHPSESSID=8097f950e917a4dcb9aea403403890db
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In order to properly tackle this juvenile unemployment situation, the 

strategy has defined 100 measures, both for ordinary hired workers 

and those self-employed through entrepreneurship. 

Drivers The strategy was approved as an opened instrument where 

companies or public institutions that wished to contribute with their 

own tools to fight against juvenile unemployment can do so. 

Therefore, the participating entities have an emblem that they can 

use in their corporate image.  The plan pays special attention to those 

young people that lack working experience or that has worked in 

sectors that currently have no demand for employment. The idea is 

that they can combine training and work at the same time. 

However, we should highlight several measures next, such as:  

Reduction of the contribution to the Social Security, with reductions 

and bonuses up to 100 % for those companies who hire people under 

30 years of age. 

Programmes for those ones who prematurely gave up their studies 

can achieve a degree in the Obligatory Secondary Education. 

Improvement in the employability for the young people who are 

unemployed, through training programmes with hiring commitments 

or with the incentive of training contracts. 

A €50 flat rate for the self-employed workers, the possibility to 

capitalise the unemployment grant were increased making possible to 

harmonise the dole with the launching of an entrepreneurship 

activity. The Royal Decree, Law, 6/2016, of December 23rd, of urgent 

measures to foster the Juvenile National Guarantee System. 

Barriers Although the strategy takes into account that young people can 

harmonise training with employment, there is a risk since there are 

part time contracts, training contracts under a training period. If there 

is no control over these tools, a poor employability for the young ones 

can be spread out. 
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Policy  “LOOKING FOR COURAGEOUS PEOPLE” CAMPAIGN. STRATEGIC PLAN OF 

SCHOOL COHABITATION 

URL https://www.sebuscanvalientes.com/  

http://www.mecd.gob.es/educacion-mecd/mc/convivencia-

escolar/plan-convivencia/introduccion.html  

http://www.infocoponline.es/pdf/PLANCONVIVENCIA.pdf  

https://www.sebuscanvalientes.com/doc/Estudio-sobre-

Ciberbullying.pdf  

Linda C. Mayes, Author, Donald J. Cohen, Joint Author, John E. 

Schowalter, With. The yale child study center guide to 

understanding your child: healthy development from birth to 

adolescence. Little, brown. Isbn 978-0-316-95432-7 

Year 2017 

Addressed to Youth 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

There are qualitative available data, in several schools, showing an 
improvement in school cohabitation as well as in the decrease of 
harassment situations. Victims say that their well-being increases 
when successful educational actions are implemented, such as the 
conflicts prevention model fostered by the Cohabitation at School 
Strategic Plan.  

There are processes involving relatives, students, faculty and other 
educational agents in the definition of norms adhering to a 
procedural ethical model.   Thus, greater legitimacy is achieved of 
the set of rules at the time that a shared responsibility of the 
community as a whole to meet the expected goals.  

Evidence from the international scientific community is being 
considered. One of them is the KiVa programme in force in several 
schools of European countries like Finland and is based on the 
Bystander Intervention.  

This programme has proved its efficacy in a great controlled and 
random test of 117 schools with intervention and another 117 
control schools (totalling 150,000 pupils); it is the world greatest 
available sample connected to the investigation concerning school 
harassment. Besides, studies carried out in other countries (for 
example, Italy, Holland, Estonia, England, Sweden) have shown 
meaningful favourable results. 

The international scientific community appreciates and values KiVa 
impact. 

https://www.sebuscanvalientes.com/
http://www.mecd.gob.es/educacion-mecd/mc/convivencia-escolar/plan-convivencia/introduccion.html
http://www.mecd.gob.es/educacion-mecd/mc/convivencia-escolar/plan-convivencia/introduccion.html
http://www.infocoponline.es/pdf/PLANCONVIVENCIA.pdf
https://www.sebuscanvalientes.com/doc/Estudio-sobre-Ciberbullying.pdf
https://www.sebuscanvalientes.com/doc/Estudio-sobre-Ciberbullying.pdf
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The Plan has received several national and international awards. 

European Award for Crime Prevention in 2009 

National Awards in 2008, 2010, 2011 and 2012. 

The Plan has given support to 98 % of the victims that participated 
in meetings with KiVa teams of the school and experienced an 
improvement in their situation. In Finland, in the first year, both 
reprisals and harassment lessened to a great extent in more than a 
thousand Finnish schools that introduced KiVa in the fall of 2009. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

The programme has been designed with the various educational 

agents involved, like students and the faculty (victim and bystander) 

who provide their life experience, as well as the international 

scientific community that provides their own evidence too. So, for 

example in the web we can see the focus group carried out with the 

pupils where they reflect about harassment as of the pupils’ own 

experience. Participant pupils analyse the situation setting off from 

the language of ethics/language of desire that refers to the creation 

of another type of interactions and the social value attributed to 

them. Solidarity and support amongst peers are also analysed. 

Drivers Main goals of this Plan are listed next: 

• Institutional effective coordination of the administrations to 
achieve that educational centres become safe and violence free 
spaces. 

• Guidance and making possible actions of every involved agent, 
as of scientific accuracy, egalitarian dialogue and consensus.   

• Implementation of social competence and citizenship 
development models based on actions endorsed by the 
international scientific community. 

• Supporting access to training and information of scientific 
evidence. 

• Likewise autonomy of educational centres and their opened 
views towards the environment and the cooperation with other 
entities.   

It is based on giving tools to the pupils, faculty and families to give a 
united response to a potential harassment situation. These tools 
really aim to create a new socialisation of the educational 
community based on solidarity and the support that potential 
victims are due. 
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Barriers  

 

 

Policy  CAMPUSROM. ROMANI UNIVERSITY NETWORK OF CATALONIA  

URL https://dixit.blog.gencat.cat/2016/12/28/campusrom-la-xarxa-

universitaria-gitana-de-catalunya/  

http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/AppJava/govern/grans-

reptes/transicio-nacional/294461/neix-xarxa-universitaria-gitana-

catalunya-campusrom.html  

www.campusrom.org  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xaxm054qjg4dc2i/CampusRom_Brief

Resume.pdf?dl=0  

Year 2017 

Addressed to Ethnic group 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

CampusRom is an initiative that emerges as a results of 

“Preparation course for the University Access Exam of Roma 

people over 25”, developed by the Catalan Government.  

According to information provided by the funders, CampusRom 

has already developed in the last 4 months: 

more than 30 Working groups to do homework or academic 

works, and to improve other academic skills and abilities of the 

network’s members; 

more than 15 meetings (educational counselling) with Roma 

Students to  help  them during  their educational process; 

3 Mentoring   groups   for   monitoring   and   resolution   of   

questions,   provide information and treat other academic issues, 

such as obtaining scholarships and other academic procedures; 

6 Lectures in Universities and other Educational institutions 

(schools, NGOs meetings, etc.) to talk about "The Roma People:  

past,  present  and  future." 

6 Participations in Mass Media to overcome stereotypes and 

prejudices against Roma 

https://dixit.blog.gencat.cat/2016/12/28/campusrom-la-xarxa-universitaria-gitana-de-catalunya/
https://dixit.blog.gencat.cat/2016/12/28/campusrom-la-xarxa-universitaria-gitana-de-catalunya/
http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/AppJava/govern/grans-reptes/transicio-nacional/294461/neix-xarxa-universitaria-gitana-catalunya-campusrom.html
http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/AppJava/govern/grans-reptes/transicio-nacional/294461/neix-xarxa-universitaria-gitana-catalunya-campusrom.html
http://www.govern.cat/pres_gov/AppJava/govern/grans-reptes/transicio-nacional/294461/neix-xarxa-universitaria-gitana-catalunya-campusrom.html
http://www.campusrom.org/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xaxm054qjg4dc2i/CampusRom_BriefResume.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xaxm054qjg4dc2i/CampusRom_BriefResume.pdf?dl=0
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Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

This action appears from the moment of a need of the Roma 

Community. Therefore both the final goal and its design got done 

by the say the Roma Community.  

It is a university network created by and for Young Roma students 

with the aim of increasing the presence of this group in the 

Catalan universities since, as per their own available data, only 7 

out of 1,000 young European Roma have access to University 

studies.  

Drivers The idea is that of providing support to the Roma University 

students particularly by means of mutual support. On the other 

hand, this comprehensive Plan aims for the creation of new 

university models that eventually could become a source of 

motivation for other students too. The Plan also drives a mutual 

supporting group, not only of Roma students, but also to those 

that are aiming to access the university or a higher training 

degree. And finally, information is provided about options and 

access options for the highest training education possible.  

Barriers  
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Policy  MODEL PROGRAMMES: MENTORSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR FORMER TUTELARY 

YOUNG ONES. 

URL http://www.puntdereferencia.org/programes/referents-i-acull/  

http://mentoriasocial.org/projecte-referents-mentoria-social-per-a-

jovent-extutelat-i-en-situacions-de-risc-dexclusio-social  

https://elmeureferent.wordpress.com/testimonis/joves-de-punt-

de-referencia/  

Year  

Addressed to Migrant youth, youth 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

There are several narratives of former tutelary young ones that 

show the benefits of this task to carry on with the post-obligatory 

studies or alternatively to start an entrepreneurship Project. 

The mentorship relationship gets extended beyond the agreed 

terms and later on in multiple cases their friendship, care and 

support go on in time.  

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

The Programme is after the decrease of social exclusion risk for the 

young people through exchanging procedures.  The mentor gives 

support and guidance to former tutelary young ones along their 

emancipation process.  Vulnerable groups’ views are included, 

especially along the assessment process of the taken measure. 

Although at its initial stage, the model programme arises as of 

expressed needs by former tutelary people, but when they are 18 

must leave the services rendered by the regional government only 

applicable during their childhood.  

Drivers Mentorship is a tool of social intervention that fosters the 

relationship among volunteer workers that provide individual 

support to another person that is in risk of social exclusion like the 

former tutelary young ones. The programme provides a supporting 

model in order to undertake their emancipation process 

satisfactorily. There is a third sector entity that eases contact 

between both parties. 

Concerning its emotional side, support is given, as well as ludic, 

linguistic and social apart from supporting them in their work 

insertion or in their search for property. 

http://www.puntdereferencia.org/programes/referents-i-acull/
http://mentoriasocial.org/projecte-referents-mentoria-social-per-a-jovent-extutelat-i-en-situacions-de-risc-dexclusio-social
http://mentoriasocial.org/projecte-referents-mentoria-social-per-a-jovent-extutelat-i-en-situacions-de-risc-dexclusio-social
https://elmeureferent.wordpress.com/testimonis/joves-de-punt-de-referencia/
https://elmeureferent.wordpress.com/testimonis/joves-de-punt-de-referencia/
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Barriers  

 

Policy  LEARNING COMMUNITIES 

URL http://xtec.gencat.cat/ca/projectes/comunitats/  

http://comunidadesdeaprendizaje.net/  

http://www.elmundo.es/papel/historias/2017/03/19/58ca8b8ee

5fdea672d8b46ad.html  

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-11176-6_4  

http://www.tcrecord.org/library/abstract.asp?contentid=19362  

Year Since 1970 until today 

Addressed to Youth, minorities, migrants, disabilities 

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

There are over 1,000 schools that are learning communities 

around the world. Learning communities are based on the 

implementation of successful educational actions (SEA) that are 

endorsed by the international scientific community such as those 

educational actions that achieve the best possible results 

regardless the context where they are implemented or even 

irrelevant of participants.   

Those centres that are correctly implementing SEA are achieving 

successful educational results as well as reducing social conflict 

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

Learning communities are based on dialogic learning and the 

communicative methodology. All that is founded upon the 

egalitarian dialogue amongst the various social participating 

agents. They particularly foster the participation of those groups 

that traditionally do not take part in the educational decision 

making process, assessment or in the learning spaces. We are 

taking about relatives, including those with poor educational 

level, cultural minorities, etc. 

Drivers Guarantee of equal opportunities and results for every single 

pupil, as well as providing the necessary conditions to create a 

violence free area. 

http://xtec.gencat.cat/ca/projectes/comunitats/
http://comunidadesdeaprendizaje.net/
http://www.elmundo.es/papel/historias/2017/03/19/58ca8b8ee5fdea672d8b46ad.html
http://www.elmundo.es/papel/historias/2017/03/19/58ca8b8ee5fdea672d8b46ad.html
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-11176-6_4
http://www.tcrecord.org/library/abstract.asp?contentid=19362
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Barriers In the international Project of Learning communities arise in 

some instances certain degrees of reluctance of professionals to 

implement SEA, as well as wisecrack that modify those elements 

on which SEA are based. 
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Policy  EARLY SCHOOL DROPOUT REDUCTION PLAN 2014- 2020 

URL https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/inclus

ionSocialEspana/PlanNacionalReformas2016.pdf  

Year 2016 

Addressed to Youth 

Are there 

available 

results of this 

policy? 

This policy suggests certain strategical actions included in those 

plans against early school dropout of the various public 

administrations. The Plan specifies some indicators to assess the 

achieved progress in each one of the aforementioned strategical 

actions. 

The assessment will be carried out in two phases: assessment of 

each specific plan and comprehensive analysis of the general plan. 

Nevertheless, since the plan is currently being developed, there is 

not an available assessment yet of the social impact achieved with 

this measure.  

A number of measures are brought forward to meet the objectives 

of the 2020 European Strategy with the purpose to ease the growth 

as well as jobs creation particularly addressed to vulnerable groups, 

i.e., the young ones. One of the reforms refers to the social 

contributions to favour the employment quality, also that contracts 

are indefinite, apart from strengthening the employment active 

policies. 

Does this policy 

include voices 

of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

Inclusion of the opinions of the vulnerable groups is not tagged in 

the policy design. However it does include priorities indicated by the 

2020 European Strategy. 

Drivers The Plan provides incentives to the companies who hire people from 

vulnerable groups. Also investment in training policies to make 

possible the ongoing training and greater autonomy for those 

people. 

Barriers Indicators that will be used to assess the policy are not yet 

published. 

 

  

https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/inclusionSocialEspana/PlanNacionalReformas2016.pdf
https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/inclusionSocialEspana/PlanNacionalReformas2016.pdf
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Policy  SPANISH START-UP FOR EMPLOYMENT 2014- 2016 

URL https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs

/InformeSeguimientoEvaluacionPNAIN2013-16.pdf  

Year 2015 

Addressed to Youth and unemployed people 

Are there 

available 

results of this 

policy? 

This policy particularly develops the Annual Plans of Employment 

Policy (Planes Anuales de Política de Empleo). 

According to figures of the Employment and Social Security 

Ministry regarding the number of beneficiaries of the performed 

training actions, it has been detected that mentioned figures 

remain unchanged concerning the total trained people, however 

there is a change in its orientation:  training at work is ever growing 

and at the same time training actions addressed mainly to 

employed and unemployed people are decreasing. 

Training actions mainly addressed to employed workers respond to 

studies of training needs, both of sectorial and inter-sectorial scope 

that are managed by business, unions and other beneficiaries 

organisations and entities.   Training at work responds to the 

demand of the companies and usually those sessions are carried 

out at work. The number of firms that have imparted training 

reached 471,590 in 2014, which meant a coverage ratio of 29,7% of 

the companies. Split by sexes, there were more men that received 

this type of training (56,2%),  than women (43,8%), even though 

the latter enjoyed almost an extra training hour, as average (24,8 

hours), than men  (23,9 hours). 

Next chart breaks down in detail the number of trained 

beneficiaries of employment for those people who regrettably are 

unemployed, in view of its importance for social inclusion since the 

unemployed are in a worse situation than anybody else regarding 

labour market.   

As per available data, a noticeable reduction of trained people 

currently unemployed has occurred, with a pretty homogeneous 

distribution both by sexes and age spans.   

The other element used in active policies is that of fostering hiring 

workers that mainly takes place by means of a reduction in the 

employer contribution derived from common contingencies.  Main 

measures in this regard have been the so called “flat rate” of €100 

and the minimum amount tax free of €500 for new indefinite 

https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/InformeSeguimientoEvaluacionPNAIN2013-16.pdf
https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/InformeSeguimientoEvaluacionPNAIN2013-16.pdf
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contracts and that has proved absolutely positive for more than 

200,000 people. 

Does this 

policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

Social agents participate in the training policies design of the 

companies, both in their contents and planning. 

Drivers With all of this it is intended to offer training that effectively 

responds to companies and workers real needs. In turn, in order to 

improve the system, subcontracts are not allowed, inspections are 

increased and a new legal code has been released in order to avoid 

potential fraud. 

Barriers  
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Policy  PREPARA PROGRAMME 

 

URL https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs

/InformeSeguimientoEvaluacionPNAIN2013-16.pdf 

Year  

Addressed to Young people under social exclusion risk, long term unemployed, 

cultural minority groups. 

 

https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/InformeSeguimientoEvaluacionPNAIN2013-16.pdf
https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/InformeSeguimientoEvaluacionPNAIN2013-16.pdf
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Are there available 

results of this 

policy? 

If yes, please describe them 

Professional re-training schemes of those unemployed people who 

no longer enjoy any kind of grant, PREPARA programme, does in 

fact improve the coordination between active and passive policies 

as their beneficiaries’ unemployed people that, having exhausted 

the dole, do not perceive any grant at all, they now receive a 

monthly endowment, a custom-made treatment for their labour 

insertion. The programme was extended through a Royal Law-

Decree 1/2013 of January 25th that extends the re-training 

professional programme for those people who exhausted their dole 

plus the adoption of other urgent measures for the employment 

and social protection of the unemployed workers. 

The assessment highlights the improvement of the employment 

active policies, giving priority to the training towards employment 

establishing tools for the transition of the guarantee system of 

employment incomes.  

In the educational field, school dropout has decreased in the last 

two years, more than 2 points.  

Since December 2011, more than 572,000 people have benefited 

from the PREPARA programme that cost more than 1,390 million 

euros. The new Employment Activation Programme, added to the 

PREPARA Programme, addressed to more than 400,000 long term 

unemployed people that have to afford family duties but they do 

not get any type of support; it includes special custom-made 

measures to facilitate labour insertion of the beneficiaries. The 

programme estimated cost is 1,000 million euros. For the first time, 

their beneficiaries can harmonise, financial support with a 5 months 

duration job. 

Funds to facilitate employment to the most vulnerable groups have 

gradually been increased during the PNAIN from 1,326,362,289 

euros in 2013, to 1,430,420,428 euros in 2014 and to 1,453,310,777 

euros in 2015. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, 

implementation, evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 

Objectives of the H2020 European Strategy have been included, but 

there is not any active participation of vulnerable groups in the 

design of this PNAIN 

Drivers PNAIN is founded in the Recommendation of the Commission 

2008/867/CE, of 3rd October 2008 referred to the inclusion. There 
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are three core ideas that shape the three PNAIN strategic goals: 

comprehensive labour markets; proper support to income flow and 

thirdly access to quality training services, like social, employment, 

education and training, health and housing services.  

Barriers The assessment of the plan on its half way follow-up in 2015 carries 

out a diagnosis of the implemented measures in a descriptive 

manner. There are certain indicators where the intensity of the 

implemented measures, their cost and in a descriptive way, the 

beneficiaries of said policies. Unfortunately there is not any 

assessment of the achieved social impact bonded to the achieved 

welfare. 
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Policy  INTEGRATED NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR PEOPLE WITHOUT HOME 2015-2020 

URL https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/E

NIPSH.pdf  

Year 2015 

Addressed to Homeless: Young ones, migrant and unemployed people.  

Are there 

available results 

of this policy? 

If yes, please describe them. The National Strategy for people without 
a home has the aim of enforcing, under a recession period, specific 
and efficient measures so that people with no home overcome this 
situation and to establish preventive action rules for the rest of the 
people in social risk of exclusion. Their aims are founded in enjoying 
full access to certain rights and the administration commitment to 
make it efficiently work. So that it is considered as a goal: the 
Prevention and early assistance, focusing in access to a dwelling, 
including a gender view and an improvement in knowledge and 
training likewise. There is not an assessment of the strategy though. 

Does this policy 

include voices of 

the vulnerable 

groups? 

If yes, please indicate how are they included (design, implementation, 
evaluation, etc.) and what are the mechanisms. 
The ENI-PSH has been done under the cooperation of all the 
autonomous communities, local and third sector entities in which 
people with no home have also been inquired. 

Drivers The ENI-PSH is not after the mere assistance or people’s survival 
under vital guarantee minimum standards but on the other hand what 
is aimed is for those people with no home to recover their life project 
and can re-enter society with due dignity.  
It is based on European agreements and categorisation to be able to 
define the existing needs within this sphere. Since there is not any 
standard concept of a person with no home, a widely spread 
categorisation concept is used as the so called ETHOS (European 
Typology on Homelessness and Housing Exclusion), that was proposed 
by the National Associations European Federation that deal with 
People without a Home (FEANTSA in English). Key aspect in this 
proposal is to enjoy decent dwelling.  All of that is included in the 
H2020 European Strategy to reduce poverty and social exclusion, as 
well as the creation of sustainable and qualitative employment. A new 
insight respect other plans where the response to people’s with no 
home exclusion is transferred from assistance and social services to 
be included in further transverse linked to education, housing, health 
and participation was included in this Plan. 

Barriers The report indicates how, in accordance with the Statistical Institute 
inquiry about centres and assistance services to those people without 
a home, as a general rule in 2014 resources assigned to this group 
have increased, thus: increase by 7,7 % the number of centres that  
enjoyed the Plan, staff has grown up by 8,8 %, budget is 9,8 % higher, 

https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/ENIPSH.pdf
https://www.msssi.gob.es/ssi/familiasInfancia/inclusionSocial/docs/ENIPSH.pdf
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however 2,8 % less people is being taken care of and the average 
centre occupation level has gone down by 4,8% 

Background National Paper on Social Inclusion in the United Kingdom 

 

Child Poverty Act 2010 

Policy  Child Poverty Act 2010 

 

URL http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/9/contents  

Year 2010 

Addressed to Tackling children poverty by 2020/2021. To do so, the Act sets out 

four “targets”: 

1. “relative low income”, 

2. “combined low income and material deprivation”, 

3. “absolute low income”, 

4. “persistent poverty”5. 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

The Child Poverty Act 2010 was repealed by the UK government67 

and replaced by the Welfare Reform and Work Act (see below). 

Child poverty – an indicator computed “as the proportion of family 

households with an income below 60% of median income” – will 

be measured as a statistical indicators, but will ceased to be 

considered as a “target”8. 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers Persistence of child poverty in the UK 

Barriers The 2010 targets were not achieved9.  

 

  

                                                           
5 Child Poverty Act 2010, Chapter 9, p.2. 
6 Wickham, S., Anwar, E., Barr, B., Law, C., & Taylor-Robinson, D. (2016). Poverty and child health in the UK: using 
evidence for action. Archives of disease in childhood, archdischild-2014. 
7 Torjesen, I. (2015). Government abolishes child poverty target. BMJ: British Medical Journal (Online), 351. 
8 Torjesen, I. (2015). Government abolishes child poverty target. BMJ: British Medical Journal (Online), 351, p.1. 
9 Torjesen, I. (2015). Government abolishes child poverty target. BMJ: British Medical Journal (Online), 351. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/9/contents
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Work and Health Programme 

 

Policy  Work and Health Programme 

 

URL http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summar

y/CBP-7845#fullreport  

Year to be launched in autumn 2017 

Addressed to People unemployed for more than 2 years and people with 

disabilities10. 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers To provide “specialised employment support” to people affected 

by disabilities as well as to long-term unemployed11. 

Barriers N/A 

 

  

                                                           
10 Mirza-Davies, J. and McGuinness, F. (2016). Work and Health Programme. Briefing Paper. 
11 http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7845#fullreport  

http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7845#fullreport
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7845#fullreport
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7845#fullreport
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“Fixing our broken housing market” White Paper 

 

Policy  Fixing our broken housing market (white paper) 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attac

hment_data/file/590464/Fixing_our_broken_housing_market_-

_print_ready_version.pdf  

Year 2017 

Addressed to Housing market 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

N/A 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers The White Paper highlights the following issues in the housing 

sector: 

Limited housing stock; 

Growing house prices; 

High rents. 

As a result, the Government set out the following proposals: 

“Planning for the right homes in the right places”; 

“Building homes faster”; 

“Diversifying the market”; 

“Helping people now”12 

Barriers N/A 

 

  

                                                           
12 Department for Communities and Local Government (2017). Fixing our broken housing market, pp.18- 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/590464/Fixing_our_broken_housing_market_-_print_ready_version.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/590464/Fixing_our_broken_housing_market_-_print_ready_version.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/590464/Fixing_our_broken_housing_market_-_print_ready_version.pdf
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Vulnerable Persons Resettlement (VPR) programme 

 

Policy  Vulnerable Persons Resettlement (VPR) programme 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attac

hment_data/file/472020/Syrian_Resettlement_Fact_Sheet_gov_

uk.pdf  

Year 2014 

Addressed to Syrian refugees 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

Since the launch of this programme, “5,706 people have been 

resettled”13. 

Criticisms have been voiced about the small number of refugees 

that the UK Governments has committed to accept14. 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers In the wake of the refuge crisis, the UK Government aimed at 

resettling around 20,000 Syrians. 

Barriers  

 

  

                                                           
13 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/immigration-statistics-october-to-december-2016/summary  
14 The Centre for Social Justice (2017). The Syrian Refugee Crisis: a resettlement programme that meets the needs of 
the most vulnerable. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/472020/Syrian_Resettlement_Fact_Sheet_gov_uk.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/472020/Syrian_Resettlement_Fact_Sheet_gov_uk.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/472020/Syrian_Resettlement_Fact_Sheet_gov_uk.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/immigration-statistics-october-to-december-2016/summary
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Universal Credit 

 

Policy  Universal Credit 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/universal-credit/overview  

Year 2013 

Addressed to Unemployed benefit claimants 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

An evaluation undertaken by the Department of Work and Pension 

found that “UC claimants are more likely to move into employment 

than similar JSA [jobseeker’s allowance] claimants”15 

However, academic literature on UC has criticised the idea of 

“personalised conditionality”, which puts the blame on claimants 

for their situation, and the associated sanctions imposed on non-

compliant claimants1617.  

Does this policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers To ease transition into employment18 

Barriers Potential barriers to an improvement for benefit claimants may be: 

• The sanction system; 

• The procedure for claiming the UC, especially the use of an 

online system of application and the evaluation methods19. 

 

 

  

                                                           
15 Department for Work and Pensions (2015). Estimating the Early Labour Market Impacts of Universal Credit, p.2. 
16 Dwyer, P., & Wright, S. (2014). Universal credit, ubiquitous conditionality and its implications for social citizenship. 
Journal of Poverty and Social Justice, 22(1): 27-35, p.30. 
17 Pennycook, M., Whittaker, M. (2012) Conditions uncertain: Assessing the implications of 
Universal Credit in-work conditionality, London: Resolution Foundation. 
18  Department for Work and Pensions (2015). Estimating the Early Labour Market Impacts of Universal Credit. 
19 Dwyer, P., & Wright, S. (2014). Universal credit, ubiquitous conditionality and its implications for social citizenship. 
Journal of Poverty and Social Justice, 22(1): 27-35. 

https://www.gov.uk/universal-credit/overview
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No health without mental health (England) 

 

Policy  No health without mental health (England) 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/no-health-

without-mental-health-a-cross-government-outcomes-strategy  

Year 2011  

Addressed to People suffering of mental health illnesses 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

An evaluation study undertaken in 2016 found that, although 

there has been a more positive public opinion about mental health 

issues, the mental health care system did not improve and even 

experienced worse results20. 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers Prevention of mental health illness, adequate care of mental 

health issues and improvement of conditions of people affected 

by mental health problems21. 

Barriers • Issues related to the carrying out of the strategy, and 

• Rise of the number of individuals accessing mental health 

services22. 

 

  

                                                           
20 Mental Health Taskforce (2016). The five year forward view for mental health. 
21 HM Government (2011). No health without mental health. A cross-government mental health outcomes strategy 
for people of all ages. 
22 Mental Health Taskforce (2016). The five year forward view for mental health. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/no-health-without-mental-health-a-cross-government-outcomes-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/no-health-without-mental-health-a-cross-government-outcomes-strategy
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New mental health strategy (Scotland) 

 

Policy  New mental health strategy (Scotland) 

 

URL https://news.gov.scot/news/new-mental-health-strategy  

Year 2017  

Addressed to People suffering of mental health illnesses 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

N/A 

Does this policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers To improve the provision of mental health services. 

Barriers N/A 

 

 

 

  

https://news.gov.scot/news/new-mental-health-strategy
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Future in mind 

 

Policy  Future in mind 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-mental-

health-services-for-young-people  

Year 2015 

Addressed to Children and young people 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

A report from the Education Policy Institute found that: 

• across the UK all local areas developed a “local 

transformation plan”; 

• local partnerships between care providers have cooperated 

to provide adequate services; 

• more transparent local plans; 

• increased data availability23. 

Does this policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers To improve the provision of mental health services for children and 

young people. 

Barriers A report from the Education Policy Institute found the following 

barriers to the implementation of the programme: 

1. “Workforce (both recruitment difficulties and training 

needs)”; 

2. “Funding”; 

3. “Commissioning”;  

4. “Data”;  

5. “Fragmentation (the complexity and gaps between 

services)”;  

6. “Intervening too late.”24 

 

  

                                                           
23 Frith, E. (2016a). Progress and challenges in the transformation of children and young people's mental health care. 
24 Frith, E. (2016b). Children and Young People’s Mental Health: Time to Deliver, p.12. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-mental-health-services-for-young-people
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-mental-health-services-for-young-people
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Equality Act 2010 

 

Policy  Equality Act 2010 

 

URL http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/introduction  

Year 2010 

Addressed to Wider society 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

According to research findings about the impact of the Act, 2/3 

of the research participants stated that they were not aware of 

the dispositions of the Act. 40% of the respondents claiming to 

have “some knowledge of the Equality Act” tried to be better 

informed about it. Nonetheless, 75% though the “their 

organisation’s current level of knowledge was adequate”.25 

Does this policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers To protect from discrimination due to: 

• “age” 

• “being or becoming a transsexual person” 

• “being married or in a civil partnership” 

• “being pregnant or on maternity leave” 

• “disability” 

• “race including colour, nationality, ethnic or national 

origin” 

• “religion, belief or lack of religion/belief” 

• “sex” 

• “sexual orientation”26. 

Barriers Limited knowledge about the Act. 27 

 

 

                                                           
25 Perren, K., Roberts, S., Stafford, B., & Hirsch, D. (2010). Evaluation of the implementation of the Equality Act 2010: 
report 2-Awareness and impact of the Equality Act, p.8. 
26 https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights/types-of-discrimination  
27 Perren, K., Roberts, S., Stafford, B., & Hirsch, D. (2010). Evaluation of the implementation of the Equality Act 2010: 
report 2-Awareness and impact of the Equality Act. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/introduction
https://www.gov.uk/discrimination-your-rights/types-of-discrimination
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Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 

 

Policy  Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 

 

URL http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/30/contents/enact

ed/data.htm  

Year England and Wales: 2013 

Scotland: 2014 

Addressed to Same sex couples 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

The Office for National Statistics released in 2014 about same 

sex marriages, finding that 4,850 same sex couples married in 

201428.  

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To extend marriage to same sex couples 

Barriers N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
28 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/marriagecohabitationandcivil
partnerships/bulletins/marriagesinenglandandwalesprovisional/2014#more-females-than-males-married-a-partner-
of-the-same-sex  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/30/contents/enacted/data.htm
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2013/30/contents/enacted/data.htm
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/marriagecohabitationandcivilpartnerships/bulletins/marriagesinenglandandwalesprovisional/2014#more-females-than-males-married-a-partner-of-the-same-sex
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/marriagecohabitationandcivilpartnerships/bulletins/marriagesinenglandandwalesprovisional/2014#more-females-than-males-married-a-partner-of-the-same-sex
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/marriagecohabitationandcivilpartnerships/bulletins/marriagesinenglandandwalesprovisional/2014#more-females-than-males-married-a-partner-of-the-same-sex
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Hate crime action plan (England and Wales) 

 

Policy  Hate crime action plan (England and Wales) 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hate-crime-

action-plan-2016  

Year 2016 

Addressed to (potential) victims of hate crimes due to their religious beliefs, 

sexual orientation and identity, race or disability. 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

There no published evaluations about the impact of this plan. 

However, official statistics report an increase of hate crimes 

following the EU Referendum29.  

Does this policy include 

voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

Drivers To prevent and tackle hate crimes 

Barriers  

 

  

                                                           
29 Corcoran, H and and Smith, K. (2016). Hate Crime, England and Wales, 2015/16. Statistical Bulletin 11/16. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hate-crime-action-plan-2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hate-crime-action-plan-2016
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Delivering Differently for Young People programme 

 

Policy  Delivering Differently for Young People programme 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/delivering-

differently-for-young-people-programme-prospectus-and-form  

Year 2015 

Addressed to Young people (aged 13 to 19 and up to 24 for young people with 

learning problems) 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

Not yet 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To improve local services for young people 

Barriers N/A 

 

 

 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/delivering-differently-for-young-people-programme-prospectus-and-form
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/delivering-differently-for-young-people-programme-prospectus-and-form
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Troubled Families Programme 

 

Policy  Troubled Families Programme (England) 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-

evaluation-of-the-first-troubled-families-programme  

Year 2012 

Addressed to Families living in difficult conditions. The programme aims at 

moving away “from reactive service provision, based around 

responding to accumulated acute needs, towards earlier 

intervention via targeted interventions, where problems can be 

addressed before they escalate.30” 

Are there results of 

this policy available? 

According to a report evaluating the impact of the Programmes, 

there were no “consistent evidence that the Troubled Families 

Programme had any significant or systematic impact” on a set of 

“outcomes, covering the key objectives of the programme - 

employment, benefit receipt, school attendance, safeguarding 

and child welfare”. In other words, this evaluation “found no 

impact on these outcomes attributable to the programme 12 to 

18 months after families joined the programme. The vast majority 

of impact estimates were statistically insignificant, with a very 

small number of positive or negative results.” 

Nonetheless, the authors of the report found “statistically 

significant impacts […] on more subjective and attitudinal 

measures.” In effect, “[f]amilies in the Troubled Families group 

were more likely to report managing well financially; knowing 

how to keep on the right track; being confident that their worst 

problems were behind them, and feeling positive about the future, 

when compared with a matched comparison group. The impact of 

the programme on these outcomes was statistically significant.31” 

Does this policy 

include voices of the 

vulnerable group? 

N/A 

                                                           
30 Day, L., Bryson, C. and White, C. (2016). National Evaluation of the Troubled Families Programme. Final Synthesis 
Report, p.7. 
31 Day, L., Bryson, C. and White, C. (2016). National Evaluation of the Troubled Families Programme. Final Synthesis 
Report, p.49. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-evaluation-of-the-first-troubled-families-programme
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-evaluation-of-the-first-troubled-families-programme
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Drivers Helping around 120.000 “troubled families” in England, defined 

as: 

• “Involved in crime and anti-social behaviour”; 

• “Have children not in school”; 

• “have an adult on out of work benefits”; 

• “Cause high costs on the public purse”32. 

Barriers The evaluation of the first phase of the Programme highlighted 

the following obstacles: 

• “wide variations in local practice”; 

• Lack of clarity about the some types of services offered to 

families (i.e. “therapeutic dimensions”); 

• Scares advancement in tackling health problems of 

families; 

• “variable levels of engagement by partner organisations 

(especially so health and adult social care)”; 

• “mixed evidence regarding the extent to which scaling-up 

had been achieved without sacrificing some level of 

quality of family intervention practice”; 

• The Payment-by-Results financial model – adopted by the 

Programme - and the objectives “were contentious in 

many local areas and were thought to have resulted in 

certain perverse incentives.”33 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
32 Day, L., Bryson, C. and White, C. (2016). National Evaluation of the Troubled Families Programme. Final Synthesis 
Report, p.8. 
33 Day, L., Bryson, C. and White, C. (2016). National Evaluation of the Troubled Families Programme. Final Synthesis 
Report, p.68-69. 
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Disability Confident employer scheme and guidance 

 

Policy  Disability Confident employer scheme and guidance 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/disability-

confident-campaign  

Year 2014 

Addressed to Employers to recruit people with disabilities or health issues 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

A series of case studies is available: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/disability-

confident-case-studies  

According to the charity Reform, the Disability Confident 

employer scheme worked as a campaign; however, the absence 

of assessment of the “disability confident” employers’ actions 

casts some doubt on the actual impact of this scheme34. 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers Employment of people with disabilities or health issues; 

inclusion of disable people in the workplace. 

Barriers  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
34 http://www.reform.uk/reformer/the-potential-of-disability-confident/  

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/disability-confident-campaign
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/disability-confident-campaign
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/disability-confident-case-studies
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/disability-confident-case-studies
http://www.reform.uk/reformer/the-potential-of-disability-confident/
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Fuller Working Lives 

 

Policy  Fuller Working Lives 

 

URL https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fuller-working-

lives-a-partnership-approach  

Year 2017 

Addressed to Workers over 50 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

N/A 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To increase employment of older workers. 

Barriers Some workers over 50 may leave work due to “involuntary 

reasons” such as care responsibilities, health issues, lays off or 

need for retraining.35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
35 Department for Work and Pensions (2017). Fuller Working Lives. Evidence Base 2017, p.28. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fuller-working-lives-a-partnership-approach
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fuller-working-lives-a-partnership-approach
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Care Act 2014 

 

Policy  Care Act 2014 

 

URL http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/23/contents  

Year 2014 

Addressed to Adults and carers 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

A survey found that although the Care Act introduced “new 

rights around assessments for carers, it does not mean in 

practice that carers are feeling the benefit.” As a result, several 

carers participating in the survey “felt that the money or 

services is not there for the local authority to provide them with 

the support their assessment found them to need so the 

assessment ended up feeling like a tick box exercise.”36 

Additional research suggests that local authorities may not be 

able to aptly cooperate with carers37 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers Improving adult care 

Barriers Public expenditure cuts 

 

 

 

                                                           
36 Carers UK (2016). State of Caring 2016, p.10. 
37 Mangano, A. (2016). Self-funded elder care and the Care Act 2014: insights from a qualitative study of family 
carers’ experiences. Working with Older People, 20(3). 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/23/contents
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Baby box (Scotland) 

 

Policy  Baby box (Scotland) 

 

URL https://news.gov.scot/news/baby-boxes-begin  

Year 2017 

Addressed to Newborn babies and their parents 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

The delivery of baby boxes – which contain essential goods for 

babies and their families - is being rolled out until summer 

2017. 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To address child poverty and to provide support to families. 

Barriers N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://news.gov.scot/news/baby-boxes-begin
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Fairer Scotland Action Plan (Scotland) 

 

Policy  Fairer Scotland Action Plan 

 

URL http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/10/9964  

Year 2016 

Addressed to Achieving fairness and social justice, focusing on tackling 

poverty, through actions across different policy sectors 

(employment, housing, health, education, care, democratic 

participation).38 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

N/A 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To deliver a fairer and inclusive society 

Barriers N/A 

 

  

                                                           
38 Scottish Government (2016). Fairer Scotland Action Plan. 

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/10/9964
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Race Equality Framework for Scotland 2016-2030 (Scotland) 

 

Policy  Race Equality Framework for Scotland 2016-2030 

 

URL http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/03/4084  

Year 2016 

Addressed to Ethnic communities 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

N/A 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To tackle racism and promoting race equality 

Barriers N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/03/4084
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Partnership for Change 50/50 by 2020 (Scotland) 

 

Policy  Partnership for Change 50/50 by 2020 

 

URL http://onescotland.org/equality-themes/5050-by-2020/  

Year 2015 

Addressed to public, private and third sector organisations 

Are there results of this 

policy available? 

Stakeholders participating in a survey were concerned that the 

aim of achieving gender balance in boards may be a symbolic 

action39. Additionally, some respondents were worried that that 

the Partnership for Change campaign, albeit being voluntary, 

“could be perceived as a quota”.40 

Does this policy include 

voices of the vulnerable 

group? 

N/A 

Drivers To achieve gender balance in the boards of private and public 

bodies. 

Barriers According to a e-survey, the barriers to achieve gender balance 

in boards are: 

• “low turnover of board membership”, 

• “lack of female candidates”, 

• “female candidates lack the industry-specific skills and 

experience required”.41 

 

 

                                                           
39 Sutherland, V., Macdougall, L. and Glass, A. (2016). Increasing Representation of Women on Private Sector Boards 
in Scotland. 
40 Sutherland, V., Macdougall, L. and Glass, A. (2016). Increasing Representation of Women on Private Sector Boards 
in Scotland, p.35. 
41 Sutherland, V., Macdougall, L. and Glass, A. (2016). Increasing Representation of Women on Private Sector Boards 
in Scotland, p.30 

http://onescotland.org/equality-themes/5050-by-2020/

